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Chapter Five 


Displacements and landings: 
Uncoupling of the l ife-world 


In this chapter, the women relate the processes, often shocking, at times inscrutable, during 


which they were displaced from their familiar worlds. I present the women’s narratives of 


their journey to Australia under sub-headings referring to events over which they had 


largely no control, such as war, changes of political regimes and absolute poverty. The 


women were, for the greater part, subjected to such events and their narratives are about 


how they chose to react and respond. I will attempt to unpack some of the multiplicities of 


meanings encompassed in what is referred to as agency (Trinh Min Ha, 1989), even if I have 


only been able to hear the broad brush strokes of these segments of the women’s lives, often 


many years after they occurred. Hence, experiences are modified as memories through the 


multiple ways in which humans attempt to re-arrange them to soften the pain and – possibly 


– to enlarge those past events which helped them restore their sense of self and of control 


over their lives.  


Why do women migrate? 


War starts this section, which moves from the most compelling reason for migration to the 


least, forces women to leave their homes, sometimes on foot, fleeing with “our two hands” as 


the elderly South-Sudanese woman said. Changes in political regimes occurred in South 


Vietnam and Russia and they entailed an abrupt end of security for ordinary families and 


their capacity to subsist economically, despite having some of the highest professional 
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qualifications in the world. In the ensuing disorder and rule of criminality, human life is 


cheap and living becomes dangerous. Crushing poverty and the import of a phrase used by 


Nenita: “being able to eat”, convinced some of the Filipinas to sacrifice their lives to ensure 


their parents were not destitute in old age, by naively marrying Australian men who 


appeared to be “very good”. Avoiding a future of poverty for their children also motivated 


Vietnamese families to become refugees. The (presumed but highly displayed) attractions of 


the Western lifestyle in a country represented abroad as “sunny Australia”, according to 


many, brought a minority of women who exercised their own agency by choosing to come 


and skilfully completing the manoeuvres required by Australian immigration procedures. 


The intersection of gender, personal tragedies and culture was a dynamic compelling some 


women to unwillingly migrate. 


War 


War in Ethiopia only impacted on Kiro’s young life, when her 17 year-old brother’s 


conscription ejected her from the warmth, comfort and security of her location at the top of 


Ethiopian society. The first disappointment in her life was failing to gain entry to university 


to do nursing, crushing her self-concept of being a good student. She stayed home for a year. 


She said matter-of-factly that her father then sent her to Kenya to protect her brother. There 


was a period of intense family anguish as the prospect of conscription loomed. Her mother 


had experienced the death of two sons in the past and Kenya’s rampant lawlessness, 


particularly towards the powerless, was attested to by Kiro, Naima, Esther and other women 


from South-Sudan who are not included in the study but who I had come to know through 


my work and who had lived in Kenya as refugees. The possible hazards were assaults in 


public places for the theft of jewellery under the uninterested gaze of police, vandalism and 


random killings. My interview transcripts record the following: 
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O: [I said again that I did not understand] What was the threat to you and your family? 


K: Just that the army would take my brother. Didn’t have anyone in Kenya, but my father sent 


us in there, but the lady was not happy … It was very bad, really, really bad. Because we 


were by ourselves … 


(I’m saying “really traumatic” in the background, I felt then and hear now that we 


connected on a deep emotional level and I was feeling the pain that showed on her face 


and in her voice).  


K: We were young and we never been by ourselves. It was really bad for my father and mother 


who were really worried. My father used to send us money, we stayed in a hotel for a week, 


because we had money and then we met some Ethiopian people. It was really, really bad for 


us because even the words we didn’t understand what they say, but there were so many 


Ethiopians over there and they really helped us a lot. But it was a really bad time because we 


were innocent, we didn’t know anything. 


My lack of information – and understanding - about how an affluent father could have to 


resort to such an insecure location for his children was obvious, but I felt constrained from 


probing because of her intense pain at the memory of these times. Some unskilful language, 


such as using the term homeless which connoted stigma and which she rejected, also blocked 


the flow of the narrative. I thus prioritised creating the interview as an authentic encounter 


between human beings rather than efficient means for collection of data. Trinh Min Ha 


(1998:53) interprets the interview as the French term ‘entrevue’ - the seeing of one another and 


‘entretien’ - the mutual beholding of one another. My dialogues were quite consciously 


carried out as a moment of affective connection as the context of discussion. This accounts 


for a gap in the data about how she became dislocated, but perhaps allowed me a more 


important inkling of the agony of having no refuge. 


Kiro’s survival relied upon the African I Am Because We Are (Hord & Scott, 1995). She was 


able to continue being a young person with limited capacity for self-direction because of the 


continued operation of community life among those named as strangers in affluent market-


based societies such as Australia: 
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Ah no, we have caregivers, it was almost like being homeless but we had people who were looking 


after us. They were helping us because we didn’t know anything and they were helping other 


Ethiopians refugees. We rented a room from Muslims and they wanted me to cover up, it was hot 


weather and I didn’t have any experience, I took off my shoes and she wasn’t happy. She told us 


many bad things, and I didn’t understand. I used to cry a lot, because I miss my family. I wanted 


to go back but I couldn’t. 


Kiro lived in constant fear of being caught as an illegal and she dressed in the Kenyan way 


whenever needing to go outside. On the other hand, she unhesitatingly said that the hardest 


part of that time was hearing ghastly stories, such as the one about a man who had to travel 


for nine days in the desert: 


“His voice was so sad when he told his story. He travelled nine days in the desert, to just get into 


Kenya, so that is really horrible, he used to blink … other people had very horrible experiences, 


that’s the worst part - hearing all that … like if you are by yourself and they catch you they can do 


anything, rape you, they don’t even look.” 


The valuable insight for me was that Kiro’s empathy for other people’s pain seemed more 


harrowing to her than her own. Her participation in others’ misery is another example of the 


operation of the communally-based African ontology, in which distance between strangers 


seems lacking in comparison to individualistically-based European cultures associated with 


the ideologies of the ‘free’ market. After two-and-a-half years, she was able to be sponsored 


to Australia by her husband’s brother. Having to separate from her brother then constituted 


another painful dilemma and she resisted coming to Australia for some time, being finally 


convinced that this was the only way of bringing him to a safe country eventually.  


Her response to these tragic events has been essentially a spiritually-based one; she thought 


that it is from her experiences during this period that she derived the meaning of life. She 


said that they got “used to it”. Her brother used to work as a rickshaw driver and her parents 


wrote and sent food every week. She noted that so many people get damaged by hardships, 


such as prostitution or contracting HIV/AIDS or when there is absolutely no food. Kiro used 


this gruelling adversity to deepen her sense of the mystery and sacredness of life. She was 


the only woman in the study who was homeless on her own, without any supporting family. 
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The other African women’s dislocations were mitigated by being in the company of several 


or numerous close family members, as will be indicated in the following stories of the 


Eritrean and South Sudanese women.  


Naima, whose mother was a guerrilla soldier, said that they were “on the run” a lot of the 


time after finishing school. The routine of school provided a safe structuring of time and 


space and, as a child, she was sheltered by her grandfather and family. Forced to leave 


Sudan with two uncles, she experienced the grief of leaving her grandfather, who had filled 


the role of a father. They spent three or four years moving between Kenya and Egypt, often 


hiding because of their illegal status. Having lived as a stranger for all her life, these years 


intensified the experience of the stranger acrobatically attempting to adjust to different life-


worlds, disrupted again and again. As this period coincided with her transition to adulthood 


with the typical search for identity, she was particularly emotionally traumatised. As Naima 


spoke about this period, the memories evoked great pain and I was constrained from 


probing further. Like Kiro, Naima infused the events with spiritual meaning and named and 


recreated these realities as sources of her indomitable sense of identity and ability to 


communicate with people across differences.  


The other four women from the Horn of Africa moved about in larger family and clan 


groups. South-Sudanese Esther and her extended family, taking in seven generations, left 


their village when the war became “irresistible”. Her tone of voice lowered and became 


almost inaudible as she spoke of the three month walk to Ethiopia with a hundred clan 


members, usually undertaken at night, stopping to spare the young and elderly the forty 


degree heat of the day. This period was very difficult because they had to carry everything, 


such as bedding and other necessities for living. Esther’s dislocation began in 1988 and lasted 


seven years. Because she had finished high school in Ethiopia in English, she worked as an 


interpreter with the United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR). During her 


young adulthood she continued exercising her resilience and leadership skills, finding 


fulfilment in being able to rise to the needs for the survival of the clan as they were created 
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by changing circumstances. Engaged in 1988, Esther’s fiance Michael returned to Melbourne. 


He supported the family financially and in 1993 Esther, a younger sister and brother-in-law 


crossed the border into Kenya at night and on foot. This was again a very dangerous journey; 


they lived in a refugee camp, where the hardship was alleviated by the men taking 


responsibility for chores such as queuing daily for hours for water. They then rented an 


apartment in Nairobi for two-and-a-half years, with Michael’s support sent from Australia. 


Esther accepted the hardship, because the war was beyond their control; she often felt like a 


victim and, in 1990, she reflected on her life and saw that God had been protecting her from 


a great deal of strife. She then stopped feeling a victim.  


The elderly Nia became displaced from 1986, after the death of her husband of thirty years 


and she was also very active in ameliorating the conditions of her family in refugee camps: 


(her voice is sounding sadder) Here I can go to the doctors whenever I want but that’s not just 


that. The things I used to do over there are not possible anymore. I’ve always been the sort of 


person who wanted to do things, to be active, even in the refugee camp I had my little coffee shop 


and a garden with all sorts of vegetables and fruit and I made a little bit of money to provide for 


my family.  


There were additional personal tragedies; Nia was in charge of three of her grandchildren, 


one of whom perished in a fire accidentally lit and another suffered severe burns along the 


length of his body. UNHCR staff made a special effort to bring her to Australia. Nia thinks 


that she will never be happy again; her eyes have a ongoing look of anguish and pain. 


During her early adulthood, Eritrean Fatima partially completed a degree in English in Syria, 


where she lived as a refugee. She played a central role in the political struggle for liberation 


and also worked as a volunteer at UNHCR camps, using her skills as an educated person 


and continuing her identity and role of belonging to an elite family. She and various 


members of her family lived in a number of refugee camps for more than a decade, as her 


husband held a senior position in the Cabinet of the Eritrean Liberation Front (ELF): 
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The difficulty started when the war started and you hear that entire villages were killed or raped. 


For seven years, the hardest part was not knowing what was happening to my family. My mothers 


and my brothers were with me. My father died when I was young. My bigger brother was looking 


after the whole family.  


The shocking twist of fate for the families who fought for the liberation of Eritrea from 


Ethiopia was that, when independence came in 1989, they returned home, only to find that 


the larger faction, which their movement had joined in forming government, began a 


systematic reign of oppression and killings. Fatima’s voice lowered and took on the quality 


of a whimper as she spoke about being jailed twice; her voice was trailing off and expressed 


a lot of suffering. 


F: There were many, many shocks … Everyone was happy when independence came and so they 


went back home. That’s why we all wanted to come to a country like this (Australia). I was 


living in hiding in Eritrea … (my husband) had a very hard time, put them far away in the 


desert and locked them up. 


[I told her about my grandfather being locked up in a cupboard. The interview was 


halting, with lots of silences.]  


O: Was there a lot of fear? 


F: Always, until you came here. It was the policy of the president to find certain people. I was 


active and people came to me even if they don’t believe in what I say, they came to me... I was 


saying “why are you fighting? We should learn from the Europeans, not to fight. We are like 


the fingers on a hand, we are different but we don’t have to fight”. So I was always talking 


about that, against fighting … From 1975, people are getting arrested. Fear was for 


everybody. Fear was because you were opposing the war. We were the ELF. They did not tell 


us that the PLF is bad. They always argued we should join with them. So it was a shock to 


us. It was allies. They make a meeting to make unity and they conquered all the villages. 


They gave seats to all the villages and the next day we heard that they started killing 


everybody. It was such a shock ... When I was a cadre I talked to the ruler. He said to do 


democracy. They took him at night and killed him. When we sat down with the boys and they 


said “where is he?” [moaning sound] whenever there was a meeting, then they would kill 


people. 
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Only Zeinab did not live in a refugee camp, saying that she and her peers felt Sudan was 


their country. These privileged young people heard of war in Eritrea and participated in 


supporting their people, but the war was more remote for her and her friends. Zeinab was 


able to have a traditional wedding, with days of celebrations, rituals, giving of gold and 


expenditure on guests. With an affluent husband in the ELF Cabinet who had postings in 


European and Middle Eastern capitals, and a wealthy father employed by a multinational 


company, she was able to lead an affluent life, albeit with huge difficulties. Apart from the 


frequent relocations and enrolment in different universities, she had experienced female 


circumcision and had a great deal of pain during pregnancy in the middle of the university 


semesters. She bore two children and over five or six years obtained a degree in 


Management by doggedly pursuing her goal in universities in Khartoum, Cairo, Damascus 


and Khartoum again. She fought with her husband repeatedly, as she needed to live away 


from him for extended periods, reminding him of his original promise to allow her freedom 


to study: 


O: I get the impression that you were very independent the whole time? 


Z: Most of my life. 


O: Did you make your own decisions? 


Z: Yes, I was strong. Even if he disagreed with me, I was always dominant. My decision had to 


go. 


O: How did you make your decisions? 


Z: Usually I know I am right. I feel I am mature. I feel like I am doing the right thing. I can’t do 


something which hurts me. Maybe it wouldn’t be good for the other side, like my husband, 


my family, who doesn’t like to be alone. Still I have to have my own benefit. Not only my 


own benefit, but it will be of benefit to the other family ...  
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Zeinab is another variant of the women exercising enormous resilience but from a privileged 


positioning; she came to Melbourne through the sponsorship of her mother. Her husband 


had disappeared for a few months, captured by the EPLF, but a year later she joined him on 


her first visit back to Sudan. 


Except for Nia, the women from the Horn of Africa derived from the upper echelons of their 


societies, distinguished by their fathers’ education and professional status and their family 


wealth and power. Zeinab’s father worked for a German multinational company in the 


Middle East, Kiro’s father had daily contact with Geneva and Fatima’s father’s material and 


symbolic wealth have been described. Esther’s father, while less materially affluent than the 


Eritrean representatives, was a leader of a large clan and had a professional position, and 


Naima’s father and other male and female elders had enormous symbolic capital as chiefs of 


a warrior tribe. Significantly, the women had affirming relationships with their fathers who 


promoted their access to tertiary education.  This was atypical of their countries’ gender-


based differences in educational participation, as indicated in Table 1.  Kiro’s father had 


confidence in the competence of his daughter, as he sent her to protect her brother who was 


only one year younger. Fatima and Zeinab had politically and materially powerful husbands 


as well as brothers who protected them during their time as refugees. Esther also had the 


protection of male relatives and an income from her fiancé, a political leader living in an 


affluent and safe country, clearly a great asset for people who are fleeing threats to life. Nia 


became a refugee when the protection given by her husband ended with his death; she then 


lived in the family clan with her now adult children. Thus, the gender relations exemplified 


by the women in this study were marked by collaboration, affirmation and mutual support; 


women participated as agents in the struggle for survival and in the wars of liberation or 


resistance. The men in their close entourage were a vital source of protection. I found that 


Kiro reported the greatest degree of trauma experienced during her years of homelessness 


and she was the only one of this group to be unaccompanied by a strong(er) male. She said 


that her life significantly improved when she met her husband in a refugee camp and she 
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was finally able to finally escape danger by migrating to Australia through the sponsorship 


of another protecting male, her brother-in-law. 


The women from the Horn of Africa continued to live within the material, personal, 


emotional and spiritual wealth embodied in their extended families and, in Kiro’s case, the 


reciprocity between fellow Ethiopian community members. The dislocations did not involve 


a questioning of their basic subjectivity. Anthony Giddens (1991) writes about personality 


integration being dependent on shared social definitions of what is normal and natural 


human and material reality. It is this which constitutes a person’s ontological security and 


which is threatened when a person is plunged into a social context with divergent 


assumptions about what is normal and of value. The women’s sense of themselves as 


members of human society and who they are within these intimate webs, was not questioned 


during this period. The pre-war familiar routines of time, work and the circumstances of 


encountering others in situations of co-presence (Giddens, 1991) were disrupted, but they 


were not taken out of their life-world’s of stock of knowledge. Moreover, their internalised 


habitus, with the meanings of the vertical and horizontal connections with their people and 


culture and those who went before them, was not fundamentally ruptured or de-legitimised 


(Sloan, 1996:7). The geographical land to which they belonged was also never far away 


(Schutz, 1972); hence, they were able to exercise agency by relying on the predispositions 


acquired in their youth. Their privileged levels of education and contact with modern 


nations gave them a consciousness with a wider realm of possibilities (cf. Heiddeger’s 


concept of Dasein, 1978) than their more numerous compatriots and, they were therefore able 


to exercise great ingenuity in their battle for survival.  


These accounts of dislocation can also be seen as examples of the development or further 


enhancement of hybrid identities. In particular Kiro and Zeinab, who had frequent contact 


with European modernity throughout their youth, imbibed additional layers of cultural 


diversity. Zeinab studied in Middle Eastern universities (in Alexandria and Syria) as well as 


in Karthoum and spent several months in London and Rome on separate occasions with her 
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husband prior to migrating. The English proficiencies of Fatima, Zeinab, Naima and Esther 


constituted in themselves some imbrication of modernity, as is evidenced by Zeinab, who 


worked for the British Embassy in Khartoum prior to migrating and whose unusual 


individualistic agency was exercised even against the expectations of her parents-in-law. 


Naima’s accounts of Schutz’ stranger experiences as she and her male cousins were on the 


run in different African countries, illuminate how a woman’s creation and recreation of her 


identity, through experiences of foreign knowledges and ways of being, are assisted by the 


integrating capacities inhering a spiritual source of meaning. Kiro’s and Esther’s final 


reflections about the spiritual import of their suffering reflects the same meaning making by 


drawing on knowledge schemata imbibed during the socialisation of their consciousness as a 


world of possibilities, rather than a restrained set of obligations only.  


Only one Lebanese woman, Wafa, came to Australia as a refugee during the Lebanese war in 


the early eighties. Beginning with the first air raids on Beirut, she and her husband were 


periodically homeless. She gave birth to two children in the context of daily bombings. After 


four years of turbulence and constant fear, they - very reluctantly - accepted a relative’s 


invitation to come as refugees to Melbourne: 


O: How did you feel about leaving Lebanon? 


W: The first time it was very comforting (her voice was low and slow, she sighs) Oh yes, a big 


relief, because we had a very big problem living in the war and feeling unsafe. When they had 


the car bombs all the time, when my husband went to work, and he was due back at 2.30, you 


might hear on the radio that there was a car bomb somewhere and you never know if he 


would be the one. Everybody would feel the same way ... 


Wafa’s class and educational privilege was noted in the previous chapter. Her cultural and 


material capital was reflected by having relatives who lived in affluent European countries 


such as France, in which she spent time visiting a cousin to obtain some respite from the war. 


This experience of safety helped her to decide in favour of making the permanent move of 


migration. As already discussed, Lebanese culture has been traversed by European and 
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Ottoman colonialism and, augmented by her adherence to the Maronite Christian faith, 


Wafa’s world view was modern and hybrid. 


One Filipina only came to Australia to flee imminent jailing by the Marcos dictatorship; 


Teresa’s and her family’s political engagement became dangerous at the time the children 


started primary school and they could inadvertently disclose at any time their parents’ 


activities. As a member of the elite strata of Filipino society, Teresa came to Australia 


reluctantly, but with a sense of buoyancy and bravura. Migration encapsulated - in a sense - 


a badge of honour, testifying to the authenticity of one’s strength and capacity to challenge 


an oppressive government. She and her husband and children spoke fluent English, she was 


a diplomat’s daughter and a teacher of Spanish. Her husband was a lawyer in international 


law and all of her family members were affluent in the Philippines and in Australia. Her 


identity was quite modern, having spent some years as a child in a European country where 


her mother was an Ambassador and her knowledge system was, therefore, successfully 


hybrid. She did not imagine the shift could be problematic.  


Accounts by Vietnamese Australians of the horrors of war outline the contexts in which 


many of the women in the study grew up. Young men who were to be drafted into the army 


tried to evade through any means available and the nation hated war. Young people wrote 


poems and stuck posters on the walls, lamenting the cruelty of war and its creators and 


expressing a passionate wish for peace (Hawthorne, 1983:29-30). As I was not willing to 


continue evoking these horrors from my conversation partners, it may suffice to quote from 


Hawthorne to offer some of the sense the context of war must have created in the women I 


talked to. A resident of a town close to Saigon that had not experienced war until the Tet 


offensive of 1968 (Hawthorne, 1982:33-34), describes the horror after the first experience of 


bombings: 


‘... when the sound of gunfire slackened a little, we opened the back door and called to 


our neighbours, and all of us ran at the same time. The guns followed us and people were 


shot down but it didn’t deter others from running out … We ran blindly through the 
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middle of gunfire, and trampled one another... and if one in front tripped or was shot 


dead, the one behind ran over the corpse … we saw many communist guerrillas – most of 


them still very young, perhaps children – digging their own fox holes ... and looked at us 


with pale bewildered eyes … I saw with my own eyes the body of a young mother lying 


there ... and on top of her, her dead child, its mouth still closed firmly around the 


mother’s nipple … Further away was an arm belonging to somebody, spattered with 


blood and covered by hordes of flies and blow flies … The stench of rotting flesh 


permeated the city ...’ 


A 16 year old Vietnamese boy (cited in Hawthorne, 1982:53-4) graphically conveys the 


nihilism accompanying war: 


‘My friends and I, all with the innocent faces of youth, run along to see those bodies … One body 


has a face with the eyes open, as if the soldier still felt hatred for the living. Many bodies are still 


bent, the teeth gripping into the clothes, hurt still etched on their faces. The arms are curved as if 


to try to hold on to life … later I come to hate war. I see generations growing up, and dying, with 


no chance for pleasure in their lives. I see how war makes people indifferent, so that they do not 


behave like human beings. I see that the war has made my life insignificant, and taken away the 


future. I start to hate war, and I hate it, and I hate those idiot people who fight for an ideology. 


Why can’t they fight for something better? ... Everyday I go to school, with the sole aim of getting 


a certificate, so I can deceive myself that I have some kind of future. My parents, seeing us grow 


up, have a great fear that we’re growing up to be slaughtered. But they know they cannot do 


anything, so they leave it to God.’ 


Change of pol it ical  regimes 


Communism in Vietnam ushered in the confiscations of private property, family homes, 


imprisonment of people employed by the previous government and the rewriting of history. 


Imprisonment and torture in re-education camps, the denial of the ability to earn a living 


particularly for the educated and those with religious faith, denial of access to basics such as 


education, grinding poverty, and the cultural re-writing were particularly abhorrent for 


many in the South.  


As already indicated, the Vietnamese were people who had experienced many wars over the 


centuries and were generally not predisposed to leave their country which they greatly loved 


(Hawthorne 1982). Hawthorne provides several harrowing accounts of the deterioration of 
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civil life and of the life in re-education camps. Re-education camps consisted of writing all 


the details of one’s life story and all those one knew, over and over for years so any 


inconsistencies could be detected, hours of indoctrination, daily meetings of confession of 


thoughts, work clearing the jungle infested with leeches and millipedes with tools fashioned 


from scraps of metal, malnutrition, eating rats, growing vegetables fertilised with their own 


wastes, and common diseases of dysentery, malaria. One of Hawthorne’s interviewees 


(1982:170) concludes: 


‘But despite all the worries about food, most people did not worry chiefly about this. 


They would get used to it eventually. The communists try to say that the lack of food is 


the main reason why people are leaving Vietnam, but this is wrong. We are not economic 


refugees! The reasoning of the communists is an insult! We escaped because of a lack of 


freedom. We had never wanted a luxurious life ... At 4.30 the loudspeakers were turned 


on full blast … if you stayed in the house, you would have to undergo criticism and self 


criticism for not having participated in the exercises. For every block there were at least 


10 public loudspeakers ...’  


The new society was built on suspicion. Wives and children were told it was their duty to 


spy on their families and mistrust was engendered by men going to study sessions suspected 


of being members of the secret police. Although there was profound economic and political 


disruption, Vietnamese citizens were not dislocated from their fellow citizens. Indeed, my 


conversational partners’ reports of the strength of resolve they derived from daily gatherings 


of neighbours showed that community solidarity usually strengthened in the face of an 


oppressive new order. The processes of leaving the Vietnamese life-world occurred over a 


couple of decades for some. This began with the decision to escape, a goal adopted with the 


unanimous support of the surrounding family and neighbours, according to Sen, Anh, Wai 


Ling and Mai Ho.  


For Anh, who as a recently graduated dentist had not worked for the previous regime, the 


period of dislocation lasted 15 years. As the only income earner with her position of Chief 


Resident in a Saigon hospital, she could become the basis for the escape of her nine siblings, 


who had, in various ways, been collaborators with the US-based regime and had spent time 
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in re-education camps. Costs included not only buying boats and paying for passages into 


other countries, but also bribes to get family members out of jail, as they were caught on 


several occasions and for several reasons. When the last one of her siblings was out of 


Vietnam, Anh was able to be sponsored to Australia herself. Although the fifteen years were 


filled with ongoing anxiety, Anh excelled in exercising the Vietnamese values of filial piety, 


self sacrifice, duty and extreme hard work. She was a very powerful agent during this time 


and was affirmed universally to be such. She provided a free essential public service during 


business hours and had a private practice in the evenings, yet treated those without means 


for free, thus sustaining her identity as a person who loves the poor. She utilised her 


connections outside of Vietnam to procure equipment and medicines in short supply, as well 


as being the backbone of her large family’s escape to perceived freedom. These years were 


very fulfilling, both personally and professionally. 


Wai Ling’s family made the decisions about her career and about who would be her husband 


and - it seems - assigned her the role of pioneer to lead the family out of Vietnam. She 


escaped five times by boat, taking her two children and a younger sister. The boats were 


attacked by pirates and she was sent back to jail four times, only to attempt again until she 


was successful. Again, discomfort about the trauma of this period precluded me from 


probing for more information. Fuelling her determination were the nightly gatherings of all 


the neighbours and ‘everybody agreeing’ that this was the only way to give their children a 


future. 


The grandmother Sen’s dream for the future when she was a girl was that “all of my family are 


alive”. Again, borrowing from Hawthorne’s work (1982:20), Ngoc-Dien’s account 


corresponds to Sen’s childhood: 


“I was born on a dark night in 1949 and my mother had to carry me within a few months to run 


away from the war. Life at that time was full of misery. Everybody was on the alert, ready at any 


moment to run at the news that the French troops were about to sweep through. At a word, all the 


people hastened to small boats, rowing furiously into the swamps to hide. These swamps were 


ridden with snakes and mosquitoes … once, when we returned, our hamlet was no longer there. 
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Instead, in front of us, were heaps of smouldering rubble. It was as if an apocalypse had come. All 


the people were desolate and hopeless. Many more began to join the Viet Minh movement to fight 


against the French.” 


The fall of Saigon brought financial hardship and the intolerable confiscation of the small 


businesses Sen had built up. Interestingly, all the women spoke of themselves as the owners 


and operators of businesses and of carrying out great challenges, rather than referring to 


joint undertakings with husbands. The years under communism were mitigated by her 


happy marriage and family life; she worked to send her children abroad, staying behind and 


financing their escapes by boat. The first left in 1976 and the last in 1990. Sen did not 


elaborate on the years of struggle and waiting for news, except to say that only her prayers 


brought her children safety. She spoke very matter-of-factly and briefly of her own efforts. In 


a self-effacing way and in tune with the Confucian assumptions about a person’s proper 


place in life, she was not able to say whether she had contributed anything good to her 


children, but she tried. She also said that the neighbours and community kept her going, as 


they would gather every night and agreed to sacrifice for their children. 


Mai Ho eloped with the son of the wealthiest local family and joined him on the two or three 


failed boat escapes to Australia. Upon returning home after bribing their way out of jail, her 


family supported her actions. This almost theatrical shift out of the family home seemed to 


represent a glamorous and utterly romantic beginning to married life. Indeed, at the time of 


interview when both were in their late thirties, their fashionable and unconventional dress 


style suggested that youthful adventurousness may have been part of their identity.  


Immense disruption of life and of people’s life-worlds occurs by a change of political regime 


- ultimately linked to global geo-politics - as was the case with all of the countries in the 


study and the mass migrations of the twentieth century, particularly after 1945. The four 


Vietnamese women discussed above rejected the conditions imposed upon them and 


consciously pitted themselves against the apparently inescapable objectivity of the might of 


the new government. They developed projects and adopted strategies to – almost 
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unperturbed by circumstances and repeated failure - bring into reality peaceful and 


prosperous conditions for their families and they sacrificed their individual safety and ease 


with no evidence of demurring. Their narratives illustrate a similar pattern as with the 


African group of women, of being able to exercise enormous agency in pursuit of their 


shared family goals. Only Anh and Wai Ling had family backgrounds of elite material and 


symbolic privilege, while Sen and Mai Ho came from poor families. Nevertheless, their 


Confucian habitus and predispositions to rigorous self-discipline, sacrifice and endurance of 


hardship for the benefit of their family were the grounding for their startlingly tenacious 


agency. While the previous chapter noted the disempowered location of women in 


traditional Vietnamese society, there was no evidence given that their location in a rigid, 


hierarchical social system impeded these women’s admirable human resilience. The ‘outside’ 


obedience and submissiveness attached to gender in this culture – both in horizontal and 


vertical relationships - were consistent with ‘inner-resilient’ personalities and subjectivities 


imbued with an inner consciousness of what is possible, which seems, indeed, quite vast.  


Chinese and Japanese psychology offer useful schemata for understanding the resilience 


shown here. These women may exemplify the operation of a ‘polished heart-kororo’ (Lebra, 


1992; Cheung et al., 1996), where a stable personality learns to accept things as they are, is 


sensitive to the needs of others, shuns the privileging of her own desires and learns as a child 


to independently carry out the obligations incumbent upon members of society. The history 


of Vietnam, its traditions, kinship systems, property rights and change of political regime 


intersected with the Vietnamese discourses of gender (Kandiyoti, 1999:232), culminating in 


such expressions of intense effort and agency in successfully pursuing life’s ambitious 


projects. The narratives also illustrate that sexual interdependence is not necessarily the site 


of oppression (Anzaldua, 1991:170) and Maivan Clech Lam’s (1994:879) proposition that a 


belief in the existence of independence is “an exercise in magical thinking”. 


These Vietnamese women did not give much evidence of having hybrid identities or of 


deriving from hybrid knowledge systems. Although some had had experience of some of the 
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material benefits of modernity and possibly the greater flexibility afforded to gender roles 


and obligations attached to women’s bodies, this knowledge was, in my estimation, fairly 


superficial. The women’s stories provide much more robust evidence that they acted on the 


basis of their deep integration of Vietnamese ways of being, of enacting gender, membership 


of society and their stock of knowledge about how time should be spent and what is worth 


pursuing in life. The other two Vietnamese women came to Australia under different 


circumstances which will be discussed in other sections.  


The collapse of the Soviet Union occurred extremely rapidly. Anastasia’s story illustrates the 


rather bizarre process. It was only at university where she studied and later taught nuclear 


physics that she heard for the first time the proposition that Lenin might not have been a 


good man and that Soviet Russia had a very gruesome past. Stalin was known only as a 


great leader “who had made some mistakes”. This generation grew up believing that they were 


very lucky to be in Russia. She said that the past was not mentioned, even in the intimacy of 


the family, except at the time of national grief about Stalin’s death, when Anastasia’s 


grandmother made one enigmatic comment: “one less mouth to feed”. 


“All of a sudden, people realised they were not told the truth for a long time and people lost trust 


in everything and you got the feeling that this country is really bad and if you go outside, the other 


countries are perfect. This was the feeling conveyed by all the media, where there was not a single 


article or item critical of America. Everything was perfect in America and in Europe and it was 


only Russia that was bad. This was Russian media, which previously told the opposite message. 


Now Russians were told that even the poor of Europe live better than any Russian. It started very 


quickly, like a flood, when Gorbachev came and perestroika started … 


This makes you lose faith in your own country. In Australia everyone says how lucky they are to 


be Australians. Everyone says this. In Russia very few people think like that about their country 


now. Four years ago, I went back to Russia and told a friend I wanted to come back and she said, 


“don’t! You are so lucky to have escaped; you don’t know what problems we have here” … It’s like 


they took away your very homeland ... [teary, low voice choking tears] It’s like, it’s like they did 


it on purpose. They spoiled everything ... People don’t like their own country and it’s not true, 


absolutely not true.” 
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Karina who had described a childhood of great hardship as a member of an ethically 


committed, intellectual family, became a very senior computer analyst. Team leader in a 


research institute, her work consisted of developing data bases for processing data from the 


fields of geology, metallurgy, mining, architecture, sanitation, land surveying and so on, on a 


needs basis. Her husband also was a senior computer analyst. Karina continued her story 


with incisive details: 


K: We did not know about gulags until 1985 when articles started appearing, and books and 


people published their memories. It was like the sky had fallen on top of our heads. People 


were walking around with a look of loss and dismay. People were reading every single 


minute, at a tram stop, exchanged articles and talked about them. It was a colossal 


intellectual upheaval. Everyone was in total horror. We had lived all our lives in Russia and 


did not know the full extent of gulags that we knew existed somewhere in the past, but of no 


great proportions. We were taught that the country always lived in the right way and nobody 


could imagine that there had been so many horrors, so many crimes, so many people were 


destroyed! We had studied history but we only heard about the heroism of the working class, 


nothing of what happened in the 1910s. The workers killed the tsar and Lenin started a new, 


light filled life. Lenin started building an enlightened future for all humanity. What was 


behind those words we did not understand or find out about for many, many years. When we 


became students we started thinking what is an enlightened future? And then we asked: 


what is the value of this future? And information started appearing and we started learning 


about the cost of human lives. But it was only in the eighties that we started hearing 


statistics. People were in shock. Nobody could imagine what happened in the KGB, all 


government activities were secret, there was no social welfare at all. 


O: Did you think the West was bad? 


K: We didn’t know much about the West. All of a sudden everyone started buying anything 


imported. They started making things badly in Russia. 


After a few years, similarly described by Anastasia and Larissa, Karina decided that events 


pushed towards the need to leave the country: 


O: What impression did all that have on you and your circle of friends? 


K: Well we saw that the destruction of Russia was underway. We were going to die under the 


wheels of destruction. 


O: It all happened over a ten year period? 
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K: Yes. 


O: So what did you conclude about all this? 


K: After perestroika, when the age pension stopped, if people did not have children to support 


them, many suicided. People who had worked all their lives, were very successful in 


contributing a lot to their country, starved. A lot of ex-soldiers came to my flat and children 


asking for food. The non-educated became very wealthy and were able to steal from their 


country and send it abroad... My brother-in-law was killed in the army at the age of 18 


during military service, and they wouldn’t let us see the body. My friends died at 40. Young 


people suicided after graduating because there was no food and no jobs. When perestroika 


started, doctors and teachers started taking bribes. In 1994, public transport became 


expensive and old people could not use it because they weren’t able to pay. Then if they did 


use it, because they looked poor and couldn’t wash, bus and tram drivers wouldn’t pick them 


up. People’s values were those of intelligent people and those were the ones who got killed … 


People with fabulous values and qualities and skills stayed and they are totally oppressed. 


O: What exposure did ordinary people like you have to criminal activity? 


K: Before we left Russia, about 8 or 9 people were killed in one year in our apartment block … 


criminals from outside ... 


O: What made you decide to leave? 


K: Nothing specific, just read an ad in the newspaper that you can immigrate to NZ and I rang 


and they sent me an application form. It was 1995, I was 40. 


O: You lost faith in Russia? 


K: No, I never lost faith in Russia. It is a great country and will surmount everything.  


Karina’s decision to migrate was a continuation of her agency as a Russian intellectual; she is 


the only one to express outrage about the social injustice which emerged for the elderly, the 


young and other vulnerable groups. Antonina, in contrast, was preoccupied with her 


personal circumstances in seeking a route out of teaching in a rural village. During her 


frequent trips to England, where her older sister was living, she met a British academic of 


Russian language and literature. Over two or three years, they decided to get married and 


she moved to England.  
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Larissa’s response to the collapse of her society was in tune with her dual dedication to 


musicianship and to the meticulous care of her husband and three children. She did not refer 


to the broader issues of perestroika, but rather focussed on the impacts on her husband. As 


his salary, as an academic in the science field, dwindled and at times vanished, he used the 


building skills he had developed as a hobby to construct dachas (holiday homes) for the 


wealthy. “Because he built as an intelligent man”, he was in such demand that his working day 


was 18 hours seven days a week. Life for the family continued as normal with serious 


educational and musical pursuits. Out of anguish at his furious pace of work, however, 


Larissa assessed that he could not and should not maintain such an oppressive lifestyle and 


spent three years talking to him about migrating. She continued her ‘directorship’ of her 


family, monitoring everyone’s wellbeing with professional adroitness and motherly care.  


Zina and Varvara lived in Estonia and Latvia and experienced the at first subtle, then direct 


discrimination and threats engendered by the nationalist awakenings in those countries 


previously occupied by the USSR. In the late eighties, there were more frequent incidents of 


violence and when her three-year old was assaulted on the street, Varvara and her husband 


decided to leave. Russians returning from these Baltic states often had nowhere to settle, as a 


permit was required to live in major Russian cities. Both couples were young and very 


qualified computer analysts. They both stressed the dangers that surrounded them, with 


some embellishments aimed at uninformed Australian residents, reputed for their naivety 


amongst ex-Soviet expatriate community. An example of such inconsistencies was Zina’s 


description of her husband needing to hide in his parents’ apartment upon fleeing from 


Latvia, although he had grown up and studied in Moscow. Such strategic framing of 


information is doubtless an extension of the stock of knowledge required for survival in the 


Soviet Union. Similarly, Zina exercised her competence in manoeuvring Soviet systems of 


Byzantine complexity by succeeding in obtaining a visa to Australia under the Jewish 


resettlement program, drawing on a remote Jewish relative, even though she does not 


identify as being Jewish.  
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All of the Russian women and their husbands were active at the highest ranks of their 


professions. I know that the parents of Larissa, Varvara, Zina and Antonina were materially 


affluent and had access to certain benefits open only to those trusted by decision-makers in 


the Communist Party, such as overseas travel and money to buy relatively large apartments. 


They were brought up in caring families and had good relationships with their husbands. 


The agency that they demonstrated in responding to the collapse of their political regime can 


be seen as illustrating Ricoeur’s (1967:215) notion of self-consciousness as constituted 


primarily by “he (sic) who says I will”. He elaborates that there are three dimensions to the 


capacity to will: decision making is constituted by issues of “needs”, “motives” and 


“values”. The Russian women were able to analyse the needs of their families in the 


unfolding national drama and the implications for their maintenance of their prized 


lifestyles. Willing also involves “moving my body” (Ricoeur, 1967:215) referring to “skills, 


emotions and habits”. The women’s narratives demonstrated their successful adaptation to 


the Soviet social context or habitus of self-discipline and prudence, astuteness in assessing 


situations in terms of possible benefits and dangers, endurance of hardship and a 


predisposition to be equally active as men in the public sphere in pursuit of professional 


achievement. Women also had the responsibility to participate in the public sphere in order 


to obtain goods and services for their families. The final realm of Ricoeur’s (1967) concept of 


the voluntary is “I consent”, which refers to a person’s character and to accepting what one 


cannot control, which here may point to the suppressed collective memory of the dangers of 


challenging the Soviet order. The women’s various responses reflect their individuality as 


musicians, intellectuals, pragmatic appreciators of material comforts or searchers for a soul 


mate.  


Varvara’s dislocation seemed to involve a smooth transition, taking up the opportunity 


available only to the elite of having several thousands of dollars to not only pay for fares but 


also to have cash on arrival. She was reluctant to elaborate. Zina and Varvara were pushed 


out of the Baltic states, but they identified an opportunity in line with their lifelong prizing of 


Western lifestyles of material comforts and democratic freedoms. Antonina had had long 
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standing contacts with countries outside the communist block. She was in search of a partner 


and serendipitously met a British scholar of Russian. Larissa and Karina decided to come to 


Australia out of their continued enactment as erudite and cultured women, assessing the 


costs of remaining to be a greater threat to the family’s wellbeing than the pain of leaving the 


homeland they loved. These Russian women also illustrate that their enactment of gender is 


akin to the concept of ‘womanish’ articulated by Gloria Anzaldua (1990:370), eco-feminists 


and black feminists (Mies & Shiva 1993; Sizoo, 1997). Womanish encapsulates generosity, 


boundless love for one’s family and culture, and strength. The narratives of only half of the 


Russian women (Karina, Anastasia and Larissa) included expressions of deep concern about 


the wellbeing of Russia and Russians. Soviet society and culture was thoroughly modern, 


but the existence of the Iron Curtain and the diametrically opposite assumptions 


underpinning the collectivism of communism ensured that the women’s identities were of 


limited hybridity. 


Poverty 


Absolute poverty is the Filipino life-world’s constant backdrop. The preponderance of 


overseas workers, documented briefly in the previous chapter, provided daily material proof 


to the families left behind about the impossibility of a life free from crippling poverty in the 


Philippines. This country’s imaginary, however, is also infused by consumerist discourses 


and visions of affluence promulgated by the many multinational and North American 


enterprises which provide a chief source of employment for the poor majority. The place of 


women in this international division of labour was covered by the evidence presented by a 


range of authors and by some of the testimony of my conversational partners in Chapter 


Four.  


Nenita’s father had to work in the Middle East, an extreme measure which suggests severe 


poverty. She glossed over this issue: 
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O: How did you feel about coming to Australia? 


N: Excited [laughs], because we heard that in Australia it’s good, there is a nice and 


comfortable life ... And then my husband was here. We were boyfriends before and he said I 


will come to get you and so I was excited. 


O: Is he happy in Australia? 


N: Yes, he never goes home, he says Philippines never gave me a job. He says he has a nice life 


here, he can drive his car. In Philippines only the bosses can have cars”.  


Melba’s father’s murder by a political gang gave her the responsibility of caring for her 


younger siblings. With little social and no material capital, she sought employment in US 


army bases. Linda and Teresa said that it was commonly known that these were sites for 


sexual job roles, as distinct from the national naivety about the parlous circumstances 


awaiting many mail-order brides. Melba saw work as a domestic as a better option than 


what she called back-burning work in paddy fields. The dislocation from her family and 


community began then and – unusually - she did not return to the village more than once, 


suggesting the possibility of feeling uncomfortable back home. Melba was very guarded and 


evasive about this part of her life and I – reasonably - did not probe. However, as she 


reached the end of her twenties, she seemed to become quite desperate. She met an 


Australian tourist briefly and wrote to him that she was carrying his child; the man was 


middle-aged and seemed to welcome the prospect of having a child. She failed the medical 


examination and needed to undergo treatment at an Australian clinic, paid by him, prior to 


being granted entry as a spouse. I felt it would be an abuse of my power to ask her what her 


medical condition was.  


Thus, for Melba, the death of her father and her leaving of the village began a long, torturous 


period of grasping for a secure future. Once she obtained interest from a prospective 


husband, the process again was agonisingly suspenseful and humiliating. She is a clear 


example of the helplessness of uneducated women in carving out a life in the context of 


commodifying discourses about the bodies of Filipina women. 
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Linda’s successful study of journalism was aborted when her sister’s financial support, as an 


economist in a bank, ceased upon the latter’s inexplicable disappearance in Manila. Having 


recently also lost a brother in a car accident, the ebullience of this young woman was further 


eroded as she had to look for work. She moved to a nearby island, joining the millions of 


nimble, young Asian fingers capable of maximising production in factories. A year or two 


later, she went to Manila in search of her sister and found that she had been kidnapped by a 


sex and drug ring. Nevertheless, Linda needed to rebuild her life around earning an income 


to sustain her parents, siblings and herself. Respectable young women lived in hostels and 


immersed themselves in the carefree enjoyments of church-based youth groups. In the 


communally-based society, when a tall Australian man, at the gate of the factory with the 


General Manager showed admiration for Linda, the cause was taken up with excitement by 


the hundreds of co-workers.  


Linda recoiled from this man, who, with gross clumsiness, asked her by way of introduction 


if she had a boyfriend. Leaving home and marrying this man represented an abhorrent 


possibility for her, yet she still did so. Linda articulates most eloquently her lack of control 


over the destruction of everything most dear to her life: 


L:  “I was so scared that this guy is going to marry me and he’s going to take me away … 


because that’s what they do. I mean these guys just say, “I want that, and I’ll take her home, 


I’ll take her back”, because that’s what Americans and other foreigners do that. They just say, 


“I want that, I want that” that sort of thing, so he picked me, and “Oh, no, my mum, my 


dad!” 


O: I want that ... 


L: Yeah. 


O: “That”, not “Her”, “That”. Why did he say, “That”? 


L: Well I’m just saying that probably because … 


O: That’s how, yeah … 


L: That’s how if a person … that’s how I perceived it because they were … a lot of the marriages 


were not based on love. 
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Linda felt that she hated him and, at the end of the day, she protested about his presence at 


the factory gate, yet got into a taxi with him because he wanted to know where she lived. She 


went out with him to discotheques only in a group, even though she did not like such 


entertainment. When he was leaving, a month or so later, she refused to see him off at the 


airport, saying she was sick “but he really wanted me to come. So I went there and pretended to 


wear a jacket so that he would think that I was cold. It was really stinking hot ...” In the taxi, just 


before leaving, he handed Linda some notes of unspent currency and she reacted with 


revulsion, but upon prodding in the ribs by her girlfriend, she took the money. She felt 


happy because it made the girlfriend happy and because she did need the money. 


He kept writing and asking her to marry him. Linda told me that she did not decide, but 


followed the persuasion of her friends, her boss. Her parents did not advise her; she told him 


that she did not love him, but his appeal as a non-drunkard was “something Filipina girls 


would kill for”. So she just agreed for him to come on the next plane. The night before, she did 


not sleep, praying to God that He would intervene if he was not the right man for her. She 


married in a registry, quite out of tune with her religious life, in a casual dress. As soon as 


they spent the first night together, she saw differences that were alarming. In the three 


months before she was able to fly over, she agonised about not coming but she did. Again, 


she acted against reason and her every instinct, preferring instead to put her trust in other 


people’s superficial observations. She said that she did not make the decision herself: 


“Well I was a mixture of confused … I was like a lost kid really because, well going back home, I 


mean that’s what I said, we lived in that compound and we’re a very close knitted family … I just 


relinquish it.” 


Linda came from a background of very high symbolic capital, with a familial and personal 


background excelling in the hybrid Asian and Catholic Filipino ethics of filial piety, 


obedience and respect towards elders and communal sharing of love which also embraced 


neighbours. A series of personal tragedies exposed this ebullient young woman to the 


precariousness of absolute poverty and her arrival in Australia encapsulates the 
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powerlessness of even a well-educated woman from an exemplarily cohesive family to avoid 


the compelling impact of her country’s absolute poverty. Melba, Nenita and Linda had little 


choice but to exercise their ingenuity to escape the threat of destitution for their parents, their 


families and themselves. The confluence of the multinational ownership of employment 


opportunities, the politicisation of social reproduction through consumerist discourses, 


Filipino disempowerment over centuries of colonial rule, the existence of mass poverty and 


the Filipino ethics of inter-subjectivity all intersected with narrow options for the enactment 


of gender. Although Nenita, Linda and Melba had varied family backgrounds, their life’s 


trajectory was very much determined by the need to ensure basic subsistence. Such 


precariousness propelled Linda and Melba to dislocate from a familiar world, greatly loved 


and enjoyed by Linda, whilst Nenita had been socialised to work towards escaping poverty. 


Whereas the African women relied on their men for physical safety and protection with no 


evidence of corresponding restrictions in how they enacted their gender, these Filipinas 


relied on marriage to escape imminent threats to their family’s physical survival. Melba and 


Nenita exercised their agency with consistency towards the goal of escaping from Filipino 


absolute poverty. In contrast, Linda was gradually forced to adopt this goal and as she said, 


this meant the relinquishment of everything she valued.  


Lack of employment options was the primary determinant of these Filipinas’ life chances 


and it circumscribed the spaces they could frequent in routine encounters as members of 


society. The workplaces available for poor Filipinas were imbricated with foreign companies’ 


concomitant discourses about what is possible and worth pursuing in life. Even though such 


consumerism is contrary to Filipino ways of being and their stock of knowledge about the 


primacy of ethics, the absence of material options for the poor facilitated the absorption of 


contradictory (neo-)colonial discourses. Linda describes this process: “Well, I was a mixture of 


confused … I was like a lost kid really”. Due to hundreds of years of colonisation, Filipino 


culture is the most hybrid of all those included in the study and this may be a complicating 


and confusing dimension, impeding clear decision-making by desperate women. 
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Marriage to a stranger from an affluent country, such as Australia, represented an ethical act 


of self-sacrifice and moral responsibility for Linda and Melba. All of this is obviously quite 


contrary to understandings prevailing in Australia and elsewhere in the affluent West about 


Asian brides being motivated by greed and material ambition.  


The lure  of Western l ifestyles 


Two of the Lebanese women came to Australia because their husbands were not able to 


make a living in their rural towns. Unlike the majority of the women in the study, they 


exercised agency in choosing to come to a land of better opportunities. Delal reasoned that, 


even though her family was the wealthiest in the district, her father’s properties needed to be 


divided between 12 children. In keeping with her project of expanding her material and 


cultural horizons, the 17-year old bride convinced her soldier husband of the benefits of 


joining his brothers in Australia:  


D: Yes, I am always very confident. I am very happy, believe me. I planned for more future. 


Always the person to be opening for more. You listen from far, you like to see. Because I 


listened, I understood, I heard. I asked why I am not gone? I looked at other peoples, other 


countries, other situations ... 


O: How did you know that there was a different life from Lebanon? 


D: Mostly I read too much. I heard it he newspaper and sometimes the movies... 


Sosa came as a 21-year old when Mariam’s brother-in-law came to her village in search of a 


wife. She married him after two weeks, certainly not on the basis of love, as she laughingly 


admitted. Rather, she had always wanted to “ come and live in a nice modern and rich place like 


Australia”. Being 21, it is possible that she and/or her family may have been concerned about 


her marriage prospects. The decision was based at least partly on a youthful sense of 


adventure.  
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Delal and Sosa made their decisions as resilient women, out of their experience of life in a 


very comfortable and comforting life-world. These two women did not seem to have been 


engaged in a period of dislocation but rather one of transition, in the pursuit of their own 


imagined futures, whereby the locus of their imagined future was less than relevant for their 


sense of achievement and – hoped-for - wellbeing. A small minority of women made choices 


to abandon their comfortable lives in the Philippines and Russia on the basis of the lure of 


Australia’s greater affluence. They initiated their own dislocation/transition.  


Having moved to the Philippines from Vietnam with her husband, Soo seemed to have 


enjoyed the best of what life can offer as she had a good family life, professional fulfilment in 


her work as an interpreter for refugees and lived in a compound around a Catholic church to 


whom belonged the more than 30 families she had daily close contact with:  


“The people in that compound said aren’t we lucky to be so near the church! I said, yeah, we are 


lucky. All of us, we called each other brother sister. Faith was important. We all supported each 


other. Christian brothers and sisters. They loved me very much and cared for me. They were many, 


just like my brothers and sisters. More than 30 families surrounding us, but the compound was 


one hundred people.” 


Unusually, Soo and her husband fully owned their three bedroom house in the Philippines, 


surrounded by a garden with trees. She said she was happy again after three years of 


grieving her husband’s death. A friend visited Australia and met a Vietnamese widower, 


who asked to correspond as a pen pal. After a year of exchanging letters, he proposed, but 


she was unsure about marrying a stranger: 


S: My friend and sister-in-law said that he was a gentleman and an intelligent man and why 


don’t you take another step? 


O: What were you feeling and thinking? 


S: I was unsure, because I think this is not an easy decision to make. I think if this man is a 


good man then my life will be beautiful again, but if he is not as good as I see him, as other 


people see him, then I may make my heart broken. That’s why I was a bit reluctant. 


O: So what made you decide? 
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S: My children [very softly]. They didn’t say anything, they said it’s up to you Mum; we don’t 


know anything, we don’t know anything. But I thought if this man is a good man, my 


children can go to Australia (Soo’s emphasis) and study in Australia and be Australian 


citizens, and they will work in Australia, they will have a better standard of life. I was 


thinking of the future of my children so I tried to take one more step. 


The lure of Western lifestyles projected in Vietnam over a hundred years of French 


domination would have been internalised in childhood and may have influenced her choice 


to study English at university. Working for the US embassy defined her as a successful, 


professional woman where enjoyment of occupational benefits occurred against the 


backdrop of the poverty of others. Although she occupied privileged locations in Vietnam 


and the Philippines, the assumption that things would have to be better in a ‘white’ country 


won the day.  


As an Australian resident, with personal and professional critiques about the strengths and 


paucities of individualistic, free enterprise societies, of the losses entailed in migration, and 


in the light of my recent discoveries about the human wealth embodied in communally-


based life-worlds, I responded to Soo’s narrative with a strong inward protest. I judged her 


decision as being contrary to logic and an example of the operation of the deferment 


exercised by colonial subjects, having imbibed Nandy’s (1991) “enemy within” (Fanon, 1967; 


Memmi, 1974). Confirming my biases, Soo continued to tell me that her new husband 


became abusive within a week of the family’s arrival. She lived in misery for three years, 


totally isolated in a new country, until she was able to part from him. 


Unfurling the narrative about the disintegration of the Soviet life world, Anastasia gave a 


wryly amusing insight into the power of the discourses of superior Western lifestyles: 


In Canada, in a Russian church where all the Russians gathered, everybody talked a lot about 


being lucky to have escaped ... Nobody said anything good about Russia. I felt more Russian then 


than ever. In Canada, Igor and I just couldn’t bring ourselves to inventing dreadful stories about 


Russia to gain refugee status. Just couldn’t do it. Everybody else did invent stories and made jokes 


and laughed about it. You just have to make a nice story, like writing a good story. Others 


invented stories like people were trying to kill them and they had to change addresses. They 
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rehearsed their stories really well so they could convince the judges. A man said that he took part 


in a mutiny on a war ship. That is so ridiculous, because if you did that you would just end up in 


prison. There was a good sportsman who said that he couldn’t train because of his political views 


and could not participate in good competitions. In Canada he came second in a national race and 


they were all scratching their heads how he could do this amazing achievement, given that he had 


not trained professionally for so long. 


Secretiveness was meticulously cultivated in Soviet society, as a matter of life and death, and 


while I did not expect the women to disclose their financial status, I did not hear any 


evidence of severe hardship propelling migration for Zina, Varvara or Antonina. Antonina 


and her sister visited and lived in England several times and Zina’s account of her childhood 


referred to her lifelong prizing of Western affluence and freedoms. Their dislocation/transition 


may have been burgeoning for years.  


Bernadette’s quip in response to my question about how she decided to migrate from the 


Philippines, where she had a solid career as an industrial psychologist, also suggests that life 


in an affluent country represented an exciting prospect for additional material successes: “as 


they say, New York! New York!” Her family had already settled here, probably in pursuit of 


the same ambitions for a comfortable, middle-class life. As she was unmarried in her late 


twenties and all her friends had settled into married life, her social circle diminished and she 


felt the need to join her parents and siblings.  


Delal, Soo and Bernadette derived from privileged sectors of society in terms of wealth and 


education; they acted to relocate their lives in Australia in tune with their long standing 


valuing of modernity and on the basis of an assessment of their long term needs. They had 


the requisite skills for undertaking the process of migration as they had developed resilient 


and fulfilled personalities in their societies of origin and had internalised chosen aspects of 


Eurocentric knowledge and ways of being. In terms of character, as a factor in Ricoeur’s 


conceptualisation of the voluntary, these three women were oriented to skills development and 


active engagement with the public sphere to ensure their own and their families’ material and 


emotional comfort.  
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The strictures of gender roles 


Ramida reluctantly married at the age of 14 and followed her husband to Australia. Almost 


forty years later, as reported in the previous chapter, she still grieves at her lot as a woman, 


predestined for marriage rather than being given the right to basic education. There was no 


discussion of the period prior to migrating, apart form mentioning that, of course, she 


mourned leaving her country and family. 


The most dissatisfied women were those who were forced to come to Australia as a direct 


consequence of an indirect or mediated outflow of gender issues and relationships. 


Anastasia’s husband belonged to the early Russian entrepreneurs who adopted a capitalist 


discourse with strident vigour, including involvement in dishonest businesses and people. 


His hapless wife Anastasia was unable to formulate the dynamics clearly, until she was two 


years and thousands of miles away from Russia. She resisted his demand to leave Russia as 


strongly as she could, but reluctantly followed her husband: “I had to follow my husband as I 


could not live as a single mother”. She was brought up to be obedient to others and, although 


able to express a contrary opinion, was not taught to make independent decisions. She says 


that she did something she felt strongly against for the sake of her husband: “I did not realise 


he was being selfish”. She was very distressed at leaving Russia and continued to feel deeply 


grieved at losing her homeland and extended family during their two years in Canada and 


for much of her time in Australia. 


Tahn, as a sickly child and young person from a modest family, had probably poor marriage 


prospects in her Vietnamese environment. After the fall of Saigon, her family had to 


undertake agricultural work, which she was spared; she felt very loved by her family and 


was contented in this circle of intimacy. Having resigned herself to losing her only male 


friend due to the opposition of his mother, she was overjoyed to receive letters from him 


from Australia, rekindling their relationship. She eagerly grasped at her only marriage 


proposal, without knowing her husband very well.  
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Three of the Lebanese women came to Australia because of the utmost necessity for them to 


be married, at a particular historical point in Lebanese society. For Mariam and Mifsud, the 


unions were so inappropriate to their needs that they became mentally ill. Mifsud’s 


dislocation began with a series of personal tragedies, with her husband being hit by a train 


and the death of both her parents in quick succession. The life-sustaining relationships of 


intimate affection needed to deal with such crises had disappeared and, emotionally quite 


unwell, she was forced to join her only sibling in Melbourne. Lebanese inscriptions of the 


female body precluded living as a single woman independently of family. She had to marry 


precipitously in order to stay here and her husband turned out to constitute the final 


obstruction to any source of personal healing she so desperately needed to recuperate from 


her losses. Her narrative will be resumed in the next chapter, in the discussion about the 


impact of professional services in Australia.  


Mariam, the accountant stigmatised as unmarried, became vulnerable when her parents died 


and she passed to the tutelage of her eldest brother. Without protection, her authoring of 


singleness as a blessing was overwhelmed: 


M: In Lebanon, most people are curious and talk too much … and after the bombardments ... at 


night time my brother said to me some people want to see you. I was a little bit desperate … I 


said OK. And after we meet each other in the night time, me and my sister; he liked me more 


than my sister, because maybe she is too young for him. He was 41 and 10 days before, when 


he asked for marriage, I said yes why not. But after 2 or 3 days when I slept, how I would 


marry one strange man I don’t know him very well and I want to go to Australia and not 


living in Lebanon and I don’t have any relatives in Australia. I changed my mind and after 


my brother said to me ‘why, why? because people speak no good about you. You have one 


man who asked you to marry and you are not married. They will say it was not good, you 


have to marry!’ I said to him OK; in 10 days we are married.  


O: What were you feeling as you were getting married?  


M: I felt very good, because everyone was happy for me, my sisters, brothers and cousins. It has 


to be done. I had to be married. 
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The next chapter will present evidence for my proposition that the factors mostly 


contributing to the erosion of the women’s personal integrity and competency as subjects 


who have the capacity to be authors of their own lives were conditions exposing them to 


patriarchal domination. Anastasia, Mifsud, Mariam and Tahn felt unable to find spaces 


within their culture for the difference of being husbandless. Education and intelligence were 


not sufficient buffers against deleterious experiences related to gender relations for 


Anastasia, a university lecturer in nuclear physics.  


Concluding reflections 


International geopolitical vectors are implicated in all of the women’s accounts of their 


processes of dislocation and uncoupling from the safety of the familiar. War and revolution 


are clearly, in terms of the “push-pull” migration theory, the strongest “push” factors 


making life intolerable at home. The “pull” of affluent countries is the classic promise of 


employment for impoverished people in developing regions, even if the work is “3-D work”: 


“dirty, difficult and dangerous” (Castles & Miller, 2000:115). Push-pull models are simplistic, 


however, and Castles & Miller (2000) survey a range of more nuanced hypotheses for 


explaining why people migrate. The future promises to feature greater mass migration 


because of demographic pressures, economic flows and investment of capital creating links 


between North and South and the social networks that migrants remain connected to and 


bring with them to the receiving country.   


Current migration literature documents that it is not the poorest people who leave their 


country, as migration requires some capital. Global movements of resources and people 


reflect the global single economic system and the social relationships embedded therein 


(Portes & Borocz, 1989, cited in Castles & Miller, 2000:83). Trade and other links established 


during colonisation continue, albeit under the rubric of loans, aid and foreign investment. 


Castles points out that urbanisation and industrialisation, which displace people from their 


subsistence rural lives as part of development, create additional pressures pushing people 
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out of a country where opportunities for social, education and employment opportunities are 


shrinking. The pull to join relatives in countries such as Australia is then an accessible option 


(Castles & Miller, 2000). Since the seventies, the Philippines have had an economic policy of 


exporting labour, mostly women, returning significant remittances to their families (Castles 


& Miller, 2000:114-115; Marginson, 2001) and these women also play a role in family 


formation in the receiving countries.  


The hegemony of Eurocentric lifestyles and knowledges involves insidious and subtle 


cultural re-writings, limiting the options people might be able to imagine. Such virtual, 


and/or material domination has a particular lethality, because it is expressed through global 


capitalism, where the control of the means of production is multinational and its discursive 


domination has not abated, but rather is penetrating life-worlds more and more thoroughly. 


Not only has it replaced almost all state commanded communist economies, but in affluent 


countries, such as Australia, the consumer logic now imbricates the socialisation of children 


very thoroughly (Hamilton & Denniss, 2005; Edgar, 2001).  


The women I am concerned about were born mostly after World War II, during or after 


formal decolonisation. The Russian women, whilst not coming from a colonised country, 


were susceptible to the hegemony of Western lifestyles, which operated as a dynamic with 


parallels to what post-colonial critics name as “the strategic evocation of constructs”, 


essential to justify and rationalise expanding material appropriations (Said, 1993:273; Alatas, 


1977). For example, notions such as ‘bringing civilisation’ and the ‘lazy native’ can be 


substituted for the ‘uncouth Russian’ or the necessarily ‘derelict Soviet society’ (see also Said, 


1993:267.)  


Shifting my focus somewhat away from the structural and macro-contexts within which the 


processes here discussed have occurred, I would like to focus on less tangible elements 


which play an important role in interpreting the migration and displacement experiences of 
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– in this case – women; in this context, hope has been recently theorised in trans-national 


migration studies: 


“… [a]s a complex affective and intellectual practice, hope encompasses both momentary 


embodied affects and more consciously and collectively articulated emotional 


trajectories, to practically and psychologically manage temporalities of change and flux. 


Objects of hope emerge as shifting referents in a play of loyalties, attachments and 


desires” (Mar, 2005). 


Although raging against the forces of history is in some sense pointless, I believe that it 


would be poor research to record these events dispassionately, as a mere background to the 


subject of this thesis. In line with the requirements of Sandra Harding’s (2004) call for strong 


objectivity, I need to subject my perceptions to objectivity maximising techniques. Hence, it 


seems appropriate here for me to state that the shaping of my worldview by Eastern 


Christianity and my commitment to social justice and inter-subjective ethics have influenced 


my understanding of the narratives throughout. I found post-colonial literature to be 


intellectually fulfilling and exciting, as it resonated with my corresponding new appreciation 


of the human wealth embodied in First Nations cultures and the life-worlds labelled as Third 


World. I found myself eager to apply these lenses to the women’s narratives and this was a 


source of bias I needed to be conscious of and articulate, as illustrated by my subjective 


reactions to Soo’s account of her reasons for emigrating. 


The women who were most exposed by their location within a set of political vectors were 


the Filipinas, who were materially poor and Anastasia, who was materially and symbolically 


privileged. Chapter Four pointed to critical literature about the discursive re-creations of the 


Pacific Rim as a site for the maximisation of profits of multinational companies. Although 


the Filipinas developed as agents in communal life-worlds which, according to the evidence 


presented in this study, created resilient, strong personalities, foreign control of employment 


opportunities limited their capacities to imagine responses to adversity (Lim & Dissanayake, 


1999).  
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The contributions of cultural theory are pertinent here in illuminating the hermeneutic 


requirement to look ‘behind’ (Ricoeur, 1966) a person’s narrative. One of Stuart Hall’s (1996) 


key contributions is his extension of the concept of ideology beyond a deterministic 


interpretation in the Marxian sense, as encompassing all of the practical knowledge providing us 


with the categories within which we make sense of our objective positionings in society. This is 


similar to Gramsci’s “common sense” within which the masses organise their lives (Gramsci, 


1971). Ideologies are systems of representation of varying and partial definitions of the 


putative total system, thus inscribing identities and meanings to the actors according to their 


location within the process as depicted in the discourse (Hall, 1996:39-40). The ideologies are 


connected with material and political interests, but not with any determinacy or in a fixed 


relationship, but rather, their points of reference shift in time and space. An apt expression of 


the process is that such patterns of thought “operate within terrains of struggle” (Hall, 


1996:42). Such discourses have obvious material impacts as they are the tools for people’s 


decision making. Laclau (1977, cited in Hall, 1996:41) points out that the cogency of meaning 


in language derives from its grounding in historically established logics, wherein any set of 


propositions evoke a chain of interconnected connotations reverberating off one another. 


Hall (1996:43) cites Volosinov, who theorises meaning construction as fields of “intersecting 


accents”, with the ascription of salience to varying social, economic or political interest being 


contingent. Hall continues with Gramsci’s  “common sense” as constituted through processes 


which are fragmentary, episodic, and layered with intuitions and knowledge derived from 


contemporary expertise as well as ancient prejudices (Hall 1996: 43; see also Showstock-Sassoon, 


1987). Nevertheless, to avoid misunderstanding of my post-modern position, I need to point 


to the ubiquitous influence of economic and material conditions, as the constraining 


parameters for thought, and which may contribute to the emergence of novel social 


formations, including in individual lives. 


The foregoing discussion encapsulates the central concept and method of ‘articulation’ in 


cultural studies, useful not only for epistemological explorations of meaning making, but  
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also for understanding the complexities of agency within a given constellation of material 


and discursive factors (Daryl Slack, 1996:112-117). The method of articulation, according to 


Daryl Slack, can be exemplified by understanding how a person may construct a coherent 


sense of self by joining seemingly contradictory fragments and practices, to form a unity 


which makes sense in the context of a set of contextual vectors in which s/he is located at a 


point in time. The method of articulation was developed to counter reductionism and the 


determinacy associated with Marxian thought, drawing on Althusser’s ideas of social 


relations as complex totalities which incorporate relations between levels that may contain 


contradictory as well as consistent meanings, in a process which may be also, 


simultaneously, contradictory and coherent (Daryl Slack, 1996:117). 


The constructs of cultural theory contain many parallels with the theorists I have examined 


initially: Bourdieu, Giddens and Schutz. Cultural theory emerged from post-colonial thought 


and is logically connected with the critical, trans-national feminist literature that also informs 


the research of this thesis. In a more recent article “The Meaning of New Times”, Stuart Hall 


(1996:223-237) reflects on the globalised materialism of culture, which has become the sphere 


through which people engage with the world and within the parameters of which identities 


are forged and expressed. Hence, even for people who come from contexts of poverty, the 


need to configure one’s sense of place in the world has to include the world beyond the 


locality. It also tends to include reference to the possession of material goods for their 


symbolic value beyond pure utility. This implies that the grounds for affiliation and sense of 


belonging have vastly expanded and that gendered negotiations within power relations also 


have access to an expanded repertoire of possibilities and strategies (Hall, 1996:236). 


In contrast, the stocks of knowledge derived from their respective life-worlds served the 


women from Africa and Vietnam and some of the Russians well, as they practiced and 


expanded enormous ingenuity in the face of adversity. They showed that their agency 


thrived in challenging circumstances as some audaciously pitted their strength against brutal 


military forces. The women from the Horn of Africa and Vietnam had been politicised by the 
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very history of their countries and, together with their immersion in and resilience derived 


from their communally-based life-worlds, they were able to exercise formidable agency, 


sometimes surmounting gruelling challenges. Some of the Russian women, notably Zina, 


Larissa, Karina and Varvara, also relied on their high levels of formal education and 


perspicacity drawn from manoeuvring the contradictory Soviet system to take their families 


to a country where they could maintain their desired lifestyles at the higher echelons of 


society.  


Research about a representative sample of refugee women carried out in Australia in 1991 


begins with generally accepted international statistics - that 20-30% of all refugees have been 


tortured or severely traumatised. The Victoria based African Women’s Association estimated 


that 100% of women in refugee camps experienced repeated rapes. A study by Pittaway 


(1991:20, 26-27) found that 40-70% of Vietnamese female boat escapees had been raped and 


almost all of the Latin American sample experienced high levels of torture and trauma. 


Pittaway (1991:27) extrapolates this finding to state that, out of the 10,592 women who 


entered Australia as refugees or as Special Humanitarian entrants during the years 1987-


1990, 3280 to 4555 had experienced high degrees of torture and trauma. Definitions of high 


levels are listed as: sexual abuse and exploitation in the country of origin or in camps; severe 


physical abuse; being forced to witness the torture or killing of family members; and living 


in conditions where starvation and death from lack of medical services was common. 


Medium levels of torture and trauma include: physical abuse; prolonged detention in camps; 


forced separation from family; living with prolonged harassment and persecution by the 


military or police; and lengthy periods of living in dangerous conditions. Low levels include: 


regular harassment and surveillance by authorities; being denied the right to work and 


attend school; having to leave the country without personal belongings; constant fear about 


relatives’ wellbeing; inability to contact relatives; and living in limbo while finding a country 


to grant permanent residence. In Pittaway’s representative sample, 27% had experienced low 


levels of torture and trauma; 30% fell into the medium category and 36% into the high levels.  
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The women in my study who came as refugees only referred to such sufferings in a general 


manner, if at all. This is doubtless a function of the brief nature of our encounter and of the 


privileged features of the group that I had access to. I did not speak to any women from 


Latin America who experienced wholesale abuses. Personal tragedies and a constellation of 


factors intersected with cultural gender prescriptions to significantly curtail the self 


determination of Linda, Mariam, Mifsud, and Tahn. Including Anastasia, the process of 


being un-coupled from their cherished life-worlds was a deep disconfirmation of themselves 


as subjects of their own stories.  


As outlined in Chapter Two, we reconstitute ourselves in the stories we tell about our lives 


through a dialogical context. Indeed, there is no way of being other “than simultaneously 


understanding our position” (Sloan, 1996:7) and we “choose the positionings we articulate in 


an interlocutory moment” (Yeatman, 1995:55). Self-representation is as much a discursive 


construction as the construction of the ‘other’ (Lal, 1999:115) and the act of speaking is a 


creative act in itself, as well as an act of self-recreation (Ricoeur, 1991) in the unfolding of 


worlds and truths which are always equivocal and partial (Maturana & Varela, 1987). Clifford 


and Marcus (1986:1-8) name ethnographic writing as being inherently incomplete, containing 


unavoidable expressive tropes, rhetoric and exclusions, while informants themselves 


strategically select the form and content for disclosure or concealment. The research 


encounter is framed within a fundamental power imbalance (1986:1-8); I heard fragments of 


these women’s truths, as expressions at a moment in time, of their memories about contested 


desires for the present and future (Hatzimanolis, 1993).  


The themes of suffering and hardship were present in the lives of those who had come from 


life-and-death struggles of civil war, from changed political regimes and from experiences of 


absolute poverty. The history of Russia during the twentieth century featured remarkable 


sufferings, particularly during periods of Soviet repression and the World Wars, but of the 


Russian group only Karina spoke about such hardships.  
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The majority of the women in this study can be considered to have derived from the middle 


class in terms of wealth and tertiary education. They came from families which had the 


highest levels of material and symbolic wealth and had mostly supportive and caring fathers 


and husbands, who were reported to be unusual in the context of their own culture in terms 


of the latitude they allowed their daughters and wives. This also applies to the symbolic 


capital inherent in the young lives of Delal and Wafa which, together with their education, 


influenced their capacity to exercise assertiveness over life’s events. Many of these women 


came to Australia because of the attractions of modernity, freedom and affluence, but only 


Delal, Sosa, Bernadette and Nenita named these as motivations. 


All of the women reported having happy, fulfilling and loving family relationships prior to 


the dislocations covered in this chapter. This applied to Naima despite having always lived 


in a war zone, to Karina despite the sufferings of life incurred by her parents’ ethics, and to 


Melba until the death of her father. Ramida said that she was happy till the time of marriage 


at the age of 14 and Mariam enjoyed the affectionate context of family life, despite the 


stresses attached to singleness in Lebanon at that point of time.  


The next chapter will continue the women’s narratives by describing their initial landing in 


Australia and the early stages of settlement, with a close analysis of the factors which 


constituted the suffering as well as the alleviation of some of the stresses associated with 


immigration. The next chapter will also discuss how the women were able to rebuild their 


lives and how contact with the welfare state and informal, civil society and its individual and 


institutional actors impacted on their capacities for self-determination.  
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Chapter Six 


The topography of migration: 


Suffering and overcoming 


This chapter covers what happens to the women when they arrive in Australia. This chapter 


will recount how they fared in the spaces of their permanent relocation, as distinct from the 


experiences covered in Chapter Five, dealing with their time living in transit. Arrival in the 


country of destination has a certain finality, in terms of separation from one’s previous world 


and commencing a diasporic life. The experience always entails degrees of hardship and the 


first of the two sections of this chapter will recount the issues the women encountered in the 


foreign spaces of Melbourne and depict their strategies to maintain a coherent sense of self, 


hold family together and continue to pursue their desires/aspirations.  


In this chapter, firstly, I explore the dimensions of hardship, suffering and challenges 


confronting the women by being positioned in particular ways in Melbourne society. The 


presentation of this material will be a continuation of my hermeneutical approach and 


theoretical analysis commenced in Chapter Three. The second section traces what the women 


were able to do and develop through contact with Australian public spaces, which includes 


all of the publicly funded systems and organisations ensuring the welfare of citizens in 


modern market-based economies. In this Australian life-world or informal civil society, 


migrant women come into contact with people acting as volunteers, with neighbours or with 


members of one’s own ethnic community. I will be drawing on three bodies of literature to 


illuminate and explore the women’s narratives: theoretical constructs derived from the 


framework developed in Chapter Three; Australian research on immigration; and literature on 
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social citizenship rights to publicly funded infrastructure typical of modern, democratic states. 


Of most relevance for this phase of the women’s journey are trans-national women’s and 


post-colonial writings on hybridity of spaces, identities, knowledges and enactments of 


gender; issues of representation and of what Edward Said (1979) coined as ‘the dreadful 


secondariness’ and the ‘deferment’ inherent in the status of a migrant to a foreign culture. 


The three sections of this chapter are: 


Suffer ings  
Facil itating processes: Contact w ith Austral ian publ ic infrastructure  
Facil itating processes: Contact w ith Austral ian civ i l  society 


 
Chapter Seven will conclude the narratives by asking the women how they feel about how 


life has turned out for them. This chapter will describe how the women were participating as 


Australian citizens at the time of the interviews. I will then also recapitulate the key insights 


from the narratives and conclude with final theoretical reflections, especially geared towards 


incorporating elements of welfare state theory and practice. 


Sufferings 


The sufferings women referred to and which structure the several section below are: being in 


foreign spaces, immobilisation and the losses of migration. Struggles in the public spheres 


include encountering negative representations of their culture and blocks to the resumption 


of their former modes of participation in the labour market. Unrelieved suffering 


compounded by isolation led to psychiatric illness for a small group.  


Being in foreign spaces 


Issues around spaces, location in an unknown habitus, being positioned in particular 


relations with the inhabitants of the new locations and needing to find places and times for 


being, doing and living as one has always understood normality and meaningfulness to be, 


encapsulate the key problematic of living in diaspora. Emerging literature on social 
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geography, built on the foundational theoretical work of Bourdieu, Lefèbvre and De Certeau, 


such as Habitus: A Sense of Place edited by Hillier and Rooksby (2002) and Reanimating Places 


edited by Mels (2004), provide useful theoretical explorations of diasporic existence and 


agency, such as questions of belonging, home, strangeness and strategies for self expression 


and survival as an agent with others in routines of co-presence.  


The first shock was experienced by the women when encountering the foreign landscapes of 


Australian cities, marked as they are by a thorough modernity of architecture, vast suburban 


expanses, with houses mostly on quarter-acre blocks surrounded by gardens and a lack of 


people on the streets, except for shopping centres during business hours and a handful of 


entertainment and business districts. The absence of people on the streets is quite distinct 


from the teeming streets of the world’s large cities and of the rural contexts in the countries 


included in the study. Linda’s eloquent description of her landing in Melbourne airport on a 


wintry night encapsulates many of the themes of relocation in a diametrically different 


landscape.  


L: Well when I first arrived, he told me to wear a jumper because it’s winter. A jumper in the 


Philippines is different.  


O: It’s made out of cotton, is it?  


L: Yeah … I wore my flowery summery dress, skirt and short sleeves, so when I arrived, it was 


warm in the airplane, and I didn’t know. But when I get out of the airport there in 


Melbourne, I never felt in all my life. It went right through my bones and my knees, and I 


said, “Where’s your car?” and was shaking and I was, “Oh my God, is this winter?” I never 


felt that all my life, never! And I said, “Where’s your car?” I was gone. I run. [laughter] I 


said, “I’ll see you there”. I had to run. My knees were just … I mean it was … The day 


before, I was wearing shoes… that was the first time in my life that I felt that, that cold like 


three million times colder than ...., but one thing I noticed that the coldness was even … 


makes this … you know, how it is so quiet when it’s so cold?  


O: Hmm.  


L: And I felt so eerie. I felt like it was so eerie like no one, and I was… suddenly I was like, 


suddenly I was in a totally different world, and I was in an airplane the night before and it 
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was warm, you know cheerful place with all these people walking back and forth and now I’m 


here and it was like, “Where is everybody?” [plaintive little girl voice] 


The sudden elimination of human contact is described by women through metaphors of 


coldness and emptiness, akin to being flung into outer space. The realisation of her dreams, 


Tahn expected that the moment of reuniting with her fiancé after four years would be “bright 


lights, sunshine and happiness”. Instead, it was dark, cold and there were no people on the 


streets. She said that on arrival at Melbourne airport, she felt like “I fell out of the sky”. Some 


women’s immediate experiences of arrival augured what the next years would hold for 


them.  


Schutz’ work on the in-group out-group (1970:85-93) shows that one normally places oneself at 


the centre of one’s environment in order to interact with it. This is impossible for the 


newcomer. For the women, the wide spaces in urban Australia and the comparatively empty 


streets constitute an additional layer of disruption to their sense of normal reality; that is, the 


unquestioned assumption that society means people. Such alien materiality would 


significantly intensify the stranger experience involving a threat to what Giddens (1991) 


refers to as personal ontological security; as much tacit knowledge about being human and 


what is real meeting with jarringly dissonant responses in the new country. 


Many women cried when arriving here, shocked at the isolation. Wafa: 


Back home there was family life and neighbourhood where you know everybody, it’s full of life. 


When you come here, the streets are empty and all the doors are closed, and you don’t know what 


is behind those doors and everybody is strange to you and if you don’t have your own network of 


family ...  


The illustration by Khaled, a new Lebanese male arrival, quoted in a book on Australian 


Muslims, Caravanserai (Deen, 1995:93-94), is particularly eloquent: 


… if you walked down a back street in Australia at seven o’clock at night, you’d almost 


die of fear – it’s very, very lonely. In Lebanon it takes you an hour to walk down a street 


that would normally only take ten minutes to walk ... because every few minutes 


someone greets you, asks about your day, insists that you come in for a coffee …women 
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have the subhiyat, or women’s gathering during the day. After they have done the 


housework in the morning, they visit one another, they sing and dance at each other’s 


house, drink coffee, eat cakes and come home before their husbands. 


One of the earliest arrivals from the former Soviet Union, Zina, her husband and young child 


had a rough landing: 


Z: [the interview was in Russian] The first three months here were torture [she uses the 


English word and laughs]. 


O: Torture? 


Z: Well we came and there was no-one. No-one! They gave us some lodging and we didn’t even 


know which shop to go to. Mum remembered that there was a friend who left 20 years ago 


and we thought we might ring her, maybe she might meet us at the airport. The lady met us 


and then she told us where to rent another flat, across from her flat. It was such a horrible flat 


but we had to take it after 3 days. We were very disappointed that she did not help us at all. 


The first week was a nightmare. We were left alone, didn’t know what to eat. They had two 


suitcases, a mattress and a child. No-one told us where to go and whom to ask. Nothing was 


organised at the time. At social security after signing up no-one told us anything.  


O: But there were all sorts of services at that time!  


Z: But no-one told us! It is good that I was able to catch a few English phrases and so I found 


out for myself. It is because we came through that woman ... 


O: When did you begin to regain your confidence?  


Z: Immediately. Every night I would take myself in hand, like a yoga, and tell myself that if you 


don’t get a hold of yourself now, then you’re gone. I worried about my child. I understood 


that if I don’t get positive immediately, then I will never get on top of things ...  


Although Esther does not mention it directly, this was the first time she was in a white 


country and experienced the impact of the ‘modern’ landscape when the plane landed in 


transit in Perth: 


E: When I compared myself to the people in this country, I felt that I was really under their 


shoes because I didn’t have English and I didn’t have skills.  


O: So, just when you first you looked at all these people? 
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E: Yes. Just looked at them and then I thought I’m nothing.  


O: Just by looking at them? 


E: Looking at them and the things they do and they drive the car. I couldn’t imagine that I 


would drive a car one day. It seemed like a biggest step to drive a car. Africa is a country 


which has light and cities and buildings. So there was nothing really new except it is very 


clean here. So my shock was: how am I going to get some work? Will I be able to learn 


something which will give me value? So that was my job. So when I analysed it, I said no, 


I’m not going to get anywhere. So I closed my mind and was happy where I was. I stayed in 


the house, made my house clean and did cooking.  


O: So you forgot your English?  


E: [Laughing] I forgot my English. Sometimes Michael used to tell me “you are very brilliant 


and you used to send me letters written in English. What happened to you now?”... Because 


even when the telephone rang I would tell him “come on, come on you answer”… 


Some of the women had such difficult experiences during the initial phase of settlement and 


a number of women remained isolated for a couple of years, some becoming clinically 


depressed. Their circumstances will be covered in the sections below. The majority of women 


overcame such initial culture shocks through various forms of engagement with the world 


beyond the home. Only one Russian woman, Larissa, had remained in the initial state of 


significant alienation at the time of the interview, four years after arrival: “Here we will never 


live. We will probably endure, but never really live.” 


The new space was a modern, affluent one. Some women liked Australia from the beginning, 


such as Karina and Antonina, who had spent some uncomfortable years in New Zealand, 


and Varvara, who came into a vibrant Soviet expatriate community around the Bayside 


suburbs. Many women had honeymoon periods because they were reunited with family or 


fiancés, such as Bernadette, Nenita, Melba and Teresa and, as discussed in the previous 


chapter, they had hybrid, modern identities and had been predisposed to prize Western 


material comforts and freedoms. 
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The new space was also safe and physical and psychological dangers were absent. Women 


who came as refugees were clearly very glad to be here. The previous chapter presented or 


referred to fragments from eyewitness accounts by Vietnamese Australians from various 


walks of life and it gave moving details about life during the war and the atrocities endured 


when the communists took over (Hawthorne, 1983). Such contexts are fair predictors of 


experiences of immense relief upon initial arrival. Four Vietnamese women, Wai Ling, Anh, 


Sen and Mai Ho, who struggled for years against all odds to arrive here, often by boat, said 


that coming here was “like heaven at first.” Anh noticed how quiet and clean it was and that 


people smiled, unlike Vietnam, where people were (or seemed) constantly stressed and 


anxious.  


The release from ubiquitous danger and hazard was also blissful for Naima and Fatima: 


N: the greatest feeling is the security here. The ultimate goal is to reach somewhere secure from 


the system there. The secure life is what you want. You don’t have to think: what will I eat 


tomorrow, is the war coming? Here you can say how can I improve my education, how can I 


contribute to this country … The good life I would define as shelter, food, not having to think 


what is going to happen to me … when September 11 came, how people in USA felt, that 


feeling we had back home … It’s hard for Western people to understand what that fear is, 


anytime you can collapse, anytime a killer can come, you are not just looking for shelter and 


food. You are looking for peace … You don’t need to whisper ... It’s a fear! I can express my 


opinion without fear. I may be wrong, but here no-one is going to shoot me! 


Despite Wafa’s remark above, she was also enormously relieved to arrive to a safe country.  


Immobil isation 


Diasporic life often begins with an immobilisation of one’s previous engagement with the 


world as an agent with a particular identity and a competent grasp of the stock of knowledge 


required for functioning in society. Schutz (1970) writes that the stranger becomes the person 


who needs to question everything that seems unquestionable to the receiving culture. 


Because the history of Australia is not part of their biographies and Australian residents 


often have only vague familiarity with the countries many migrants came from, both parties 
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lack the shared symbolic cues enabling communication. As Schutz expresses it in his essay 


on The Stranger (1976), migrants do not know of the articles of faith, the myths, the histories 


and a-priori assumptions that define a lifestyle as self-evident truths and that hold: “the 


rationalisations and institutionalisations of the world together, other gods reveal codes of 


morality, of the good life, of the sacred, other propositions of the right and of nature” 


(Schutz, 1970, 1972). The cultural pattern of Australia is experienced as a central labyrinth; 


Fatima from Eritrea, who had completed three years of university in English:  


F: At first we cried a lot when we first came here. Because of the stress. The children had to go 


to school. The first month it was like you came to heaven, because people accepted me … but 


after I cried and cried. The first stress started here. At camp I saw many killings and terrible 


things, but I helped people and I felt OK. But here, I cry because I can’t do anything. The 


English … 


O: But you speak English! 


F: But not enough! It’s hard to pay bills … After that, I want to study to get qualifications. I 


like to study and every mother would like to do more than housework, that’s why am 


stressed. I like to read and I can’t … 


Lack of English is not only the first logical barrier to venturing outside the home but its 


potency resides in arresting one’s agency as a competent adult. This is a dynamic which, one 


could reasonably propose, would be universally experienced by migrants from any country, 


with factors such as class, culture, education and reasons for migrating being associated 


factors. A rapid loss of confidence ensued and most of these women had a year or two of 


mild or more severe depression. Russian professionals of the highest calibre from a complex 


country, where life skills needed to be quite sharp to survive, felt helpless and dependent 


and I was told that many Russians become housebound because of the fear of ‘appearing 


foolish’. Women from elite strata of their own countries found the lack of competence an 


additional humiliation, particularly since migration was, in itself, an audacious exercise of 


agency aimed at least in part at maintaining their material and symbolic privilege. 


Immobilisation is also due to poor public transport systems and a lack of money in a country 


developed around reliance on cars. The compounding effect of language, lack of money and 
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transport create an immobilisation which, in itself, is the most debilitating aspect of the 


women’s sense of dignity as competent agents. Several refugee women, Fatima, Esther, Nia 


as well as Zeinab (who did not live in a camp), said that the first time they experienced real 


stress was in Australia. Nia: 


The things I used to do over there are not possible anymore … But here, all I can do is sit and wait 


for the fortnightly money from Centrelink, which is to just give you enough to buy food and pay 


the bills. There is nothing, really to keep you active … [her voice is sounding sad and tired] In 


camp you could do other things, it’s part of life to be active. But here there is nothing you can do, 


just sit home, all day and all night. I feel my shoulders are going to fall off just sitting here. Even if 


there are relatives you could visit, they don’t live near you and I have no car. All you can do is go 


to the shop and buy something, which is nothing. 


Nia is the grandmother from rural South-Sudan and although Australian welfare service 


providers and members of the public might expect an overwhelming relief at being in a safe 


country, for this elderly woman, life was centrally about being able to participate in public 


spaces. This is unlike Sen, the Vietnamese grandmother who is contented to live at home 


with a son and have marginal contact with the outside world, always mediated through her 


children. Younger women, who still did not speak English at the time of the interview, were 


the most vulnerable and prone to depression. This included some of the women for whom I 


needed an interpreter, as I will indicate below, but also Larissa, who, as the partner of an 


eminent scholar, was not eligible for free English classes and could not afford the private 


ones. 


Losses of migration  


Loss of home 


The first loss of migration is the loss of what was home, the familiar and loved environments 


and familiar systems of meaning, styles of interacting and personalities. Mary, the Filipina 


nurse who is happily married and has a supportive extended family, still misses her orchids 


and being able to dance, which made her feel young and alive. Women from each country 
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speak of life here being very much quieter than at home, and those who do not adapt 


successfully, still use descriptors such as “so dead”. Linda:  


… sometimes I can hear music here in Australia that brings me right back, and sometimes even on 


summer days here, I can hear the leaves of eucalyptus trees making the noise in the wind … just 


like takes me back because you hear lots of those and all these big mango trees and in summer … 


well, it’s always summer there because we only have two … It gives me … it brings me right back, 


and I sort of suddenly detach myself. I can forget that I even, you know, at times like that, it makes 


me remember and at the same time like, “What am I doing here? I’m supposed to be there!” [voice 


brimming with tears] 


Linda and Anastasia continued to have the greatest grief of all the women about losing their 


landscapes:  


[long silence as Anastasia fight back tears, then with a singsong tone] We had a good life, 


you could go to the museum, to children’s plays, there were lots of interesting things going on all 


the time you could go to with your children and here everything is so expensive. The schooling 


system was better because it was from 8.00 to 1.00 and it gave kids the time to play, do their 


homework and then go to hobbies, like music and dancing, available very cheap in walking 


distance.  


[I told Anastasia about a Russian film made at the end of Perestroika, titled A Town Called 


Zero, where an employee is sent by his firm to a town where he is faced with surreal 


situations, such as the CEO’s secretary being stark naked and no one perceiving the 


abnormality there. The theme of the film is about people being lied to by Communists 


and perhaps being lied to again by the West.] 


Anastasia fought back tears and said: it’s like that everywhere. 


Losing Russia is a sadness for Karina and Varvara but it is accepted as inevitable and 


irrevocable and, simultaneously, diasporic life begins. Zina and Antonina do not feel such 


loss and their narratives only contained criticisms of life in Russia, strengthening the possible 


validity of my surmising that they grew up with a habitus where Western lifestyles were 


desired.  


The Vietnamese women did not speak of missing Vietnam and all categorically stated how 


glad they are to be here. Apart from ensuring the basic necessities of life, such as housing, 
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income and work, however, a priority for the Vietnamese migrants is indicated by the 


energy with which Vietnamese communal life is recreated in Australia and their touchingly 


poetic self-expressions in writing or music, lending support to Ngo Tung Bao and Desmond 


Cahill’s (2001:737) proposition that deep sadness and nostalgia are a part of the Vietnamese 


Australian psyche (Chau Nguyen, 2005; Lopata & Mckenzie, 1997).  


Of the Lebanese women, only Mifsud still misses her life in modern Lebanon; Delal is able to 


visit Lebanon frequently and has recreated Lebanese life by assisting most of her village to 


join her in Melbourne. Her motivation seems to relate to Hanifa Deen’s (1995:71) reflections 


in her lyrical pastiche of Muslim Australian lives in Caravanserai: 


for those who have experienced the throb of a whole society acting as one – and the 


energy and emotion this generates – in Cairo, Lahore, Kuala Lumpur, Ramadan and Eid 


in Australia are never quite the same.  


Mariam, Sosa and Ramida appreciate the advantages offered by Australia for reasons which 


will be unfurled below. Nenita, Mary, Linda and Teresa still feel the sense of loss of home 


but Melba and Bernadette did not at the time of the interview. The African women’s sense of 


home had been marred by sustained experiences of the horrors of war and having spent 


years in refugee camps they seem to consider their former countries as part of history. At a 


training workshop I attended for ethno-specific workers, a series of images of Australia were 


displayed around the room that participants were asked to comment on. Pointing to a 


topless woman sun-tanning on a beach, the South-Sudanese worker identified it as a dead 


woman’s body. Such frequent traumatic encounters would act to erase a sense of attachment 


to their land, particularly for a period of time for the newest arrivals. For the Africans, home 


meant the extended family and a foremost priority for them was to bring the rest of their 


clans here. All the Eritrean women had a majority of their families here but Kiro did not, 


relying on the Ethiopian church community for her sense of family.  
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The men’s experiences 


A diversion in the discussion is necessary here, to bring into relief the experiences of the men 


in these women’s lives, a theme which will be picked up again later. Parents feel ashamed as 


they experience role reversal when having to resort to the assistance of their children who 


adapt more quickly (Deen, 1995:23). This would have been felt more acutely by the fathers 


and other male adults in the family. The women did not speak much about their husbands or 


other male relatives, in good part because my focus at the early stage of this study was a – 


however legitimate - rather stereotypical, Western-feminist one, of wanting to ‘hear the 


women’s voice’. Propriety also limited the extent to which I could access sensitive material 


and, as I discussed in the methodology, the unspoken rule of the dialogue with me as a 


stranger was that only safe topics would be broached. This is doubtless a loss for the 


informational dimension of the thesis. Literature points to the dilemmas faced by migrant 


men as their roles and self-esteem as agents who competently manoeuvre the public sphere 


to care for their families, are more frequently than not, significantly curtailed. Apart from the 


loss of previous occupational or professional roles, migrant men often have to work in 


demeaning workplaces, with documented abusive working conditions and high levels of 


occupational injuries reported by Australian empirical research (Collins, 1991). They suffer a 


loss of dignity in front of women and children and, in addition, the community that had 


been the site for defining and expressing their status as competent agents is gone. 


Community life operated as a mediating layer through which life’s challenges were resolved 


amongst peers, other men or those esteemed as elders, which clearly included domestic and 


other family relationship issues. Men now find themselves in an individualised or 


‘atonomised’ space and women and young people have access to benefits from the state 


independently of the husbands and fathers, who therewith loose their status as ‘providers’. 


Esther reported that South-Sudanese men’s feelings of threat are so deep that they bar their 


women from access to information such as English classes, finding out that the state deposits 


income into their individual accounts as wives and carers, and vigilantly ensure that the 


women have to rely on their husbands for transport out of the home. This pattern was 
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corroborated by other South-Sudanese informants who were not part of my study. In this 


context, Esther’s marital relationship manifests itself as quite extraordinary and is a central 


factor in her narrative of her settlement process, as will be shown below. 


Hanifa Deen (1995:100) articulates the subtleties of migrant men’s pain aptly and the efficacy 


of this diasporic strategy: 


To these men the mosque is a wonderful solace, a balm to wounded pride and their 


feelings of shame and alienation. They have been made redundant and now depend on 


small children ... everything is failing them, but the mosque is there and God is there.  


Loss of familiar ways of being  


The difficulty is that strangeness reaches deeply into the subterranean/subcutaneous levels 


of what we consider as normal reality. The fissure reaches into our very connectivity with 


other human beings, as this is subject to different cultural styles. Furthermore, a culture’s 


schemata for interpreting the world coincide with its normal means of self-expression. 


Normal self-expression is also denied to the newcomer. This section will also explore the 


women’s strategies for responding to the new interaction and communication paradigms 


extant in their Melbourne world. They vacillate in hesitation as they search for the proper 


sense of distance with others (Schutz, 1976). 


In the cultures included in this study, except for the Vietnamese, it is part of daily life to 


show affection through touch. In Australia, the more reserved/distanced style of human 


interaction, with much clearer demarcations of personal space, ownership, interpretation of 


what constitutes ‘appropriateness’ of behaviour, speech and what is one’s business or not, 


were often experienced by the women as coldness or aloofness. This was part of the 


narratives of the Filipinas Mary and Nenita. Mary speaks of her cheerful willingness to 


become an Australian Filipina but the hybrid life does not meet her deeper needs: 


O: What about your husband’s friends, are they Australian?  


M: Yes, I did make friends. They are very nice. They treat me like them.  
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O: So even though you made some friends they are not really friends you can talk to?  


M: No, not really. Not my emotions … They do not understand me, what my feeling is. My 


husband tell me: “my friend is your friend’. But it’s different. I am brown and they are white 


[the word ‘white’ was said with a clipped, terse inflexion, which at the time sounded 


like the snapping of a branch].  


One extreme reaction to the challenge of incorporating hybrid knowledge and social styles is 


to be very negative and retreat into separatism. Larissa discussed her extreme discomfort 


with this issue. She articulately describes the Russian way of being as quite contrary to the 


Australian norm. As already mentioned, the Russian phrase “of course”, delivered with a 


particular inflexion, has a sense of: “it is part of nature, of the nature of being a human being, of 


personhood, of normal, empirical social reality”. Contrasting the approach to neighbourliness of 


individualistically-based free-enterprise societies, where decency draws a boundary around 


knowing about or ‘meddling’ in each other’s personal affairs, Larissa from Moscow said: 


we were too busy to socialise endlessly, but of course, we knew what was happening in the lives of 


all of the neighbours around us, so we could help when necessary. 


This expectation of neighbours is similar to the Filipino (Soriano, 1995), Vietnamese, African 


and Lebanese (Batrouney, 1995) cultural contexts. Larissa said that Australians are dreadful 


egoists, only thinking about what they want in life. She said that in Australia her family 


learnt what it is to be Russian. They spend evenings singing Russian songs which they never 


did at home. The banter among peers with frequent put downs was experienced with horror 


by her children. She said that, in Russia, a friend is someone you love with all your heart and 


are inseparable from, whom you would never treat insensitively. Because her second boy 


was bullied at primary school, she home-schooled him, as she is a teacher. She sent her eldest 


daughter back to Moscow to finish her last two years of high school. Larissa certainly 


showed that she had made the least positive adjustment to resettlement of all the women. 


Some of her views did not seem to be shared by her husband, who works as an eminent 


science academic and has opportunities for greater contact with people. He did not 


contradict her but his facial expressions often betrayed patient restraint. Her youngest child 
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was quite at home in Australia and, as Larissa was the very firm director of this family, it is 


not clear how much scope there was for expression of contrary views, which would not have 


been based on a weight of experience. I felt this family had quite a dilemma as affectionate 


ties and loyalty towards the mother and as the great need to maintain unity in a foreign land, 


would have militated against questioning of Larissa’s authority. Furthermore, her authority 


was founded on profound expertise about the Russian stock of knowledge, acquired through 


very serious study of the arts and of pedagogy. A great deal of this talented woman’s 


emotional energy was directed at rejecting hybridity, grasping moments of memory retrieval 


for pointers of true Russian-ness and coaching her family about this mode of maintaining 


personality integrity. Larissa’s response is understandable, as she had devoted her lifelong 


strenuous agency to specialise in formal Russian musicianship. As a rather single-minded 


specialist, she had not been predisposed to consider diverse life forms.  


Bernadette, Linda, Melba and Teresa have accommodated to the different interaction 


paradigms operating in Australia by learning to understand them accurately. The African 


women had friendships outside of their ethnic group, as did the Vietnamese women who 


spoke good English. Karina approaches the question of different interaction paradigms, 


values and modes of being, with her intellectual predisposition to learn about a different and 


interesting way of being, citing many instances of Russian brutality and of the greater 


humanity shown in Australia to those who are vulnerable, such as migrants, people with 


disabilities, the unemployed. Such an approach was also adopted enthusiastically by Zina. 


Anastasia and Varvara seem to understand that each culture has its strengths but privately 


feel unable to connect beyond the level of acquaintance. Anastasia is the only woman of this 


group to have connected with the Russian Orthodox Church. Accepting the turn of events 


which have transplanted her to Melbourne, she found a continuation of her identity through 


discovering the ancient Russian spiritual tradition which had been lost – or was 


marginalised - during the Soviet years. This provides continuity to her ontological 


foundations and she is thereby open to the new cultural forms operating in Australia. Only 
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Zina had non-Russian friends, which she expressed as evidence of not only her comfort but 


indeed delight with her new life in Melbourne.  


Apart from Wai Ling, none of the Vietnamese women discussed how they manage these 


issues of difference; however, the buoyancy of the recreated Vietnamese community life in 


Melbourne and the women’s subtle comments revealed to me that the Vietnamese stock of 


knowledge was vigilantly guarded and prized as constituting a source of wisdom and 


strength. The two women who developed careers in the social welfare field, Wai Ling and 


Anh, have examined these differences in a manner reflective of their levels of education and 


have appropriated some non-Vietnamese communication patterns. For example, Wai Ling 


said that she learnt from her own experience that strict obedience is no useful preparation for 


the modern, contradictory and constantly changing world. She appreciates the value of 


Australian parenting styles and adopted the approach of being a friend to her children, 


communicating with them from a relatively less hierarchical position, trusting them to make 


autonomous decisions and giving them freedom to go out and mix socially as other young 


people do. Wai Ling’s adaptation was the chief cause of friction with her husband, upon his 


return from seven years in a re-education camp and five years after her arrival. His 


traditional parenting and gender expectations conflicted with Wai Ling’s growth as a hybrid 


and independent author of her own life and leader of her family. 


Wafa has also found serendipity in her location in a culture based on individualism with 


spaces and supports for women’s independence. As a Maronite Christian, her culture was 


infused with European mores; she said that the immediate benefit of being here was to be 


free of her in-laws and the gender expectations which had hampered her intellectual 


aspirations. In the face of strong disapproval from her husband, she initially obtained casual 


work, a driving licence, bought a car and then gained employment as a Lebanese community 


worker, followed by tertiary studies. Her husband was unable to find work commensurate 


with his status of a customs officer in Lebanon. His parents ensured his former post was kept 


open for him and he returned to Lebanon under their strong insistence, particularly after 
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suffering a heart attack while working as a taxi driver in Melbourne, an embarrassing 


indignity kept secret from acquaintances in Lebanon. Wafa resisted pressure to join him and, 


over the ensuing ten years, as he came and went periodically, continued to work and 


independently carve out a life that is meaningful for her and her children. She appreciates 


the spaces allowed in Australia enabling her to find her individual mode of self expression.  


One of the highlights of Ramida’s life were the eighteen years she worked at a local factory 


with the “blondies, the Australians, they liked me and wanted me to be like them, but I couldn’t”. 


She explained that she liked them too but she could not go out with them and dress as they 


did. It should be remembered that the Lebanese women’s narratives mostly cover a period 


prior to the resurrection of xenophobia by the policies of the present conservative Coalition 


government, the international events surrounding the ‘war on terror’ and, importantly, the 


even more recent racially inspired riots at Sydney’s southern beaches. Finally, the only 


religious member of the Lebanese group, Delal, approached the issue of different interaction 


paradigms as a source of interest in befriending Australian born people. Indeed, this 


openness to difference as a source of enjoyment has operated as the hallmark of 


multiculturalism at the individual and community level in Australia. 


Loss of identity 


Teresa came from a background of among the richest cultural and material capital possible: 


Well, I was Seniora X for 15 years, teacher of Spanish, and I had a lot of students and students 


who were university presidents, or senators, a mixture of students, and a lot of students because I 


was teaching for 15 years. I would walk down the street and people would say, “I was your 


student”…. The same with my mother, we were very well known. And all of a sudden, we come 


here and we don’t know anyone and no-one knows us. The feeling is like drowning actually, or like 


being in a void …It’s overwhelming, the idea of not having an identity, it’s frightening actually, 


and its really depressing … 


She says that she was treated in a much nicer way in the Philippines and, suddenly, she was 


confronted by the thought that she might not be the person she – and others – thought she 


was. She recalls an incident when she was subject to a racist taunt by a group of men, which 
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she challenged immediately. They were shocked and shamed into silence, Teresa noting that, 


for them, she was just a fat Asian lady whom they did not expect to be able to challenge 


them as an equal. Her action as an educated, competent and sophisticated cosmopolitan 


woman, whose identity is so developed that she could orient her life to the pursuit of causes 


beyond mundane self-interest, was effective in meeting such assailants. Nevertheless, Teresa 


named the loss of identity as the chief source of her ongoing depression over the years of 


settlement. 


None of the Russian women reported such severe threats to their identity, even when losing 


some confidence by not having good language skills. Some women who were isolated, 


experienced such severe assaults on their sense of self and the integrity of their personalities 


that they became ill and I will let their voices ring in further section below. 


Struggles in the publ ic sphere: Negative representations 


Major surveys of Muslims, including by Gary Bouma (1994, in Jupp, 2001:599-601) and by 


the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission (HREOC, 2003), reported that, after 


homesickness, ‘Australian culture’ was felt to be the source of greatest difficulty. This 


referred to not only different values about dress, the lack of spaces in a secular country for 


religious practices, but, particularly, to negative representations consistently projected in 


public spaces through media, news coverage, films and the racist attitudes and behaviours of 


people. Events involving the Middle East since the Gulf War have led to an exponential 


growth in the frequency of racist attacks (Poynting et al, 2004). Muslims and ‘people of 


Arabic appearance’, a racist descriptor routinely used by police in news reports, are in 2006 


the chief target in Australia of what Elizabeth Povinelli (2002) conceptualises as ‘abhorrent 


alterity’. The narratives of the Lebanese women in this study do not reflect the research 


evidence about the consolidation of Muslim and Arabic pride in response to widespread 


discrimination against Middle Eastern people in Australia (Humphrey, 2001:561); 


nevertheless, they did experience these issues which were mostly un-named undercurrents 


until the time of the interviews. 
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Having traced how the women from each country exercised ingenuity as a self-respecting 


agent in successfully immigrating with their families, the frequency with which 


interpersonal encounters now include negative representations of their identity and culture 


is a chief problematic of settlement for some. This is the dynamic referred to by international, 


critical-materialist feminist writers such as Narayan and Harding (2000), of the intractable 


operation of racism and other forms of discrimination within the invisible foundations of a 


country’s institutions and social arrangements. Australian multiculturalism research 


documents the shallowness of ‘tolerance’ as indicated by the absence of immigrant 


representation in decision making positions (Vasta, 1993; Scutt, 1992; Bertone, 1992; Castles, 


1995; Chan, 1996; Parella, 1993; Kalantzis, 1989; Castles et al., 1990; Castles, 2001:810). 


Multicultural theorists point out that multiculturalism stops short if our Constitution and 


legal political system are not adjusted to reflect the reality of the cultural diversity existent 


since white settlement (Castles, 1995; Gunew & Yeatman, 1993). 


Giving birth a few months after arrival, Teresa had a struggle with the nurses who tried to 


prevent her taking her baby to bed: 


So I told them that I always had my four other children in bed, one until he was 10, and all of them 


are quite alive … 


The Filipinas were the ones who most articulated their struggle against the attempted 


erasure of their identity by the negative representations abounding in public spaces. Nenita:  


N: Just in the shops, when I am waiting to park my car, and if he see me that I am Asian, I don’t 


know if it’s true, he see me, then he just stay there. I stay too and he stays, and when I leave, 


he leaves too and when he passes me he does the rude sign … I think they are Australian 


because they look Australian and they are bald … short hair teenagers... happened twice in 


the shops … so I said to my husband, it’s the first time someone do that to me, I feel that 


someone has thrown hot water on my face … it’s all right … it was the first time … so, its 


just outside, you see plenty of teenagers do that, in the station, in the car park, or in the 


street…Oh, just like when in McDonald, they laughing, when I hit the pole when I reversed, 


they laughed … 


O: What do you think that meant? 
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N: Maybe, I think that because they are not Asian, they are white … [the same snapping 


branch tone on the word ‘white’ as with Mary] 


O: So what do you mean by Asian and white? 


N: I don’t know, because I never heard some … but I hear on the radio and TV that mostly they 


discriminate the Asian, so I said that maybe …  


O: So how does it make you feel? 


N: I feel sad, because I didn’t have a good life in the Philippines either, so when you come here 


and some people treat you like that, I think I’d better go home and stay there because there 


you are happy … but if you know how to deal with people it’s not really hard … 


The Filipinas are angry that there is never any mass media coverage of the achievements of 


the Philippines. Linda said that the racism is “everywhere” and she lives with the awareness 


that an attack can occur at anytime: 


… so like when you walk on the streets, like if a person looks at you, you wonder whether this 


person is wondering whether, “What an ugly person”, or “I wonder whether this person, this girl 


use to dance or what”, or this sort of thing. 


It is here that migration is often a relentless encounter with colonialism because the migrant 


is, by definition, required to adopt a position of deferment to the culture that dominates a 


parcel of land (Said, 1994). Migrants experience a nebulous erasure as they hear that the 


language in the new country contains not only absences of meanings but indefinable denials 


of their knowledge and identity as agents with dignity (Spivak, 1987, 1993). A vicious cycle is 


set up as each group reacts to the other in an unexplainable manner, often interpreted as 


hostile, reinforcing previously beliefs about the other culture as detestable (Poynting et al., 


2004). 


Although my research is based on feminist principles, I need to emphasise here that, in the 


context of losses associated with migration and labour market issues, it is men rather than 


the women who experience a double jeopardy. I referred earlier to the indignities suffered by 


men through role reversal in relation to their children and to their wives, who may obtain 


work while they do not. I continue the analysis of negative representation in the public 
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sphere by drawing on Australian research and social theory as it applies to both men and 


women, having alerted the reader to the potentially more debilitating effect of such issues on 


the sense of wellbeing of the women’s husbands or other male family members. The 


relevance - obviously - is that this is a layer of complexity the women in the study need to 


negotiate within their homes, as this would lead to family violence. Vietnamese and 


Lebanese men were the first to be made redundant during restructuring of the Australian 


economy from the late seventies onwards. The high level of education amongst the majority 


of migrants who work as process workers, taxi drivers or labourers was noted in Chapter 


One in the overview of Australian immigration research. Vietnamese people, in parallel with 


the Ethiopians and Lebanese referred to above, reported through surveys experiences of 


racism of some form, including professionals, who were only able to practice within their 


own ethnic communities (Jupp, 2001). 


The challenge of giving diverse cultures socially just spaces and symbolic and material 


resources has been responded to in liberal democracies by recourse to a ‘consensus at the 


centre’ paradigm, with appeal to a mythical majority or mainstream and with recourse to 


rational and moral argumentation, or the judiciary system for serious conflict (Mouffe, 


2002:94). Mouffe points out that this is not giving any spaces for involvement in the 


democratic process by the diverse citizenry and such a vacuum for people who are socially 


excluded is readily filled by a fortress mentality and by extremist groups on both sides of the 


political and cultural spectrum. Such lack of spaces constitutes the real threat to democracy. 


She draws on Wittgenstein who has taken the now accepted postulate that there is no 


objective truth outside of language, to expound that language is, in itself, an articulation 


about forms of life. African-American feminist thought and Chicana and Mestiza writings 


also subvert the notion that there is a ‘Master Metaphysics’ (Anzaldua, 1990, 1999, 1983; 


Collins, 2001) and this is in full accord with my rationale expounded above, about the need 


to start my research by studying the life-worlds within which women learnt to constitute 


meaning and agency. Mouffe (2002:96) then extends the argument by quoting Wittgenstein 


(Wittgenstein, 1958:242): 
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So you are saying that human agreement decides what is true and what is false. It is what 


human beings say that is true or false; and they agree in the language they use. That is 


not agreement in opinions but in forms of life.  


Social processes and institutions governing societies are therefore constituted not only by 


specific forms of identity and values but are also the expression of sedimentations of 


judgements about the forms of life a society has accepted over time. This theoretical 


excursion explains how social exclusion, on whatever basis, operates and why fulfilment and 


empowerment by marginalised groups is often found in separatism (for example, second-


wave feminists and certain ethno-specific gatherings). The migrant women in this study, and 


migrants in general, have to exercise their skills and wits not only to obtain the material 


wherewithal to sustain life for their families but also need to deal with such Gordian Knots.  


Few women turned to separatism in this non-representative sample of most privileged and 


resilient women. Perhaps those who need to do so are not readily accessible to researchers. 


Linda resolved these issues ingeniously as will be shown in a later section of this chapter. 


The most painful experience of migration for the upwardly mobile and aspiring industrial 


psychologist Bernadette, was her family being thrust into the pejorative migrant role: 


They were professionals as well, and when they came here they felt like they were Beggars. Taken 


into Springvale Migrant hostel … And having to queue for their Christmas dinner when they had 


had a housemaid and cook back in the Philippines … a month later they were feeling so bad, so 


poor, having to queue for their Christmas meal … (there is a lot of pain here, just the worst 


possible humiliation, the words beggars and queue uttered with deep bitterness). And 


they made sure that our experience was different. 


Being professionals and having servants defined this family’s sense of identity and 


expectation that its social station should have immured it from co-location with poor people, 


“beggars”, a term voiced with an emphasis, that denoted to me utter denigration. 


Bernadette’s responses to such issues of representation and identity will continue below. 


Except for the dentist Anh, the Vietnamese women demurred from commenting in response 


to my prompts about racism or negative representations. Soo, Mai Ho and Wai Ling seem to 
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have accepted as natural that they need to occupy a humble position with respect to other 


Australian citizens. All the African women vigorously rejected negative reflections of Africa 


and were part of a significant group of angry women in this study, except for Esther, who at 


the time of the interview was in the process of developing a critique to counter her initial few 


years of self abasement and still tended to defer to white people around her. Naima, Zeinab 


and Nia expressed frustration at being thought of as ‘refugees’ rather than as people. Kiro’s 


narrative did not include any allusions to feeling like an ‘other’; she, instead, felt included by 


Australian society.  


The Russians are aware of the negative portrayal of all things Russian in Australian mass 


media and public discourses. They were part of the first wave out of a defeated Communist 


system and they began with the expectation that they had come to a superior society, 


according to the propaganda of the Perestroika years referred to by Anastasia. They did not 


maintain this attitude of deference very long but they seem to feel that, in public, it is not 


acceptable to say that anything was positive about Soviet life. I asked Varvara whether the 


family listened to Russian radio and TV news and her retort surprised me: 


In what way? [I thought that was a strange response, seemed to betray some suspicion 


that I was asking a trick question. She answers carefully, choosing her words] Well you 


just listen to this in the way, in a way you are still worried what is happening there, anything that 


happens there, you always discuss, you can’t help but it is all very closed in ourselves [tone very 


earnest, slower, most intense tone and emotion here. I understand that the events in 


Russia are griefs and worries they keep to themselves. My impression is that some 


Russians fear it might be unacceptable to Australians to still care about things in Russia.]  


Larissa is scathing about the distorted understanding of Russian life prevailing in the public 


arena; Karina and Anastasia are saddened by this but Zina represents Russians who have a 


blanket negative perspective on Russia. Antonina is likely to be embarrassed and unclear 


about these issues. 
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Struggles in the publ ic sphere: Blocks to resumption of 


former occupations 


The loss of the meaningfulness of their previous work and their positioning within society 


were also a chief source of enduring suffering. Zeinab cried for three months; she was 


shocked and is still angry that her family and eminent Eritreans had to do “rubbish jobs”. 


Having had a car pick her up for work every day and having occupied the upper strata of 


society, she refused to accept that the eminent members of Eritrean society had no other 


options. The very educated women found this a great loss; Anh realised what she had lost at 


the culmination of her 15 years of struggle to achieve resettlement of her family in Australia: 


I see my family, but what about my job, what about my life? Also English … here very terrible, 


nobody can understand my English. 


She had never done any housework, having always had servants and had to learn to cook 


and look after her children. She said that, to add to her injury, money sent to her brother for 


her to buy a house, was invested in Pyramid, a Victorian Building Society, which had a 


meteoric rise and spectacular collapse, with total losses of the life savings of many citizens. 


Soon after arrival, all her jewellery was stolen in a house burglary and for this privileged 


woman, loss of wealth was felt to be catastrophic: “So in that year I lost everything … 


[laughing] absolutely everything!” 


Anh also lost her source of identity as a dentist who was a powerful agent in Vietnam, able 


to benefit others and marshal resources for the aid of the weak. Both she and her husband 


became depressed as material comfort was a poor replacement for being contributing 


participants in society. Similarly, Mary’s marriage, extended family and friendship network 


were supportive but her suffering revolved around being unable to continue her nursing 


career: 


Yes, for me it’s so hard. I cry too much. I’m going crazy. My husband is always there and very 


supportive of me and everything. And also my relatives... my aunty is calling me “don’t give up, 


that’s the lifestyle here, you have to do it …” I have to thank my aunty … what am I going to do? 
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What am I going to do? Why am I here? … To get a job. For me it’s the hardest. I said, my God, I 


am going crazy. What’s wrong with me? I know how to communicate, what’s wrong with me? 


And my aunty said “nothing is wrong with you. You know this country is different to our 


country. It was the same for us when we came here … and then one day you find a job”. 


The loss of professional life lasted a number of years for Teresa and Linda as it did for 


Esther, Fatima, Karina, Larissa and Antonina. They were either caring for children, were 


unable to obtain professional employment, or were struggling with health issues. Some 


women immediately set to work to recapture their former work sphere, including Anh, 


Naima, Zeinab, Zina, Varvara, Wafa, Mary and Bernadette. It was not an issue for Melba and 


Nenita, who were very grateful to be in Australia with their husbands and with married life 


representing the fulcrum of their lives. Zeinab’s and Naima’s ongoing frustrations lay with 


not having the opportunity to mix with people at their levels of education and with the non-


recognition of their considerable skills.  


In the process of realising that there was little scope for contributing their expertise to 


Australia, the Russians undertook training programs which were of a risibly lower level of 


sophistication than their previous qualifications and they began to accept –phlegmatically - 


that the deficit resides in the Australian system rather than themselves. Larissa’s critique of 


these issue, however, is trenchant; she, at first, suffered the blow to ontological security 


many others experienced, being too afraid for a while to go out without her husband: “I felt I 


wasn’t even a person.” 


No, life here is a different thing - one, there are completely different understandings, completely 


different values, of course when I arrived here, my life had been entirely concentrated on Russian 


art, and when I landed here, I realised that it was all for nothing. The most horrific is to 


understand that here you are of no worth with respect to anything; you do not mean anything in 


society.  


Of course, I think it is still an issue now, because I don’t know still how to teach here. I had a 


student, a boy from Boris’ class, they live far from here, but there was a different approach to 


everything and it broke our relationship. We started to misunderstand each other, the boy was 


musical enough, capable, he could have learnt. But they have a different system of education here, 


they don’t believe in work here at all, but until you start working, you will not learn anything. He 
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just started being rude and offensive, and of course I still didn’t speak very well and did not 


understand what he wanted. I had the English to say what I needed to but here it seems, there was 


a need to explain things about life, to convince him of the need to work, but I didn’t have the 


language skills, so it was very hard. 


Larissa was, at the time of the interview, prone to excessive negativity, unable to identify 


anything of value in Australia. In a British publication about visual culture in post-


Communist Russia, Condee and Padunov (1995) confirmed my informants’ narratives about 


the central place of ‘high culture’ in Soviet society. This refers to formal literature, film, 


music and so on, which occupied central public spaces, with usually greater accessibility and 


affordability than food, produce and, certainly, consumer goods. The authors trace the 


process whereby such capital had been replaced by 1993, with the visual consumer culture 


typical of Western societies. Poorly dubbed commercial films and pop music displaced 


programmes considered ‘art house’ in Australia but that had previously been daily fare on 


television and radio. Gradually, the cult of patronage of the arts by Western or home-grown 


entrepreneurs emerged and high culture became inaccessible for public consumption (Condee 


& Padunov, 1995:130-172). This literature supports the validity of Larissa’s critique and she 


has the right to maintain her rage but, unfortunately, as many waves of migrants before her, 


she has not found a way out of the attendant unhappiness. 


Fatima dealt with the challenges in a more pragmatic and positive way; she very quickly 


recognised that living in daily proximity to the Eritrean community in the high-rise public 


housing estate was not helpful to her family in this new environment. Having resumed her 


traditional role of being involved in fellow Eritreans’ lives and providing assistance, after 


three months she moved out to a rented property some distance from the inner city, 


reasoning that her children needed quietness and some respite from other people in order to 


achieve at school. It is indeed indicative of great sagacity to, within three months, re-evaluate 


and take action to alter the communal pattern of living which had, in fact, been her lifelong 


sustenance, not only in emotional and social terms but also existentially. Choosing to be 


isolated in the context of the above quoted distress at her lack of English illustrates Fatima’s 
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unusual fortitude, deriving from a lifetime of symbolic and material capital accumulated and 


perfected through adversity. In contrast to Larissa, she promptly incorporated hybrid 


knowledge and ways of being, suggesting that it is easier to become ‘Australian’ when this 


coincides with the family’s best interests.  


The earlier arrivals accepted as inevitable the necessity to have to work for decades in 


factories, including Wai Ling, Delal, Ramida, Nenita, and Mai Ho. Karina and her husband 


are the only Russians who worked in manual unskilled positions. 


Unrelenting suffering compounded by isolation: Becoming i l l  


Most of the women went through a year or two of depression but five became clinically ill 


through a combination of being deprived of their previous sources of sustenance, 


experiencing personal tragedies and being forced into situations which were inherently 


debilitating, such as abusive marriages. For all of them, isolation was the common breeding 


ground for despair and psychiatric illness.  


Having seen Linda’s impressively rich emotional and spiritual family life, she also 


exemplifies the dark side of being embedded in family and community. As she admitted, 


one does not develop the confidence and individuality to make good choices. As I outlined 


in Chapter Four, the chief Filipino values of kapwa (fellowship in shared identity with 


members of one’s group), pakkikisma (deferring to group consensus even at the expense of 


individual self interest), shame and face (Soriano, 1995:100-102) did not equip this family - 


and particularly this very competent young woman - for events beyond the normal routines 


of group life. The family’s helplessness in the face of their older daughter’s disappearance 


and reluctance to offer their views about Linda’s unwelcome courtship, illustrate passivity in 


the face of complex issues out of the loop of the familiar. These events and their responses 


show also the Filipino bahala na (come what may) (Soriano, 1995:102), which is really an 


expression of a solid conviction that all is in God’s hands. 
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Linda’s settlement process could not have been more torturous. Her husband bought her 


only one set of clothes the day after arriving. She did not ask for anything, so that he would 


not think she married him for his money. She wore that one set of clothes until she got her 


first job at a factory some months later, wearing his clothes when hers were in the wash. He 


did not give her any money, went food shopping with her, would only buy very bland food, 


never took her to Asian grocery shops, returned to the shelf any item of food she recognised 


as familiar. His insistence on daily steamed broccoli, a vegetable she had never seen before, 


was particularly cemented in her memory. He was emotionally totally undemonstrative, 


spoke little and behaved with what felt to her as indifference.  


In a text Families and Cultural Diversity in Australian (Hartley, 1995:100-101), produced by the 


Australian Institute of Family Studies, the chapter on the Filipino family ways show that the 


meanings imbued into the words neighbour, husband, love, family, human interaction, 


referred to forms of life that were different in Australia. Neighbours are included in daily life 


rituals of affection and care extended to kin, ritual kin and neighbours are reciprocal 


(Soriano, 1995:101). Hence, the Filipino damdamin, or feelings which guide all social relations, 


did not meet with the corresponding expected, normal response from those around Linda 


and probably many other Filipinas. The only conclusion that Linda could make was that no-


one cared about her. This emotional vacuum was excruciatingly painful and she became 


clinically depressed within a number of weeks and, being a very slim Asian, lost weight to 


the point of appearing quite skeletal. Although quite pleasant and welcoming, her in-laws 


never asked her directly how she was feeling, despite her obvious ill health. Such emotional 


distance in the vast and empty suburbia of a foreign land and without a friend, was a lethal 


cocktail for mental health. Despite her clinical depression, she obtained work at a factory to 


go home within a year. When she appeared anorexic and uncharacteristically withdrawn, 


her family looked very confused but neither Linda nor her parents opened up, shielding 


each other from grief. She returned to her husband and became pregnant. This was the 


operation of the need to maintain a semblance of harmony and conviviality at all costs and 
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save face (pakkikisma), to spare the family guilt and shame in front of their community, as 


referred to in numerous references above. 


A political theory perspective on the loss of personal agency, or variously interpreted as 


depression, is offered by Mouffe, drawing on the previous discussion and on Nietzsche. The 


latter defines nihilism as “situations in which an individual’s material and interpretive 


practices fail to provide ground for a reflexive interpretation of agency” (in Warren, 1988:17) 


and Mouffe (2002:97) concludes: “it indicates a failure of meaning that draws into question 


the very possibility of a goal–directed, meaningful action. Individuals become nihilistic when 


they are unable to constitute their social relations and identity in order to form a will to act”. 


Teresa also became clinically depressed for several years; as well as the demoralising loss of 


identity quoted above, without any source of information, she had to look for a school on 


foot, find rental property, learn to shop, learn to clean the house and how to look after 


children. She cried all the time. Her husband could not resume his profession, an unexpected 


contingency, only obtaining unskilled work of insecure tenure. This was a critical blow to 


this previously ebullient family as they realised they would be stuck in poverty. Her 


husband became abusive: 


T: It was really bad because the kids are used to having a maid and so did I. I took over the role 


of the maid.  


O: It must have been another shock to the system?  


T: Yes, because didn’t know how to organize the day. Before I left, I asked a friend who was 


organized without a maid, to write down what to do, step by step, and I lost that list. Had the 


depression and the feeling of isolation and so when I realised I lost that list, I felt now I can’t 


do anything. I mean, it was no big thing, but at the time I couldn’t do anything. Fiascos 


happened like one time I bought, I don’t know how to calculate amounts, I had only cooked 


for parties. One time I made a dish and we had to eat it for 5 days. I made enough for the 


whole of Melbourne. Saw, oh very cheap chicken Maryland! so I bought a lot and then I 


forgot all about it, and the smell …! so in the middle of the night I crept out and chucked out 


kilos and kilos. Only in the last years I have learnt to cook right amounts. 
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This account certainly underscores the loss of skills and talents ensured by the excluding 


practices of non-recognition of overseas qualifications and experience by Australian 


institutions. Teresa arrived pregnant and, after giving birth, had post natal depression. To 


compound the irony of life, her 18 year old son, the brightest child and his mother’s 


favourite, sustained brain injury in a car accident. When asked what depressed her the most, 


Teresa said that it was “the identity thing”, and, associated with chronic unemployment, 


Teresa lost hope of regaining the life they once enjoyed and in which she had made sense of 


her life according to her place in the web of meanings in society, on the basis of the nurturing 


encounters of daily routines with numerous people who knew her and affirmed that she 


was, indeed, Seniora X, member of this family, and so on. The interpretive practices Mouffe 


(2002) refers to as important in the will to act depended on the African, Filipino, Lebanese 


and, to a lesser extent, Vietnamese women’s groundings in a dense web of daily intimacies in 


a community, encountered frequently. Even though Teresa had a very broad inner world of 


possibilities (see Chapters Four and Five), she needed to rebuild her diasporic identity by 


finding nurturing spaces in Melbourne. Her process of ‘settlement’ will continue under the 


section on facilitating processes, where she will recount the stark difference contact with 


public infrastructure and civil society through government funded services made to her life. 


Tahn, Mifsud, and Mariam experienced mental illness due to their entrapment in abusive 


marriages; of all factors, domestic violence seemed the most immobilising of women’s 


agency, despite brave attempts to overcome this. Within a few weeks of getting married, 


Tahn found out that he was not the “dream man” that she thought he was and he became 


emotionally and physically abusive. Being pregnant, not knowing anyone but his family, and 


with no English compounded cruelly her subjugation. Her husband said that there were no 


English classes, while his mother and sister attended the free ‘510 hours’ which the 


government provides for new migrants. The mother- and sister-in-law were often verbally 


abusive and Tahn seems to have become mentally ill during her pregnancy as she told me a 


rather incoherent story of going to church in her hospital gown, without underwear on. Tahn 


says that most Vietnamese women live with domestic violence and she would like to 
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publicly expose the plight of migrant brides. She indignantly pointed to a family lawyer in 


the Vietnamese community who is himself violent at home. Mothers-in-law are complicit in 


their sons’ abuse and Tahn was warned while in hospital and exhorted on other occasions to 


“keep quiet and be a good and obedient wife”. These critical inscriptions of Vietnamese women’s 


bodies have been documented or referred to in Chapters Four and Five, for example, by 


Hawthorne (1982:21), “an old saying goes like this: “When you have just one son, you can 


say you have all; but when you have ten daughters and no son, you still have nothing!”. 


Filial piety and honour prevented Tahn from telling her parents about her circumstances 


when she visited Vietnam six years later, only with her daughter; she did not want to “break 


their heart”. Her plight was identified by the Maternal and Child Health nurse after giving 


birth; she told the nurse that her husband had sponsored her, so he is in charge and has all 


the power. Her story – which also took a more positive turn - will be resumed under the 


section ‘Contact with public infrastructure’. 


When Mariam came to Australia, she found that her husband and his family with whom the 


couple lived for the next three years, were rough people who gambled, drank, partied and 


verbally abused the shy new arrival. Without any family at all and with a background of 


some personal fragility and vulnerability, Mariam could not have met a worse fate. She was 


two months pregnant on arrival and did not know of any services. Reflecting her state of 


embattlement, she comments about attending classes to improve her English, “to understand 


in case people are saying something bad about me”. There she felt happy for the first time, making 


friends amongst fellow migrants. When her in-laws derided her efforts, however, saying that 


she would never obtain work here, she submitted and stopped classes, despite losing her 


only positive human contacts. She spent the next three years in misery, being left alone all 


day as the husband and sister-in-law went out to the TAB (gambling) or visiting friends 


without taking her along. She suffered two miscarriages and the death of a sister in Lebanon 


added to her depression. 
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The second Lebanese woman who suffered clinical depression as a result of the strictures of 


her culture’s gender roles was Mifsud, who greeted us with a hijab that, as I have mentioned 


before, she threw off when she felt relaxed with the interpreter and me. The older man she 


had precipitously married was a conservative religious Muslim, who controlled her every 


action. She could not dress as she liked, go out, socialise, make friends and was given no 


money or information about this new country, how to use transport or access to English 


classes. Without English and totally housebound, Mifsud became mentally ill. The impact of 


poor professional services on Mifsud’s situation will equally be presented in the next section 


of this chapter. 


Faci l i tating processes: Australian publicly funded 


infrastructure 


The narratives illustrated that the families’ settlement was significantly assisted by, firstly, 


access to publicly funded systems and resources which constitute Australian social 


citizenship rights according to Turner (1993:1-18) and Salvaris (1995). The second facilitating 


factor named by the women was the indispensability of being or becoming connected with a 


community, whether from their own ethnicity, local residents or other people who constitute 


Melbourne’s civil society, such as volunteers or professionals who cross the boundaries of 


formality and become friends. This continues the women’s narratives about their journey in 


the spaces created and encountered during their diaspora and their creation and recreation 


of their lives into hybrid ways of being and knowing. 


In the light of the difficulties of migration, the move to Australia could have been felt by the 


women and their families to have been an unmitigated error. While the philosophical 


principles and empirical evidence undergirding the construction of the welfare state as it 


existed up to the mid-nineties have been subject to repeated strokes of national amnesia, the 


women’s stories do provide evidence of the indispensability of such public infrastructure in 
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enabling them to recapture the life energies which had been eroded or buried by a variety of 


global, national and personal disasters.  


Government pol icies 


After 16 years of assisting child after child to escape from Vietnam and surviving through 


their financial support, the Vietnamese grandmother Sen arrived here, very starkly 


experiencing the benefits of Australian citizenship: 


When I came here, I had no way to make a living and when I came here, the Australian 


government and people were very good to me and even supported me with my necessities, so I felt 


I was in heaven. Then I received social security of $300, which increased gradually. I felt very 


grateful to the government … but I never thought they would be able to sponsor me, so I am very 


thankful that the government enabled me to be reunited with my children … the government here 


respects human rights and is very caring. 


Sen does not speak English but relies on her children for all formal dealings with the broader 


community, very contented to live life as she always has, in the private world of her family 


and her contentment with what she has achieved in life primarily resides in having been able 


to facilitate her children’s escape to a better country. Sen’s sense of having captured correctly 


the key principles of how to lead a good human life, her understanding of the laws of the 


universe, have been affirmed as she sees how effectively her beliefs and ontological 


foundations have worked out. She can, with satisfaction, reflect that her cosmology has been 


correct all along and this includes primarily a moral code as the generator of meaning. Having 


lived her life according to what she and her culture see as the inviolable principles of being 


good to one’s neighbour, acting honestly, morally, with integrity, self-sacrificial love not only 


for her family but towards the entire human community she is a part of, she can reflect with 


deep satisfaction about her meaningful participation in the broad mystery of life, both 


eschatologically and retrospectively in line with revered Vietnamese ancestors. 


The reader is reminded of the recent history of the Coalition Government’s interventions 


since taking office in 1996, reversing the previous bi-partisan support of multiculturalism 
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and the unprecedented turning away from the shores of Australia the boat Tampa, holding 


asylum seekers rescued by the Norwegian captain from imminent drowning as the 


Indonesian craft carrying them was sinking. The new ‘border protection policy’ ensued, with 


the establishment of detention centres in the middle of deserts or on Pacific islands, run by a 


multinational prison operators, in conditions akin to those in concentration camps. The 


widespread claims of abuse of human rights have led to a strong campaign by communities, 


young people, scholars and public figures (Burnside QC; MacCallum, 2002), trying to restore 


dignity and compassion to the attitudinal characteristics of this country. The success of Sen’s 


efforts relies quite centrally on the Australian government’s immigration policies of the 


eighties and nineties, accepting refugees and boat people and offering them a modicum of 


initial support. A government perceived as compassionate, implementing social policies of 


universal income support and access to housing, free health care, funding of ethnic elderly 


clubs and migrant resource centres played a central role in elderly migrants being able to 


reflect with satisfaction upon a lifetime of struggle. Were the Vietnamese migrants of this 


study part of the boat people of 2002-2003, shut up in detention centres, their evaluations of 


their life’s achievements, would have been compromised, if not annihilated. This point most 


dramatically illustrates the indispensability of government policies and citizenship rights in 


facilitating migrant women’s agency; more broadly, it illustrates how personal resilience 


needs to be complemented by structural and collective measures and supports, lest the 


former would risk being eroded because of the ongoing nature of the obstacles encountered 


by individuals (Deveson, 2003).  


The African women were able to develop a basic sense of wellbeing primarily because 


Federal immigration policy allowed for family reunion, particularly based on refugee visas. 


The virtual recreation of a Lebanese village was possible during the eighties and nineties, a 


time of liberal family reunion policies. The Russians who arrived later and were unable to 


sponsor their parents or other family members, live against a background of sadness, 


particularly given that grandparents have a central role to play in the upbringing of Russian 


children. 
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Naima had a twenty-four week premature baby, weighing four hundred grams.  The infant’s 


amazing growth into a four kilogram baby six months after the interview was seen and felt 


by Naima as miraculous help from Allah and as an affirmation of the transcendent value of 


her life of integrity, faith and love for God and humanity. The little girl was able to survive 


because the world’s best medical expertise and technology was available according to need 


and it was virtually free. Were such services not part of government-funded infrastructure, 


by perhaps being on a user-pays basis, the birth of a premature child and, secondly, her 


death because of her parents’ lack of economic resources, may have been seen, at least in the 


darker moments of grief, as perhaps retribution from Allah. It would certainly have 


undermined Naima’s sense of competency and agency; she would have, however subtly, lost 


some of her aplomb and self-determination. Such ill-fortune would have cast a negative pall 


over her life and it would have been owned by her extended family as well.  


Melba’s extensive struggle for survival was greatly assisted by the change in immigration 


policy with respect to overseas brides in situations of domestic violence (Marginson, 2001; 


Easteal, 1996; Cahill, 1990). She was able to remain in Australia with her children and eke out 


a life of some dignity through the availability of income support, public housing and 


universal health care. All the women, except for Larissa and some of the politically astute 


Africans whose critiques will appear below, believed that Australian governments are very 


compassionate.  


Income support 


The provision of income benefits to migrants and refugees, prior to the introduction of the 


two-year waiting time for non-refugee or humanitarian entrants, was crucial for all of the 


women in enabling them a civilised life and preventing homelessness, malnutrition, possible 


suicide and mental illness, criminality or activity on the black market. Research by the 


Welfare Rights Unit and the ACOSS presentation to the Senate Inquiry into the two year 


waiting period for newly arrived migrants (Australia, 1998) indicate that these are features of 
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life for many skilled, sponsored and even eminent international professionals, for whom 


arrangements with sponsors or employers break down. 


All of the families from the Horn of Africa and Russia refer to income support as the primary 


facilitator of their settlement; when factory work was not available for the Lebanese and 


Vietnamese heads of family, income support was also nominated as of primary importance. 


The women showed that income support was the indispensable basis for them to be able to 


work furiously at building their lives. Instead of encouraging dependency, income support 


prevented them from being overwhelmed by life’s contingencies. Recent arrivals usually 


engage in a frenetic pace of work, such as punishing schedules of non-stop study of English, 


casual work as cleaners, little sleep, children adopting responsibilities earlier than their 


Australian peers, lack of sleep and no holidays. Karina: 


K: Without income support we wouldn’t have survived. Well, it was very hard because there 


was not one free minute. I learnt English till 2.00 in the morning; Sergei was 6 and went to 


school. My daughter spoke English already. 


O: It must have been lonely 


K: Did not have time to feel lonely. We immediately started working. 


Free Engl ish classes: Austral ian Migrant Education Program 


(AMEP) 


The availability of free 510 hours of English through the universally available AMEP 


program was usually the first step into interaction with the Australian community. The 


benefits included learning English, being with fellow migrants, talking to committed 


supportive teachers, having their feelings of vulnerability validated and normalised. The 


AMEP classes were settings for the beginning of empowerment away from self-blame and 


feelings of inferiority and the engendering of hope and vision by hearing from others that 


the initial hardship is time limited and that a satisfactory life will or can ensue. The classes 


were a primary site for the formation of friendships and community networks with fellow 


migrants as well as with the Australian staff and volunteers. This initial free service gave 
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women an experience of the alien life-world as a benevolent one, countering fearful or 


distorted assumptions and interpretations, encouraging more forays into the wider 


community. Students were usually surprised at the generosity of the service and of the 


genuine interest of staff.  


Lebanese women arrived in the country when AMEP was just starting, or was about to, and 


had pressing needs to work at factories. The Russians, some of the women from the Horn of 


Africa and the two Vietnamese professionals worked very intensely at learning English. 


Naima, Kiro, Fatima and Zeinab quickly moved into tertiary vocational study; Wafa 


laughingly said that she was kicked out of AMEP classes because her English skills were 


fluent and as she was bored, she misbehaved. This in itself would have been an amusingly 


validating experience, reconnecting her with the competency she had always had. As was 


shown above, the women who were subjected to prolonged and continued domestic violence 


were sequestered in the first place by being denied access to the AMEP. Delal could only 


challenge racism when she had acquired adequate English skills: 


If you speak English even if you in train somewhere you speak Arabic “Wog speak English”. Bad 


boy come and touch my head for scarf like this. He said: “Woggie”. One day I said: “you, where 


you come from; where is your dad, your mum? You’re a woggie too. Because you look four 


generations, Australians all woggies” … one day I say I hope I explain very good English to show 


him where I come from, where I am and how is my family. They think I come from the street of 


gypsy people or hungry people, the poor people. If they saw my family there they say to me why do 


you come here? You have a rich family. I grown up and had two servants. 


Affordable tertiary education 


Accessible tertiary educational institutions, such as TAFE and, less frequently, university, 


were one of the most positive ‘hand-ups’ for the women, regardless of their migration 


circumstances. Study was in itself empowering; learning skills, receiving qualifications 


formally accredited in Australia, meant that doors could open into the world of work. Only 


Larissa, who did not qualify for any citizenship rights as a skilled migrant, did not study. 


Zeinab, Fatima and Naima were able to recapture some dignity by enrolling in tertiary 
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education. Wai Ling was able to shift out of factory and cleaning work after eleven years, by 


enrolling in free TAFE and then university degrees. Anh’s husband’s depression and abusive 


behaviour lifted when he enrolled in the affordable Social Work degree. Anh and Mary 


began life again by embarking on new career pathways through the low cost and easily 


accessible TAFE courses.  


Affordable or no cost tertiary education, again, did not encourage complacency but was the 


indispensable basis for lifelong self-determination. The Herculean efforts dedicated to study 


are not typical of Australian-born students; Kiro successfully completed her 510 hours and 


re-enrolled in a TAFE course as a stepping stone to a nursing degree. With inadequate 


English for tertiary study, she showed astounding tenacity:  


K: They sent me to Swinburne TAFE and I was there and did that course 1 year full time, very 


good. But I was suffering because I didn’t understand what the teachers were saying. I was 


sitting there all day, keeping quiet. I never keep quiet, I’m not that type of person, I knew the 


things, I know how to do it, but I can’t speak, so I was crying. It was bad, it was bad. There 


was the student union and they sent me there and there was a counsellor named Helen. She 


was fabulous, really good person. Each day she was with me, all the time she was with me, all 


the time she just made an appointment, don’t worry, if you want to cry just cry, tell me what 


you want. She was going through all the things with me.  


O: What did you talk to her about?  


K: Everything! I miss my family, I need this, I need that, I don’t understand school, they wanted 


a 1000-word essay and I ask: do I know 1000 words in English? No! I was asking the teacher: 


how do you imagine me to write 1000 words? So they sent me to school support in English. 


That was good and when I came home I would have to write what I did all day in English and 


my brother-in law corrected and gave me other things to do. I was always listening to the 


radio, all the time, the TV on all the time, I can hear it but I couldn’t understand it, I was 


angry, I was crying, I don’t want to be … when I was on the tram home, I was crying all the 


way and people would ask me. I was angry and said don’t ask me. O my God, it was really 


horrible! It was too hard and I know the subject is not hard because I did it before … but the 


language is too high for me and I was thinking I am dumb.  


O: Could you speak English with people you were comfortable with?  


K: Yes. 
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O: So do you think you lost your confidence? 


K: Because I don’t know them much, I was not a scary person before, but I didn’t want to see 


those classmates, I’m scared, I’m really scared. Before they come in I go in and after they go I 


go. Always I’m scared because I don’t understand.  


O: Do you think maybe all the things you’ve gone through since leaving home finally caught up 


with you?  


K: Maybe, but mostly it was the English. When I got my results in Swinburne I was so 


horrified, I didn’t want to eat. I know all the subjects, why? I was always blaming myself. 


Things got better after six months and I received better marks. I saw that the young people 


don’t know what I know, they can just talk. So I got good marks, and kept on asking. I 


finished that one. Still I’m crying but I was beginning to know what was going on. It’s my 


nature too, if I don’t understand something I have to know, I can’t sleep otherwise. I have to 


know. But that’s just my nature. So I keep asking. All the people were very helpful in 


Swinburne and not one Ethiopian there. 


Similar levels of excruciating effort were expended by Anh and Karina in learning English 


and studying at university level. 


Employment opportunit ies 


Many of the earlier arrivals, including the women and most of their professional husbands, 


went to work in factories. Delal and Ramida, as young Lebanese brides, went to work in a 


factory within the first week of arrival; the young women found the long hours of standing, 


with prohibitions about talking and looking up from their machines, very arduous and dull. 


The women’s families back in Lebanon were horrified that they needed to work under such 


conditions. At home, they had the double shift of cooking and keeping house for several 


men, including their husbands and their brothers. In keeping with the inquisitive and 


enterprising spirit manifested in her youth, Delal worked consistently, kept house for a 


number of men, had eight children and, as already referred to previously, helped to bring 


out her entire village, usually housing families in her own home upon arrival for a few 


months. 
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Nevertheless, Ramida, Mai Ho, Nenita and Delal enjoyed being able to earn an income, mix 


in the public arena and befriend Australian women. Their co-workers helped them learn 


English. Mai Ho and Nenita began to feel more comfortable in Australia when they obtained 


work; being with other Asian migrants helped with the alienation of being surrounded by a 


sea of white faces. Participation in the public sphere has its own imperatives for 


communication and competent task performance, thus propelling Mai Ho to overcome her 


fear of not being able to speak English. Mai Ho said she was also empowered by receiving a 


salary which enabled her to go out socially and mix in pubs, like everybody else.  


Wai Ling, the Vietnamese lawyer, who arrived as a single parent with three children, found 


work in a factory within the first week and a cleaning job at night. She was among the first 


arrivals in 1979 and linked up with the small community around the only Vietnamese priest. 


Obtaining Public Housing accommodation in an inner city high-rise, her first 11 years were 


spent feverishly studying English in her spare time and working at two or three unskilled 


positions. She reported that her children were a great consolation because they took 


responsibility for their education and household chores and even tried to earn some money 


while still in primary school, feeling sorry for their mother. She also involved herself in 


organising activities for her Vietnamese Catholic church community. 


Her husband joined them in 1990, having spent about a decade in a re-education camp; they 


lived together for five years before divorcing. The children then urged their mother to return 


to university, despite her trepidations about her poor English. She began a Diploma Studies 


in Community Services at TAFE and continued on into university. She obtained work in 


welfare in 1993 and is still studying for a Masters. She sponsored her relatives during those 


years and got more involved in her community, organising many youth activities, women’s 


groups and regular festivals. She says that she has always done two or three jobs at a time, 


not one. Her pace of living life stemmed from her youth, when she and her siblings set up 


their rooms so that they could study: 
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… otherwise, if you don’t study you are wasting your time and your future will be like all the 


people, with nothing. If I set a goal, I try to reach it … my motto in life is to: never, never waste 


time because time is very valuable. If you don’t trick it, you will loose it. 


Fatima, Naima and Zeinab acted immediately to regain their professional lives. Obtaining 


employment at the Local Council in a family day care scheme was an enormously facilitating 


springboard for Fatima, sparing her the waste of time and debilitating loss of confidence 


most migrants endure as they seek to claw their way into mainstream of society. Obtained 


within a few months of arrival, employment in a role far below her education and skills 


nonetheless gave her the opportunity to travel interstate to a national local government 


conference. In contrast to the deference developed by most migrant women through 


prolonged experiences of marginalisation, Fatima was buoyed enough to express her views 


in plenary sessions, a daunting task for many non-migrants. For Fatima, it was a resumption 


of the intellectual and moral leadership she exercised in Eritrea and she was able to 


recapture her normal functioning at the level of self-actualisation as dedication to the 


betterment of society. For example, although it was not obligatory to train to do Family Day 


Care, on the basis of her own assessment of the need for a quality service, she chose to train 


energetically. Self-expression as a social advocate has constituted a lifelong source of 


meaning and energy for rising above adversity and beyond mere survival.  


Most Lebanese, Filipino, Vietnamese and African husbands have been restricted to either 


factory positions or insecure and unskilled work. As former professionals, the stresses of 


such demoralising work led the husbands of Anh and Teresa to become abusive at home; 


Wafa’s husband had a heart attack; Kiro’s and Esther’s husbands are still willingly sacrificing 


their career prospects to enable their wives to study at university first. Zeinab’s and Naima’s 


husbands have their own professional businesses and Mai Ho’s husband was repeatedly 


evasive when I asked him where he had worked in the 15 years of their residence in 


Melbourne. At the time of interview, he was seeking to work with Vietnamese youth with 


substance abuse issues.  
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Karina’s highly skilled computer analyst husband spent two years digging roads, leaving 


home at 5.45 am; Karina worked as a home carer and, after the evening meal, both cleaned 


offices until midnight, only to get up again at 5.00 am. Their primary school child behaved 


responsibly, doing homework and going to bed on time. Other Russian husbands spent 


some time in junior or voluntary positions in their field, before attaining a more satisfactory 


level. At the time of our interview, Karina’s husband was working as a computer analyst in 


the public service. Only Zina’s husband has a level of seniority commensurate with his level 


at home.  


The barring of entry into the workforce by closed-shop professions entailed protracted pain 


and suffering for people; Anh tells the story of her seven years of study for admission to 


dentistry only to encounter blatant discrimination. After taking advantage of all the free 


tuition available through AMEP, she and her husband decided that she ought to attempt to 


gain recognition as a dentist while he worked in a factory, which was profoundly 


demoralising for this former dentist. Life was filled with the stress of poverty, anxiety about 


the children’s education, conflict with neighbours at the public housing high-rise who 


complained about her daughter’s piano practice. Anh had the extraordinarily laborious task 


of mastering dentistry textbooks unaided but, after six years, she received a high grade at the 


theory exam and attempted the practice exam: 


The examiners discriminated against Asians very easily and they were all Australians. I still don’t 


want to go back to be examined because I was so depressed afterwards … I could concede that I 


failed one subject due to my poor communication. But with one subject, it made me feel very, very 


depressed. It was tooth extraction. At the time of the exam, the examiner brought in a Vietnamese 


patient rather than an Australian one, so I was very grateful. I had to extract two teeth from the 


lower jaw and did it very gently and perfectly. The patient felt completely numb and he was very 


happy. I closed the wounds very well. Then when I failed the surgery I saw the counsellor and she 


said that the examiner said that I didn’t know how to administer a local anaesthetic. It is unfair 


because if that was true how could I take the tooth out without pain. 


She was not allowed to appeal or speak to the examiner, who was well known for failing 


Asians. A Filipino dentist went to this examiner’s office in the university and assaulted him 
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on behalf of all other people whose life chances had been ruined; the man returned to the 


Philippines. Thus, Anh understood that she would never be given entry and became very 


depressed; she stayed home, helping her sister-in-law sewing as an out-worker. Her 


husband noticed an advertisement for courses in Community Services at the local TAFE and 


having a shoulder injury as well, she was advised that she would not be able to practise 


dentistry even if she passed. She was then able to make a creative switch and see serendipity 


in the turn of events of her life as she began working with Vietnamese migrants at a local 


large welfare organisation. Again, the financial and physical accessibility of TAFE were 


indispensable in Anh’s rebuilding of her life, incorporating and integrating her life-long 


identity. Similarly, as she began work, her husband was able to enrol in Social Work at 


university and again, the affordability of university was critical. He has now stopped his 


difficult and abusive behaviour at home and is able to pursue a vocation he aspired to in his 


youth.  


The workplace itself, however, was also usually the site of racism and discrimination. Kiro 


fought back racism without anger, by just flicking it off; I asked whether members of her 


community speak about racism: 


K: They all talk about it except me [she laughs]. They talk about it, most of them they say they 


don’t give us jobs, they just treat us like garbage. They do talk about it, mostly they are not 


happy and most think Australians are racists. Most of them are unemployed. Some are 


educated people.  


O: Why do you think you don’t have problems?  


K: Because I don’t think in that way. Just think positive.  


O: What if something negative happens? 


K: I just don’t put into my mind; I just want to be happy. 


The women who grew up fighting for their rights as refugees in Sudan were particularly 


skilful in overcoming racism at the workplace; Naima named this racism as “ignorance”, 


maintaining her integrity as a competent agent: 
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O: Any mistake it’s got to be you?  


N: Because he doesn’t know … I was in a computer class and my knowledge of computers was 


higher than hers, and my communication skills were better. I used to help her to 


communicate with Arabic people. She used to quarrel with them and I used to say why do 


you need me now? They speak English. That’s why I am hired now, for my skills … The 


media shows only poor people from Africa and they think there are no computers in Africa … 


Women used a number of ingenious strategies for dealing with workplace discrimination; 


Linda was the only Asian in her first administrative position with a Local Council. Her 


women co-workers often made racist remarks about table-top dancing, scapegoated her for 


any errors or equipment malfunction, excluded her and set her up regularly. Linda’s 


manager was very supportive of her personally but unable to change the culture of the large 


organisation. Linda changed her situation by putting in place parameters around her work 


schedule and obtained her own equipment to avoid opportunities for blame. She also 


reasoned that Australians need education about the Philippines, as they were victims of 


distorted media coverage. She said that she had no choice but to prove to them on a daily 


basis that their racist assumptions were wrong. Her strategy was to always being “straight to 


the point” in speaking about work issues, not keeping grudges and projecting a persona of 


integrity, even in the face of unjust treatment. When her co-workers accidentally read her 


Curriculum Vitae, they realised their error and Linda rationalised that this is part of the 


process of breaking down stereotypes; racism is due to lack of information and 


misunderstanding and, as the only Asian person in a workforce of several hundreds, people 


need time to be exposed to her whilst Australian people are also very reserved about 


developing relationships. She ended up having “a really good time there”, affirming to herself 


the efficacy of her sagacious assessment of the situation and choice of strategies.  


Linda recuperated her former competence as an agent but with greatly enriched skills in 


dealing with people and a deepened generosity which was already outstanding according to 


Filipino standards. She exemplifies the creation of life from the ‘Third Spaces’, so-called by 


the trans-national feminists (Narayan and Harding, 2004; Lavie and Swedenburg, 1996).  She 
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remained faithful to her Filipino values and extended her stock of knowledge by 


incorporating Australian-based wisdom, exemplifying the transcending of binaries, such as 


East-West (Plumwood, 2002; Minh-ha, 1999; Gayle, 2002; Baca Zinn and Thornton Dill, 1999; 


Root, 1996; Bhabha, 1994; Ang et al., 2000). From then on, in other situations where she 


would be the only Asian, she took risks and opened up to her Australian classmates and 


developed friendships that are still enduring. Linda expresses awareness of the self-


reinforcing dynamism of racism and of relationship-building by saying that she has a more 


positive identity than most Filipinas who expect to be treated badly. She urges other 


Filipinas to open up to Australians. 


Bernadette, the psychologist, looked from a great height at the negative Australian definition 


of her persona on the basis of ignorance about her country; she actively and scornfully 


rejected the ‘othering’ mirrors held up to her as a Filipina woman. Part of her agency of 


resistance to oppressive self-representations involved refusing to enact the role of the 


migrant and instead working as a volunteer in a Migrant Resource Centre, thus obtaining 


information and support from colleagues on an equal footing. The most valuable assistance 


she found was in her colleagues’ respect and validation of her experiences of settlement in a 


new country “as normal, not isolated”. She never did ask for assistance from any service 


provider or government income support. Similarly, when employed in a women’s support 


organisation, although outnumbered by the other staff, she maintained the strength of her 


analytical discourse by wryly commenting on the personal and political aspirations of some 


committee members, contradicting the feminist mission of the organisation as they deflected 


resources from women in need. Bernadette also had a protracted struggle with the 


Psychologist Registration Board, which did not accept her qualifications as equivalent to 


Australian ones. Her interchanges with these gatekeepers to clinical psychologist practice 


were marked by her interpellations of their discourses as contradictory and suggestive of 


discrimination. She did not co-operate with the mendicant position required of her and, after 


a few years of practice, including her media exposure as a public advocate, she was invited 


by the Psychologist Registration Board to re-apply. Bernadette exemplifies another approach 
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to living in diaspora: primarily, her approach is to refuse the deference expected of migrants 


by the dominant host society and to exercise her will to enact the equivalence of the Filipino 


education and stock of knowledge as fully equivalent to that of people in the Australian public 


sphere, who had the power to determine her entry into or exclusion from professional circles. 


Already a hybrid, modern, cosmopolitan and upper-class woman, she had a background of 


considerable material and symbolic capital to assist her agency in evading the humble status 


allocated for migrants.  


Industrial  laws 


Some fought back with quiet dignity, in a modest manner; the unassuming Nenita, once she 


had learnt about the Australian legal system, her industrial rights and the assistance 


available universally, was able to stand up to the verbal abuse of her immediate manager at 


the factory by telling him that she was an educated person. After three complaints to senior 


management, the harassment ceased. Clearly, access to the industrial protections which were 


law in Australia was only possible to an educated and fluent English speaker, not the 


majority of migrants occupying Nenita’s job roles. 


Government funded community services 


The Australian community services workforce is subject to frequent criticism and derision by 


academics, media and policy experts, as well as scrutiny by Treasury officials keen to trim 


‘waste,’ especially supported in this by the reigning ideology of economic rationalism. The 


women gave empirical evidence of the benefits derived from their contacts with the 


universal Maternal and Child Health Nursing Service, community development workers, 


social workers in Family Support agencies, Neighbourhood Houses, ethno-specific workers, 


Migrant Resource Centres and employment counsellors at local labour market programs, all 


of these government-funded services. Contact for these particular women radically released 


them from oppressive conditions and enhanced their capacities to act for themselves.  
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Tahn’s family violence was identified in the course of a routine universal home visit by the 


Maternal and Child Health Nurse after the birth of a baby. She learnt that her situation 


constituted domestic violence, learnt about her legal rights, was connected with an ethno-


specific worker who, over time, enabled her to move into a women’s refuge where she 


received her own income for the first time of her life, participated in counselling and enjoyed 


the support of other women. Her back pains stopped; the husband asked for “forgiveness” 


and, predictably and understandably enough, she returned. She says that things are better 


because she can tell him that it is illegal for him to put her under his supervision. Tahn seems 


to be speaking very firmly from a position of victim, repeating over and over her sister-in-


law’s “heavy words” and her husband’s cruelty. When asked what enables her to cope, she 


says that she has decided to stay with him, in full knowledge of her rights to leave him and 


that her situation is based on “my free choice to sacrifice myself to give my daughter a better life”. 


When I asked her whether she has any choice, she insisted that she does. She says that she 


cannot go to classes to learn English because she has to look for work and cannot find a job, 


because she cannot speak English. When then asked why she does not go to the local 


Vietnamese women’s group regularly, she again cites looking for a job and adds that the 


group helped her emotionally and finds the information about services empowering, but she 


still feels that “I have my own BRAND under the husband”. 


The metaphor of a brand, which connotes the impossibility of removal, suggests fatalism and 


being trapped forever; she was unable to articulate any plans beyond the circular mantras. 


Tahn illustrates the difficulties of escaping domestic violence which entails corresponding 


ostracism from her ethnic community. The Vietnamese workers Tahn encountered lacked the 


complex skills required to successfully manage the double jeopardy of domestic violence and 


cultural issues. 


Mariam’s misery was described briefly above; after two years of isolation, she met a 


Lebanese ethno-specific worker at the local neighbourhood house, with whom she discussed 


her situation. Without telling anyone, she managed to take action by saving her social 
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security payments, taking a cab to a distant cousin’s house and flying to her brother’s house 


in Lebanon, with the intention of never returning. Her brother protested, her husband rang 


her every week and her sisters pressured her to return. Mariam returned after two months 


and says that his behaviour improved. At the time of the interview, she had a two-year old 


child with developmental delay. She was not depressed anymore because she had a son, had 


some independence by having a car to visit her sisters-in-law, could attend church weekly 


and sometimes went out with the local Arabic women’s group at a local neighbourhood 


house. Mariam’s story shows the role of education as a critical facilitator of women’s 


capacity to alter adverse circumstances and create a life that is more life affirming and 


satisfying. There is no doubt that her years as a professional in Lebanon gave her the 


symbolic capital to take the actions which led to an improvement of an intolerable marriage. 


Mariam’s story also illustrates the catalytic contribution of a local ethno-specific community 


worker; although life as a sole parent is not felt to be possible by Mariam, her contact with 


the ethno-specific worker had a lasting impact in empowering to recapture her competence 


as an agent, to the point of actively befriending her sister-in-law, reversing her previous 


positioning of victim of her ill treatment. In a private but significant way, Mariam is gaining 


strength to be the author of her responses to circumstances not of her choosing. This would 


not have been possible without the cost-free availability of ubiquitous neighbourhood 


houses, a service model of partly feminist origins. 


Other community services 


Services offered at no or low cost at grassroots levels in Australian suburbs do not feature 


very highly on the agendas of policy and decision makers in government; on the other hand, 


modest social infrastructure did spell the difference between hardship turning into social and 


health breakdowns rather than into a springboard for positive citizenship. Playgroups are a 


distant reality for the daily planning preoccupations of bureaucracies, let alone the even 


loftier corridors of Treasury and Finance, where the most powerful people make decisions 


about resource allocation. Antonina, who spoke good English and had an English academic 
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husband, would not be usually identified as a disadvantaged person deserving access to 


public resources: 


First year was very hard [emphatically] …very, very, and with Marina, she was only 7 months. 


We lived in Box Hill, far from the centre, I just … [body language expressing hardship and 


struggle] in a year, we moved to Brunswick and it was better. Nobody told me about anything. 


Natasha [a church friend] told me about playgroup. I rang the Council. Playgroup gave me 


English socialising, and it was good for Marina. [Laughs] … at least you can get out of the house, 


at least for three hours … it’s very hard to sit at home all the time … without people [quieter 


voice]. 


For Antonina, an educated and privileged woman in many senses, the modest, unfunded 


local playgroup was the first indispensable facilitator of the renewal of her life energies. 


Research evidence about the significant debilitation and loss of skills of women caring for 


children at home has provided the justification for decades of funding for employment 


support services as well as Neighbourhood Learning Centres, providing articulated learning 


pathways back into participation in the public sphere.  


Mai Ho had worked at shoe factories for 14 years and heard about a leadership course for 


migrant women designed and funded under the Lady Mayoress program in partnership 


with the local Migrant Resource Centre (MRC), advertised through the local schools’ 


newsletter. The leadership course was her first engagement with the community as a 


contributing citizen. She then joined the women’s group at the MRC and found out about 


various services and laws. She bargained for entry into a computer course at Certificate 2 


level, not having done Certificate 1, but, despite trepidation, she was buoyed enough to 


complete the course saying it was “beautiful” to do it. She feels for the Vietnamese women 


who are housebound out-workers and she is now ready to assist others.  


Teresa arrived with her profoundly deaf son at a time when Victoria’s system of supports for 


children with hearing impairment was of the highest quality in the world. Not only was the 


special school free but so was a taxi service to the school across town. Her boy was a young 


adult at the time of the interview, studying at tertiary level and working casually. Similarly, 
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when her oldest son acquired permanent brain damage in a car accident, the availability of 


free universal health and rehabilitation services and financial support through the Transport 


Accident Commission for home renovations were critical in his survival. The free public 


health system, including physiotherapy, speech therapy and support for the family, were 


indispensable when her husband suffered his two strokes. Teresa’s skills in accessing such 


formal supports were central in her regaining a sense of competency as an agent. She named 


the existence of universal services, without stigma attached and based on citizenship rights, 


as the foundations for her sense of belonging and growing identification with and loyalty to 


Australia as her new home. She is profoundly grateful and marvels at the civility 


underpinning such government and taxpayer-funded infrastructure.  


Linda’s story encapsulates most of the key insights of this study, including the inestimable 


value of the welfare state in providing a variety of supports relevant to particular life 


transition stages. Linda had been attending the Maternal and Child Health nurses regularly 


for about a year, putting on a cheerful face and not opening up about the realities of her life. 


The well-researched problematic of Filipina brides in Australia and her anorexic appearance 


ought to have alerted the nurses. The government of the day’s policy of easy entry of family 


members via family reunion was critical in enabling the overcoming of an Asian taboo to 


speak about family problems. Linda’s mother was the one who spoke to the nurses, who 


then swung into action superbly, according to Linda. They offered to drive her to 


appointments, rang her husband to tell him to take Linda to services, linked her with a Asian 


psychiatrist with whom Linda could connect and, once the medication had begun its 


salutary effect, Linda began to eat, sleep and be able to rationalise. The confidence began to 


creep back as she reasoned that she now had a baby who needed her.  


Linda is quite clear that, if she had not had those first contacts with services, it would have 


been too late; she was so suicidal that she was often taking whole handfuls of tablets and 


planning daily to lie down on the railway tracks. Now that she is studying Community 


Development, she can identify that the nurses were practising empowerment with her and 
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were engaged in active outreach. Ill again when her second child was born, the nurses 


referred her to Tweddle, a free stay-in hospital for mothers and new babies with early 


settling difficulties. A team of social workers and nurses looked after the baby and Linda for 


a week and the workers’ authoritative interventions with the husband led to some changes 


in his behaviour. Linda seemed to have inspired a team of workers around her who would 


ring her outside of working hours, just to inquire how she was and to ensure that 


“I didn’t go astray”. At a time when Local Government had its own family and counselling 


units, Linda found a social worker who spent two years in weekly marriage counselling with 


the couple- both saying they learnt a lot from her. Upon leaving the position, the social 


worker’s good practice ensured that the hand over and connection with the new worker was 


a real one; the couple had counselling for approximately three years, then a free service part 


of most Local Councils, prior to mass privatisation of public services in Victoria during the 


mid-nineties (Webber & Crooks, 1996). There is now a quota on free sessions in the much 


diminished welfare system. 


The skill level of workers was crucial, such as the authenticity of workers’ involvement with 


Linda as a fellow human being, and it represented the beginning of Linda’s feeling she 


belonged as an Australian Filipina: 


… especially that I probably had and subconsciously have this feeling that you know, I’m not an 


Asian, I’m a Filipino, this person is a professional Australian, fair-headed person, and they really 


treat me… they treat me like a person, and I like it. I like it. They don’t care whether … they don’t 


care what my race is, and they were so genuinely interested about my life and genuinely enjoyed 


helping me. 


Labour market programs 


Linda re-reconnected with her natural resourcefulness and initiated her own re-entry into 


the labour market; using the Local Council directory, she found out about the Australian 


training and education system and labour market programs advertised locally. She obtained 


her first job through the support of JobShare, a wage subsidy program, part of the Australian 


Federal Government’s employment assistance system, which was totally privatised in 1997. 
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A second time, attending the universally available SkillShare, which gave one-on-one 


support on a needs basis, enabled her to fill a locum position at a university as the secretary 


to the Head of Department. The boost to her self-esteem of filling that position successfully 


propelled her into a permanent career pathway, “people would knock on my door before coming 


in, even lecturers and professors!”  


Being useful to the country which provided the services that were there for her has been key 


to Linda feeling at home in Australia. At the end of the interview, when asked what sense 


she made out of her life, she commented on having wasted a lot of time while she was 


depressed. It emerged then that she was depressed for nine years and that this really lifted 


when she accessed labour market programs enabling her to work in the public arena. 


Notably, she was in contact with the local community, had women friends and an active 


social life and she found that expressing herself in the public sphere was releasing, because 


she experienced Australians listening to her, dispelling the private fears of being part of a 


despised minority and the threats of misrepresentations. This successful engagement in the 


public sphere was essential for her successfully developing a position and identity within the 


context of a diasporic life.  


Gender and cit izenship  


Although lonely at first, Wafa saw life in Australia as a welcome escape from her in-laws; the 


reader may recall her initiatives which blossomed into a full professional career, managing 


the household and her children’s education. Her husband remained for long periods in 


Lebanon and she resolutely resisted all pressure for her to return; she is still amused at her 


audacity and very pleased with her life choices. She feels Lebanese and Australian in 


unconventional and unique ways and does not feel the need for clear definitions of her 


identity.  
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Ramida bore 10 children and, now that her daughters had left home, was feeling depressed 


with only males in the house; she illustrates an interesting theme about her cultures’ gender 


role constrictions. Her most difficult period involved her youngest daughter’s refusal to 


wear the hijab and beginning to wag school under the influence of her Italian and Greek 


girlfriends. Haunted by the ever-present phobia of a girl losing her virginity before marriage, 


Ramida decided to send the sixteen-year old to Lebanon to hopefully marry her safely to a 


suitable relative and she is now comfortable and happy as her daughter did get married, is 


pregnant and, when she turns 18, the legal age of marriage under Australian law, she will 


return here. Ramida still seemed perturbed about this issue as she pursued the question of 


gender roles in our conversation and we discussed how religions deal with women’s roles 


and sexuality. She finally asked whether it is only in Arabic countries where girls are not 


allowed to go out. She took the leading role in clipping her daughter’s wings, yet the issue 


still evinced considerable disquiet in her: “It’s the mother’s responsibility that she might lose her 


virginity and she wouldn’t be any good then”.  


Having referred earlier in this chapter to her successful employment in local government, 


Fatima told me that she understood that to enable her children to gain entry into university 


required a lot of her time and she decided to put her career on hold for this. Although a 


feminist acculturated in Australia, where individualism is valorised above all, may conclude 


that Fatima was restricted in her freedom to be self-determining, the evidence suggests 


rather Fatima made choices on the basis of her cultural understanding of personhood and 


womanhood. Her language is full of moral reasoning and as feminist research theorists point 


out, self-reflections reveal how a woman acts to preserve the integrity of her personality and 


her place in the web of important relationships (Anderson & Jack, 1991:18-23). The act of 


speaking is a creative act in itself according to Continental philosophers, such as Heidegger, 


Gadamer, Ricoeur and Wittgenstein, as discussed in Chapter Two, and feminists (Minister, 


1991:34). Hearing Fatima’s logic of self-determination faithfully required careful and ethical 


listening for the realities she was pointing to, while holding in tension critical perspectives 


on differential formations of relations of domination: 
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O: So are you happy with your sacrifice?  


F: Yes, I know I sacrificed my education. I chose. 


O: Could you have chosen differently? Could you have said I won’t, I will study first? 


F: No, no, impossible. Because I succeeded in entering into university because of my brothers 


and sisters. Even if I do not have a house, I could sit under a tree and study. Why should I 


deprive them of that? So to show them I am responsible for you, I do everything and please, 


you study.  


O: So you are saying that you could not have chosen differently because you feel so strongly 


about this issue.  


F: Yes, I told you, my choice. I choose. I want to continue because I have a credit for 6 months. I 


am so anxious, so active, care so much, to finish my certificate [quiet voice, full of 


emotion] … then I looked at all the housework, and all my assignments … the course was 


one year! The ones who say they do that and help their children, they are lax. When I was 


studying, I would cook on the weekend for three days. The other two days of the week they 


would eat sandwiches. That’s why they are succeeding and I saw them grow strong before my 


eyes. There was even a child who was not well, after coming to with me he became strong. 


Because, you have to prepare everything in the morning for your children; so I succeeded also 


in Family Day Care. Because I believe where there is a will there is a way. I believe nothing is 


difficult if you want to do something. 


O: But here there are blocks you did not have before.  


F: Yes, but you have to prioritise, you choose what you will work on. 


The reader may recall that Esther had become housebound out of a sense of overwhelming 


intimidation; she had made a friend in the free AMEP English classes, whom she met after a 


period of two years by chance. This fellow migrant had bought a car by beginning to earn 


casual money through doing household services. Esther decided to advertise her ironing 


services in the local paper and, within two years, her confidence had grown to the point of 


completing a TAFE Certificate in Aged Care, working in a nursing home and moving into 


employment as a Community Development worker to establish playgroups for South-


Sudanese mothers with young children, in partnership with local venues such as child care 


centres and community houses, under the auspices of Local Government. A central part of 
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Esther’s life revolves around being a role model and pioneer for other South-Sudanese 


women. As described in Chapter Four, South-Sudanese men feel that their family life and 


their authority as men are under threat. Esther and other informants, including professionals 


who work with this ethnic community, confirmed that there is a widely-held belief that 


Australian governments want to break up South-Sudanese families, cause the women to 


rebel and take their children away. There is a surprisingly high level of knowledge in this 


newest refugee community about Australia’s Stolen Generations of Indigenous children. 


Such feelings of embattlement and fearfulness probably relate to the divergence between the 


South-Sudanese social systems, largely based on subsistence agriculture, and Australia’s 


modern, market-based social structures and individualistic value systems. Esther’s chief 


voluntary and paid work is to empower women and model that, even though she drives a 


car and moves about independently, she maintains a strong family life with five children, a 


secure marriage and extended family reciprocities.  


Vietnamese women say that life is much more favourable for women here because in 


Vietnam, as Mai Ho expressed it, “women always walk behind the man. Here it is the other way 


around”. The women expressed appreciation of the freedom to earn an income 


independently, live independently, choose one’s own career, the laws that protect women 


from abuse, such as sexual harassment at work, and of the services available for women, 


such as domestic violence support. When I asked Wai Ling, Anh and Soo to comment on 


literature, cited in Chapter Four, about the bilateral gender relations existing side-by-side 


with hierarchical gender expectations, they said it was inaccurate and that they, like 


everyone else, had to manage the tensions in their everyday lives. 


Location in Australia did not have any particular impact on gender roles for Russian 


families. Five of the Russian women had very warm and positive relationships with their 


husbands and within their families; as Varvara said, “[w]ithout that, you can’t go anywhere”. 


The Russian families pulled together in rising above the challenges of migration in a very 


orchestrated teamwork effort, apart from Anastasia, whose marriage broke up. 
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The entire Horn of Africa group said that they had unusual husbands, who gave their wives 


more latitude than is typical in their cultures; as already mentioned variously, Kiro’s 


husband put his study on hold for seven years to support her growth. In the most patriarchal 


South-Sudanese society, Esther’s husband pushed her to develop her professional and 


intellectual skills while he helped at home. She names him as the first source of her success 


in moving towards fulfilment, saying he is very unusual and opposite to the typical South-


Sudanese male. For over twenty years, Zeinab’s husband allowed her to have free reign in 


making decisions to pursue her studies, preventing his parents’ traditionally accepted 


interference. Similarly, Fatima also said that, while they were living in a camp, her husband 


was unlike other men by looking after the children, a practice he carried out in full view of 


the men and women in the cramped conditions.  


Impact of poor professional  services  


The absence of useful or quality supports left women in pointless treadmills or actually 


blocked the attainment of what they needed; a lack of skills amongst professionals to address 


the barriers faced by migrants was the key factor. We met Mifsud briefly in the section about 


women who developed psychiatric illness; in hospital during the first acute episode, she said 


the hospital staff were very supportive and understanding of what she was going through. 


They always used interpreters to communicate with her and she participated in counselling 


but no staff spoke to her husband; 


O: Did they understand that the way he was treating you was making you sick?  


M: 100%. 


O: But they didn’t talk to him? 


M: I did not explain much because it is my personal life. You look bad if something is not going 


well in your life, it makes you look bad.  


O: Did they connect you to the Lebanese community or anything? 


M: The interpreter told me about services but I didn’t go because I could not go, I was too sick.  
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O: So what did you do during the day? Did you listen to Lebanese radio?  


M: 24 hours.  


O: Is it important to you? 


M: I feel like I’m in Lebanon.  


O: How would it be without radio?  


M: I feel happy when I listen.  


O: Did you have any contact with the Australian world, anybody, shops?  


M: No, only Arabic people because I could not speak English.  


O: Did you see anybody else apart from your husband?  


M: My sister came for half an hour, that’s it. My girlfriend came too. Later I saw a psychiatrist. 


O: Did the specialist help you? 


M: My husband went with me and he told him everything. I don’t know what he said.  


O: Was there any interpreter?  


M: My husband was interpreting.  


O & Interpreter: Shocking, shocking! [We all laughed]  


M: The specialist told my husband that I was physically OK, it’s just my mind.  


O & Interpreter: Shocking, shocking! [More laughter] 


She started going to an Arabic doctor by herself and said that she would go and cry, cry, cry. 


The doctor would check her and say there is nothing wrong with you; but she would go 


again and cry, so he asked her, why are you upset? 


O: Didn’t you tell him why you were upset? 


M: I told him, but he knows my husband, so he told me I need a holiday. [we all broke up 


laughing here] I went back home and told my husband, I need a holiday. So my husband 


said, don’t go back to this doctor if he tells you that. [we kept on laughing. She offered us 


coffee.]  
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O: So eventually you got better?  


M: This doctor is mad, [more jokes about holidays] ... I kept going to him. I had my holidays 


two and a half years ago. Syria, Lebanon, I came back feeling much better. [Laughter]  


O: But until then, after being in hospital, how long before you felt OK?  


M: My husband stayed with me away from his work for 5 months. For about 2 years, on and off I 


felt better and worse.  


O: Doctor gave you medicine?  


M: Yes. They made me feel better but I could not feed my son … The doctor told me double the 


dose, and it didn’t make me feel better, just sleepy. The child came in 1994, he is 5 now. My 


life was different because I had to look after the baby.  


O: Did you know what to do? 


M: I knew how to look after a baby. He is all I have, so I was happy to look after him. I was very 


unwell physically and mentally after the baby. After he was 2 yrs and 7 months and I went 


to Lebanon, only then did I feel better.  


O: Do you think you had Post Natal Depression?  


M: I told the specialist and he agreed I was depressed. He said he could not treat me for 


depression, I would have to look after myself … he was an Australian specialist. 


O: With an interpreter?  


M: My husband was the interpreter [we laughed with dismay] 


O: So what kept you going during those two years? 


M: I felt I was defeated, that I was not strong any more after the birth.  


O: So how did you cope?  


M: I just stayed at home, would go up Sydney Road for a walk, Kmart and Coles. I had one 


girlfriend only. Now I have a lot, my life is different and I am is happy. I went to Lebanon, 


still on my tablets. Every time I didn’t take a tablet, I thought something terrible might 


happen to me. I was happy in Lebanon, I bought a car, I had my baby, stayed with brother 


and then my sister in Syria.  
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O: So all of the sudden you felt well, did you, without your husband you felt great? [we 


laughed] 


Mifsud’s account of services delivered without professional interpreters  suggests possible 


malpractice and the hospital staff also showed a paucity of skills in treating her in isolation 


from her living conditions. It is not clear how much she explained her situation to her Arabic 


doctor but Mifsud got herself better by relying on lay wisdom about dealing with life’s 


perplexities, that is, “have a holiday and a baby”. 


Mary’s hardship around the loss of the profession she loved was linked to the poor quality of 


employment support services of the time. The privatised JobNetwork system had pleasant 


staff but kept referring her to factory positions because ‘she had no local experience’. The 


evidence suggests a very minimalist level of service, with no information about the available 


bridging courses for overseas nurses, no effort in investigating options for a nurse with full 


English fluency, no advice about other study options nor about interview techniques with 


Australian employers who expect assertive self promotion, compared to the self-effacing 


norm of civilised Asian people. She saw an advertisement for a course in Aged Care Support 


at the local TAFE by accident and was then able to change careers. 


Concluding reflections 


The women were able to overcome the traumas of the circumstances which propelled them 


to leave their home countries and the challenges of resettlement by using the stepping stones 


provided by the Australian systems of public and social infrastructure available to all 


citizens. These were indeed indispensable facilitators of the women’s energies in re-creating 


a life they valued and in becoming participating citizens. 


Faci l i tating processes: Community connectedness 


The first facilitator of agency was the welfare state and the second factor required for living a 


life with a modicum of wholeness and fulfilment was to be connected with a community, the 
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latter going well beyond one’s own ethnic community. Having a good marriage was, 


logically enough, a crucial facilitating factor in women’s capacity to pursue their life goals, as 


we have seen in the preceding sections. The women from the Horn of Africa countries and 


many of the Lebanese and Vietnamese attributed their feelings of being settled happily to 


having their extended families here with them. The Russians, here without grandparents or 


other close relatives, lived with a continued sense of grief and of not being whole. 


Connections with one’s ethnic community 


The young and flippant Sosa summarised her advice to all new migrants as “you need to 


socialise again”. It is well documented that ethnic groups are powerful in enabling their (new) 


members to reconnect with their pre-migration identities. Nenita was able to say that she 


draws strength from living like she did in the Philippines, by going to a Filipino church and 


having church-based friends. All the women who stay home listen to their ethnic radio 


program and say it is absolutely vital. The group they join or attend, however, needs to be 


related to the strata of society to which one belonged. Teresa: 


Afterwards, it was expanding my territory … In the west, Filipinas are militant, in the South, 


they just have parties. At first, it was OK but then I got more depressed, because I thought these 


are not my kind of people. What am I doing here, they were talking about being silly and things 


that didn’t mean anything … Oh it was just great, and so I started coming to CPCA and met 


Rosa … It was 4 years after arriving. I was very happy because they did things I believed in, some 


came from the university I studied at, Rosa taught in the same school where I taught, very high 


standards. It was oh, I know I’m familiar with this place where these people come from, I can 


understand what they are saying and … it felt good! And from there, that’s where I got the idea of 


working as an interpreter … it was Rosa’s idea … I work with VITS (Victorian interpreting 


Telephone Service) and On Call and All Graduates. Your name just gets around … Even if it 


takes me one bus and one train and one tram ride, still I come to meetings on time because you are 


interested. 


Mary drew on the encouragement of the Filipinos around her during her first few years of 


almost total despair and frustration. All of the Russian women, except Karina and Larissa, 


refer to the importance of being surrounded by fellow Russians or Russian speakers in 
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warding off deep depression. As an early arrival, I asked Zina what the Slavic Baptist church 


did for her:  


Everything! I will be grateful to them till my last breath. They weren’t able to help us materially 


but they helped us emotionally, morally, which is more important I think. Without them I 


wouldn’t have survived. We weren’t working and on weekends we just cried hysterically because 


there was no one to go to. No grandmother, or cousins, no one. No one, no one … All the people 


speak Russian and were former migrants, Russians from all sorts of countries, and so they 


understood how we felt. They used to tell us don’t worry, everything will be all right. We used to 


go to their house like it was our own … One family would invite two or three families every 


Sunday, for us to get to know each other. They helped us by telling us where to go to get things. 


You can’t repay that, that’s giving you back family.  


Zina’s positive contacts with the local Australian community were a springboard for 


recapturing her enormously competent agency and its benefits have rippled throughout 


countless Russian families including their children. She became a resource person for the 


growing Soviet expatriate community; hearing about a playgroup in a local Neighbourhood 


House, she joined and when it folded, she decided to begin a Russian one. Zina was a key 


initiator of the recreation of a Russian community in the inner Bayside area of Melbourne. 


Varvara marvelled at her family’s smooth settlement by moving immediately into the 


thriving Russian St Kilda community, where Russian is spoken on the street. She said that 


they were never alone and there was not an undue break with belonging to the Russian 


world in which she and her family had had a place of belonging as esteemed and valued 


members. Antonina said that her life began again when she began as a voluntary Russian 


teacher at the Saturday Church School, involving one morning a week: 


O: What does Russian school give you?  


A: [Very enthusiastically] Oh it gives me a lot! In the first place to socialise with people, just 


being with Russians, hearing children speak Russian, it was inconceivable in NZ. Secondly, 


it is my profession and it gives me moral support to be able to practice my profession. … I 


think it would have been much, much harder without Russian school. 


Lakemba Mosque in Sydney has been the locus for Muslim women’s revival of self-


education about Islam and beyond; Deen (1995:104) saw no contradiction between this 
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women-driven religious revival and the men continuing to make all the decisions, including 


the Qur’an verses the women’s groups could read. Many women were not allowed out 


without men but it remained a source of immense support for the women themselves, in a 


round-about way confirming the experience of other women in the sample, even in rather 


more complex ways. 


Regaining one’s sense of mission 


Many of the very energetic women became the key person in their communities to whom 


people could go for help. Women whose lives had previously centred on the service of 


others were able to surmount the difficulties of settlement by resuming their lifelong 


personal projects. This was certainly an important dynamic in sustaining Wafa, Delal, Anh, 


Wai Ling, Zeinab, Fatima, Kiro, Naima, Esther, Teresa, Linda and Zina in the continuation of 


their pre-migration identities as women dedicated to causes beyond their own families. The 


crux of suffering for Nia, Antonina and Larissa relates to being cut off from spaces where 


they might resume pursuits which are intrinsically meaningful and above the pursuit of 


economic or material comfort. As Deen (1995:74), again, suggests:  


We don’t have “privacy” as the Westerners know it … It is not a precious commodity 


with us … Some will jump to the conclusion that the individual becomes less important 


in our tradition. Not so! But the individual cannot survive without the group.  


Connecting with the Austral ian community 


Women spoke about the springboard back into a sense of integrity as whole personalities 


provided through Australian neighbours, teachers, service providers or volunteers who 


became personally involved and became friends. Teresa, who came with a background of the 


richest material and symbolic capital possible, began to feel a little human again when the 


family moved into a street where neighbours knew each other, amenities were within 


walking distance and she could join local activities: “Because I wasn’t a leader of a corporation I 


was just a mother and a housewife, so I thought if you’re just that, you might as well do that well 


too”. 
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Linda spoke about how much her confidence was built by the development of friendships 


with Australian women in the playgroups; she was so amazed that Australians were 


interested in her and her culture and she was profoundly moved when her only Australian 


girlfriends unexpectedly came to her house with lots of clothes for her second newborn. She 


was touched because they were so genuinely excited for her. These friends formed the basis 


of her beginning to live again; she was helped through her difficult second pregnancy by the 


friends coming over to do little jobs around the house and even give her massages.  


Success in study was usually excruciatingly difficult for women whose English was less than 


fluent. Here, the personal, voluntary engagement by Australian teachers and student 


counsellors or volunteers with the daily agonies of the students, were the indispensable 


stepping stones, without which the women would have ‘drowned’. Kiro’s struggles with 


study were possible only because the teaching and student support staff at TAFE crossed 


what is widely espoused as the professional boundary by becoming personally involved as 


friends. Similarly, Fatima’s family were enormously assisted by the volunteer involvement of 


a local primary school teacher who befriended all of the extended family. Such kindnesses 


served to reverberate throughout the lives of women as being accepted by a new community 


of different but caring people.  


Conclus ion 


I hope that I have presented a faithful rendition of what the women shared with me in our 


conversations. The women continue to live in the tension between the marginal locations 


accorded to migrants, the unspoken denigration of their cultures based largely on ignorance 


and their daily experience of the effectiveness of their stock of knowledge in enabling 


ingenious responses to life’s contingencies. It was an act of memory retrieval and a digging 


deeply into themselves, yielding unexpected resources. At the same time, without the 


human connectedness of good family or community and in total isolation, the most resilient 


personalities could become ill. 
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Welfare states formally intend to recreate certain functions provided by natural social 


embeddedness that have been disrupted by the requirements of industrialisation and, more 


recently, of a consumerist society where needs are manufactured by capital, media and 


ensuing social pressure. We do not hear very often that welfare state services are potent 


springboards to life; critiques of the welfare state – both from the Left and the Right 


(Beilharz et al., 1992), have been misdirected, possibly because their proponents have lacked 


grounded experience of what life is like for ordinary, small people, as well as for the 


marginalised groups so readily identified as ‘disadvantaged’. I noted in the women’s 


accounts the exponentially beneficial relationship between the very modest investments of 


public funds into services, such as neighbourhood houses, English classes, a community 


worker, a playgroup and local employment program, and the quantum leap they were able 


to make in rebuilding their lives. The next chapter continues this theme by reflecting on how 


the women are now contributing to Australian society. Such enormous strides usually 


depended on the medium of a positive connection with another human being, whether a 


professional, a friend or neighbour. A lack of skills or negligence on the part of professionals 


had sometimes disastrous impacts on women’s lives and their families, over protracted 


periods of time. The critical factor in poor quality services, in my view, resides primarily in a 


lack of understanding about the incommensurability of diverse ways of being and knowing. 


To apprehend another person’s subjectivity ethically and with the same respect accorded to 


oneself is quite difficult. To do this while rejecting all that the term alterity evokes requires 


unusually sophisticated knowledge and self awareness, going well beyond the notion of 


empathy so freely bandied about in text of the helping professions and beyond.  
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Chapter Seven 


Australian cit izens 
Having begun this study with the concept of agency, the women’s narratives lead me to 


conclude that this thesis is really about women’s ingenuity in transforming reality to fit more 


closely with their own life’s intentions and values. The construct of creativity allows for 


spaces for the incommensurableness of consciousness, love and other sources of life and 


energy. The previous chapter detailed how women’s interactions with any number of the 


dimensions of Australian society was, for the largest part, not only helpful but indispensable 


in moving from positions of suffering of varying intensity towards the emergence of 


fulfilling lives. In Chapters Four and Five, I marvelled at the resilient personalities, cultivated 


in the collective societies of Lebanon, Russia, the Philippines and East Africa.  


In this last “empirical” chapter, I will present the women’s answers to the final three themes 


explored in the interviews: their current life as Australian citizens; their existential reflections 


about how life has turned out; and what they identify as their source of personal strength. In 


their narrating, the women wove the two first themes together and to facilitate a more 


analytical discussion, I will summarise all this information in two simple matrices with a 


third table including material about their contact with public services, which was covered in 


Chapter Six. The tables will assist in making visible emergent patterns and my concluding 


more theoretical reflections based on the women’s experiences, to be presented in Chapter 


Eight. This present chapter will proceed under the following subheadings: 


Austral ian c it izens and existential  quest ions 
Sources of strength 
Rel iance on publ icly funded serv ices 
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Australian cit izens and existential  questions:  How do 


you feel  about l ife  now? 


The Vietnamese women 


As already discussed, Tahn is still floundering around with circular reasoning cementing her 


in the quagmire of her helplessness. Her child provides her with the justification for living 


and for everything else, it seems. Soo separated from her husband within two years of 


arriving; he was imbued with traditional hierarchical expectations of her role as a wife and of 


her teenage children in terms of unquestioned obedience to him. Disapproving of her hybrid 


modern and Filipino patterns of interaction, he would use punishment by not speaking to 


her, not eating her food and behaving as if she were not present in the house, locking up the 


food and so on. She quickly resumed her professional agency by obtaining employment as 


an interpreter/welfare aide in the health field and rented a house with her children. She has 


recaptured her dedication to humanitarian service, is closely involved in her church and is 


obtaining tertiary qualifications. Two of her children have university degrees now and one of 


the boys still lives with her. She assists in caring for her grandchild and is devoting financial 


resources to helping her children in home purchase, while she continues to rent. She is 


satisfied with her choices and achievements.  


The grandmother, Sen, is living very peacefully. She seems to epitomise a felicitous state of 


mind as an older person contemplating the end of her life. In the interview, she expressed a 


sense of inner harmony, quiet gratitude for the mystery of life and contentment for the role 


she has played in it. She does not interact with the world beyond the homes of her children, 


although she could have access to the lively expatriate community existing in the suburb in 


which she lives. She relies on her children to take her to any errands she may need, whilst 


her husband lives with the family of another child, a separation that she did not comment 


on. 
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The other Vietnamese women have attained the top priority of many migrants: home 


ownership. Mai Ho, after working very hard for 13 years in factories, has paid off her house. 


She is very happy and has stopped working by choice, as she now wants to develop her 


skills by studying dress pattern making. She and husband feel Australian, born in Vietnam, 


which they cannot forget but which she has no interest in visiting. Her life changed through 


her participation in the local Migrant Resource Centre and the Municipal Lady Mayoress 


leadership program for migrant women. She is feeling so empowered by her subsequent 


success in TAFE Information Technology Certificate courses that she is looking for 


opportunities to contribute to local public life. She encourages other Vietnamese women to 


venture beyond the home and wants to share the strengths of Vietnamese family mores with 


fellow Australians, because “your children will have a better life if you keep them under your 


control all the time”.  


Anh has fought off her depression by reasoning that, once her children attained entry into 


the university courses of their choice and she has a good occupation, she should not be 


depressed. This involved taking charge of her inner life and finding Buddhism as a powerful 


solace. She now feels that her sacrifices have been worthwhile and without Buddhist 


meditation, she thinks she would have developed mental illness. She has reached her goals 


and is deriving renewed professional fulfilment from working as a Vietnamese welfare 


worker. Wai Ling, finally, is continuing with her studies, completing a Master’s degree and 


working in an ethno-specific organisation, which is one of the powerhouses of the Catholic 


Vietnamese community. To address the challenges of parenting in the Australian context and 


in collaboration with other Vietnamese professionals and elders, she developed a mode of 


parenting and communicating that serves to preserve the integrity of Vietnamese identity 


while enabling youth to comfortably work, mix socially and build a future in Australia. She 


excels in coaching Vietnamese parents to relate to their children, who are struggling with 


cultural contradictions and can adopt risky lifestyles if their deep needs are not being met by 


the family. She is frequently relied upon to deliver cross cultural training to human services 


workers and she speaks candidly and with simplicity: 
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W. I feel very proud of what I did. I told my children to look at me as an example. They still say 


to me, ”Oh Mum you are a very hard working person, very educated person”. After finishing 


uni I felt very tired and didn’t want to study anymore, but I continued working and 


studying and my children said “We really admire you Mum”. This makes me proud of 


myself. Also with other people I get feedback about the service I provide for them and I feel 


very confident and proud of myself. I feel very confident and the confidence is always there 


surrounding me, with my children and all the people … 


O: What do you think you have achieved? 


W: I have attained good education in the skills I need to help people and I am very happy in my 


job, and all the people I help can see I have achieved it. For example, I worked for the 


Department of Immigration and the consultant told me how valuable my work is. I am very 


appreciated in the community … Many people ask me: “Why do you do so much, like 3 


people?”, I say ”I am lucky to have the strength”.  


O: What drives you? 


W: I compare myself with other people and I have good children, I can do what I like, I have a 


good job which I like. Everything drives me to work. 


O: What do you think is the good life? 


W: The good life is what is acceptable. I tell my clients that the key is to accept what life gives 


you, not to compare yourself, not to look down or look around, but to accept first, when you 


accept it you will be happy. That’s the way I work with women who blame themselves, their 


husbands or children blame anything. Many people in Vietnam live in very bad situations 


but they still survive. Why do you want to destroy your life, try to do and you can do. If you 


try you can get out of trouble. 


Although these women articulated the positives of their resettlement in Australia to me, 


literature by Vietnamese writers emphasises that mourning and grief at the loss of home 


typify the Vietnamese psyche. The first mass exodus occurred only after 1975, despite the 


four millennia of difficult history (Nguyen, 2005:1). Nguyen (2005:148) observes: 


Women revisit and reconstruct past lives while striving to define new identities in Australia 


… As Ien Ang suggests, “it is undeniable that the idea of diaspora is an occasion for positive 


identification for many, providing a powerful sense of transitional belonging and 


connections with dispersed others of similar historical origins”. 
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The African women 


Kiro’s self-esteem rose as she received good feedback in her courses and students she was 


afraid of would come to her for help. She achieved high grades in finishing her course and 


applied to study nursing but was accepted only in a rural campus. She continues in her 


remarkable resourcefulness and is a source of information for the Ethiopian community, a 


role she values but finds trying in the context of running her café at the same time. She feels 


that Australia is her home: 


O: So what helped you make it through the IT course? 


K: Ah, that is a very good subject (laughs) A very, very good subject that helped my stress 


management was leadership and psychology, time management, how to manage your stress, 


how to manage stress in society.  


O: They covered all that in your course?  


K: Yes I had good teacher, I had very good teachers always, and they were very helpful, and I ask 


them too. Because they talked just about the issues in my life, so I was interested and asked 


more. Like how to say no in a nice way (we laughed and agreed that is very important for 


women) Yeah, I never say no.  


O: Was it part of your culture not to say no?  


K: Only partly, it was also my personality. That was very helpful subject. Another good one 


was learning to set boundaries. Yeah all that. And when you get pressure on you, you have to 


get it out, those sorts of skills are very helpful.  


O: That is all very Australian, you know Kiro.  


K: It really helped and it really works.  


O: It’s Western knowledge. 


K: Yes, they are good tricks, and I never used to say sorry, I thought I was perfect all the time 


and my husband taught me to admit my mistake, in a good way. The teachers taught me too. 


It makes me happy.  


O: What are your goals?  


K: To have a child by the time I am thirty.  
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O: How old are you?  


K: Twenty nine. I’m old.  


O: At 29 you are still considered part of the youth culture!  


K: Oh my God!  


O: At 29 I was still a kid, stupid ... (we laugh). 


K: When I have a plan, I do it. I wanted to go home, so I went last year. I was so happy! So now 


I want to have a traditional wedding. After that I want to have kids.  


Kiro’s contribution to Australian civil society, like for many of the women in the study, rests 


on her ebullient, generous personality which models a very different mode of being than one 


considered safe and appropriate for urban Australians early in the twenty-first century. A 


pillar of her community, she models for Ethiopians disillusioned by the monotonous 


repetitiveness of racist exclusion from mainstream labour markets (Gow, 2001:347) the 


possibility to overcome racism and live a fulfilling life. 


Esther is in the final year of her Diploma at TAFE and is employed part-time. Her work is 


receiving accolades by service providers and she is held in high esteem in her field. She is 


feeling quite confident again and acknowledges that she is a role model and path breaker in 


her community. Her husband is pursuing his vision of bringing his community out of 


refugee camps and of being a political leader. He is encouraging Esther to continue her 


professional development and be the chief income earner. On a daily basis, Esther needs to 


repel accusations from men and women in her community that she and Australian service 


providers are motivated by an intention to break up families and take South-Sudanese 


children away. The playgroups she has established are a venue not only for mutual support, 


acquisition of vital information and enculturation, but they also provide frightened women 


and children with pleasant and benevolent contacts with the Australian life-world.  


Nia has been reunited with yet another daughter and her children. She says, however, that 


she wants real participation as an Australian citizen, not to be classed as refugee. She is 
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taking out citizenship and is waiting for opportunities to begin contributing to Australia. She 


still finds life painful because the loss of two grandchildren in the forest fire still haunts her. 


Fatima is waiting for her second son to finish VCE and next year will resume her own 


studies. She says that she will no longer need to sacrifice her educational and professional 


goals for the sake of ensuring her children are admitted to university. She still finds life at 


home with no transport very frustrating. Her husband is involved in a small co-operative 


making garden furniture from recycled timber. He seems to have graciously accepted the 


humble nature of this work, while maintaining what I perceived to be his statesman-like 


dignity. Fatima is also creatively resisting racial and material oppressions and creating an 


alternative civic culture:  


O: How what have you noticed about Australian culture? 


F: You see I found something I did not expect in Australia. I found Australian people very 


innocent, naïve, very, very helpful. I did not know there are people so kind. I found one drunk 


woman. There was an old man who asked me if this bus goes to Thomastown. I told yes, and 


we started talking and laughing. We got on the bus and there was a drunk woman who yelled 


at me “F … F … you are going stay and then to drop bombs on me and kill me!” I told her, 


”Don’t generalise, all people are not the same, don’t say that, don’t be prejudiced”. Then she 


started laughing and made a big joke. Sometimes people talk because of the political things, 


but you cannot generalise. It’s my habit, my children too, never to generalise. Even if I see a 


drunk, before I talk, I always give excuses. I never generalise. What I got from Australia, I 


want to give it back. Because as soon as I came, I got given a lot. Even this study, it was 


given to me. I had no money to do Family Day Care, I had no money. The other two courses I 


did, Centrelink told me they would give me $500 even though I asked for $200. 


Fatima is eager to begin contributing to improving Australian governance. She believes that 


our attitudes to senior citizens entail a waste of human talents needed by young people: 


F: This is what I believe. That is one point and that’s worries me very much. That’s why young 


people are going to drugs. Pressure comes because people don’t want to talk. The old people 


don’t want to talk and the young people want to hear … In our community, no, no. There 


was a boy who had Playstation, everything technical and electronic. He was in a lot of 


trouble. His mother told me one day that he told her that he didn’t really want to read books, 


he preferred her to tell her stories herself. My boys read a lot of books, but they told my 
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husband that the best thing he did was to tell them his stories, what happened in your youth, 


what happened to you. 


O: Everyday you tell stories to your children? 


F: Every day, we sit down and I talk to them. Without TV; we sit together and talk. Yes, there 


are two problems in this society, extended family and the time… I want to do volunteer work 


through writing, through Islamic Women’s Welfare. I go to the women’s groups and educate 


them about various matters. I am the one that makes them laugh. “Ah, Fatima is coming” 


they say and they come. That’s the most important for the stress. I educate them about a lot of 


things, they ask me to come to the doctor. I tell them most important is to give time to their 


children … I want to write. If you don’t have the language, you don’t talk, you can’t send the 


message. 


The other two Eritrean students, Zeinab and Naima, are employed as professionals in the 


ethnic community services. Zeinab began an African women’s group in the inner city 


Ministry of Housing high-rise flats some years ago, with a no-interest loans co-operative 


among the women, inspired by the Grameen Bank model originally developed in 


Bangladesh. The women now are able to loan each other up to $1000. Her two children are 


achieving well at high school, whilst she is doing a Master’s degree herself. Her husband 


comes and goes to Africa where he still has an active business. She struggles to juggle family 


and her own career but acknowledges satisfaction with having been able to undertake post-


graduate study, having good relationships with many Australians, having most of her family 


around her, being confident about navigating the service system and having a lot of the 


Eritrean community trust her. She is also happy that she has empowered the women in her 


community and she now participates as an observer, with rotating leaders. She does not feel 


life has turned out as she had hoped, however, and she feels very burdened by many issues. 


She is not satisfied to not have attained the professional heights she had aspired to, nor is she 


mixing with people of her perceived intellectual and moral leadership level. She has her 


sights set on international horizons and with her husband and other close relatives has 


businesses and homes in the Middle East as well as Sudan; Zeinab is an example of a person 


living trans-nationally, where families maintain a number of households and avail 
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themselves of mass communication and ease of transport to create a most advantageous life 


for themselves and their families (Al-Shamarni, 2006). 


Naima is appreciative of Australia because those who put her down are a minority and the 


culture here is to appreciate the person you are. She wants “the label ‘refugee’ erased from my 


file”, however, as people use it to put her down, particularly in work environments. She 


made a lasting impression on me because of her articulation of the seismic properties of her 


life history and her capacity to integrate such adversity into a coherent system of spiritual 


values enacted through a basically loving and critical engagement with the world around 


her. Her child born 14-weeks premature will soon be home to join her three-year old brother 


and Naima is beginning to enjoy family life. She is on maternity leave, while her husband is 


developing a small computer business. All of the Eritrean women in this study wish to 


participate in formal political life and Naima talks about her responsibility and desire to give 


to the society which gave her much. She takes the initiative by looking for opportunities to 


connect with people and educate them about Africa, and thus dispelling barriers and 


stereotypes: 


N: OK, in that sense, I don’t have a clear defined identity, but I am proud of who and what I am. 


I could have ended up mad, or on the street, taking drugs. So that’s the frustration, what’s 


the difference between the drug addict and me? It’s the power to turn everything into 


something positive, all the bad things you have gone through, into power. How do you feel 


proud? Of being a woman and going through all this, being Muslim and going through all 


this, being African and going through all this. We suffer a lot here to prove ourselves … but 


the power I’ve got takes me along in my journey. What I am saying, it’s not an identity of a 


specific country. I belong as an Eritrean, as an African, as a Moslem as an Australian 


carrying citizenship. This is an identity carrying all this but saying this is it … I cannot … 


can you say I am Russian today, pure, or Australian? No! It’s where you belong, looking for 


your identity. Because I have lived everywhere, in Sudan, you try to pick something from 


here, in Kenya, in Egypt, in Australia. It didn’t occur to you that you would live in these 


places and cultures. You are searching for your identity, where do you belong, and how do 


you connect it all? You have to look at the positive side not the negative side, although 


sometimes you ask yourself, why do I have to go through this? But your belief is that you 


wouldn’t have been the same person if you had not been though all these cultures. No, you 


would’ve been an ordinary person. Because when I went back from Kenya to Sudan, the 
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friends I used to have I couldn’t communicate with any more. They had been in a certain 


place and doing certain things, I couldn’t go back because you struggle a lot to fit somewhere. 


It teaches you, you wouldn’t learn that if you were in the same place. It teaches you to learn a 


lot. Being in one place never teach you anything, I believe. 


The Lebanese women 


Wafa expanded the local Lebanese women’s program and put her children through school. 


She said: “I carried on as if everything was normal. I did not give in to the pressure of going back to 


join my husband”. This was in the face of community and extended family pressure, cultural 


expectations and financial hardship, and she is amused at her audacity and tenacity in 


maintaining her freedom as a woman by pursuing professional life in Australia. Although 


still struggling with financial and other pressures, she is satisfied with what she has 


achieved. She is highly regarded in the field as a cross-cultural trainer and Arabic-speaking 


community development professional. All other Lebanese women in the study, except Delal 


who lives in another part of Melbourne, have been using the Lebanese women’s groups run 


by Wafa at the local, universally available Neighbourhood House, as a lifeline to varying 


opportunities over the life cycle.  


Delal has one son at university and one still at school. Her four daughters are married but 


two are studying at university. She has brought all of her relatives and neighbours over to 


Australia and has helped them settle. She is running a women’s group enabling this 


community, which is very isolated from the Australian world, to learn English, drive, use 


computers and begin to venture beyond Lebanese relationships. She now wants to get 


involved in contributing to public life as she is able to follow current affairs and she aspires 


to being elected as a local councillor. 


Sosa is enjoying her growing independence and is pursuing the acquisition of skills and 


freedoms, such as driving and having a job, against her husband’s wishes. She says she does 


not care that he does not approve, and laughs. Mariam has reconciled herself to her exile 


from Lebanon and to the loss of the protection of her birth family, saying that she is fine now 
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because she has a child to care for. With a car, she can visit relatives or go to church when 


she wants to. The child is the fulcrum of her life and his developmental delay entails more 


intensive caring, which contributes to the meaningfulness of her mothering role. Ramida was 


feeling quite emotionally flat and lonely when we met because the last of her daughters had 


married and she was in a household of males. She misses the liveliness of Arabic women’s 


companionship, as documented in literature (Deen, 1995). She is feeling nostalgic about her 


lack of education and the times that she worked in a factory. Her only source of enjoyment is 


attendance at the Neighbourhood House-based Lebanese women’s group. Mifsud, finally, is 


looking after her child and recovering her aplomb and sense of humour, having resigned 


herself to the marriage but evading its surveillance as much as possible. All women referred 


to here were able to recover by being connected with the local ethno-specific Lebanese 


worker, Wafa. 


The Fil ipinas 


Linda, like so many, feels that home is in Australia. Although she talks of conforming, 


assimilating, integrating and very much changing herself to continue living with a man who 


is barely able to meet her needs, she says that she has not lost any core values:  


when you ask me, do I lose a lot of myself by conforming, I don’t think so. I reckon I’m adding up 


what I have. I’m not losing because I refuse … 


Linda says her husband has not changed, rather she has; he treats her exactly the same way 


as earlier, but now she is able to rationalise his style and understand that he is a genuine and 


a loving person. She finds that the whole growth has been up to her and feels good about 


what she has achieved, putting it in terms of being useful and accepted, using her skills to 


give to the world around her, which returns to her in a feeling of acceptance and belonging.  


Linda is one of the women whose struggle took my breath away; she certainly underwent 


the most precipitous plunge into the misery that is potentially concomitant with the 


migration experience. Of all the women, she most dramatically showed how essential 
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Australian governments’ past bi-partisan embrace of multicultural policies of accessible 


family reunion was, as her mother provided the only bridge to shift her from imminent 


suicide to accessing the universal health and support services. It is well known among 


professional social workers and other counsellors that entrenched dysfunctional 


communication issues between couples and families require counselling over significant 


time (Compton et al., 2005; Miley et al., 2001; Alston & McKinnon, 2001). Such counselling 


was only possible prior to the decade long of rule of the radically neo-liberal coalition 


government in the state of Victoria throughout the nineties, which significantly curtailed 


universal social services. Linda’s life illustrates the generosity of ordinary Australian 


neighbours and her local girlfriends, who were genuinely attracted to her culture, showing 


the operation of multiculturalism at a grassroots level. With such resources, Linda was able 


to provide a stable, nurturing family background for two future citizens.  


Having already noted her personal growth, her employment in the primary labour market 


enabled her to begin her contribution to Australian civil society. By exercising unswerving 


generosity of spirit and professionalism, she continues to educate fellow Australians by 


enacting a practice that in itself contradicts the racist assumptions which frequently 


surround Asian people. She transforms situations of hostility or fearful anticipation of 


hostility by other Filipinos by creating a reality of acceptance, respect and even friendship. 


Such contributions to a nation’s social capital are, of course, un-costed, uncounted and 


inestimable in value (Waring, 1999). Freed from her own anguish, she is again the 


demonstrative, affectionate person who plays freely with the children at the school her 


children attend. Such lack of emotional inhibitions is not typical of Australian urban culture 


and is even more rare at this point in history. Linda, therefore, is facilitating local children’s 


sense of trust in belonging to a safe community, also known as protective factors in building 


personality resilience (Wise, 2000; Mustard, 1999, 2000). Again, state-based welfare services 


were necessary for her tap into this enormous agency. 
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Teresa has also found inner resources that had only been partially developed prior to coming 


here and today she feels more on top of things. She cites government services and 


connectedness with the local neighbourhood as well as with an activist Filipina organisation 


as keys to her recovery. The weight of her personal tragedies and poor marriage were too 


enormous to enable recuperation of her strength and at the time of interview, she said that 


all of her children were doing quite badly. The opportunity for rebuilding life, however, 


came from the capital inherent in the publicly funded infrastructure of Australia’s welfare 


state, its universal services and the lively civic culture of her neighbourhood, resources 


which prevented the total disintegration of her family. The existence of an activist feminist 


Filipina organisation reliant on very modest government grants enabled her to re-connect 


with her lifelong source of meaning and dedication. Nevertheless, Teresa is enriching the 


civic culture of Melbourne by adding her skills to a grassroots organisation which is a lifeline 


to abused Filipinas and which has led to changes in immigration regulations related to 


overseas brides in situations of domestic violence (Marginson, 2001). She also combats 


racism and ignorance by enacting an educated and generous Filipina mode of being. With no 


money to buy a car, living in a rented house with some disabled children and an ailing 


marriage, this feisty woman is not only resisting but creating a counter-culture around her of 


solidarity and altruism.  


Mary studied a Community Services course in Aged Care; although initially reluctant to 


work with this population group, she found the warmth and emotional connectedness of the 


elderly reminiscent of her family relationships back home. She feels fulfilled because she has 


grown though the hardship of migration and appreciates the citizenship rights of Australia, 


referring, for example, to available and accessible health services and laws around domestic 


violence. Melba exercised enormous fortitude in arriving here and her successful battle in 


eking out a respectable life was only possible because of the existence of Australian laws and 


resources dedicated to compensate for the ills and consequences of patriarchy, the existence 


of public housing and income security. She was thus enabled to provide a stable home for 


two future Australian adults, while not contributing any more nor less than ordinary 
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Australian-born citizens. She came from a background of greatest poverty and had to have 


recourse to the sexualised avenues available for women in her country to survive. She 


married a man who seemed to show her little respect from the beginning and was rescued 


by welfare workers. Of all the women, she is still living in the greatest poverty.  


Nenita was empowered by industrial laws and regulations and is enriching the local church 


community, based on affective ties. She has just had her first baby, her mother has joined her 


and the family is waiting to move into their own home. Having attained and maintained her 


dignity, she is likely to nurture well-functioning future citizens. She repeatedly used the 


phrase of aspiring to “just a simple life” as a caveat to the descriptions of her contentment. 


Bernadette arrived quite clearly and fully espousing the affluent materialistic values of 


colonising nations and, as she identified with the upper-class in Australia and the 


Philippines, she practised indomitable resistance to and challenge of institutional and 


personal racism. Her material wealth and class snobbery were, however, not sufficient 


privilege on their own; she is recovering from having lost her pilot husband to cancer and 


angrily criticised the poor health services available through their private health insurance. In 


the end, they needed to use public hospitals as that was where the expertise was. She has 


been invited to become a member of the Australian Psychological Association, has a small 


private practice in one of the most fashionable suburbs of Melbourne and is looking for 


opportunities for professional and personal advancement. 


The Russian women 


Karina is undertaking a Diploma of Education on a full-time basis; the family had moved 


into their own home and her husband and son were energetically discovering the art and 


science of landscaping a garden. She is still working part-time as a carer for people with 


disabilities and doubts that she will ever be employed as a professional again, even with an 


Australian teaching qualification. She says she does not to have any plans for the future, but 


just keeps on going, not being afraid of anything because she has nothing to lose. Zina is 


ready to find work in her profession in information technology; she is very pleased to be in 
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Australia. Her husband has a job in his own field and of a level of seniority commensurate 


with his career in Russia. Her son has been accepted into an elite sporting association which 


prepares possible Olympian athletes, seemingly representing the pinnacle of acceptance by 


Australian society and Zina enthuses about feeling very much at home. Varvara is contented 


materially, saying that she cannot complain about anything. She is looking for another 


challenge in order to be stretched professionally.  


Antonina is beginning to look for opportunities to re-enter the labour market but says that 


her life is still very quiet, and a little lonely. Her marriage seems stressed and the highlight of 


her week is still teaching at the Saturday morning Russian school and the Russian playgroup 


offered in her neighbourhood. Anastasia is working as a teacher of English to immigrants, is 


paying off her house in a modest lower-middle class suburb, had two additional children in 


Australia before separating from her husband and is a regular member of the Russian 


Orthodox Church: 


O: How do you see your future? 


A: (tone lowers considerably, almost inaudible talks without emotion) Just bring up kids, 


earn a living its good to teach adults English because in normal schools it’s very stressful … 


O: It sounds to me like in thinking about your future you just think about plodding on, just 


doing your duty and that’s all, is that how you feel? 


A: Yes, you’re stuck … you’re stuck … (Starts crying quietly for about half a minute; I 


keep silent) 


O: What would you like? (I ask softly. Quite a few seconds later she answers very softly 


in a little girl voice) 


A: Go back home (continues to cry quietly; gets tissues; a couple of minutes elapse) 


O: Is it just survival? 


A: Well you have food … (a few seconds later) …You end up loving this country too, if I go 


back, I might miss Australia too. It becomes part of you. But if I had the money to buy a flat 


in Moscow or on the outskirts I would go back. 
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O: So Russia is home.  


A: But then you think that your children will be Australian, and your grandchildren will be 


Australian and they will be like strangers to you.  


O: What keeps you going, where’s the strength come from? 


A: My personal interests. If I feel depressed I do something I like, like gardening, doing 


something I enjoy helps me to get over feeling depressed, read books, just push myself, read 


religious books about saints lives that helps or talk to people like parents in the Russian 


playgroup and you realise that your problems aren’t as bad and consider how lucky you are. 


Can’t always look on the bad side. Religion helps a lot … maybe the way life has turned out 


that’s the way it is supposed to be.  


O: Do you blame yourself? 


A: (Teary) Yes everyone makes mistakes.  


O: Isn’t that a heavy burden? 


A: I feel guilty because when you bring up children with grandparents and other family, they 


learn by observing the attitudes between members of the family. I miss my mum and my 


sister’s children and they miss us too … We don’t know if it’s God’s will, or if it’s a 


punishment for leaving my family. I really don’t know … 


Larissa is very unhappy in Australia and her experience has been covered in the previous 


chapter. She encapsulates all of the above themes with a different twist. She seems certainly 


stuck in a rigid and uncompromising inability to perceive anything outside her cherished 


predispositions and habitus, whilst at the same time undeniably being powerfully intelligent 


and able to maintain her dignity as a competent agent. She took her daughter to auditions for 


the Melbourne Conservatorium and was referred to a leading professor of music. Here, the 


independence of her discourse was maintained as she critiqued what she saw: 


L: I was really surprised at the standard of the auditions. I am not saying that the young people 


were not talented, but here, they were just not of a professional standard. We would never 


have a musician not try out and listen to the instrument upon which he/she will play. It is 


just laughable. Here was a competition and you had to play on an unknown instrument! … 


It’s just simply comical! Because before you can perform, you have to listen to the instrument 


because each one has its own tone and quality 
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O: Tell me about yourself, how did you feel? 


L: Well after the competition, we went up to the jury and asked them where she could study … 


A professor at university, he is a famous pianist in Australia and he travels to Russia too. 


We came to him and Sonia played. He made some comments while she played which I 


thought were very strange. And that was the greatest blow, that a famous pianist was 


making comments that were not of a professional standard. He didn’t understand … He 


himself could play, but he played in some strange way … Maybe it’s an inaccurate 


perception … But for me, I studied with a professor at the Moscow conservatorium and even 


though I didn’t get in, I had a fabulous teacher, she taught me a lot, a lot! So that’s why I can 


say that I have a professional approach to this. What he was saying was very strange to me, 


and then I understood that here everybody has a not quite right approach. The approach or 


perception that people have here in Australia with respect to professional musicianship will 


never be acceptable anywhere else, because it is based on a lack of education in people. And 


here I just fell into horror, dismay: here I am not needed by anyone. Here no one will 


understand me and no one needs it, because here there is not a system which is of a 


professional standard. At home, we have intense competition, we have many musicians, we 


actively pursue advancing forward and forward, but here, such effort is not required. Here 


people play music for pleasure, a bit here a bit there, so far as I understand it, here many 


aren’t even interested in classical music, but at home we did not relate to music in such a 


strange way. 


Larissa’s critique is a frequently encountered example amongst migrants of total resistance to 


the hegemonic discourse of the country. She refused the epistemic violence inherent in her 


status of being an “other” in a minority and a stranger who cannot speak English properly. 


Her analysis of medical practice also reflects a frequent migrant perspective about the 


distorting influence of the profit motive. 


Concluding remarks  


Table 2 below attempts to summarise and compare the various expressions of the women’s 


experiences as citizens in the country they have chosen to settle in, however reluctant and 


unexpected their migration had been. 
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Table 2: The women’s narratives: Citizenship and existential questions  


 


 


Women 


Citizenship: 


Moulding 


cultural cpaces 


Citizenship: 


Conforming 


Existential: 


Contentment  


Existential: 


Ambivalence 


Existential: 


Regret/ 


discontent 


Africa Esther, Naima, 
Fatima, Kiro, 


Zeinab. (Nia 
wants to do 


this)  


 Fatima, Kiro, 
Esther, Naima, 


Nia 


Zeinab  


Russia Zina  Karina, 
Varvara, 
Anastasia, 


Antonina, 
Larissa 


Varvara, Zina, 
Karina 


Anastasia, 
Antonina 


Larissa 


Lebanon Wafa and Delal Mariam, 
Mifsud, Sosa, 


Ramida 


Sosa, Wafa, 
Delal 


Ramida, 
Mariam, 


Mifsud 


 


Philippines Linda, Theresa, 
Mary, 
Bernadette 


Melba 
Nenita 


Nenita, Melba, 
Bernadette, 
Linda, Mary,  


Teresa  


Vietnam Mai Ho, 
Wai Ling, 
Soo, Anh 


Tahn, Sen Soo, Anh, 
Wai Ling, 
Mai Ho, Sen 


Tahn  


 


The table shows that all African women were actively transforming their environments 


towards dispelling mistrust and increasing the spaces for human generosity and acceptance. 


Similarly engaged and caring citizenship is practised by two Lebanese women, four 


Vietnamese women and four Filipinas. Interestingly, the Russians, the group deriving from a 


European tradition, were mostly conforming to the predominant consumerist lifestyle with 


caring focused on their own (nuclear) families, in step with a majority of their fellow 


Australian citizens. Zina was re-creating a Russian expatriate community and its needed 


resources but she did not give me instances of having taken action to challenge dominant 


values. Given the de-legitimisation of communism, these Russian migrants have tended to 


devote their energies to enjoying the citizenship – as well as economic - benefits that were 


ostensibly missing from the former Soviet Union. Possibly significantly, the Russian group 
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also contained the least contented women, whilst overall the most engaged women tended to 


be more fulfilled. The ambivalent Lebanese women and the Vietnamese Tahn and Teresa 


were all in oppressive marital relationships. Teresa’s ambivalence also related to her 


significant personal tragedies and Antonina was largely socially disconnected and may have 


had a strained relationship with her husband. In addition, Teresa, Zeinab, Anastasia and 


Larissa were ambivalent or totally unhappy, because they thought that their quality of life 


was superior back home.  


The next section will describe what the women identified as the sources of their strength. As 


a tentative comparison and in addition to their reflections, I will present the patterns which I 


identified as probable significant underpinnings of their resilience in a table.  


Sources of strength 


Exploring the sources of the strength or energy the women so obviously displayed in the 


course of their sojourn and settlement, seven dimensions emerged from the women’s stories. 


The emotional legacy of women’s large, extended and lovingly intimate families were 


named as a primary source of strength by all the African women, four Russians, four 


Lebanese, all Filipinas and four Vietnamese women. As Table 3(a) indicates the names of 


individual women, the reader may well recall the family interaction paradigms practised in 


the various life-worlds, as covered in Chapter Four. 


Family values of philanthropy, love, generosity, dedication to liberation, education, ethics 


and/or wealth acquisition drove more than half the women whilst the richness of their life-


world or cultural milieu was named by some women as central in explaining their resilience. 


A strong mother was a significant source of inspiration for 8 women, namely, 4 African, 


2 Russians, 1 Lebanese and 1 Filipina. For over a third of the women (eleven), male relatives 


including fathers, grandfathers and uncles were central in affirming their identities. 


Spiritual life was named as the principal source of strength by ten women and deriving 
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existential meaning from a sense of mission and dedication to humanity energised another 


nine. Interestingly, no Russians expressed such an interest.  


Table 3 (a): Sources of personal strength as identified by women 


 


 


Group 


Family: 


Emotional 


legacy 


Family  


values 


Life- 


world 


Mother 


role model 


Male 


figure 


Spiritual 


life 


Mission: 


Love for  


humanity 


Africa All named 


their extended 


loving  


families  


Fatima,  


Naima,  


Zeinab 


Fatima, 


Esther, 


Nia 


Nia, 


Naima, 


Fatima, 


Esther 


Zeinab, 


Esther, 


Kiro, 


Naima, 


Fatima 


Nia, 


Naima, 


Kiro 


Fatima, 


Esther, 


Zeinab, 


Naima 


Russia Zina, Larissa, 


Anastasia, 


Karina 


Zina,  


Antonina,  


Karina,  


Larissa 


Karina, 


Larissa, 


Anastasia 


Karina, 


Larissa, 


Karina Anastasia  


Lebanon Delal, Wafa, 


Sosa, Mariam 


Delal, 


Wafa, 


Mariam 


Delal, Sosa, 


Wafa,  


Wafa Mariam, 


Wafa 


Delal, 


Mariam,  


Wafa, 


Delal 


Phillipines Linda, Teresa, 


Bernadette, 


Mary 


Stressed: 


Melba, Nenita 


Linda, 


Teresa, 


Bernadette, 


Nenita 


Linda, 


Teresa, 


Mary 


Teresa Linda Nenita Linda, 


Teresa 


Vietnam Anh, Wai 


Ling, 


Soo, Tahn,  


Anh, 


Wai Ling 


Anh, 


Wai Ling 


 Anh, 


Wai Ling 


Anh, 


Sen, Soo 


Anh, 


Wai Ling, 


Soo 


 


In looking for patterns to understand women’s agency, I note in Table 3(b) the women’s 


location along dimensions of symbolic and material capital, education and quality of 


relationship with their partners. The majority of women came from culturally and materially 


privileged families, were mostly tertiary educated and all the Africans and all but one 


Russian had very strong, affirming marital relationships. This illustrates again that the group 


of women I talked with is not representative of all migrant women, which can partly be 


explained by the sampling procedures as elaborated earlier. The African women derived 
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from the uppermost echelon of their societies, except for Nia whose life story nonetheless 


evinced considerable admiration from me. Significantly, only one Lebanese and one 


Vietnamese woman had a supportive marriage. These tables will be followed by some 


elaborations of individual life narratives with particular portent for the understanding of 


agency and what factors facilitate or inhibit it. 


Table 3 (b): Patterns identified through the author’s analysis  


 


 


Group 


Class: 


Symbolic  


capital 


Class:  


Material 


capital 


Education Relationship with husband 


Africa All but Nia  All but Nia All but Nia - self 


taught skills 


+ve: all strong  


–ve: none 


Russia All All but 


Karina  


All part of education 


elite 


+ve: all  


–ve: Anastasia 


Lebanon Wafa, 


Delal, 


Mariam  


Delal, 


Mariam 


Dela, Wafa, Mariam +ve: Delal, Mifsud (ex) 


–ve: Mariam, Mifsud, Sosa, 


Ramida, Wafa,  


Phillipines All but 


Melba  


Linda, 


Bernadette, 


Mary, Teresa 


Linda, Mary, 


Bernadette, 


Teresa, Nenita 


+ve: Bernadette, Mary, Nenita 


–ve: Teresa, Linda, Melba,  


Vietnam Anh, Soo, 


Wai Ling 


Anh, 


Wai Ling 


Anh, Wai Ling +ve: Mai Ho 


–ve: Anh, Than, Wai Ling, Soo  


 


(+ve = positive; –ve = negative) 


Family interaction paradigms, values, l ife-world and sense of 
mission  


In her book Resilience, Ann Deveson (2003) covers the multiplicity of resources, 


circumstances and factors which might explain how some people are able to survive 


unspeakable horrors. The anvil of adversity is often referred to as the answer to such 


imponderable questions, but family life again is critical. The recently published book Voyage 


of Hope (Nguyen, 2005:144-5) quotes a child who came to Australia by boat from Vietnam 


with her parents:  
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“If you survived what happened, you know, how life was in Vietnam after 1975, if you 


survived that, and the journey from Vietnam to Australia, you had to be a strong person. 


You cannot be weak because such a story cultivates strength, courage, and resilience in a 


person, and because your parents were like that, you too have to have a bit of that, 


because you are a child of these people.” 


Linda’s agency encapsulates the life giving energies of several dimensions simultaneously. 


Her family ethos and unconditional love were identified by her as great gifts which 


prevented her from “going berserk”. It required the highest level of moral integrity to remain 


faithful to her family values about divorce despite her emotional agony. Agency as freedom 


from the constraint of others reflects an individualistic ontology and to interpret her life as 


exemplifying the constrictions of traditional cultures would be to miss a gem of agency. 


Linda’s oppressions in Melbourne’s empty suburbs were mediated by the symbolic capital of 


her childhood and family of origin; she also did not suffer from poverty within her marriage. 


Her moral integrity, university education and social life in the Philippines as host of a radio 


show, in addition to active youth group membership, meant that the negative 


representations of Filipinas in the public space were not applicable to her or those who are 


part of her. Hence, her story is one of finding and walking a line of hope and love in the 


morass of depression, disappointments and a fundamentally incompatible marital alliance. 


Linda certainly found her voice, her own dance, her unique, original creation of life out of 


the almost total destruction of her previous world and identity. She picked up recipes from 


everyone around her, added her imagination and flair and produced a way of being that is 


nourishing to herself, her family, the Filipino community and the neighbourhood.  


Teresa’s background was of the greatest social, material and cultural capital of any of the 


Filipinas; one may have expected her to be able to draw on vast resources and reserves of 


internalised power in dealing with her adversities. I found, however, that she was just as 


vulnerable to loss of identity as the other women in the study when deprived of her web of 


connectedness to people and to a human cause far beyond individual domestic sorrows. She 


is drawing again on a source of enjoyment in life after her creativity helped her in her 


struggle to keep the family together through the forced acquisition of life skills she did not 
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have. Her former privilege became a liability in this context as did her more advanced age 


and consequent depleted energy reserves in comparison with the much younger Linda.  


Bernadette’s class privilege, modern identity and English fluency were not sufficient to help 


her overcome the depression which ensued from the excluding practices of the Australian 


Psychological Association (APA). The stepping stone which prevented loss of dignity for this 


capable woman and offered re-entry into professional life was the existence of the one-stop 


shop Commonwealth-funded Migrant Resource Centres (MRC). Placing herself in routine 


encounters with other professionals as equals by working as a volunteer, she was able to 


indirectly access the information, affirmation and support all migrants – and indeed all 


people - need. She was thus able to maintain the power and clarity of her discourse, rather 


than cowering under the hegemony of the majority embodied in the APA. Because of the 


avenue offered by the MRC, the support of her family and her husband’s status as a 


commercial airline pilot could act as additional privileges enabling her to sustain her own 


discursive construction of meaning. 


Mary’s and Anh’s stories are about the anguish experienced when a well functioning adult is 


blocked from participating in society in a meaningful manner; the spaces available in local 


and low-cost Technical and Further Education (TAFE) colleges for mature-aged people to 


make a career shift, enabled them to make their current professional contribution. Again, 


their previous education, and position in middle-class families with caring friends and 


relatives were capital that enabled them to avail themselves of resources and make 


serendipitous career changes. Their cultural capital of authentic expressions of affection and 


empathy enabled them to meet the emotional needs of often neglected senior Australians, as 


in Mary’s case.  


Similarly, the emotional legacy of their families of origin can be seen in the two women who 


had the most constricted lives; Than and Mariam were family members who needed 


protection. Nenita frequently used the phrase “just a simple life” as a final caveat to her 
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descriptions of the themes we explored and I wondered what was being unspoken in this 


choice of words. Who was she comparing herself to? What question was she answering in 


her repeated assertion that she was contented with her simple life? The repetitive caveat led 


me to surmise that here were echoes of the subliminal colonialist discourse this Filipino 


family was oriented to live up to. 


Cultural and material capital 


The women whose capacity to overcome was so developed that they were able to assume a 


participatory citizenship, actively moulding Australian society, all came from privileged, 


leading families either through wealth, social prestige, education or political clout. Wafa was 


an example of this group:  


O: So, you seem a pretty determined woman (laugh) where, what made you able to do all these 


things independently, just go ahead and do it? 


W: My family and the way we were brought up … I humbly say that we used to feel very special 


in my family. My father used to be needed by all, he was a very important person in our 


neighbourhood, and everybody would look at our family differently, high. We were brought 


up to know that whatever we do, people look at us differently. 


The factor of class, whether defined according to material capital or symbolic - such as 


political or educational - or social capital, which identified the family of origin as belonging 


to the higher echelons of the society, in addition to closeness to their fathers, carried a long 


lasting legacy on their daughters’ ability to pit their strengths and wills against the 


contingencies of life. The Vietnamese professional women, Soo, Anh and Wai Ling and the 


very self-determining Filipinas, Linda and Bernadette, are clear examples of the role of class 


as are Nenita’s and Melba’s very modest expectations of life. Zina, Varvara and Antonina 


came from affluent families and Naima, Zeinab, Esther, Kiro, Fatima, Anh, Wai Ling, Linda, 


Wafa and Karina were close to their fathers or other male relatives. Mariam’s closeness to her 


father probably immured this sensitive personality to some of the rigours of life.  
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Irresistible influence of a strong mother 


Naima’s mother left her with an indelible legacy: 


N: My life is from my mother’s family … My mother was a fighter in the Eritrean Liberation 


Front, ELF. She was a very strong woman. I consider all my personality was built on her as a 


role model. She gave me courage, I would say that 90% I got it from her. Everyone is born 


with a character but being tough to fight against anything, I took from her. For example, 


when I was little, I was her only little daughter and so she would be concerned, but because 


she was in the field she used to see younger girls dying, so she would consider that I was 


better off in a safe area … For instance, I give her the credit to develop in me the 


responsibility to decide for myself what I wanted to do in life. This is not normal in my 


country. The conversations we used to have where she would ask me what do you want to do. 


She wouldn’t tell me what to do as parents do. 


O: And tell me more about the power you felt when she was with you? 


N: A person who is dedicated to what they are doing, that gives you the courage; that’s where 


the power comes from. To see one day to have the country free for the next generation. Not 


for herself, because she may not be around, but it’s for the children. The power she has to do 


what has to be done for the next generation. You wouldn’t ask a woman to go and fight for 


her country. It’s very hard emotionally to be separated from her family and children, to sleep 


anywhere, and any minute a bullet can come and take her life, it’s a power! It’s powerful 


when you see a person like that, you feel the power around you. It’s people who are really 


dedicated to lose their life. She could have said that she wants to enjoy her daughter. And me, 


having my daughter with me, it’s a connection again. I don’t want to stay one day without 


her, I have to come and see her. So she managed to stay away from me for so long, only a 


strong person would do that! It’s not even sleeping in a luxury place. It’s worse, having the 


guns around her, and all this. This is the power, the aroma you have around them. I feel very 


lucky to have had her. So I look at the positive side. I haven’t seen her for ten years. And she 


was very emotionally strong, I wanted to be next to her and feel her. And feel her. You 


cannot do that. So spiritually, I am very strong. 


Both South-Sudanese women had uncharacteristic role models in their mothers: Esther’s 


mother would not resile from her opinion and will, leading her husband to despair of her as 


an “uncontrollable” woman. Nia’s mother, through the necessity of widowhood, took Nia, as 


her eldest, to assist in “learning to do all the things men could do”. Nia continued her expanded 


skills repertoire by learning veterinary practice from her husband, taking over upon his 


death. Karina’s mother’s Spartan fortitude was covered earlier.  
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Family values and ideals 


The families of Larissa, Anastaisa and Karina were members of the intelligentsia or artistic 


classes. Both Wai Ling’s and Anh’s families’ values of charity and love of their community 


were key to their enormous agency. Similar upper-class family traditions of fearless 


community leadership and philanthropy were cited as the sources of inspiration for other 


Vietnamese women who pioneered service organisations in Melbourne (Nguyen, 2005:134). 


For the Eritrean women and Teresa, political commitment and solidarity in resistance to 


injustice were rich resources which enabled them to surmount life problems by reconnecting 


with sources of meaning and fulfilment. Self-expression in engaging with the broader human 


community in pursuit of values or ideals beyond self-interest prevented sinking under the 


weight of domestic frustrations of everyday life, and instead enabled women to soar beyond 


them, restoring zest for life.  


Having a mission: Love for humanity 


Viktor Frankel co-founded existential psychology on the basis of his observations of fellow 


Jewish prisoners in Nazi concentration camps during World War II; he theorised that 


commitment to noble values enabled transcendence over extreme suffering and thereby 


offered psychological and moral coherence in the survivors. A dedication to love of 


humanity was an absent motive in only the Russian group. On the subject of having a 


mission, the Lebanese Delal spoke eloquently: 


D: Every year about 20 came from my village … My husband filled applications. They came to 


stay at my house for a couple of months. About 10, 12 families stayed with me.  


O: You have always wanted to be involved? 


D: Yes, I like to be involved. I like to touch … I like to be friendly with other communities … My 


feeling that pushes me to be involved. I believe in God; I believe in helping. I believe in 


humans … The first I learnt from my religion. I have to do that. Then some feeling pushed 


me. I feel I have more understanding … I feel I have energy. I have more in my brain that 


carries me. I feel I look for the good things always, not the bad things. What good I can do I 


do it. I feel happier then. I feel like someone helps me more, gives me more. Believe me when I 
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feel something coming to me more and more. Even if I spend one dollar I find coming another 


two dollars. I feel who spends and gives good things. Someone gives him more. 


Fatima also referred to her source of strength as having a cheerful, creative temperament, 


naturally inclined to enjoy helping others:  


F: Always happy, I always make people laugh, I was fun. Everywhere, even in the refugee camp, 


even here, everyone is around me. I made people happy. Everybody, I don’t believe anybody is 


bad. My brothers and sisters are like that too. Some are more kind. 


O: The war didn’t turn you off people? 


F: I have a friend who was so clever in Year 12, and a boy was very jealous so he spread bad 


stories about her so that her parents stopped her from finishing school. Then after the war, I 


saw him with his leg and arm amputated. He told me who he was and what had happened to 


him. We cried and I took him to my house and treated him like my own. Some people become 


generous and more kind, I overcome everything. With kindness and generosity, you overcome 


everything. Your approach. Love overcomes everything, and smiling … you get through 


everything. 


Such sense of mission was evident in the young lives of all the women who named this issue, 


except for Wai Ling, in whom such a drive could be seen as burgeoning in her early 


predisposition to sacrifice her inclinations for the good of her family. 


Spiritual life 


A third of the women named this as their primary ongoing source of energy for daily living. 


A direct relationship with God was articulated most eloquently by Muslims Naima and 


Delal and Christians Kiro and Nia. The other women referred to church membership as a 


source of consolation and there were two Buddhists, Sen and Anh. I spoke to Kiro about her 


faith: 


O: Where do you get your strength from? 


K: From God, that’s for sure. Because you always think of His teachings. Today is not all right 


but the next day will be good. When people come here and admire things here, I feel happy 


too. 
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O: How does God help you? 


K: Because I pray, and He answers all the questions, He gives you all the energy  


O: Is church life important for you? 


K:  ery, very important, that’s my priority. 


O: What does it give you? 


K: Peace. You carry all the stress for 6 days and then you go there and it’s a big relief. And God. 


Nia’s cosmology is the source of her confidence and capacity of acceptance:  


N: I believe that comes from God, because He made you the person you are, to reject anything 


bad and to accept only good things. So don’t ever feel bad about doing that because you know 


that is the right thing and it doesn’t just come from you. I tell my children and grandchildren 


don’t be a coward but don’t be an attacker. Just live according to what God has given you 


and He will help you. 


O: What has helped you the most in life? 


N: I don’t think anyone can ever make me feel better. I do it myself, with myself in my heart and 


that is God. Nothing anyone can ever tell me can help me live freely and happily in this 


country, but I do that … I have two things that keep me going. The first thing is God who 


looks after my soul wherever I go. The second thing is my inner self, the things that come out 


of my mouth. 


Naima’s conversations are habitually interspersed with references to Allah and her 


daughter’s amazing survival has led her to express continuous thankfulness and praise of 


His might: 


Being in different places you pick from here, you pick from there, you learn the hard way … So 


spiritually, I am very strong. I say it’s God’s will. If I gave into my feelings, I would be powerless. 


She could have died in the field. But God saved her for me.  


I have noted that a minority of women and all the Russians, except for Zina, expressed the 


sadness and listlessness of having lost some of the root of their being. This loss is related to 


the homeland and those without extended family felt it uniformly. Karina expresses it with 


emotional blandness, being able to endure hardship, almost unflinchingly and without any 
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self-pity. In response to my question, she said that nothing drives her, she just does not have 


anything to lose. She does not think that she has achieved anything significant and she does 


not think about such things.  


Reflections about the women’s existential reflections 


The women’s existential reflections are expressions of their choices about how they wished 


to describe their identities and life trajectories at an interlocutory moment in time with me, a 


person to whom a range of significations were attached. For example, I felt that Nenita and 


Melba perceived me to be a woman of some authority and, while not doubting the honesty 


of their self expressions, I acknowledge that women and men can choose any discursive 


position that is useful and meaningful to them in a specific historical moment (Weedon, 


1987:131). A particular choice of words, or the application of a particular lens through which 


a woman might enunciate her reality is more than likely expressive of her need at that 


moment to protect, reaffirm or resist alternative articulations of who she is and what her life 


may be about. As Stuart Hall (Osborne & Segall, 1999) points out, however, while identity is 


a position that we choose at a point in time and it is not fixed, this does not mean that 


identity is nothing or does not exist or is irrelevant. He proposes specifically:  


Identity for me is the point of suture between the social and the psychic. Identity is the 


sum of the temporary positions offered by a social discourse in which you are willing for 


a moment to invest. It is where the psyche is able to invest in the public space, to locate 


itself in a public discourse, and from there, act and speak. It’s both a point of enunciation 


and a point of agency, but it won’t be repeated, it won’t be the same position that you 


will take up later on; or at least it won’t be the same position that you have in relation to 


another discourse … You come to a situation and the enunciation is always in the light of 


an existing terrain... Even if you’re not wanting to say that again, the new thing you say 


has to make sense in terms of the things you said before … (Osborne & Segall, 


1999:401-404). 


A linked concept is diaspora, which, far from referring to a life lived within fixed enclaves of 


imagined nationalisms frozen in time, encapsulates the movement that migrants - and more 


and more of the earth’s population - are journeying along, from the narrower to the broader 
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and this cannot be reversed, again, according to Stuart Hall (Osborne & Segall, 1999:402). The 


women’s narratives illustrated Hall’s framing of diasporic life as the process of gathering 


from the constantly shifting environments. The ensuing hybridity is more aptly used as an 


adjective to depict the knowledges, ways of being and self-understandings that we 


appropriate in a manner that is seemingly incoherent to the observer, but with an internal 


integrity for us as we juxtapose the discourses and interpretations in ingenious meaning 


making. Stuart Hall (Osborne & Segall. 1999:402) argues for a substitution of the search for 


our roots to a more contemporaneous articulation of the routes we are traversing, with a 


harkening to Derrida’s movement in “diférance”.  


Multiracial feminism, synonymous with Third World feminisms and international or 


multicultural feminism, is an emerging theoretical framework which: 


asserts that gender is constructed by a range of interlocking inequalities … People 


experience race, class, gender and sexuality differently depending upon their social 


locations … (Baca Zinn & Thornton Dill, 1999:104).  


The heuristic value of this literature is in identifying the ubiquity of systems of power 


relations and accompanying discourses operating in systematic ways with and through each 


other, dependent on a person’s privilege and subordination. In other words, intersecting 


forms of domination produce both oppressions and opportunity. The life stories reported in 


this study reveal the women’s agency in negotiating the junctures of these matrixes, for:  


Women of colour have resisted and often undermined the forces of power that control 


them. From acts of quiet dignity and steadfast determination to involvement in revolt 


and rebellion, women struggle to shape their own lives. Racial oppression has been a 


common focus of the dynamics of oppositional agency of women of colour (Baca Zinn & 


Thornton Dill, 1999:108). 
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Reliance on publ icly funded services 


At this point, I need to return to the information presented in Chapter Six about the 


processes which facilitated the emergence of the women’s self-determining energies. As we 


saw in detail in that chapter, contact with cost-free or very affordable social and other public 


infrastructure were stepping stones that were absolutely essential to the retrieval or re-emergence 


of agency for these women. An additional level of significance is the fact that the majority of 


these women were from the elite ranks of their societies, with their level of privilege 


corresponding to the highest echelons of Australian society. Even these unusually resilient 


women would not have been able to surmount and begin to participate as citizens without 


the public services of Australia’s welfare state, however rudimentary some of them were and 


have increasingly become. I capture this information visually in Table 4: 


Table 4: Indispensable reliance on public infrastructure 


 


Group 


Govt income 


support 


Public 


health 


Public 


housing 


Tertiary 


education 


Employment 


programs 


Local 


public 


services 


Africans All Naima, Esther All All but Nia None All but Nia 


Russians All All but Larissa 


& Antonina 


None All but Larissa 


& Antonina 


Varvara 


Zina 


Zina 


Antonina 


Lebanese Mifsud’s & 


Mariam’s 


husbands only 


Mifsud 


Mariam 


None Wafa only None All 


Filipinas Melba, Teresa & 


Linda’s 


husbands 


Linda, Teresa, 


Melba 


Melba only Linda 


Mary 


Linda 


Mary 


All but 


Bernadette 


Vietnamese Than’s husband 


Tahn, Sen 


Than 


Sen 


All Mai Ho 


Anh Anh husb 


Wai Ling 


Mai Ho None 


 


 


It is important to note that all the women named government income support benefits as the first 


essential stepping stone. This was at a time prior to the introduction of a policy barring income 


support to new migrants for two years, except for refugees, a policy based on the rationale  
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Group 


 


AMEP 


Ethnic service 


organisation 


Specialist 


services 


Laws Government policy 


Africans All but Nia All None  +ve: All- Family Reunion 


Russians Zina, Varvara, 


Anastasia 


Varvara, Zina,  


Antonina 


None  –ve: All- no Family Reunion 


Lebanese Wafa 


Sosa 


Mariam 


All Mariam –


disability 


 +ve: Delal Family Reunion  


–ve: Mifsud no Family 


reunion 


Filipinas None All Teresa- disability 


Melba- DV 


Nenita- IR 


Melba- DV 


+ve: Linda, Bernadette 


Family Reunion 


+ve: Melba-DIMIA’s 


spouses in DV policy 


Vietnamese Anh All Than – DV Than – DV +ve: All Family Reunion 


 


that sponsors can support newly arrived families or individuals fully. In reality, however, 


these sponsorship arrangements, more often than not break down, because of sponsors” own 


material and social fragility. Few established families would be able to endure another 


family co-habiting with them for two years, nor could they afford to fully support them 


financially. Researchers (Australia Parliament, 1998) lobbied for a Senate Committee Enquiry 


into the impact of the two year waiting period policy in 1999 and 2000, presenting evidence 


of malnutrition, suicides, mental illness and homelessness ensuing from the implementation 


of this government policy. In the present study, the women who were most vulnerable to 


domestic violence (Tahn, Mifsud, Mariam) lacked basic information and monetary resources 


as they were entirely dependent on the perpetrators, that is their sponsors. As we saw in 


Chapter Six, when this group of women did access government income supports and other 


relevant community services that their husbands had concealed from them, they were able to 


escape their abusive conditions.  


All the African and Vietnamese women relied for some time on public housing. The much 


maligned high-rise estates are the fulcrum of lively, supportive communities for these 


refugees, in spite of the dysfunctional effects of some other tenants’ substance abuse and 
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criminality and, indeed, the often poor amenities available in those estates. All the women 


whose citizenship participation was most active through their transformative intervention in 


negative Australian cultural spaces had relied on affordable or free university or TAFE 


education. It is worth noting also that almost all the women relied upon ethno-specific 


services of various kinds, including the wealthy, English-speaking Bernadette, who used the 


local Migrant Resource Centre as her lifeline in a way that maintained her dignity. Only 


Larissa is absent from this list and her alienation is in marked contrast to the others. The life-


giving reverberations of Esther’s growth are of inestimable social, cultural and economic 


value with likely positive implications for the next few generations. Refugee children and 


young people who have never been to a school at all exhibit unruly behaviours viewed with 


alarm by teachers and professionals eager to apply clinical labels of dysfunction (Foundation 


House, 2006; Centre for Multicultural Youth Issues, 2003). The liaison and community 


education roles of ethno-specific professionals like Esther are a most effective method for 


enabling the integration of communities and avoiding such stark problems as the 


predominance of some groups of youth of culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) 


backgrounds in the correctional system. Government investment into the one place Esther 


occupied in the Australian Migrant English Program (AMEP) has translated into a positive 


cost-benefit ratio far beyond the norms of accounting. We have traced Bernadette’s 


successful overcoming of institutional racism through the stepping stone of the local MRC. 


At the time of the interviews, during 1999-2000, there were 32 MRCs nationally, providing 


information, a cost-free migration agent service, community education, community 


development programs, support groups for women, young people and the elderly, and 


professional casework support. The MRCs were managed by locally elected CALD 


community and professional representatives. The total funding for such valuable integration 


support was only $31 million (Department of Immigration & Indigenous Affairs, 2001). In 


2006, these services are being tendered out on a fully commercial basis, with funding 


withdrawn for core organisational functions. Large “mainstream” welfare agencies, such as 
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national church-based charitable organisations often capture this funding due to their 


financial critical mass but lack the relevant expertise, experience and social context.  


All the women relied to some extent on services provided by their local governments; 


however, no Vietnamese woman availed herself of such mainstream services and it would be 


interesting to speculate about this in geographical and access terms. Government 


immigration policy with respect to family reunion had a dramatic and direct impact on the 


fortunes of the women. The Russians, who practise the least engaged citizenship, arrived 


after the liberal family reunion policy had been replaced by a much more restrictive one and 


all referred to the hollowness of life without their extended families. The new policy also 


forced Mifsud to marry a stranger in order to remain with her only living relative, a sister. 


The most contented citizens had been able to surround themselves with their extended 


families, namely the Vietnamese, the African refugees, the Lebanese who arrived early, and 


the Filipinas. Linda might have succeeded in her suicide plans without the presence of her 


mother in Melbourne, who took the initiative to speak to the regularly visited Maternal and 


Child Health Nurses.  


Nevertheless, Australia is not generally perceived to be an “El Dorado”. Indeed, as part of 


their creative self-determination, a minority of the women were practising trans-national 


citizenship. Although few of the Russian women spoke about this, such practice this will in 


the future include more Russians, who once they have established themselves financially are 


known to sojourn periodically back home where they often develop commercial ventures 


with links to the Australian market. Larissa sent her daughter back to Moscow to finish her 


high school education and many migrants return home to find a spouse.  


Mulki Al-Sharmani (2006) discusses Somali women who, having become citizens of Western 


countries, construct their lives by regular sojourns in their countries of origin or elsewhere to 


take the opportunities for work, family and community life which suits them most. She 


argues that such strategies are used to resist and renegotiate a range of oppressions, 
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including escaping racist and subordinate positions assigned to them in labour markets, to 


renegotiate aspects of their culture which compromises their sense of competent agency and 


to avail themselves of opportunities for greater dignity and future security. Al-Sharmani 


(2006:73) notes that the defining characteristic of such families is complexity: 


a particular consciousness and behaviour that migrant families and communities espouse 


to resist marginalisation and form more equitable multilayered membership in society. 


I now shall leave the women’s narratives. The next and final chapter will recapitulate the 


themes and intentions enunciated at the beginning of the thesis about the research process 


and the uncovering of subjugated knowledges. I will end the work with a discussion of 


social policy dealing with my second research question which concerns the intersection 


between migrant women’s agency and contacts with Australian public infrastructure. 
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Chapter Eight 


Conclusion 


Crit ical  reflections on the heurist ic research process 


In this section, I critically reflect on my heuristic journey and evaluate my claims to having 


unearthed previously ‘hidden’ knowledge(s). The subheadings below indicate the major 


intentions of the research, as contained in the first three chapters, and the final section will be 


a discussion of policy developments based on the evidence the women in this study gave 


about the intersection between their agency and contact with publicly funded infrastructure. 


Unearthing subjugated knowledges 


My personal reflections in Chapter One identified that the research would be a journey of 


discovery based on a three way dialogue between my personal life experiences, the women’s 


narratives and academic and general literature. Although I made few direct references 


beyond Chapter One, my ontological and epistemological positioning and life experiences 


significantly guided my choice of research questions, method, theories, interaction in the 


dialogues and how I heard and interpreted the narratives. Concomitantly, my subjectivity 


would have occluded other possibly thick material. My chief aim was to ‘hear’ previously 


subjugated knowledges about the human condition as well as about women’s lives. The 


wealth of the life-worlds existing in the countries included in the study illustrated the 


usefulness of the theoretical frameworks and analytical approaches I chose. 


I had hoped that the thesis would contribute to the emerging literature about the equivalence 


of multiple ontologies and epistemologies across this planet, especially to add important 
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insights for educating human services workers. Human geographers Howitt and Suchet, in 


their chapter “Spaces of Knowledge: Ontological pluralism in contested cultural landscapes” 


(in Andersen et al 2003 ) show that despite their continuing marginalisation in scholarly and 


public discourses, Indigenous knowledges are often based on thousands of years of 


civilisation and  continue to exist and govern people’s lives, thus discounting Western 


philosophical claims to universalism. 


I will mention two unexpected findings. The first is that refugee women told me that the first 


time they experienced real stress was in Australia when they were immobilised in the safety 


of Australian suburban spaces. This is a finding pregnant with meaning given my focus on 


agency: being given spaces and opportunities to act and engage with the world is central to 


the constitution of an adult personality. Self identity and its continuity have to be routinely 


created through one’s awareness of one’s activities and the discursive, inner reflections 


constructing meaning in concordance with our biographies (Giddens, 1991:35-36,52-54,67). 


The existence of other persons is central to the human need to trust in the coherence of the 


object world and in our own answers about who we are and what is our place in the world 


(Giddens, 1991:35-36,52-57). This explains the disintegrating effect of immobilisation 


prolonged by isolation, the latter being the chief constant in the circumstances of those 


women who became mentally ill, also an absent factor for the rest of the group who 


surmounted the initial depressions. Without the buoyancy emanating from interpersonal 


contacts, the suffering of migration exceeded their reserves of resilience and endurance.  


This is hardly a novel finding, except to underscore the inhumanity of social spaces where 


small numbers of people are increasingly erecting walls between each other, ostensibly for 


security reasons. This harkens to the literature about social capital and the re-discovery after 


some two decades of neo-liberal reasoning about how to govern - that families and 


individuals need to live in supporting communities (Cox, 1995). This discussion will be 


picked up again below in the section dealing with the policy implications of the findings.  
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The second unexpected finding was that some of the most vulnerable women were those 


who came as skilled migrants or as the spouses of skilled or eminent professionals brought to 


Australia by employers. Such people are classified as privileged and they are not entitled to 


any free support welfare state services. Antonina, Larissa and Teresa were more vulnerable 


in Australia than refugees because they were transposed to a foreign space with no cues 


about how to reconnoitre. The parlous situation of some overseas brides can be included in 


this most vulnerable group as well. In other words, immigration policy which today is much 


more strongly skewed towards skilled, cashed-up migrants, as ‘desirable types’, 


undoubtedly dissimulates a great deal of suffering and human wastage. 


Theorising on the basis of women’s experiences 


In the literature overview presented in Chapter One, I identified that my work fitted into the 


emerging trans-national, materialist feminist literature. I wanted to offer a more nuanced 


analysis and understanding of women’s situated agency within multiples sites of meaning 


and systems of domination. I will not repeat here my discoveries about the sources of 


resilience of the women in the study and of the obstacles to their capacity to re-author their 


lives but will share some additional theoretical reflections. 


A key question I sought an answer to was: How does a woman keep together as a coherent 


personality: how does she keep all things together? I found that a woman’s inner life was the 


site where she constituted meaning and that its presence or absence respectively was the 


source of her vitality or lack thereof. Women could draw on a plethora of past experiences, of 


habitus, predispositions, of symbolic and material capital and, as indicated in Chapter Six, 


family played a key role. I would propose that the nature of a woman’s own private meaning 


making operates at a more fundamental level in influencing her exercise of agency in dealing 


with the world. The content of her inner meaning making is important, as seen with 


Anastasia’s self blame and ongoing regretful attitude to her life. A new theoretical insight for 


me, however, is the proposition that the clarity of the meanings a woman is able to develop  
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or draw upon is one of the most important features of self-determining action. The women 


who were confused and could not pull things together inside, remained ‘stuck’, like Tahn and 


Teresa who were still tentative in their recovery. Mifsud rose out of her depression and was 


able to represent her journey to me in humorous terms. Hence, what was most important in 


the case of this cohort of women was not the sophistication of thoughts, understanding or insight 


but clarity in their inner life.  


In Chapter Two, literature about feminist research methods, including Gluck and Patai 


(1991) and Anderson and Jack (1991) referred to the need to listen in surround mode, to a 


woman’s moral language, her meta-language and the logic of her narrative. The women who 


showed remarkable agency often were those whose logic contained much moral cogitations. 


Some women, such as Zina, were of a pragmatic predisposition but they had a clear wisdom 


about how to make life work. Similarly, the women who were able to recreate themselves 


through a logical narrative of the themes of their lives in our conversation expressed a sense 


of competence and of being in control.  


Diaspora and home 


A sense of having a home is central to ontological security as well as to the capacity to enjoy 


life and draw nourishment from people and place. At home, one is, ideally, not in a place of 


dreadful secondariness but rather at the centre, participating as a member with full dignity 


with others in one’s environment. Home, belonging and dignity imbricate agency. 


Experiences of colonialism and migration cast one into a marginal location in the receptor 


society where other configurations of meanings operate. Resettlement is about building a 


new home and if one is to avoid living a diasporic life as a state of permanent, and hence by 


definition, uncomfortable or painful exile, in my view, the recapturing of dignity is crucial. It 


seems to me that it is almost a contradiction in terms to have resettlement in tandem with a 


permanent sense of loss of dignity.  
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In Chapter Three, I referred to Habermas’ theories about modes of communicative 


rationality available in a society for the making of meaning and for the very enjoyment of 


life. I noted that in Australia, spaces for communication that is not functional are being 


reduced by the penetration of the requirements of the economy to all levels of life. Larissa 


refused to lose her dignity and was unable to find any spaces in Australia for the expression 


of who she is and what she knows. Deprived of opportunities to interact with Australian 


people and having only minimal contact with the expatriate Russian community, she 


remained the most alienated, clinging to a negative, tunnel vision of the culture that 


surrounds her. At the opposite end of the spectrum, Fatima joined the Eritrean community, 


physically located together in high-rise Housing Ministry estates in inner Melbourne. She 


was then able to very rapidly gain employment in the primary labour market represented by 


local government and enjoy an occupational benefit of being sent to a national conference. 


There was little evidence of a break in her self-expression as a leader and a committed, moral 


advocate for the betterment of society. Her dignity was not subjected to prolonged assault 


because she was able to find a means of self-expression in the new society. Hence, she was 


able to recreate a hybrid family life, by absorbing the individualistic strategy of moving 


away from the Eritrean community to promote her children’s educational chances. She now 


eagerly seeks opportunities to contribute to the creation of the Australian social world, as 


indicated in her long quote in Chapter Six. Self-expression is central to a satisfying diasporic 


life. 


Along similar lines, when she arrived here, Teresa reflected “oh, I am not the person I thought I 


was”, echoing for me Mary Stewart’s exhortations to her fellow women slaves presented in 


Chapter Three to “Possess the spirit of independence … Possess the spirit of men, bold and 


enterprising, fearless and undaunted” (Richardson, 1987). A spirit of independence resonates 


for me with issues of dignity and being accorded equal respect with others. Many live out 


their diasporic lives by enjoying equal respect and communication only within their own 


ethnic communities; those who triumph in life are able to maintain their sense of dignity and 


find ingenious ways of expressing themselves across diverse communities.  
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The methodology employed for the study  


I claimed in Chapter Two that I would follow Sandra Harding’s suggestions about strong 


objectivity, requiring that I submit myself and my social/gender location to the same 


objectivity maximising techniques as are applied to the topic of my research. I have noted my 


personal value stances, reactions and biases throughout the thesis but I do not believe that 


this has been a thorough process. It seems now, at the conclusion, that the chief flaw of my 


study is that I oriented my research too exclusively around each woman as an individual. My 


starting framework was to ask them to talk about themselves and how they thought, felt, 


acted, reacted. Despite my stated intentions to avoid the hegemonic Western worldview, my 


basic approach was just that. With the benefit of the insights gained from literature and 


people previously unknown to me, I could have - firstly - asked them how they would like to 


talk about life. Secondly, my discussion with the women could have been structured around 


their families which would have opened up quite different vistas on their lives. I also gained 


very little insight about their relationships with partners and with individual children or 


other family members. I noted in my methodology that the setting of the one-off interviews 


and the tape recorder ensured that only safe topics could be broached.  


Nevertheless, the knowledge that I have documented here is based on my having been open to 


submit myself, with each woman, to being destabilised by her alterity. If there is any merit to a 


research approach based on a semi-structured in-depth interview asking an individual 


woman to speak about herself, then the trustworthiness of my information was enhanced by 


my attitude of humility and warm regard. As far as I was able, I carried out our dialogues by 


“seeing with a loving eye”, which the natural scientist Cindy Cowden indicates is essential in 


order to understand anything (see Chapter 2). 


I think I implemented Ricoeur’s hermeneutic rules about the three movements of 


interpretation, by representing what the women were pointing to as faithfully to the 


meaning they intended as possible. I was only able to access some of the women who indeed 


verified that I had understood well. I looked behind their narratives at the broader political 
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and systemic dimensions by readily interpreting their conditions within the framework of 


the hegemony of global capitalism and its new forms of colonial domination in global 


discursive spaces as well as materially. 


My bodily participation in the conversations enhanced the reliability of understanding the 


language they used. This was – for obvious reasons - strongest with the Russians but I do not 


have a professional level of Russian fluency. The greatest possibilities for misunderstanding 


reside in the issue of language; nevertheless, in the light of Heidegger’s proposition that 


being and understanding are co-terminous and that understanding is an ontological fact, my lived-


out understanding of the diversity of ways of being, knowing and suffering, would have 


been a strength in my interviews. In other words, each woman interacted with me, an other 


woman who yet was different to current hegemony and who displayed some potential to 


understand, a feature of the affective rapport constituting the context of our dialogue. 


Feminists of colour emphasise that knowledge can only emerge out of such sympathetic 


dialogic processes.  


Nevertheless, I did not explore the routine encounters the women had with other bodies in 


situations of co-presence to any degree across the different spaces they inhabited, which may 


also have been a more useful lens for exploring the women’s lives.  


So what are my new tools for knowledge development? 


I have acquired new research tools, including the recognition of the importance of being 


destabilised by alterity and implementing inter-subjective ethics as scrupulously as possible. 


Questions of ontology and epistemology must, in my view, be addressed in research or 


pedagogy related to the social. Cross-cultural practice or theory without being supported by 


and embedded in such philosophical questions is likely to lack depth. Similar comments 


apply with respect to the inclusion of life-world theories.  
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The project of understanding the integration of agency and structure is significantly 


enhanced by the researcher being prepared to encounter unlimited expressions of ingenuity 


and creativity in human agency. The narratives illustrated the women’s creation of novel 


identities in the in-between spaces Homi Bhabha (1994) theorised, and the women were 


shaping new cultural forms in Australian life-spaces through their enactments of audacious, 


generous, loving, resilient and brave humanity. Such participation impacts on addressing 


racism, narrow social discourses and excluding ideologies. 


The creativity simultaneously represents resistance to the powerless locations and 


subjectivities allocated to migrants and the women’s agency is therefore also to be 


understood as inherently representing political acts. Only the Eritreans, three Filipinas and 


Wafa and Delal expressed a succinct political critique and sustained overt political 


engagement in local women’s groups and overseas struggles alike. Wafa and Delal are active 


around Islamophobia and the empowerment of women. On the other hand, the rejection of 


injustice, oppression and distorted representations of people, cultures and events, constitutes 


a subversion of power and transformation of reality, even through the use of ingenious and 


quiet means that do not draw the attention that public protests and mass rallies might. 


Indeed, such unobtrusive means may also ensure the longevity of the act and the actors’ 


well-being. The Russian women were all focused on conforming to the Australian lifestyle 


and enjoying its benefits, a continuation of the conformity expected in the highly regulated 


Soviet society. It is also understandable for people who spent a lifetime in spaces dominated 


by often unwelcome political reasonings, rationalisations and intrusions. The factor of class 


was traced to be quite salient in women’s capacity to act but symbolic capital more so than 


material capital featured in the lives of the startlingly impressive women of this study. As 


Angela Davis recently reflected: 


Education and liberation were always bound together. I was persuaded very early in my 


life that liberation was not possible without education (Lowe, 1999:422). 
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The signif icance of contact with Austral ian welfare 


state:  a  discussion about pol icy 


The evidence presented in the previous chapter related to the usefulness of a range of 


publicly funded services, mostly available on a universal basis and as a corollary to 


citizenship. I am not using the language of rights because Australian citizens do not have 


guaranteed rights enshrined in any formal documents. The Australian Constitution is largely 


of administrative import, being concerned with the rules for establishing a federation of the 


previously disparate six colonial states (Jamrozik, 2005). The services that assisted the 


women were in place during the decades from the late-seventies to the mid- to late-nineties. 


They were developed by prolonged contestation by the labour, women’s and other social 


movements, backed by social policy research and professional advocacy. Labour’s solidarity 


and power to strike has been a usual underpinning for success in gaining social rights, as 


Verity Burgman noted in a 2000 conference on activism in Australia (Burgman, 2000:14).  


The first attempt to construct the Australian welfare state on social democratic lines was 


undertaken by the government of Ben Chifley after World War II, when he tried to include 


as part of the internationally implemented planks of a welfare state a nationalised and free, 


medical and pharmaceutical benefits scheme (Kennedy, 1982). Where it had succeeded in 


European countries, including Britain, it failed in Australia due to the influence of the 


Australian Medical Association (Watts in Kennedy 1982). There was only one other social 


democratic government in Australia, between 1972 and 75, led by Gough Whitlam, who 


ushered in significant shifts in Australia’s cultural, social and political life, such as 


responding to the demands of the feminist lobby, land rights for Australian Indigenous 


people and the official resolve to change the structural causes of poverty (McMahon et al., 


2000:220-222). It was, however, Whitlam Treasurer Bill Hayden, who abandoned Keynesian 


economics theory and embraced the methods of Milton Friedman. The well-documented and 


theorised legitimation crisis of the welfare state (Habermas, 1973; Mishra, 1984; Macintyre, 


1985; Pierson, 1998; Pierson & Castle, 2000) was taken particularly seriously by subsequent 
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governments across both major parties in Australia. The understanding that has prevailed 


over this period in policy circles about how to respond to globalisation has been 


unimaginatively uni-dimensional, with neo-liberal economics and politics embraced to the 


letter: “there is no alternative” (Margaret Thatcher). At the time of writing, mid-2006, many 


of the affordable and geographically accessible supports which were shown to be life 


transforming stepping stones for the women’s regaining of their capacities to recreate life, 


have been reduced or de-funded. The Australian community seemingly has accepted that 


“we cannot afford it,” and the Left in Australia still does not seem to have any viable 


alternatives to put forward (Mendes, 2003). Critically, there has been a systematic 


emasculation of working class solidarity and militancy and the far-right Coalition 


government of John Howard has introduced a new industrial relations system which is 


based in commercial law, signifying the abandonment of the hundred-year-old industrial 


relations system founded upon the 1907 Harvester Judgement, which allocated a minimum 


wage based on the needs for modest existence of a man with a wife and three children 


(McMahon et al 2000:19-41). Diametrically distinct from basing wage levels on employers’ 


abilities to pay, the ensuing industrial system was underpinned by legal due-process 


defining the involvement of trade unions and employers in bargaining for wages and 


conditions. This was the hallmark of Australia’s wage earners’ welfare state (Castles, 1985). 


Another Labor government (1983-1993), led initially by Prime Minister and former 


charismatic leader of the Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU) Bob Hawke, initiated 


the model of trade union bargaining enterprise by enterprise, in my view, fundamentally at 


odds with the traditional motto of working class solidarity “United We Stand, Divided We 


Fall” as work was identified as the basis for solidarity and interdependence by the founding 


fathers of social science Emile Durkheim, Max Weber as well by Karl Marx (Jamrozik, 


2005:153). ‘Enterprise bargaining,’ by contrast, led to the acceptance of the strategic benefits 


of amalgamating the hundreds of unions into a dozen mega unions, which promptly lost 


touch with the rank and file and, logically enough, over a matter of less than a decade, a 
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decline in perceptions of the relevance of and participation in the union movement 


(Jamrozik, 2005:168-169). 


Civi l  society and social  capital  


The narratives of the women’s lives and achievements show me that there is no alternative but 


to have a welfare system in place. At the beginning of this chapter, I commented on the 


implications of this study for the rediscovery of the need for human community, expressed 


through contemporary discourses about social capital. Disregarding the monetary language of 


capacity building and social capital, the human need for community has been proven according 


to the strictest canons of empirical science by neuroscience. There has been - over the last ten 


years - an unprecedented international consensus about the direct relationship between an 


infant’s emotional experiences and how neurones are imprinted during the first three (and 


up to six) years of brain development. Such neurological configurations significantly 


impinge upon lifelong capacities for learning and for coping with stress (Mustard, 1999, 


2000; Vimpani, 2000; Phillips & Shonkoff, 2000). Developmental Health and the Wealth of Nations 


(Keating & Herzman, 1999) brought together interdisciplinary evidence in support of the 


hypothesis that the persistent socio-economic gradients in health and well-being outcomes 


have their origin in the early life environmental experiences that affect brain development. 


The environmental experiences of a young child are constituted by the family, its emotional 


health and the quality of stress levels prevailing in the home of the care givers. A lack of 


enjoyable and nurturing social relationships beyond the immediate nuclear family would 


significantly magnify the stresses of daily living. A central risk factor identified in research 


about the prevention of child abuse, mental illness and criminality is paucity of familial 


social networks (National Crime Prevention, 1999; Bowes & Hayes, 1999; NSW Child 


Protection Council, 1998; Wise, 2000). 


In his review of the Keating and Herzman text, Graham Vimpani (2000:6), a leading 


Australian paediatric researcher, comments: 
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Where else in one volume has the emerging knowledge about the impact of early 


environmental circumstances on genetic expression in brain development (biological 


embedding and neural sculpting), the role of attachment between young children and 


their primary caregivers on children’s ability to self regulate emotional and behavioural 


expression, been brought together with an analysis of the part played by social capital in 


contributing to those environments?  


Vimpani then stresses that those who craft public discourse and policy, that is the media, 


governments and particularly economists, need to absorb such research evidence in order to 


comprehend that expenditure for ensuring that families with children are supported, is not a 


drain on the public purse but a wise investment for the future health of entire populations. 


Vimpani is a founding member of a national lobby group Niftey (2000, 2001) (National 


Investment for The Early Years) working to influence governments’ funding of public 


infrastructure. The Royal Melbourne Children’s Hospital-based Centre for Community Child 


Health (2003:55-56) documented the role of playgroups in promoting child development and 


parenting skills enhancement through social support. Social support was defined as a multi-


dimensional concept, with the interpersonal relationships resulting in emotional, cognitive 


and behavioural benefits. The international literature overview identifies social networks as 


a stress buffer, improving the quality of parenting, reducing exacerbation of parental 


depression or despair into possible child neglect or abuse (2003:59).  


A global ised welfare state 


The neo-liberal economics of the Anglophone world are viewed as a ‘haunting spectre’ by 


Europe (Rhodes, 2005:363); indeed, one only needs to look at the empirical evidence from 


Europe to find clear alternatives to policy orthodoxies which have consistently led to 


increased inequality, social exclusion and breakdown in social cohesion (Esping-Andersen, 


2002:1-25). Australia and New Zealand distinguish themselves on the world stage by having 


the highest rates of youth suicides. Interestingly also, by the end of last century, the OECD 


had added to its economic paradigm that social growth is also a key dimension that is ignored 
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at the peril of greater social and even violent public backlash (Sullivan, 1997:55, 108). I will 


give brief examples of this body of comparative welfare state research. 


Recent texts examined nations’ responses to the directives of the OECD and World Bank to 


conform to supply-side theories (Armingeon & Beyer, 2004:226; Castles, 2004; Obinger, 


Leibfried & Castles, 2005): 


Given its theoretical orientation and its claims to consistency and efficacy, we have to 


conclude that, from the mid-1970s until the end of the 1990s, the OECD exerted a 


unidirectional effect on national welfare states, supporting the idea of welfare state 


retrenchment and an increased onus on individuals and families to shoulder personal 


responsibility for their security in times of need. (Armingeon in Armingeon & Beyer, 


2004:227).  


OECD analyses and prescriptions do not include a category measuring possible indirect 


effects, such as the supportive contribution of a functioning welfare state to economic 


development (Armingeon, 2004:229). A collaboration of European scholars examined how 


consistently and efficaciously European nation states have responded to OECD advice and 


concluded that approximately 50% of the OECD’s recommendations were adopted by 


European countries. Closer analysis revealed that states exercised a sovereign selectiveness 


in adopting OECD advice when it converged with their own interests, national policy 


analyses and political and demographic shifts, or with the requirements of the European 


Union. Another caveat was that where states adopted OECD directions, they did so to very 


limited degrees, as was evident with the Nordic states (Armingeon, 2004:231). OECD 


directions were rejected if they contradicted central domestic political institutions, political 


culture and power distribution: 


hence, if there is concordance, it occurs in those areas where there was little ideological 


distance between the OECD and the national tradition (Borzel & Risse, 2000, cited in 


Armingeon, 2004:235).  


This text concludes that the data presented in the data chapters on each country do not 


support the notion that the OECD has been successful in destroying the welfare state and 
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creating a neo-liberal convergence (Armingeon, 2004:238; Goodin & Rein 2001). Similarly, in 


an empirical comparative study seeking to determine the difference between myth and 


reality in discourses of the demise of welfare states, Francis Castles (2004:21-46) found that 


there has not been ‘a race to the bottom’ in Europe, in cutting wages and working conditions 


in order to prevent the flight of multinational capital. Manipulating the OECD’s Social 


Expenditure database disaggregated by program type for 21 countries over 20 years, Castles 


constructs measures to track not only shifts in the magnitude of social allocations but also 


shifts in the shape of nations’ welfare states. He concludes that there has been a pattern of 


convergence, with states which overspent (Sweden, Netherlands and Denmark) reigning in 


social expenditure to conform to an international norm, while underdeveloped nations 


increasing their welfare state investments to catch up (Castles, 2004:110):  


Examining the three models of expenditure change … we find that prima-facie evidence 


to the contrary, two of the models contain no international economy term, and in respect 


to the third, the apparent evidence for a globalisation effect does not pass statistic muster. 


This means that we must reject even the most modest of the variants of the globalisation 


hypothesis. It would appear that expenditure change in recent decades … is very 


substantially a function of developments in the domestic sphere. 


In Australia, it is accepted dogma that social equity and economic efficiency are mutually 


exclusive and have to be traded off. Bessant, Watts, Dalton and Smyth, in their 2006 


Australian social policy text, reported the findings of an international collaboration by 


Goodin et al., (1999) to test Esping Andersen’s ( 1990) three models of welfare state regimes, 


concluding that only the social democratic regimes were able to most successfully and 


simultaneously ensure economic growth, social stability and the reduction of poverty. My 


reading is that the above research confirms the heuristic value of Esping-Andersen’s model 


and represents another empirical validation of the policy mix which constitutes effective 


strategic governance for capitalist societies for the twenty-first century. Current Australian 


policy debates, however, still seem consumed with searching for an alternative to the harsh 


neo-liberal agendas of both major parties.  
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Australian social policy and research has been often described as being rather a-theoretical, 


with poverty research, for example, concentrating on forms of measurement, reframing a 


political problem into a technical one (Jamrozik, 2005:118). A useful piece of Australian 


research would be to explore the cultural and other formations that have enabled the 


implementation of what can be fairly described as a thorough social engineering project over 


the last two decades. As Don Edgar (2001:65), founding and former director of the Australian 


Institute of Family Studies, points out, Australian businesses and policy makers have applied 


the downsizing logic more ruthlessly than anywhere in the world. Jamrozik (2005:309) 


concludes that this is a reflection of the immaturity of Australia’s civil, political and cultural 


institutions traditions and institutions. He is supported in this by other scholars (Castles, 


2004:178; Scharpf & Schmidt, 2000; Esping-Andersen, 2002; Goodin & Rein 2001). 


The research done for this thesis showed the inestimable and cost-effective potential of 


publicly funded infrastructure and of employing civil servants in building a healthy 


citizenry amongst those who had experienced the trauma of migration. Adelman recently 


reported on the impact of the British Labour government’s policy and resource commitments 


in decreasing child poverty, while during the same period, the Howard government’s 


austerity initiatives have been associated with an increase in the same (Adelman, 2003). A 


conservative Swedish economist begins with the proposal that while globalisation is of great 


long term benefit, in practice, it has been associated with increases in inequalities (Held & 


McGrew, 2002:77-87, cited in Sorensen, 2004:192). Sorensen and Sodersten also point to the 


weakness of some national economic and political systems in their capacities to reap the 


benefits (Sodersten, 2004:22). Soresen documents examples of parallel economic growth and 


improved welfare in nation states which apply appropriate governance, based on strong 


institutions, political will and choice of knowledge base (Sorensen, 2004:192). Thus, most 


non-English speaking countries of the world do not consider the welfare state an 


anachronism, but rather are consolidating what has been dubbed the “steady state welfare 


state” (Castles, 2004:166-182) and the international debate is about how to develop “a 


globalised welfare state” to sustain a globalised economy (Vivekanandan & Kurian, 2005). 
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Don Edgar’s (2001) analysis of the institutional, programmatic and philosophical 


arrangements needed for families to thrive in 21st century Australia accords with the above 


literature and with the narratives in this study, about the factors which facilitated the 


migrant women’s agency.  


Immigration pol icy 


Until the advent of the Liberal Coalition government of John Howard, immigration scholars 


have documented that the most undesirable spaces in Australian capitalism have been 


systematically reserved for migrants, without whose labour the local capitalist economy 


could not have evolved to its present level. In the last two decades, many migrants have 


arrived who Australia does not seem to need, as industry has been profoundly restructured. 


So of what use are these foreigners to Australia, given that they use scarce resources, 


contested by taxpayers and imposing a strain on our ecology? The notion that a human being 


can only come to another country for functional purposes is in itself ethically and culturally 


problematic. Nevertheless, within the confines of currently accepted wisdom, I recapitulate 


that a salient finding in this study has been the extraordinarily rich human qualities 


embodied by the women and their families. There is an enormous gap between the talents, 


experience and energies that migrant people bring and the spaces made available in 


Australia for their expression. Larissa’s musical scholarship and virtuosity, Anastasia’s 


nuclear physics, the statesmanship of the African women’s husbands, the international law 


expertise of Teresa’s husband, are all lost to this nation. How much the women will be able 


to fully exercise their agency and ingenuity in their future lives is unknown. I do not believe 


that this issue is well documented and hence it is not on the public agenda.  


Bhikhu Parekh (2000:336), a British cultural diversity scholar, begins with the reality that all 


cultures are diverse and that international movement of peoples is accelerating, rather than 


otherwise. According to Hugo (2004), Australian statistics from the Department of 


Immigration, Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs (DIMIA, 2002, 2003, 2004) show that 


entry under temporary visas has increased by between 400% to 498% in the decade 
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beginning 1982-83. In 2002-03, a total of 3,570,905 persons were granted temporary residence 


and 93,914 were granted permanent residence. At any time, there are approximately half a 


million temporary residents in Australia (Hugo, 2004:22; 2003: a & b). Trans-national 


migration has been a powerful reality over the last five hundred years (Castles & Miller, 


2000) and will increase to be so in the future (Schiller et al., 1995:48-63). As Hugo (2004:20) 


summarises: “international migration is now within the calculus of choice of a much larger 


proportion of the world’s citizens as they weigh up their life chances.  


Multiculturalism is not a political doctrine but an acceptance of the human condition and 


entails three profound insights according to Bakhu Parekh (2000:336-337): the cultural 


embeddedness of all people; the equivalent validity of all cultures in their capturing of a 


sliver of what constitutes the good life; and finally, that cultural purity sui generis rarely 


exists, as almost all peoples and identities have been constructed from the melanges of 


multicultural interaction over aeons. From this, Parekh (2000:339) argues that 


multiculturalism is both inescapable and desirable and only dialogical encounters on the 


basis of ethical mutual respect can increase comprehension of the grandeur of life’s 


complexities. For example, liberalism stresses the sanctity of the individual life, autonomy, 


liberty, equality and critical thought, but it needs to be educated by the knowledge and 


ontology of cultures where human solidarity, selflessness, humility, scepticism about 


materialism and a transcendental approach to the meaning of life stand as central values The 


stability of Western societies can be explained by their acceptance of and allocation of spaces 


to the internal and external contradictions of diversity. Such acceptance is based on dialogue, 


which requires: 


certain institutional preconditions such as freedom of expression, agreed procedures and 


basic ethical norms, participatory public spaces, equal rights, a responsive and popularly 


accountable structure of authority, and empowerment of citizens … Apart from its 


fundamental commitment to the culture and morality of dialogue, the dialogically 


constituted society privileges no particular cultural perspective … it sees itself as a 


community of citizens and a community of communities, and hence as a community of 


communally embedded and attached individuals (Parekh, 2000:340).  
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The human condition requires belongingness and social recognition, which implies that a 


primary task for those involved in immigration policy making and program development 


should be to ensure opportunities for migrants to regain their dignity. This agenda however, 


is not likely to become adopted by current governments. As shown in the immigration 


literature overview in Chapter One of this thesis, Australian governments’ historical 


approach on containing and controlling migrants and aliens has recently escalated 


exponentially (MacCallum, 2002:1-74; Brett, 2005:1-79; Manne, 2001). Even without having 


recourse to post-colonial perspectives, attaining respectful recognition can only come 


through political contestation, because, as Chantal Mouffe (2002) discussed in Chapter Six, 


culture is like language: agreement about forms of life.  


Having documented the subversive cleverness of this cohort of women, migrant people are 


needed to lead in dialogic education towards new forms of truly civil citizenship. I therefore 


conclude by proposing that in the very fluid and unpredictable globalised reality of the 


future, migrants are critical to the building of a vibrant civil society in Australia. The 


dangerous, difficult and dirty jobs are not needed but the human largesse that migrant 


women and their families bring are greatly required by a 21st century post-modern society, 


where the fissures of distrust, social injustice and material inequalities are expanding 


through deliberate and undemocratic government policy repertoires (Castles & Miller, 


2000:297-8).  
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Appendix 1:  


Interviews: themes explored 


Lifeworld: Pre-migration 


 Physical context of childhood, youth, adulthood and the meanings attached to these 


spaces 


 Significant people in women’s youth  


 Relations with male and female figures 


 Relations with those with more or less power/authority 


 Nature and frequency of daily routines with others  


 Understanding of normal life 


 Wisdom and knowledge shared by elders/community 


 Sense of normal gender relations 


 Sense of what is worth pursuing in life and values handed down by significant 


others/community  


 Sense of what it means to be part of society 


Identity:  Pre-migration 


 How felt as a child 


 How felt as a female child 


 Values and aspirations imbibed during childhood 


 Sense of place in society 


 Sense of meaning of life 


 Feelings of sameness and difference to those around her 


 Highlights from childhood, youth and young adulthood 


 Naming of own personality traits at various phases in life cycle 


 Connection between sense of self and those around her 
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Identity:  Diasporic 


 Feelings about her life, achievements or lack thereof 


 How would describe herself, how understands herself now 


 Sense of personal well being, wholeness and self esteem  


 Sense of gender identity  


 Sense of integrity as agent vis a vis those with more and less power 


 What are sources of authoritative knowledge for her 


 What constitutes the good life now? 


Agency: Formative  years 


 Sense of confidence, competence 


 What planned for life 


 What activities occupied her pre-migration young and adult life 


 How were significant decisions made throughout her life cycle 


 What constituted the good life 


Agency: During period of dis location 


 How became dislocated from ‘home 


 How responded to events beyond her control 


 What activities occupied her during period of transition to Australia – e.g. in refugee 


camps 


 How were decisions made during this period 


 Sense of direction during this period 


 Significant experiences and their on going legacy for her  
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Agency: Diasporic l ife   


 Initial and on-going experiences of life in Australia 


 Physical spaces frequented or inhabited 


 Nature and frequency of daily routines with others  


 Sense of differences in understandings, knowledges and wisdom about normal life, 


human beings, society 


 Senses of differences about values, what is worth pursuing in life 


 Sense of how time is spent in Australia 


 Experiences around communicating with others  


 What activities occupied her since arriving 


Contact with Austral ian society  


 Formal – public services and government policies (e.g. schools, hospitals, Government 


income support provision and eligibility, public amenities as part of a modern affluent 


society such as transport, local government 


 Description of contact  


 Exploration of the influence of these contacts, or lack thereof, on her and family’s well 


being; exploration of the influence of these contacts, or lack thereof, and on her capacity 


for self determination 


Contact with Austral ian civ i l  society  


 Informal – neighbours, friends 


 Description of contacts, frequency, spaces etc 


 Exploration of the influence of this contact, or lack thereof, on her and family’s well 


being; exploration of the influence of this contact and on her capacity for self 


determination 


Australian cit izenship 


 How participated in past and currently in Australian society 


 How would like to participate 


 Feelings around sense of ‘home’ 
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Resources: Past and present  


(material , pol it ical , sym bol ic, social  and cultural  capital) 


 Material past and present class location 


 Sources of power 


 Standard of housing, income levels 


 Participation in labour market 


 People resources 


 Information, education 


 Community membership 


Issues of sett lement 


 Key material challenges  


 Key symbolic/emotional challenges - ontological security and sense of identity 


 Challenges in intimate and family relationships  


 Sufferings and joys 


 Dealing with power relations from current Australian locations 


 Dealing with representations of her/culture as the other 


 Contestation, resistance and negotiation 


 Access to services, public resources, public goods 


 Enabling and facilitating resources and processes in Australia 
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"Uncovering the  wel l  springs of m igrant women's agency:  


Connect ing with Austral ian publ ic infrastructure". 


Abstract 


Olga Burs ian,  RMI T Univers ity 


The study sought to uncover the constitution of migrant women’s agency as they rebuild 


their lives in Australia, and to explore how contact with any publicly funded services might 


influence the capacity to be self determining subjects. The thesis used a framework of 


lifeworld theories (Bourdieu, Schutz, Giddens), materialist, trans-national feminist and post 


colonial writings, and a methodological approach based on critical hermeneutics (Ricoeur), 


feminist standpoint and decolonising theories. Thirty in depth interviews were carried out 


with 6 women migrating from each of 5 regions: Vietnam, Lebanon, the Horn of Africa, the 


former Soviet Union and the Philippines. Australian based immigration literature 


constituted the third corner of triangulation. 


The interviews were carried out through an exploration of themes format, eliciting data 


about the different ontological and epistemological assumptions of the cultures of origin. The 


findings revealed not only the women’s remarkable tenacity and resilience as creative 


agents, but also the indispensability of Australia’s publicly funded infrastructure or welfare 


state. 


The women were mostly privileged in terms of class, education and affirming relationships 


with males. Nevertheless, their self determination depended on contact with universal public 


policies, programs and with local community services. The welfare state seems to be 


modernity’s means for re-establishing human connectedness that is the crux of the human 


condition. Connecting with fellow Australians in friendships and neighbourliness was also 


important in resettlement.  


Conclusions include a policy discussion in agreement with Australian and international 


scholars proposing that there is no alternative but for governments to invest in a welfare 


state for the civil societies and knowledge based economies of the 21st Century. 
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Chapter One 


How things fall  into place in one’s mind: 
A heuristic journey 


I discovered my own ethnicity rather late in life. My birth overseas was a mere detail floating 


at the margins of my twenty five years in Australia. Having arrived in a cultural context of 


the early sixties which was still maintaining the White Australia policy, one became a ‘new 


Australian’ and we embraced this with alacrity. My mother was born overseas but had never 


been to Russia. In 1983, at the age of sixty-one, during a trip to India, she happened to walk 


into the USSR Embassy, immediately obtained a visa - in contrast to the very cumbersome 


processes involved at the time in Australia - and landed on Russian soil to be greeted not by 


sinister repression but by a vibrant civil society where people embraced her warmly. As the 


French language expresses it, J’ai levé une oreille (I pricked up one ear) at this stage and 


followed, with mild interest, my mother’s awakening to the living USSR, diametrically 


distinct from the knowledge shared and actively promulgated in the Western world about 


(then US President) Ronald Reagan’s ‘Evil Empire.’  


From childhood, I had incorporated the hegemonic attitude that migrant women should not 


be taken as a source of authoritative knowledge, but I do have a very admirable mother. I 


continued life with my Australian identity until moving to Melbourne, where my family 


connected with the Russian Orthodox church community for the first time. I felt strangely at 


home in the Russian church, somehow in a primeval way. My identity shifts occurred by 


osmosis, without great cataclysms. I lived easily with the contradictions of feeling Russian, 


Australian, Italian, Indian and Aboriginal when in company, and felt as if I had no 
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nationality at all. I retained firm my Christian, socialist and feminist commitments in a 


church community, which traditionally associated the Labour movement with communism.  


I really started to engage with my own ethnicity when working as a manager of a Migrant 


Resource Centre in the mid-nineties. I had often been impressed by the sheer creativity and 


genius in living life by the migrant women I had known, across all age groups. Having 


taught feminist theory to social work students for some time, I suspected that a study of 


migrant women might shed insights that go beyond the prevailing academic categories. I 


decided to research what enables or inhibits migrant women from being authors of their 


lives while undergoing the settlement process and how contact with any services affects their 


agency. Some time after beginning the literature search, I saw the link between my topic and 


my own personal experiences of migration and determined that my thesis was to also be an 


example of heuristic research. My theoretical explorations and the interviews with a group of 


thirty women fed into a three-way conversation in my mind, as I discovered and recognised 


fragments of my own journeys. In line with the principles of heuristic research (Moustakas, 


1990), I owe it to myself and to the reader to outline the intersection between my personal 


narrative and the narratives uncovered in this thesis. 


In the early-sixties, I arrived in Sydney from Morocco at the age of 12 with my mother, 


brother and sister, without money, relatives or English. We were born stateless and 


remained so until becoming ‘naturalised (sic) five years after our arrival here. The fact of 


having been born as a member of a third generation under refugee status did not dawn upon 


me until my middle age, late in the course of this thesis and after working with refugees and 


migrants for several years. I recall my mother saying at times during my childhood that we 


were refugees and my inner response always was that this did not reflect at all how I felt, as a 


confident, ebullient child/person in the world.  
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My mother’s parents fled the Russian revolution as they belonged to the landed gentry who 


were being systematically executed. She grew up a refugee in Serbia, in a tight-knit Russian 


community. My father left the Soviet Union illegally during World War II with his mother 


and sister. He had lost his father, who belonged to a family with a long line of surgeons 


originating in Germany, who had been invited by Tsar Peter the Great to ‘civilise’ Russia, 


along with many other European professionals and artisans. My paternal grandfather was 


labelled an ‘enemy of the people’ and charged with plotting to assassinate Stalin, along with 


several million others alleged to have this criminal intent. My parents met and married in 


Germany during World War II and went to the Middle East as one of the minority 


destinations for Displaced Persons (DPs) from Slavic nations that were ‘occupied’ by the 


Soviet forces after that war. Hence, my birth was in most exotic (and a bit dangerous for 


blond-haired children) Morocco.  


We were initially part of an extended family and community of Russian émigré aristocrats or 


just intelligent, cultured people who were unappreciated in the Soviet Union, as my father’s 


family had been. Morocco was a French Protectorate and few Europeans crossed the racial 


divide by mixing socially with Moroccans. The official language was French. All 


administrative and education systems were French and in each of the six years of primary 


school, we began the year with history and other classes about ‘our ancestors the Gauls’. 


French culture was the norm, the peak of civilisation, the sexy culture for a child to belong 


to.  


There were significant numbers of Spanish people and some ‘stray’ Germans, Portuguese, 


Italians, Greeks. To be Russian was definitely foreign, particularly when we left Rabat, the 


capital, where there was a Russian church, always the centre of Russian community, and 


went to live in the lower Atlas Mountains. When my mother decided to leave my father, she 


took us and my maternal grandfather to live in Casablanca, then finally to a town near 


Marrakech. This was during the fifties and she was a white sole parent who spoke fluent 


Arabic and criss-crossed Morocco, going about her business. I grew up within a ‘habitus’ 
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featuring a hierarchy of cultural desirabilities and aversions, within what Bourdieu (1977), 


calls a ‘field’ of ‘hybridity’, according to post-colonial parlance (Grewal and Kaplan, 


1994:1-33). From the earliest beginnings of my life, ‘stranger’ experiences were mine (Schutz, 


1976). 


Upon being advised by the World Council of Churches in 1963 that it was no longer safe for 


Europeans to live in Morocco, my mother decided to accept their offer of a passage to 


Australia. As the boat pulled out of the port of Casablanca, I allowed myself to mourn our 


two dogs we had to leave behind, but my regret about the beautiful world of Morocco was a 


brief, secret one, as that country was represented in aversive terms in the culture of white 


children. 


In Sydney, we took things in our stride enthusiastically, as kids do. Besides, we loved it here, 


we felt great here. My mother was a professional in the medical field and, although she knew 


no English, waved away advice from Russian acquaintances she met during the war in 


Germany, that all migrants had to work in factories. She took herself to the Prince Alfred 


Hospital, a large teaching hospital in Sydney, and told the French-speaking Head of 


Pathology that she did not come to speak but to work. In the sixties, Australian generosity 


was such that her colleagues in the laboratory would take turns to teach her English during 


lunch breaks.   


Upon commencing high school, my sister and I met Russian girls, whom we identified as a 


bit strange and unfriendly. Almost subliminally, we knew from day one, that it was best to 


say we were French, as Russianness was represented as inferior. Frenchness was and remains 


cool in the world (even in many former colonies except for the politically astute). I loved 


school, did well and had lots of friends but no really close ones. It never crossed my 


conscious mind to expect any hint of being treated differently. After all, we were Australian, 


felt Australian and I did not experience being different. It was the sixties. I liked only one 


Russian girl from my year, a plump girl with large, kind, green eyes and unfashionable plaits 
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and long skirts. I realised that I felt very comfortable with her and made overtures of 


friendship, which met with no real response. 


I continued as part of the mainstream, working with and befriending mostly people from 


Anglophone Australian backgrounds. In my mid-thirties, my family had all discovered 


Russia in various ways, including my mother, who, with intellectual and personal integrity, 


set about investigating and revising the taboos and representations she had been brought up 


with as a royalist or White Russian. 


Thirty years after leaving school, I ran into my old, green-eyed school friend. We connected 


quickly and enjoyed meaningful communication. I told her that I had wished we had become 


friends at school. She said that she had really liked me, but could not imagine that a popular, 


trendy girl like me would be interested in her, who was on the edge of the school scene and 


whose private life consisted of helping her parents, who had poor English, run a rather 


modest boarding house. She then mentioned that she liked me because I was like her, an 


outsider, different and that that is how I was perceived and treated by the girls at school. I 


was stunned… 


Studying Social Work at the University of New South Wales (UNSW) in the seventies, we 


were taught to focus on personal, inner growth and awareness as keys to effectiveness as 


facilitators of the growth of others. The leftist critiques of social work as an agency of social 


control were beginning to emerge but, in this first four-year Bachelor of Social Work course 


in the country, it was assumed by academics and students alike that the professional tools 


and knowledge were to be utilised for emancipatory purposes. I thought that I had got to 


know myself pretty well in the course of the ensuing 25 years and felt a fulfilled person. 


During the winter of 2001, I spent a day at a friend’s place in the country, to do some quiet 


writing. I went for a walk in the delightful township. The golden late autumn light on the 


red roofs took me back to a feeling of beauty I had when I was five, in a country town with 
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similar architecture and golden wintry light. I was invaded by a feeling of deep grief. I sat in 


the garden and pondered about this strange sadness.  


I realised that the particular colour of the light and of the roof tops connected me with the 


European architecture I enjoyed in the Middle-Atlas Mountains and with a feeling I 


experienced then living with my maternal grandfather. The grief I experienced was a 


mourning for the loss of our homeland, in the Don Valley in Russia, where my Cossack 


ancestors had lived for hundreds of years. I had picked up, as if by osmosis, the grief of my 


grandfather who escaped the revolution on foot with only one of his ten siblings, the others 


having been killed. He had never spoken about this grief but, as children do, I had absorbed 


intuitively his mourning of our lost family. I realised then, in 2001 in downtown Kyneton 


(Victoria), that I have actually never lived at home. 


I started seeing connections between meanings, events, my quest for understanding the 


human condition and my professional and personal commitment to social justice:  


Diaspora - home – naturalised – stateless – hybridity – pot-pourri… 


- living a post-modern life from the beginning 


- the agency of women inhabiting spaces of hybridity. 


Some time after finishing the fieldwork for this thesis, I read Homi Bhabha. In The Location of 


Culture (1994), he proposes that the ‘in-between spaces’ occupied by ‘post-colonial subjects’, 


closely related to Lacan’s (1968:71-77) concept-in-movement of différance’, are the terrains 


from which Spivak’s (1987) ‘subaltern voice’ can articulate innovative identities and insights 


about the continuously transforming social world. Bhabha clinched for me the portent of this 


PhD thesis as the illuminations involved in heuristic research and the richness and thickness 


of the conversations between researcher, researched and theory, which, once started, 


continue in self propelling motion in my mind and the minds of others interested in such 


knowledge. 
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The nature of this  research 


I decided to provide a written account of a group of migrant women’s own stories about 


how they dealt with the challenges of migration and how they went about rebuilding their 


lives, as expressed through a dialogue with me. I conducted thirty in-depth interviews with 


six women each from Vietnam, the Philippines, Russia, the Horn of Africa (Ethiopia, Eritrea 


and South Sudan) and Lebanon. I tried to understand how migrant women negotiate and 


experience their capacity to act during their settlement process and how contact with any 


aspect of the welfare state, including community services, affected their self-determination in 


building a life they defined as meaningful. The themes I explored began with their childhood 


and youth, the cultural milieu of a particular geographical space at a particular time in 


history, and what their aspirations and dreams as young women had been. 


We then moved on to discuss the circumstances which led to their migration, maintaining 


the focus on how they felt about and responded to events, what they did, how they 


negotiated life and for what purpose. I asked them to talk about what enabled them to be the 


creators and authors of their lives and on the basis of what knowledge they managed to be 


so. I was interested in their physical survival as well as how they preserved coherence as 


integrated human beings through experiences of suffering and overcoming while moving 


intentionally towards the fulfilment of their aspirations. I asked them to describe their 


contact with public infrastructure and services, particularly in terms of the impact on their 


intentions and needs during settlement. We discussed what factors and dynamics bounded 


their creativity and authorship and what they felt they had achieved thus far. Finally, I asked 


them to speak about their current external material and social reality, their sense of identity 


and belonging, and to comment on existential questions at this time of their lives.  


I hoped to listen to and report these women’s accounts of their realities in a manner which I 


believe has not been well done in the social sciences. In this thesis I present what is 


essentially my hearing of each woman’s dialogue with me. Clearly, who I am perceived to be 
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is a key aspect of what and how each woman chooses to or is able to express herself. I have 


aimed to produce a trustworthy account.  


Reasons for undertaking the study 


Increasingly profound irritation is the key motivator for this research. I have always found it 


irritating that my mother was treated in a patronising way by many Australian people, even 


in her professional field where she achieved more than her peers. I found it very irritating to 


hear the shifts in social and economic policy discourses emanating from New Right think-


tanks from the mid-eighties onwards, taken up with gusto by the mass media, owned and 


controlled by a small number of people, then repeated like mantra by both sides of politics in 


preparation for the dismantling of the welfare and industrial relations systems which had 


provided reasonable protection for the Australian population, albeit modestly in comparison 


with European nations (Castles, 1998). I have been totally dismayed by the Australian 


public’s seeming propensity for amnesia and ignorance of recent history. I found it irritating 


that, after almost two decades of destruction of public infrastructure, the world’s highest 


rates of youth suicide are still greeted with perplexity by politicians and experts, and people 


began anti-youth-suicide fundraising collections, particularly at busy street intersections. I 


had developed full-blown rage when I discovered that, under the ghastliness of the 


attempted genocide of Indigenous Australians, is buried a culture of subjugated knowledges 


so humane and lofty that it has not seen the need to build itself monuments and accumulate 


hoards of possessions. 


My research then became more concerned with uncovering knowledges that have been and 


continue to be subjugated, not only in academic and empirical research discourses but also 


more and more in Australian culture’s definitions of the unquestionable grounds of reality 


here and in the rest of the world. The ethnocentrism which is part of any country’s 


nationhood should be enabled to decrease by mass communications, ease of travel and by 


globalisation. At the same time, however, the advances of particularly Anglo-Saxon styled 
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capitalism into every aspect of the life world everywhere continue to severely constrict the 


spaces and parameters of public discourse. 


Knowledge about the missing half of humanity began to emerge through feminist research, 


inherently altering the status of what was previously honoured as legitimate knowledge. 


Feminist standpoint epistemologies and research approaches have emphasised that 


knowledge about any social practices begins, in the first place, from the embodied locations 


of the author. Dorothy Smith (1990) devoted a great deal of her life’s work to developing 


research methods which begin with the articulation of women’s experiences of life in 


multifarious circumstances. She argues cogently that traditional social science objectifies 


social reality because it begins with (the assumption of) an Archimedean point located in a 


textually grounded and disembodied order (Smith, 1990:52). The power of the academies of 


philosophy, sociology and psychology and related disciplines begin with assigning the 


abstract concept an a priori ontology.  A priori is defined as referring to modes of reasoning 


based on assumed concepts or knowledge that are independent of experience or empirical 


investigation (Moore 2004) and ontology refers to the branch of philosophy dealing with 


questions of being (Hamlyn 1987:65).  Smith makes a powerful critique by stating that    


academic scholarship is often based on the reification of assumed ideas.  The practice of 


advancing the social science then involves the building of conceptual edifices, applied as 


filters for investigating the world. Knowledge produced by media, government and research 


bodies, and/or other such independent experts is already ideologically structured and 


constitutes a virtual reality under the guise of objectivity. 


I initially wanted show that migrant women have been represented in a distorted manner 


across the bulk of the social sciences. There is a great deal of writing about migrant women’s 


deficits, their lack of resources and power, and frequent angry denouncements of injustices, 


but little material acquainting the reader with the creative, lived experiences of women who 


come to this country as strangers. The arts do afford women opportunities for self-expression 
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as authors, but social science has been inept at capturing and learning about the rich creative 


energies of women positioned as migrants. 


As I engaged with the research, I discovered the vastness of the subjugation of information 


about how the majority of the people of this planet enact their social relations. The thesis 


took on a greater import as the increasingly brutal social and economic, industrial and now 


international policies of Australian governments over the last decade or two continued to 


impact destructively on human beings and on our ecology. 


My two research questions 


What are the sources of migrant women’s agency as self determining subjects? 


How does contact with Australia’s publicly funded infrastructure influence migrant 
women’s agency during their resettlement in Australia? 


Research ‘on’ migrant women 


Predicated on its presumed and putative value in contributing to the modernist project of 


ameliorating human life, social science has significantly shaped welfare regimes. Research 


and knowledges defined as legitimate by the propagators and keepers of a country’s 


dominant discourse/s are usually operationalised into policies and programs which impact 


on people’s lives, including the lives of migrants. This is the process Michel Foucault (1994) 


calls ‘governmentality’, where the ‘mentality’ of a nation state, in all its complexities, 


determines the framing or naming of the subjects to be governed and whose conduct is to be 


moulded towards certain ends. Authorities and agencies invoke particular forms of truth 


which are in reality expressions of beliefs and norms agreed to, in the first instance, by those 


who occupy positions of power to proclaim or enunciate a society’s defined legitimate 


discourses (Foucault, 1994:201-222). It is important to uncover such knowledge, because 


people suffer when constricted by the imposition of ‘foreign’ definitions of their identities, 


worth and needs. Governmentality based on (chosen) ignorance impacts materially on 
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migrant women, because it determines the resources and opportunities made available to 


assist them in their struggle to build meaningful and fulfilling lives. An additional layer of 


struggle that is rarely acknowledged adequately by authorities is the oppressiveness of 


dominant representations and definitions about who the migrants are, how they should 


contribute to the new society, the spaces it is proper for them to inhabit and the manner in 


which their time should be spent. Many of these thoughts and concepts will be elaborated 


later in this thesis and build the inquisitive framework within which my conversations with 


the thirty women, and indeed my heuristic recollections about myself, are to be cast. 


In the following sections of this introductory chapter, I intend to skim the surface of some of 


the available empirical and theoretical knowledges about migration and migrating women’s 


experiences and how these have been cast within several epistemological and theoretical 


approaches. The intention of this brief overview is not – nor can it be, given the approach 


chosen for this thesis and which will be dealt with later – to offer a firm theoretical 


standpoint from which to derive hypotheses which will then subsequently be ‘tested’ and, if 


proven ‘correct’, added to the ‘established knowledge’. Rather, the following briefly 


excerpted areas of investigation only intend to offer some windows into the complex world 


of migrant women, their predicaments and their ‘issues’ as they have been and continue to 


be, however partially, acknowledged by mostly Australian literature. 


Overview of selected l i terature on migrant women 


Most of the research on migration and migrant women relevant for this thesis falls into four 


categories: 


Social  work practice-based or cl inical ly focused studies  of the  migrat ion 
process 
Austral ian em pirical  research on m igrant  w omen, issues,  program s and activ ism 
Mult icultural  theory and debates 
Post-colonial  l iterature 
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Social  work practice-based or cl inical ly  focused 
studies  of the migration process  


Following Jean Martin’s early work, The Migrant Presence (1978), David Cox’s (1987; 1989) 


classic studies of the phases of the migration process were critically valuable in assisting 


social work practitioners to become aware of the levels of human experience involved in 


dislocation and resettlement. Such texts continue to be essential building blocks for eliciting 


and developing a sense of empathy amongst human service professionals, such as teachers, 


medical staff, child care workers, serving a multiethnic population (Hayes, 2004; Gonzales-


Mena, 1997; Dominelli, 1997; Dominelli et al., 2001; McConnochie et al., 1988; Pettman, 1992; 


Thomson, 2006). More specialised, and probably more sophisticated, knowledge of this kind 


can be found in the literature about assisting refugees suffering from the trauma inflicted by 


the experiences of deprivation, violence or even torture prior to or in the course of their 


fleeing their home country. This theoretical and empirical material has been drawn upon by 


decision-makers in releasing funds and designing specific migrant support services. It seems 


like an indictment that possibly the fastest, but also finally stigmatising, route for a migrant 


to elicit a respectful response from fellow Australians is to allude to past trauma. People 


change their attitudes rapidly and the Victorian Foundation for Survivors of Torture 


(2006:55) has had an unparalleled legitimacy in securing substantial government funding 


during the decade 1996-2006, at a time in Australia when the last remnants of specialist 


migrant services were being ‘consolidated’ away and replaced through the bureaucratic 


cleverness of ‘mainstreaming’. In 2005-2006 government funding was approximately 


$4 million. This process had, of course, begun much earlier as the policies inspired by 


so-called economic rationalism started to take hold of the imaginations of decision-makers of 


all political plumage (Castells, 2004; Jamrozik, 2005; Kalantzis et al., 1997; Kalantzis, 1995). 


This body of literature, whilst substantial, is rather contextual to my inquiry and, in that 


sense, will allow readers to gain a fuller picture of the issues discussed in further chapters of 


the thesis. I also hope that with the inclusion of this material, however suggestively it has 
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been rendered here, will allow my findings to be better inserted into the practice theories of 


the several ‘helping professions’ referred to previously. 


Australian empirical  research on migrant women, 
issues, programs and activ ism 


In 1982, 300 women from non-English-speaking (NES) countries gathered in an historical 


national meeting to put their issues on the public agenda. Women’s lobby groups emerged, 


such as the Immigrant Women’s Speak Out Association and the Association of Non-English 


Speaking Background Women of Australia (ANESBWA). Over the next 15 years or so, such 


advocacy groups achieved significant gains in educating decision-makers and service 


providers as well as slowly changing public perceptions about the new arrivals. By the early 


nineties, State and Commonwealth Governments’ funding programs formally included 


items for migrant women and although there has been much criticism of the shallowness of 


many such government responses, to achieve or even attempt a change in the public agenda 


of an essentially conservative country remains a respectable feat.  


A volume of rigorous empirical research covering more than two decades was produced 


through government funded dedicated institutes, such as the Centre for Multicultural 


Studies at the University of Wollongong and the Bureau of Immigration, Multiculturalism 


and Population Research (BIMPR). These centres were abruptly or gradually disbanded 


when the conservative Liberal/National Party Coalition Government under John Howard 


took office in 1996. I was fortunate to be able to access the library of the BIMPR just a few 


weeks before its final demise. Some universities continue research into multicultural issues, 


mostly reliant on project funding, with the University of Western Sydney (UWS) and the 


Workplace Studies Centre at Victoria University (VU) active amongst others.  


Much of the empirical evidence collected for these investigations was based on traditional 


quantitative surveys of statistical trends as well as some qualitative methods, and was 
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critical in elucidating key aspects of women’s experiences in Australia and the obstacles they 


face. The research helped in constituting the objective justification for government support of 


ethno-specific services and I will summarise this literature below. It is, however, clearly 


dated as the late nineties signified the cessation of more or less systematic Australian 


research about immigration except when occurring coincidentally in the context of 


demographic research or issue oriented research where it appears under the rubric of 


‘special groups’ or some such denominator. 


Employment, education and train ing 


Labour market experiences of women are related to birthplace and proficiency in the English 


language; for example, recent immigrants from English-speaking Asian countries, such as 


India and Hong Kong, have often higher mobility than Australian-born women of non-


English speaking backgrounds. For women from NES cultural backgrounds, the evidence 


consistently shows negative labour market experiences and concentrations in low status, 


unpleasant, dangerous and unrewarding jobs. For example, in 1981, 48.9% of Yugoslav-born, 


42.2 % of Greek-born and 33.3 % of Lebanese-born women worked as production workers 


and labourers, while only 6.1 % of Australian-born and 7.9% of British-born women were 


employed in these categories (Collins, 1991:86). Such disparities continue to be reported 


(ABS & BIMPR, 1992), leading to frequent conclusions that NES women are the most 


oppressed workers in Australia (except for Indigenous Australian women). They have lower 


earnings, work longer hours, are subject to racist and sexual harassment and surveillance 


that constitutes contravention of industrial laws and they are poorly serviced by unions. 


Employment issues and discrimination at work continued to be chosen as the chief priority 


for action by migrant women from the seventies onwards (Alcorso, 1991). Even in white-


collar work, women reported a continued lack of confidence, leading to recommendations 


for affirmative action programs needing to be designed and monitored by the women 


themselves (Barnett, 1991). They are the first and most vulnerable casualties of industry 


restructuring processes which began with the adoption of neo-liberal economics in the late 
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1970s (Ackland & Williams, 1992). They are least likely to benefit from retraining 


opportunities, promotions and union protection (Jamrozik et al., 1987; Stromback et al., 1992; 


McAllister, 1991; Fincher et al., in Cope, 1992). Indeed, existing retraining provisions are 


inappropriate for retrenched migrant women, as they are not based on a thorough 


understanding of trainees’ cultural frameworks and material living circumstances (Bertone, 


1996).  


Studies of small business enterprises have shown that migrant women from NES 


backgrounds are much more likely to be self-employed. Small family businesses usually 


translate into punishing hours and unregulated working conditions and many women were 


found to be unaware of existing supports and available information (Lampugnani & Holton, 


1991; Kermond et al., 1991; Strahan & Luscombe, 1991). Migrant women’s levels of economic, 


political, social and cultural vulnerability continue to be the prerequisites for taking up 


employment as outworkers at home under sweatshop working conditions within the 


clothing industry. Concerted union activism to protect such outworkers began rather late in 


the nineties in Melbourne and in Australia in general. There is anecdotal evidence about 


recent documentation of the abusive illegal working conditions endured by refugees, illegal 


migrants, asylum seekers and even sponsored skilled migrants whose family arrangements 


have broken down. 


An extensive empirical enquiry, based on feminist principles and examining Department of 


Immigration data, concluded that the disadvantages suffered by migrant women are 


institutionally constructed, rather than residing in women’s personal attributes (Fincher, 


Foster & Wilmot, 1994). Fincher et al. uncovered a systematic linking of women’s entry to 


Australia with their marital status, a dynamic which inhibits skills recognition and prescribes 


and proscribes the spaces women can inhabit. The authors concluded that such a state 


intervention into the lives of women should be a cause for public concern. 
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Much labour market research recommended the critical importance of infrastructure, such as 


appropriate training, child care, family friendly employment conditions, recognition of 


overseas qualifications, affirmative action policies and transport, as central for migrant 


women’s capacity to participate socially and economically (Cass et al., 1992; Iredale, 1996; 


Issaris et al., 1986). Analysts also concur, however, that the above strategies are not sufficient 


to alleviate or altogether counteract successfully the power embedded in institutions 


operating on a mono-cultural basis (Fincher et al., 1994).  


Of particular interest were the industrial actions in particular industries and taken by 


migrant women from the late seventies up to the nineties. In NSW, during almost a decade, 


through the ‘Jobs for Women Campaign’, Anglo-Australian and immigrant women 


participated in a protracted campaign which included legal action against BHP (the largest 


mining company in Australia – now multinational) through industrial and Equal 


Opportunity systems and concluded in a 1986 victory with $1.24 million in compensation. In 


the context of economic recessions linked to world fluctuations, the capacity of the women to 


resist public pressure to abandon strike action which was often cast as taking jobs away from 


fathers, is noteworthy. Similar high-profile industrial action, with traditional picketing and 


strikes, led to other gains for migrant women and men (Collins, 1991; Lever-Tracy & 


Quinlan, 1988). Although unions bypassed migrant women due to sexist assumptions about 


their passivity, when women did participate in public activities outside of work and home, 


they were found to be much more militant and outspoken than their Australian-born 


counterparts and than the unions themselves (Bertone, 1992).  


As Verity Burgman (2000:14) concluded in her overview of the achievements of three social 


movements in the late twentieth century, significant gains are not made through respectable 


means, but through disrespectful and confrontational strategies. 
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Health 


Although migrant women tend to be healthier than their Australian-born counterparts 


(being 33% less likely to die between the ages of 15-74), the evidence consistently shows that 


the longer they reside in Australia, the higher the deterioration along health indicators of 


occupational injury, reproductive issues and mental and emotional health (Gonzales, 1996). 


Newly arrived women such as Filipinas, Cambodians and Lebanese tend to have very low 


rates of non-normal deliveries and ante-natal and post-partum complications. On the other 


hand, although only making up one eighth of the workforce in the early nineties, they 


represented a quarter of all women admitted to hospital for occupational injuries. Much of 


such occupational ill-health is unreported and uncompensated (Alcorso & Schofield, 1992; 


Jakubowicz & Morrissey, 1980). Predictably, 73% of refugees had experienced significant 


degrees of trauma and 43% continued to suffer ongoing serious mental illness. In general, 


migrant women do not have significantly higher rates of psychiatric conditions, which may 


be related to significant under-reporting. They did score significantly higher, however, on 


‘mental disorders – ill defined’ criteria, such as anxiety and depression, low self esteem, with 


frequency doubling for the southern European women who had been here the longest. The 


1992 National NESB Women’s Health Strategy Report ( Alcorso & Schofield 1992) concluded 


that the causes reside in lack of family supports, caring for disabled relatives or children, 


poor English language skills limiting participation in Australian public life, not 


understanding the mass media, lack of essential services such as transport, housing in low 


socio-economic neighbourhoods, and discrimination at work and by landlords. The stresses 


of migration also entail the loss of authority in their traditional parental expertise and a 


higher likelihood of domestic violence (Alcorso & Schofield, 1992; Gonzales, 1996). 


Family l ife and children 


The majority of migrant children are cared for by their relatives and a study by the 


Association of Non-English Speaking Background Women of Australia (ANESBWA) 


revealed that 75% of women were not able to utilise their preferred arrangements, such as 
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formal child care. Women caring for children are excluded from the opportunity to learn 


English, compounding their isolation from resources, support and information (ANESBWA, 


1994:15). A nationally funded study of child care for immigrant families chaired by Anna 


Yeatman (1988), pointed out that culturally relevant child care services depend on public 


investment in a climate of policy predictability, because access and equity measures are 


usually thought to be not cost-effective. Needs-based planning is most likely to be the 


framework leading to public investment (Yeatman, 1988).  


Early research about migrant families (Castles et al., 1986) was followed by an extensive 


project into the disadvantages of migrant children by the Brotherhood of St Laurence Life 


Chances Longitudinal Study (Taylor & McDonald, 1992). It was found that 54% of children 


from NESB lived in families with incomes below the poverty line, compared to 18% of other 


immigrant families and 8% of Australian-born families. Mothers were hampered by 


inadequate housing and a lack of social support with young children, had less access to help 


from grandparents, were less likely to have a friend to turn to for advice and were less likely 


to have attended prenatal and post natal medical care. All had access to the Maternal and 


Child Health Nursing Service, however, which is universal in Victoria. To prevent these 


children’s long term social exclusion, Taylor and McDonald (1992) argued for policies to 


ensure adequate housing, employment, income support and targeting of immigrant families 


by support services. Parents were often unable to support their children’s education, not 


only due to language barriers, but also due to inexperience with an education system based 


on different assumptions than those operating in their countries of origin. The impacts of 


such systematic difficulties were tracked in the more recent publications of this study (Gilley 


& Taylor, 1995).  


Domestic violence against overseas born women attained public prominence through the 


activist work of Filipina advocacy groups, such as the Centre for Philippine Concerns and 


Advocacy (CPCA), which exposed the abusive practices underpinning serial sponsorship of 


(usually) Asian women (Marginson, 1996; Iredale et al., 1992). This evidence led to the 
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enactment of a domestic violence provision in the Migration Regulations. In 1996, 


representatives of the NSW Immigrant Women’s Speak Out Association of NSW referred to 


the enormous benefit flowing from this legal initiative, enabling women without permanent 


residency in violent domestic circumstances to be granted citizenship protection, rather than 


facing deportation when the partnership broke down (Hales et al., 1996). 


Domestic violence against migrant women shares many of the features of that against 


Australian-born victims and some factors, such as gender, religious and family discourses 


from the country of origin, may exacerbate the stresses of migration. A study by Easteal 


(1996) concluded that the greatest risk is a woman’s isolation and incapacity to participate in 


the broader community. Commissioned by the Bureau of Immigration and Population 


Research, Easteal (1996) pointed to the double disadvantage that immigration imposes on 


women because of government reluctance to fund necessary infrastructure, such as 


accessible child care and settlement services. 


Legal issues 


According to leading feminist lawyers such as the recently deceased Justice Elizabeth Evatt, 


in a landmark Law Reform Commission (1994) publication Equality Before the Law: Justice for 


Women, the legal system’s response to migrant women is influenced by how they came to 


Australia. Racist and sexist stereotypes influence what a magistrate allows in the courtroom 


and attempts at culturally sensitive responses are based on patriarchal stereotypes about the 


culture in question (Scutt, 1992).  


Migrant women and pol it ics 


Migrant women’s activism continued throughout the eighties and nineties, with areas 


prioritised for attention in 1993 being education, employment and training, participation in 


socio-political arenas, and representation in government and policy areas (Vasta, 1993:3). 


Much of the focus by writers and advocates has been on the development and funding of 


ethno-specific services. As mentioned at the beginning of this overview, significant gains 
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were made in eliciting funding from governments for ethno-specific services, such as child 


care (Fakhri, 1996), health education in workplaces (Women in Industry and Community 


Health in Melbourne), Migrant Resource Centres (MRCs) and a range of local initiatives 


(Australian Council of Social Services (ACOSS) 1992). 


NESB women continue to be underrepresented in decision-making positions in private 


enterprise, the public sector and in trade unions (Bertone, 1992; Castles, 1995:22; Chan, 1996). 


Whilst the dangers of incorporation of dissent are debated in activist circles, the critique is 


that taking up senior roles within government entails participation in the reconfiguring of 


conflict and injustice into mystifying discourses of ‘partnership’ and ‘consultation’ or 


‘collaboration’ (Parella, 1993), and thus leads to collusion with the parameters set by those 


whose interest is to silence protest (Kalantzis, 1989). Incorporation also serves to divide the 


ranks of ‘educated’ and unskilled migrant women. The entire enterprise obscures the 


continuing and worsening material conditions of the majority of migrant women (Parella, 


1993). Vasta (1993:17), however, argues that multiculturalism’s contradictions still offer 


women a platform from which to operate politically and culturally.  


Conclusion 


I prefaced this overview of the Australian empirical research upon migrant women issues, 


programs and activism to the late 1990s with an acknowledgement of its datedness. 


Cosmetic though much of the practical implementation of multiculturalism may have been, 


the research constitutes a solid and indeed essential beginning. Often in spite of intentions to 


the contrary, much of the research has been based on a deficit model and only captured how 


far migrants strayed from the norms of the (often unquestionably and unquestioned) normal 


and good life, which was Australian or which derived from English-speaking cultures. My 


aim is to re-orient my investigation and start from the paradigm within which each of the 


women participating in the study operates, thus uncovering unexpected and strength-based 


ways of being human. 
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Multicultural theory and debates 


The location of migrant women can be understood through the lenses of citizenship and 


multiculturalism theories. Bryan Turner (1993:2) defines citizenship as:  


… that set of practices (juridical, political, economic and cultural) which define a person 


as a competent member of society and which, as a consequence, shape the flow of 


resources to persons and social groups.  


This conceptualisation focuses on the social constructedness of citizenship through political 


struggles. Citizenship is thus centrally about who has the power to define it. Social 


citizenship emerged from working class struggles during 19th century and is particularly 


contested because, as Turner (1993:1-18) expresses it, social rights bite into property rights. 


What is at stake is the legitimacy of claims made upon the state and the latter’s 


corresponding perception of its obligation to provide for citizens (Salvaris, 1995; Turner, 


1993). 


Migrant women were located in post-war immigration policies as the necessary source 


towards civilising migrant men, as males from nations other than northern Europe were 


believed to have virility stronger than is afforded by decency. This is illustrated in Anne 


Summers’ celebrated historical work (2002) on Australian constructions of women as either 


“damned whores or God’s police”. Summers (2002:338) notes that: 


women’s status and their allocated functions were always to be tied to national 


needs…Women have been treated as a group – a group defined purely on grounds of 


gender – and rarely have had more than a single vocation imposed upon them.  


She also quotes Henry Parkes, speaking at the NSW Legislative Assembly on 14 August 


1866, as saying:  


Our business being to colonise the country, there was only one way to do this – by 


spreading over it all the associations and connections of family life (Summers, 2002:337).  
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Women and men from the British Isles were attracted by propaganda tailored to creating a 


capitalist society which offers opportunities for people from modest class backgrounds to 


engage in commercial activities and enjoy the fruits of flourishing industry. The working 


class could acquire a plot of land, marry (there was an oversupply of women in Britain at 


that time and marriage was unaffordable for many) as well as have three meals a day in 


sunshine (Summers, 2002:351). Immigrant women from NESB were brought in as wives, 


mothers and daughters (Vasta, 1993:1) as post war mass immigration stressed security and 


prosperity. Migrant women themselves, however, needed civilising in order to be fit for 


working as servants in British-born households (Vasta, 1993:1). It was assumed that they 


could not have any skills that would match the quality standards of public or private British-


born life, a racist assumption that has proved to be the most stubborn barrier to participation 


for migrant citizens till today.  


The language of ‘minority groups’ is still applied to people from NESB ( Brett 2005), 


although over a quarter of Australia’s population has been born in a NES country and 


approximately 70% of the population either derives from a NES country or has parents who 


do. In either case, the women occupy the lower rungs of perceptions of social status. 


Brilliantly argued, Mistaken Identity (Castles et al., 1990) shows that the foregoing evidence is 


not accidental but an illustration of carefully crafted policies by governments from the 


earliest invasion and attempted genocide of Indigenous Australians. Foundations of nation-


building in the Australian way included racist exclusions, denial of personhood to coloured 


people, and the admission of people considered inferior to the British only in order to 


undertake dirty and dangerous jobs required by a growing economy. Differences were 


erased through the policy of assimilation, presuming that the migrants could be raised to the 


civilisational peak embodied by antipodean British stock.  


Castles et al. (1990) in turn, argue that multiculturalism was adopted in Australia largely due 


to the embarrassment felt during increasing contact with our neighbours during the 1960s. 


Although the Whitlam government put forward a social democratic vision of 
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multiculturalism (albeit without accompanying resources), the Liberal government of 


Malcolm Fraser, for the sake of ‘cohesion’, developed and funded a multiculturalism 


identified as assigning respect to our NES population. The increasingly militant exposure of 


the systematic material and symbolic injustices migrants were subjected to were reframed as 


‘needs’, requiring appropriate support services that were best provided by ethno-specific 


organisations. Thus, potentially explosive social conflict was diverted to a scramble for 


meagre funds, a jostling by ethnic leaders for positions as close as possible to the halls of real 


power and prestige, and a general self-congratulatory celebration of the colourfulness of the 


different peoples who live in this bountiful land (Castles et al., 1990). 


Feminists have shown that citizenship claims upon the state are accorded to men as citizen-


workers within the more lucrative occupationally-based welfare and to women as citizen 


mothers, attracting meagre benefits (Shaver, 1993; Orloff, 1991; Showstack-Sassoon, 1987). 


Migrant women’s claims upon the welfare state are even more tenuous, as they have less 


capacity and confidence to operate outside the private sphere of the home. Despite the 


critique that women’s reliance on government income support reinforces gender divisions, 


analysts also point to the facilitating impact of accessing the welfare state and its 


opportunities (Gordon, 1990; Cass et al., 1992; Shaver, 1993:10; Orloff, 1991), whilst Wendy 


Weeks (cited in McMahon et al., 2000:11) tracks the advances made by Australian feminists in 


using legislation to cement equal opportunity principles.  


Writings emerged about the intersection of gender, class and ethnicity in systematically 


oppressing and barring immigrant women from access and participation (de Lepervanche, 


1992; Bottomley & de Lepervanche, 1991; Kalantzis 1989). Stephen Castles (1995:ii-iii, 15-19, 


29) points to the intact and unchallengeable political, constitutional, legal and administrative 


frameworks based on mono-cultural assumptions, concluding that multiculturalism has 


been stalled by the lack of translation of official endorsement of cultural diversity into 


fundamental reforms of economic, social and political structures. The evidence is that 


migrant women are losers in their location in the economic, political, legal and discursive 
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arrangements in Australia (Kalantzis, 1989:8-11). The capacity to define difference continues 


to be the most intractable exercise of racist oppression, reconstructing the politics of identity 


and difference into what Eva Cox (1993:39) calls the politics of categories. Migrants in 


Australia in 2005 still belong to ‘special needs’ groups or disadvantaged minorities, despite 


their numerical prominence in the population, and migrant women who attain senior 


positions in government too often only have limited powers.  


Jock Collin’s (1991) historical analysis Migrant Hands in a Distant Land deconstructed the 


contradictory constitution of Australian multiculturalism as one of deep-seated racism, 


tolerance and friendship amongst individuals at the community level, and noted the absence 


of extremes of racist violence. By 2005, however, Islamophobia, anti-Semitism and 


xenophobia were firmly in place and transforming our cultural landscape with an 


exponential growth in instances of racist violence linked to world events, expressed through 


the defacing or burning of churches, shops and other property as well as individual abuse 


(HREOC, 2003; Poynting, 2004). A decade after Collins’ work, dramatic intervention by the 


Coalition government seems to have successfully recreated a white and ‘fair’ Australian 


imaginary which was thought to have already perished in the 1960s (Jakubowicz, 2002). 


Abdelmalek Sayad’s (2004) The Suffering of the Immigrant uses a similar approach to mine in 


focusing on narratives by Algerian immigrants in France. A collaborator of Pierre Bourdieu, 


his theoretical approach to elucidating life-worlds will be a useful backdrop for this work. In 


general, theoretical explorations of multiculturalism draw on a wide range of political, social 


and philosophical theories and will be useful to illuminate the narratives in the thesis (for 


example, Parekh, 2000). Some of these works adopt a partisan aim of building theory for a 


transformative multiculturalism, rather than a consumerist or pluralist, ‘touristic’ approach 


(Willett, 1998:2) and I feel that the present work should be understood as part of that 


emerging tradition.  
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Postcolonial  l i terature 


Within this final group of writings, I am inspired by Australian Indigenous authors, using 


literary or visual arts genres (Tucker, 1983; Peris, 2003; Coffey et al., 1993; Harding et al., 2002; 


Purcell, 2002; Huggins & Huggins, 1994). I also include writings, from non-European or non-


English speaking countries and cultures or, as they are increasingly identifying themselves, 


from the South or Third World (Ye, 2004; Chetjer, 2004; Kaiwa & Zemke-White, 2004; Atiya, 


1888; Anzaldua, 1990; Minh-ha, 1999). The authors may not necessarily identify as belonging 


to the feminist camp, with the latter obviously dependent on the construction of feminism in 


particular locations. This body of knowledge, of theoretical or of artistic genres, is usually 


identified as post- or past- or contra-colonial, as it begins by privileging the vantage point of 


the colonised subjects and as it is an expression of the solidarian project of undoing the 


legacy of colonialism, including uncovering the historically and presently subjugated 


knowledges.  


The early attention to non-Western women was couched invariably within a binary 


assumption of white women as the normal, enlightened referent against whom the 


necessarily oppressed and often passive ‘coloured sisters’ could be empathised and 


commiserated with and assisted towards their liberation. For example, even for those white 


women who did not belong to the middle- or upper-classes, the division between public and 


private is emptied of its feminist content, as not only have working class and coloured 


women always engaged in employment - often as servants for the wealthier white women - 


but they have, in addition, also lived under the state surveillance of their family lives 


(Rowbotham, 1992; Moreton-Robinson, 2000). Such binary constructions are colonial acts, 


including the assumption that patriarchy is necessarily more virulent in the non-Western 


world than it is ‘at home’. 


Feminism has undergone a metamorphosis, moving from a time narrated by hooks (1989), 


reminiscing about her days as a university student, when she confronted a solid refusal from 
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white feminists to hear the voices of Afro-American women (hooks 1989). It was as recently 


as 1989 that the prominent US-based National Organisation for Women (NOW) realised 


awkwardly that the monumentally successful March for Women’s Lives was attended by a 


sea of white faces. Anthologies, such as Bridges of Power: Women’s Multicultural Alliances 


(Albrecht & Brewer, 1990), documented emerging forms of activism dealing with the full 


implications of the admission of these previously silenced voices. The early literature 


critiquing western feminism was a debate between feminists in academia and those in 


political movements. Much of it was rather sparse on substantive content of interest to me: 


that is, non-Western women’s ways of being and enacting their humaneness.  


The startlingly rich and evocative works of Minh-ha (1988, 1989,1999), Gloria Anzaldua and 


Rigoberta Menchu (1984) and multi-genre artistic expressions by Australian Indigenous 


women (Moffatt, 1989, 1993) signified a paradigmatic shift. A mass of writings in the 


narrative genre has been produced about women’s lives. A small sample includes work from 


Egypt (Atiya, 1988), Brazil (Patai, 1988), First Nation Americans (Sonneborn, 1998) and 


Australian locations, such as the edited Alter/Asians (Ang et al., 2000) and Asian and Pacific 


Inscriptions (Perera, 1995). 


Feminism has transformed itself by engaging with the significance of hearing women, such 


as Ien Ang (1995), proclaim about the incommensurability of the ontological and 


epistemological bases from which women across the planet operate. Collections, such as 


Gender and Institutions edited by Gatens and Mackinnon (1998) and the very influential 


Feminism and the Politics of Difference edited by Gunew and Yeatman (1993) are further 


examples of such work. Hannah Papanek offers some strategies for US scholars who have 


not deconstructed their own consciousness by facing the challenge that “the world is not like 


us” (Papanek, 1988; Daniels, 1987:18-19). In undertaking cross-cultural research, economists 


Leghorn and Parker (1981:4, 6) quickly noted that there was a need for new sources of data, 


namely accessing the knowledges women from all over the world have always expressed 


and passed on to younger generations, often orally.  This provides the rationale for a 
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scholarly inquiry into epistemology, namely addressing the theories underpinning 


knowledge (Moore 2004),  as the starting point of my research. 


Emerging trans-national and post-colonial feminist writings seem to be most promising in 


informing the leap that I am looking for, to inform pedagogy for emancipatory social work 


and other human services practice (Mohanty, 2003:106-107). From the Combahee River 


Collective’s (1983) A Black Feminist Statement, Angela Davis’ (1983) explosive Women, Race 


and Class to feminist theorists, such as Enloe, 1990; Sassen, 1988; Sen and Grown, 1987; and 


Lazreg, 1988, these writings have all been developing new and exciting analytical tools and 


frameworks which I will freely use to interpret the experiences of the thirty women I have 


had the privilege of talking to and conversing with as well my own. 


The approach I find most useful is exemplified by Chandra Talpade Mohanty’s influential 


essay “Under Western Eyes”, published originally in 1987 and revised in Mohanty’s 


Feminism Without Borders (2003:17-42). It is necessary to theorise women’s experiences from 


various corners of the planet at historical junctures, revealing the complexities of their 


agency and their interventions in creating a history, that is not only theirs, but also that of 


humankind in its various realisations. Together, their experiences reveal generalised and 


complex patterns of material and symbolic dominations. The epistemologies and ontologies 


of those who bear the brunt of most injustice are privileged because they represent the most 


valid sources for the development of knowledge about the human condition and the 


multilayered and systematic operation of institutional power. This, obviously, is quite 


different to post-modernist ways of framing diversity and multiculturalism as pluralism 


and/or relativism (Mohanty, 2003:231). As Mohanty (2003:191) observes: 


So ‘race’ or ‘Asianness’ or ‘brownness’ is not embodied in me, but a history of 


colonialism, racism, sexism, as well as of privilege (class and status), is involved in my 


relation to white people as well as people of colour. 
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Moya’s (1998) Learning from Experience: Politics, Epistemology and Chicana/o Identity and other 


work collected in Moya & Hames-Garcia (2000), Sandoval’s (2000) Methodology of the 


Oppressed, Smith’s (1999) Decolonising Methodologies and Reid’s Negotiating Racialised Identities 


(2004) are other examples of such realist trans-national theory. 


It is within this emerging tradition that I would see my own investigation being located. 


Hopefully, it will contribute to filling what I see as a gap in Australian theorising about 


migrant women’s experiences.  


The thesis architecture 


This introductory chapter, which served to set the overall scene of the present investigation, 


will be followed by Chapter Two, which discusses the epistemological and methodological 


foundations of the thesis. Chapter Three will present the theoretical-conceptual framework, 


based on the life-world and action theories of Alfred Schutz (1970, 1972, 1976), Anthony 


Giddens (1984, 1991) and Pierre Bourdieu (1977; 1988; 1990; 1999) and additional theoretical 


contributions from work on gender and colonial relations of domination. The thirty women’s 


narratives will unfold across the several subsequent chapters, with Chapter Four dealing 


with their diverse worlds of childhood and youth. Chapter Five will follow the women as 


they respond to the disruptions which lead them to arrive in Australia. Chapter Six traces 


how they lived and struggled through the myriad issues during the years of their settlement 


and what they had achieved at the time of the interviews will be covered in Chapter Seven.  


Within these chapters, a three way conversation between the women’s narratives, 


established theory and my experiences and insights will occur, very much in the tradition of 


the narrative approach to research. The final Chapter Eight will draw together the insights, 


theoretical reflections and my heuristic journey and it will conclude a policy discussion. I 


hope my work may have applications to professional education for human services workers, 
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activists and others working or living in close proximity to the ‘female other’ which, indeed, 


includes all of us. 
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Chapter Two 


Start ing the journey from where I  am: 


Ontology, epistemology and methodology 


Preamble 


Research aiming to unearth subjugated knowledges about women’s ways of enacting their 


humanity needs to be underpinned by a credible and legitimate epistemology. The material 


of the thesis would consist of my reporting what I heard being expressed in the context of 


my interaction with the thirty women and I wanted to work the ‘self-other hyphen’, opening 


myself to being transformed by our encounter, in order to hear what I do not know and often 


don’t understand. My problem - centrally - was how I could ensure that my account of what 


I heard is trustworthy? As I wanted to go beyond my own paradigms and knowledge, I 


needed to ensure that I could hear the unknown, which begged the question of how I could 


be disciplined about the influence of my own strongly held convictions and tacit 


assumptions. The methodological/epistemological challenge, therefore, also became a 


question as to what I could do to have as receptive an ear as possible. 


As already indicated, the feminist standpoint, materialistic and cross-cultural epistemologies 


expressed by women-writers from around the world resonated most with my intentions 


when engaging with the project. Moving on from these insights, I turned to some of the 


traditional canons of Western academic endeavour and found strong objectivity in the 


hermeneutic approach and its disciplined rules for interpretation, a scholarship at least 2000 


years old. The contributions of Paul Ricoeur, through a lifetime of enquiry in the centre of 
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European philosophical academies, yield conclusions which affirm many of the ontological 


and epistemological propositions advanced by feminists from the North and South. Finally, I 


briefly look at the contemporary ethicist Emmanuel Levinas, who proposes that ethics begins 


and ends with inter-subjective encounters.  


The final section of this chapter describes my methodology, including the choice of the in-


depth interview method, the sampling strategy, the interviewing process and the techniques 


employed for data analysis.  


I want to state rather clearly and unequivocally that I am not arguing against ‘traditional’ 


methods of scientific inquiry; I endorse Ann Oakley’s (2000:45-71) recent work in Experiments 


in Knowing, as she talks about the dead-end of the paradigm wars between – presumably 


positivist -quantitative and – presumably more ‘authentic’ – qualitative approaches. I have 


chosen the approach best expressed by Sandra Harding’s strong objectivity. In the edited 


collection, The Feminist Standpoint Reader (2004), Harding argues in her chapter that the 


weakness of traditional scientific methods is that they are applied too narrowly. Methods to 


ensure objectivity are applied only to the objects of the inquiry and only at the justification 


phase of the research process. Left out of scrutiny are the authors of the research and all the 


complex layers inherent in a research process. According to Sandra Harding, stronger 


standards for objectivity require, firstly, that the subjects of knowledge (that is, the 


researchers) must be on an equal footing with those researched. This means that the 


historical and social locations of the scientific community in question and the interests of 


what is usually a dominant group must be scrutinised by the same objectivity-maximising 


procedures of empirical observation and reflection (2004:136). Harding suggests that strong 


objectivity requires ‘strong reflexivity’, operationalised from the earliest phase of knowledge 


development. Qualitative research methods literature lacks strong exposition of the means 


whereby claims to knowledge about reality can be verified and scrutinised (Oakley, 


2000:291-306). I trust that I can provide clarity about the methods through which I conducted 
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the enquiry and from which I derived my findings and the present chapter intends to offer 


the foundations for that trust.  


The chapter has been organised into four sections: 


Epistemological/ontological  insights:  Cross cultural  wr it ings, natural  sciences, 


more real ity checks,  my epistem ology/ontology as a researcher  
Critical  herm eneutics  
Inter-subjective  ethics  
Methods of data  col lection 


 


Epistemological and ontological  insights 


Cross-cultural  standpoint writ ings 


Dorothy Smith states that standard social science constitutes devices deployed to: 


cancel the presence of embodied subjects as knowers. But the standpoint of women 


insists that we are always located in particular, actual places, knowing the society only 


from within…To know is always to know on some terms…There is no other way to 


know than humanly, from our historical and cultural situation. This is a fundamental 


human condition (Smith 1990:33). 


Uma Narayan and Sandra Harding (2000) begin their edited text, Decentering the Centre: 


Philosophy for a Multicultural, Post Colonial and Feminist World, with the notion that the most 


intractable exercises of sexism, androcentrism and racism reside not in people’s attitudes and 


actions but in their invisible embeddedness within the institutional, civilisational and 


philosophical arrangements of society. These are the levels which have the greatest impact 


on people’s lives, systematically excluding people from symbolic respect as equal human 


beings and from material resources (Narayan and Harding, 2000:vii-viii). In a world where 


colonial social relations have changed, however, we face inevitably the need to revise the 


deepest assumptions of our institutions: 


... as ‘Others’ of modernity’s ideal humans …are increasingly recognised as fully human, 


we should expect transformations in the fundamental landscapes of Western 
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metaphysics, epistemology, ethics, political philosophy, and even philosophies of science 


(Narayan & Harding, 2000:viii). 


Post-colonial and post-modern theories about alterity ( the social construction of people as so 


different as to preclude identification with them as equal to ourselves; or as an other) entail a 


consequential openness to the destabilisation inherent in the experience that one’s European 


assumptions are neither at the centre nor universal. This openness is the only ethical position 


possible, according to the philosophy of inter-subjectivity developed by Emmanuel Levinas 


(1979) and it is in line with the insights of Luce Irigaray (1993), Julia Kristeva (1982) and 


Offelia Schutte (2000). One has to face colonialism, because: 


… what it is to be human, what it is to think, what it is to know reality can no longer be 


defined according to one dominant cultural code. A Babel of tongues and ideas can no 


longer be dismissed as “barbarian”, “primitive” and “native “(Nye, 2000: 103). 


Trinh Minh Ha (1989) takes this analysis a step further by reflecting on the ethical 


relationship between herself as a writer, with the power to cement her concepts with the 


authority of academic mandate, and her responsibility to those she is connected to. This is 


particularly so when one is engaged in a social justice project of solidarity with the 


oppressed through emancipatory professional practice. Most social work and human service 


courses and research methods texts only in passing mention such perspectives, if they 


indeed mention them at all.  


An exploration of migrant women’s agency and the impact of Australian institutional 


processes on that agency requires us - logically in my view - to begin by understanding how 


each woman perceived and constructed meaning in her world. It was at this point that I 


discovered the profoundly different assumptions about nature, the self, reality and 


knowledge as reflected in the several philosophical disciplines (Nye, 2000:104). The present 


investigation then can be understood as an engagement with what Nye sees as the essence of 


philosophy, as “the reinvention of thought adequate to a changing world”. As Gloria 


Anzaldua (1987) is famous for stating in Borderlands/La Frontera, this is the realisation that 
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there is no master metaphysics. Domination is no longer acceptable; as the human being is 


constantly engaged in interpreting his/her world, we need a double act of interpretation and I 


found tools for this in hermeneutics, the subject of the next section.  


Texts on philosophy from diverse parts of the world have been published at great rapidity 


these last two decades and I will also draw on them in the next chapter about the theoretical 


framework. Such literature does not attribute sanctity to the individual, to the functional and 


to the pragmatic as we do in industrialised, (post?)-modern, consumer societies, such as 


Australia. Another important part of the context for my hearing the narratives of the women 


I spoke to is that their stock of knowledges has been validated across the millennia by 


generations of ancestors. For example, Egypt, Abyssinia, Kush, Dongala, Nobatia and Alodia 


(now Sudan) had intense interaction with the Greeks, Romans, Persians, Arabs and so on, 


during which times Europeans lived as rather ‘primitive’ pre-literate tribes. Vietnam has a 


recorded history of 4000 years (Instituto del Tercer Mundo, 2001:504,567), during which time 


it succeeded in repelling much more powerful invaders such as China and, more recently, 


the USA. Literature is also emerging about personality inventories as a well-grounded 


alternative to the dominance of Anglophone and European psychology. For example, 


Japanese socialisation aims to achieve a ‘polished heart’ or kororo, where a well-adjusted 


personality accepts things as they are, is sensitive to the needs of others and shuns the 


privileging of one’s own desires (selfishness) and where independence means that children are 


able to carry out the obligations and duties incumbent upon all members of society (Lebra, 


1992; Rosenberger, 1992). In order, therefore, to produce trustworthy and valid knowledge, 


this research needs to begin with creating space for the epistemological and ontological 


equivalence of perspectives not emanating from Western academic contexts.  


My approach to research and to the writing of the thesis is an attempted enactment of 


solidarity, by giving diverse worlds ‘turns’ at being pivotal points, dedicating spaces for the 


articulation of novel realities and needs. My chief intellectual and ethical endeavour is to be 


faithful to the women who let me into their lives and to the complexities of diversity. This is 
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neither a call for romanticising the exotic nor for forgetting that Western humanist 


discourses of human rights have been crucial in the formation and justification of resistance 


to multiple oppressions around the world (Mohanty, 1991:37). I am arguing instead that 


substantial exposure to cross-cultural theory and willingness to be personally destabilised 


are critical formative experiences for those who wish to work with people in an anti-


oppressive mode.  


I have already referred to Dorothy Smith (1990) at the start of this chapter; she is one of 


several feminist theorists who ‘reprise’ certain positions first enunciated by Karl Marx. 


According to the latter, the method of reasoning which gives primacy to concepts and their 


speculative manipulation is ideology because it obstructs the exploration of people’s lived 


actualities (Smith, 1990:35). An extreme post-modern approach is to privilege diversity as 


endless and boundless pluralism; materialist, critical and post-colonial feminists name such 


theory as akin to a “smorgasbord“, sterile in informing action on an individual, collective or 


political level (Smith, 1990:35; Weedon, 1987; Harding, 2004). 


On the other hand, situated partial knowledges in all cultures point towards truth; 


standpoint epistemologies assume that by carefully articulating knowledge from a particular 


embodied location, social science and human understanding will be enriched through seeing 


patterns and connections which were previously obscured by totalising categories. 


Knowledge grounded in an individual’s expressions of her reality is seen as valid, rather 


than as unrepresentative, because it is assumed that each person has a unique sliver of 


insight into the incommensurable reality under investigation. 


I will now examine in some depth contributions from African-American feminist critical 


theory past and present, from present epistemological assessments in theoretical physics, 


from revisionist historical feminist literature and, finally, from my own other-than-


AngloSaxon nativity. 
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African-American feminist critical social theory 


In the second edition of Black Feminist Thought, Patricia Collins (2000) articulates African 


American women’s subjugated knowledges and theorising: the material grounding of this 


Black intellectual tradition is in the labour of slavery and, later, in domestic work, as 


outsider-within white families, enabling unique insights into the contradictions of not only 


an oppressive social order but of the dehumanising features of US hegemonic knowledge. As 


Nancy Black, an inner city domestic worker said: 


Now I understand these things from living … Some women, white women, can run their 


husbands’ lives for a while, but most of them have to … see what he tells them there is to 


see. If he tells them that they ain’t seeing what they know they are seeing, then they have 


to go on like it wasn’t there! (cited in Collins, 2000:11). 


Already in 1831, Maria Stewart urged Black women to realise that race, gender and class 


oppression were the fundamental causes of their poverty. Decades before the development 


of phenomenology and symbolic interactionism and fifty years before the suffragette 


movement, she taught and lived out the power of self-definition and unison as sisters: 


It is useless for us to reproach whites; for that will never elevate us … Possess the spirit of 


independence … Possess the spirit of men, bold and enterprising, fearless and undaunted 


(cited in Richardson, 1987). 


The intellectual wealth of African-American women has only recently been painstakingly 


traced and published (Collins, 2000:1-3). Sojourner Truth, another slave, offered trenchant 


critiques about the intersections of class, race and gender: 


That man over there says women need to be helped into carriages, and lifted over 


ditches. Nobody ever helps me into carriages … and ain’t I a woman? … Look at me! 


Look at my arm! I have ploughed, and planted and gathered into barns, and no man 


could head me! And ain’t I a woman? I could work as much and eat as much as a man – 


when I could get it - and bear the lash as well! And ain’t I a woman? I have borne thirteen 


children, and seen them most of all sold off to slavery, and when I cried out with my 


mother’s grief, none but Jesus heard me! And ain’t I a woman? (cited in Collins, 2000, 


from Lowenberg & Bogin, 1976:235). 
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African-American feminist re-definitions of intellectual work 


Most clearly elucidated by Foucault, there is now substantial acceptance of knowledge 


production as an exercise of power to sustain privilege (Foucault, 1994). Black American 


women go a step further in showing that the very category intellectual is itself a result of 


contested political processes. Similar themes are found in the sociology of knowledge (Karl 


Mannheim in the 1930s, Thomas Kuhn in the sixties) as well as in Gramsci’s (1971) concept of 


the organic intellectual. Problematising the institution of academia, Black feminists propose a 


counter-knowledge-as-understanding/wisdom. 


… developing Black feminist thought as critical social theory involves including the ideas 


of Black women not previously considered intellectuals – many of whom may be 


working class women with jobs outside academia … The ideas we share with one 


another as mothers in extended families, as mothers in Black communities, as members of 


Black churches, and as teachers to the Black community’s children have formed one 


pivotal area where African-American women have hammered out a multifaceted Black 


women’s standpoint. Musicians, vocalists, poets, writers and other artists and … through 


their words and actions, grass-roots political activists also contribute to Black women’s 


intellectual traditions … such women are typically viewed as objects of study, a 


classification that creates a false dichotomy between scholarship and activism, between 


thinking and doing. In contrast, examining the ideas and actions of these excluded 


groups in a way that views them as subjects reveals a world in which behaviour is a 


statement of philosophy and in which a vibrant, both/and, a scholar/activist tradition 


remains intact (Collins, 2000:17). 


This argument resonated with me as noted earlier in this chapter; cultures with histories 


dating back thousands of years must possess knowledge and wisdom which, as a minimum, 


should be thought of as being equivalent to those developed by the Western social sciences 


of the three- or four-hundred year old project of modernity. This African-American theory is 


clearly relevant to my interest in non-hegemonic ways of being, knowing and acting. 


Summarising the standards for assessing the validity of knowledge claims, 


“[e]pistemological choices about whom to trust, what to believe, and why something is true 


are not benign academic issues” (Collins, 2000:252), these feminists remind us that the 


producers and authenticators of knowledge have personal, sedimented life experiences of 
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enacting and re-enacting their culture’s systematic oppressions but also the sedimented 


resistances to those oppressions. Members of dominant groups, by contrast and 


consequently, are usually personally compromised and would reflexively reject propositions 


which differ from the taken-for-granted common sense in their own life-world and ‘foreign’ 


concepts and positions will usually be labelled ‘unscholarly’.  


Another epistemological test of knowledge claims deriving from these African-American 


women posits that lived experience is a criterion of meaning. Knowledge systems without 


correspondence to life are referred to as foolishness:  


To black people like me, a fool is funny – you know…people you can’t tell anything to, 


folks that would take a shotgun to a roach … using thirty four words where three will do 


(Mabel Lincoln and Ruth Shay, in Collins, 2000:257-258). 


This is in line with Western feminist writing about multiple forms of caring and about the 


daily sites where women learn to assess the knowledge claims of others, within contextual 


rules about relationships, with understanding built on listening empathically (Smith, 1987; 


Chodorow, 1978:167; Hartsock, 1983, Gilligan, 1982:15, 19; Collins, 2000:260). As I will show 


in Chapter Four, this mode of conversational learning was common in the cultures the women 


in this study came from and still ‘inhabited’; they were essentially ‘products’ of communal 


societies. The use of dialogue in assessing knowledge claims is thus another feature of 


understanding across non-western communities: “dialogue implies talk between two 


subjects, not the speech of subject and object. It is a humanizing speech, one that challenges 


and resists domination.” (hooks, 1989:131) 


Thus, Black American English always presupposes the presence of a speaker and a listener. 


Other linguists (David Abram, 1996, amongst others) point to the feature of modern English 


(as well as other modern languages) as not using fully those grammatical tenses in the verbs 


which indicate ongoing process, being more oriented to task and function and having a level of 


abstraction where situations can be depicted – and reified - without the presence of the 


human subject. The title of Abram’s (1996) book, The Spell of the Sensuous, stands for an 
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ongoing argument for the need to realise what the reliance on the written word has done to 


our human capacity to understand without words, with our senses and whilst in 


conversation. 


The ethics of caring and of personal accountability  


Statements expressed with emotion demonstrate the authenticity of what is being said. 


Aretha Franklin’s powerful song, Respect, if denuded of its emotion, would be emptied of 


meaning (Collins, 2000:263). Meaning cannot be separated from empathy – literally, feeling 


inside of the other - with the emotions, spiritual and other convictions of the acting, living 


human being one is in conversation or in relationship with. Such ways of knowing and 


authenticating claims to truth may still operate in the intimacy of Western nuclear families 


but with the increasing individualisation of human experience encouraged from early 


socialisation onwards, their fate may be sealed into directions predicted by certain strands of 


post-modernism (Fraser & Lee, 1992). 


The ethics of personal accountability 


Validity criteria include scrutinising the speaker’s personal, ethical commitment to their 


ideas; for example, in the feminist and ethnic activist circles that I participated in, public 


experts may be dismissed if they are known to have terrible personal politics. Such speakers or 


academics may be relied upon for giving an official function public profile but their ideas are 


not turned to for guidance in the daily practices of life and work.  


Neither emotion nor ethics are subordinated to reason. Instead, emotion, ethics, and 


reason are used as interconnected, essential components in assessing knowledge claims. 


In this alternative epistemology, values lie at the heart of the knowledge validation 


process (Collins, 2000:266). 
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Black women as agents of knowledge 


Having knowledge entails a responsibility for praxis, in pursuing the implications of the 


proposed ideas. Living out one’s critique as a musician, as a singer, an actor and an activist is 


part of demonstrating the authenticity of one’s intellectual work. In my experience, a similar 


principle applies to social work practice, where people who demonstrate continuous and 


comprehensive commitment to the ethics of empowering others in their professional and 


personal lives, are the most respected, even if not necessarily the best rewarded materially. 


Epistemological  evidence from the natural  sciences 


In the 1970s, Fritjof Capra (1984) wrote The Tao of Physics about the challenge posed by 


quantum physics to Newtonian/Cartesian assumptions about the constitution of the natural 


world – inclusive of humans - and of the scientific endeavour. Providing support from an 


unexpected quarter of scholarship for some of the previously mentioned positions, 


complexity theory emanating from quantum theory and applied in the biological and 


cognitive sciences provides evidence about the interconnectedness and self-directedness of 


all living systems (Zohar & Marshall, 1997; Zohar, 1997; Vella, 2002). Cognitive sciences cut 


across biology, psychology and epistemology and propose that cognition only occurs 


through dialogue (Kincheloe & McLaren, 2002; Capra, 2002:30):  


The world everyone sees is not the world but a world, which we bring forth with others 


(Maturana & Varela, 1987).  


Other reverberations are with eco-feminist thought, such as that of Maria Mies and Vandana 


Shiva (1993; Shiva, 2000); with natural scientist Cindy Cowden indicating that she can only 


understand organisms by “seeing with a loving eye” (Cowden, 1984, cited in Capra, 2003) and 


in Jane Vella’s recognition that quantum thinking is very much used as the basis for 


pedagogical theory (Vella, 2002:181-2).  
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More real ity checks  


Preparing for the writing of this thesis, I have kept returning to feminist writers from non- 


Western countries so as to keep myself continuously open to unexpected and unknown ways 


of being and knowing. Some of these writings I experienced as jolts but usually they were 


delightfully stimulating and engaging, even entertaining.  


This thesis has illuminated for me the centrality of racism in the development and 


construction of Western history and culture. For example, Susan Lanser (1999) deconstructs a 


US novel, Yellow Wallpaper, occupying almost canonical status in gender studies, by exposing 


the profoundly racist activism of its author, Charlotte Gilman. The cultural context of the 


author in mid-nineteenth century America was a time of racism, xenophobia and national 


anxiety about the immigration of non-Anglo-Saxon people, such as other Europeans, Jews, 


some Asians and Latinos. Public discourses used phrases such as: “encroaching alien 


vermin, that turns our cities into Babels”; “yellow as a sick persimmon”; the “dark-


pigmented things, the half-caste, the mongrel bloods”; Mediterranean people had “hot, 


degenerated blood”. Yellow connoted inferiority, with conflated demonisations such as “in 


the guise of Bolshevism with Semitic leadership and Chinese executioners, (Asia) is 


preparing an assault on Western Europe” (Lanser, 1999:205). Charlotte Gilman, although an 


advocate of racial equality for Blacks, was a virulent racist, eugenicist and anti-immigration 


advocate. She claimed that the poor were of inferior stock and that America could not “put a 


little of everything into a melting pot and produce good metal (if the mix contains) gold, 


silver, copper and iron, lead radium, pipe, clay, coal dust, and plain dirt” (Lanser, 1999:206). 


The Yellow in the title of her novel is impregnated with such allusions and Lanser concludes 


by critiquing the text reading conventions accepted as legitimate in an interpretive community 


within academia: interpretive acts often involve projections of ourselves into the texts, events 


and actions of others, “because what we need the most is our own image reflected back to 


us”. 
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The racism displayed within several British and American classics, including those of 


Charlotte Bronte and Conrad’s (1981) Heart of Darkness have attracted lethal deconstructions 


by post-colonial critics, such as Chenua Achebe (2000; 2001) and Gayatri Spivak (1987; 1998) 


the latter coining the phrase epistemic violence. While espousing post-modern critiques, there 


continues to be blindness among feminist academics in the manifestations of racism and 


classicism in their daily situated lives. As Adrienne Rich urges all women intellectuals, we 


can only have made a good start in the work of reading beyond our current paradigms (Rich 


cited in Lanser, 1999:210).  


For example, in her brilliant research into Islam and gender relations around the world, 


Deniz Kandiyoti (1999) shows that the monolithic concept of patriarchy needs replacement 


with the nuanced analysis of the particularities of gendered relations of domination, 


beginning with looking at women’s active and passive strategies of resistance. Islamic 


countries have diverse indigenous histories and traditions, methods and relations of 


production, kinship systems, inheritance lines and property rights, mediating not only 


women’s control but also the ways in which Islam is interpreted. Looking at case studies 


from Sub-Saharan Africa, Northern Africa, the Middle East and Southern and Central Asia, 


she illustrates the patriarchal bargains women strike and actively negotiate with men to 


maintain or extend their security, advantage and protection, including being paid for their 


services to husbands. Women in Asian and Arabic speaking countries can appear to collude 


in their own oppression by upholding vigorously the curtailment of their freedoms dictated 


by Islam but a closer investigation shows such submissions were estimated to be a small 


price to pay for securing male responsibility for their economic security. Kandityoti 


concludes: 


It should be clear that these different levels at which I have invoked Islam -kinship 


systems, the state, and political ideologies - cannot be conflated and must be kept 


analytically distinct. We should now be moving towards finely grained historical 


analyses of how they intersect, interact, and change (Kandityoti, 1999:232).  
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My epistemology/ontology as a researcher 


As I am of Russian background and have participated in various incarnations of the Russian 


diaspora in three continents, including some close contact with contemporary Russia, my 


material here is likely to be more detailed because I am a quasi-insider.  


My claims to insider knowledge, however, need to be subjected to post-colonial critiques of 


the problematic of the nativity of the researcher, the ascription of power of authenticity to 


her voice as an insider and the double privilege of her location as a scholar with Western 


credentials. The interrogation of what Jayati Lal calls “the excavation of the Third World as a 


resource for Western theory” is equally needed (Lal, 1999:100). Articulating one’s own 


positioning at the beginning of research has become a mantra intended to show the author’s 


awareness of current post-colonial thought. It remains a cosmetic effort, though, if it is not 


extended to the entirety of the research enterprise.  


Clifford and Marcus (1986) have been notable in their contributions to the attempt to 


decolonise anthropology. Feminist critiques of the putative authenticity of the native 


researcher as tantamount to an epistemology of identity have included authors such as 


Gunew & Yeatman (1993), Butler (1990:17-18), Minh-ha (1989) and Berger-Gluck and Patai, 


(1991). In the quest to articulate non-colonising representations from non-subjugated 


standpoints, Jayati Lal concludes by arguing against the possibilities of a unique synthetic 


position which surmounts all the dialectics embedded in research, as we all live in 


contradictory locations: “[t]here can be no blood count that determines post-coloniality” (Lal, 


1999:115). As researchers or writers, we choose the positioning(s) that we articulate and she 


warns against the false sense of security imparted by identity-based ontological categories, 


forgetting that self representation is as much a discursive construction as is the construction 


of the ‘other’. We can only make a beginning in a decolonised methodology but that 


beginning has to be made (Smith, 1999). Perhaps a way forward through the politics and 


epistemologies of location inherent in the researcher-researched relationship is that the 


insights and material must (Jayati’s emphasis) be put to political purposes. 
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Bell books, finally, reminds white people that they cannot overcome domination by seeking 


to learn from black people’s cultural and human wealth (hooks, 1992:21-39); mutual 


recognition of racism and its impact on both parties is the only standpoint that makes possible 


an encounter between races that is not based on denial and fantasy.  


Crit ical  hermeneutics 


Over 2000 years, biblical scholars have developed hermeneutics as sets of rigorous rules for 


interpreting and achieving understanding of texts, according to available historical evidence 


of meanings operating in particular locations. Influenced by hermeneutics, Wilhelm Dilthey 


and Edmund Husserl focused on uncovering the primordial act of understanding, thus 


developing phenomenology. Husserl’s major paradigmatic departure from Descartes was to 


point to the existence of a reality beyond one’s own consciousness: that is, the Eidos, the 


universal essence or noematic content of the object of our attention (Dostal, 1993). Husserl’s 


theories, however, did not move beyond principles for accurate empathy and, consequently, 


tended to lapse into solipsism ( the view that the self is all that exists or can be known- 


Moore 2004). Nevertheless, the work of the phenomenologists is central to the emergence of 


a sustained critique of positivist approaches to social science and research and has led to the 


– often explosive – development of other than natural science and mathematical-statistical 


based approaches, collectively often referred to as qualitative methodology. 


Hermeneutics and ontology 


Heidegger escaped Husserl’s problem by exposing the subject-object division as fallacious in 


the project of understanding human existence. Through an ontological inquiry into Being or 


Dasein, he revealed that being in the world is characterized primordially by understanding as 


the grounding of existence: one cannot be other than, simultaneously, understanding one’s 


position in the world. Understanding is therefore not a method but an ontological fact (Heidegger, 


1978:50-89; Thompson, 1981:39-41). The coterminous entity being-understanding is bounded 
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by one’s inner universe of possibilities, is constituted by the projection of oneself into the 


future and the past, and being is, consequently and a priori, historical.  


This seems to provide the beginning of a solid epistemological and ontological framework 


for my method of listening to women’s narratives. It also illuminates the aptness of using 


memory for understanding people’s lived reality, contradicting a possible charge that the 


narrative method only delivers soft data. In fact, there is no other way of finding and 


articulating human meaning except through an act of memory retrieval, simultaneously 


projecting into the future, according to one’s inner conceptions of what is possible in reality.  


Gadamer added to Heidegger’s hermeneutic principles by emphasising that the historicity of 


being implies the impossibility of taking the traditional Archimedean vantage point for alleged 


objective observation. Gadamer also showed that, however reality may be objectified, there is a 


prior form of understanding constituted within language: the truth of being can only be 


disclosed through language (Gadamer, 1975:273-4, 432). 


Paul Ricoeur, the eminent French philosopher, has contributed a voluminous body of work 


about the means whereby we can know anything and understand anyone, including oneself. 


His philosophical analyses have led him to propose some verities of human existence, 


focusing firstly on ontology and secondly proposing rules for attaining understanding. 


Ricoeur - ontology 


Ricoeur’s major work on the voluntary and involuntary led him to conclude that necessity and 


freedom are both a-priori features of existence. Human beings “have a freedom which is human 


and not divine’ (Ricoeur, 1966:486). Of salient importance for my inquiry into migrant 


women’s agency, he contends that the voluntary comes first as: “I understand myself in the first 


place as he who says I will” (Ricouer, 1967:215). He breaks willing down into three realms: I 


decide, I move my body and I consent, corresponding to needs motives and values, skills 


emotions and habits and, finally, character and unconscious life. Other ineluctable, ontological 


facts are that being is always embodied and that the unconscious is another aspect of the 
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involuntariness of life to which one must give consent (Ricoeur, 1966). These propositions 


preceding his theory of interpretation and understanding feel strongly consonant with 


writings authored by women.  


Hermeneutics and epistemology  


Ricoeur treats human action as susceptible to the same rules for attaining understanding as 


texts, although some have argued against this equivalence (Thompson, 1981). He begins with 


a critique of the structuralist school of linguistics, insisting that there is a level beyond the 


sign and the formalisms of language. He urges us to not only look behind the symbols but to 


enter into the symbols and start by thinking with the symbols: 


… their substance is indestructible, that they constitute the revealing substrate of speech 


which lives among men (sic) (Ricoeur, 1967:317).  


Reflection on the symbols aims to arrive at a deeper understanding of being. Understanding 


a text or social act involves two possible movements, the first one of scepticism about what is 


presented or said and a search behind the represented in time or for the underlying 


discourses or contextual issues which might account for the particular expression; the second 


movement needed is to begin with a willingness to listen to what is being revealed as 


articulated by the author. Both approaches to interpreting represent one moment in the 


hermeneutic process (Ricoeur, 1967) which I experienced during my research when trying to 


hear what the women were experiencing whilst, at the same time, applying a critical 


analysis, looking in the archaeology of the countries’ terrains of colonialism as well as 


recognising links to worldwide patterns of geo-political dynamics.  


The hermeneutic circle 


Ricoeur adds that the foregoing subtleties are not a licence for arbitrary interpretation; 


hermeneutic rules start with the definition of the process as a dialectic one. As part of the 


scholarly project of developing tools for exploring the social world, Ricoeur accepts that 


diversity is a fundamental human condition and people’s expression of their sense of reality 
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is contingent upon their location in time and space .  Given this pluri-vocality ( or multi-


vocality) of existence, one needs submit the subjective intentions of the author to the 


objective meaning of the texts to look behind the text (critical political deconstruction); one 


needs to clarify the linguistic sense of the speech; and, thirdly, we need to look in front, at 


what the speech is referring to. Consciousness is, in the first instance, a realm of falsehood 


since it is built through socialisation and incorporation by osmosis of the mystifying 


discourses of all social traditions. According to Ricoeur, true consciousness must be achieved 


by means of a demystifying and corrective critique. The emergence of truth requires scrutiny 


and discussion by those who are familiar with the subject matter and the truth of a text may 


be regarded as the world which it unfolds, which is always illusive and equivocal (Ricoeur, 


1974, 1991, 1993). 


Application to the research method used in this work 


We cannot step outside of ourselves or outside time: Ricoeur pointed out that the act of 


speaking has three dimensions, in addition to the rules of language. The act of expressing 


oneself is a creative act in itself and it is also, simultaneously, the making of one’s own 


history, as history is the process by which people produce themselves through language, 


projecting themselves forward and backward in time out of their world of possibilities. 


Thirdly, the primary intent of speaking is to point at a reality beyond one’s self. This 


certainly constituted for me the way out of the impasse of solipsism and the opening up of 


the terrain of multi-vocality, the space to hear layers of meaning echoing the imponderables 


and ineffable grounds of being (Ricoeur, 1974:290).  


While I was initially motivated by a simple desire to give the women a voice, the notion of 


‘authenticity’ of a voice has been roundly critiqued by feminists and philosophers since 


Wittgenstein. The speech, once uttered, acquires a life of its own, as the content is distanced 


from its author’s original intentions. The content or meaning of the text now acquires 


saliency and is the object of attention, losing its mooring in the psyche of the author (Ricoeur, 


1974). Ricoeur refers to the distanciation of the text as a key property of text or speech or acts. 
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Although I believed that the distance between what I am able to record of the women’s 


stories and their intentions or experiences is a weakness of the narrative method, I was 


heartened to learn that, in fact, this distance or distancing is an inherent property of 


language.  


I had another anxiety about the limitations of what the women would feel able to tell me in 


the context of our brief relationship and interaction. Feminist oral historians point to the 


salience of dialogue as the grounding for women’s meaning-making and as the site for 


negotiations of the power relations of a situation at hand (Minister, 1991:35-36). The 


beginning of the thesis interview dialogues needed to consist of an equalisation of power 


imbalance between us, so that each woman could feel comfortable and validated as the 


expert from whom I needed to learn. Therefore, my embodied participation of encountering 


each woman and her story provides potentially stronger data than other methods, because I 


was able to hear and feel with all of my senses the meanings of their experiences, through 


nuances of their bodily expressions and vocal tonality. Within the confines of one face-to-


face dialogue, I was able to touch their worlds and hence understand and capture meanings 


a written text, or a cleverly constructed survey or experimental trial, could not possibly hope 


to convey. As Ricoeur points out, the written text is even further distanced from the original 


intentions of the author because it does not know its audience and is completely severed 


from the socio-historical conditions of its production (Ricoeur, 1974).  


This all lends more weight to the likely trustworthiness of my recounting. Adherents to the 


critical hermeneutic research tradition include Grondin (1994), Rosen (1987), Gross & Keith 


(1997) and Cohen et al. (2000), the latter applying the approach to research for the nursing 


profession and there is a strong emerging tradition in China, integrating the epistemology 


with neo-Confucianism and applying it very effectively to social work practice (Chu, 2003; 


Tao & Brennan, 2003). 
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Inter-subjective  ethics 


The 20th century philosopher Emmanuel Levinas is part of a new - but also very ancient -


school of thought which proposes that ethics precedes ontology and which includes other 


proponents like John Roth (1999), Martin Buber (1970) and Levinas (1988:163) defines ethics 


in terms of what it is not:  


For an ethical sensibility ... the justification of the neighbour’s pain is certainly the source 


of all immorality. 


These philosophers posit that the starting point of any human life is interconnectivity with others 


in mutual subjectivity; there is no self without the other and inter-subjectivity is the primary 


condition of life. The inescapable location of any human being in relationship to others and 


to the natural environment means that s/he cannot evade the question of morality as doing 


right (responding in respecting and safeguarding the subjectivity of the other which can only 


occur by treating the other as having equivalent worth to oneself) or wrong (taking away or 


denying the subjectivity of the other by privileging one’s own).  


Deborah Bird Rose (2004) traces the genealogy of the modernist project, beginning with 


Zoroaster (c. 3500 BC) first articulating the concept that, through conflict, the world is 


moving towards a conflict free state. She attributes to Christianity the teleological view of 


time as linear, with the present requiring sacrifice - which means people - for a future heaven, 


or apocalyptic new earth. She proposes that Christian ideas of time infused secular thought 


from the Enlightenment to create the modernist project of progressing humanity towards an 


enlightened, civilized future on the basis of scientific evidence and reason.1 


                                                        


1 While in wholehearted agreement with the development of her argument, in my opinion, she errs 
in naming the disregard of the individual under the wheels of salvation a Christian concept. It is, in 
fact, a notion derived from Western European culture, based on Roman imperialism and systems 
of administration. The Eastern Christian church has continued its understanding of spirituality as 
centrally preoccupied with one’s daily ethical encounters with the world around us, beginning 
with the routine development of inner life (Palmer et al., 1995). 
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Whether a Marxist dialectical materialism, the benefits of economic liberalism, or bringing 


democracy to the Middle East, there is the same disregard for lives destroyed during the 


implementation of the grand plan (Bird Rose, 2004:15-19). Western thought is a monologue 


about its vision of the world as binary, with one pole defined as desirable/good/civilised 


and the second as the negation or absence of the first, hence needing to be subjected to a 


process of improvement by the superior towards being more like themselves; hence, 


man/woman, culture/nature, mind/body, civilisation/savagery. These paradigms underpin 


the modernism project, which is essentially violent. Bird Rose cites the apt encapsulation by 


Plumwood of critiques by Luce Irigaray and of eco-feminists such as Maria Mies (Bird Rose, 


2004:20):  


A crucial feature of the system is that others never get to talk back on their own terms. 


Communication is all one way as the pole of power refuses to receive the feedback that 


would cause it to change itself, or to open itself to dialogue. Power lies in the ability not 


to hear what is being said, not to experience the consequences of one’s actions … The self 


sets itself within a hall of mirrors; it mistakes its reflection for the world, sees its own 


reflections endlessly, talks endlessly to itself, and, not surprisingly, finds continual 


verification of itself and its worldview. 


The refusal to hear the other speak, or to only give them voice through the constructions of 


the narratives and epistemologies of the powerful, is violence and the peak of immorality, 


according to Levinas (Bird Rose, 2004:20-21) and the same point is made in a deconstruction 


of Australian multiculturalism by Elizabeth Povinelli (2002). This implies that a research 


approach based on dialogue between two human beings whose subjectivity has full 


equivalence requires enormous critical self-awareness on the part of the researcher and that 


this is the only possible ethical standpoint.  


Norman Denzin and Yvonna Lincoln (2000:1057-8) comment on the need for the extinction of 


social researchers’ fear for closeness to the researched as a source of contamination of data: 


Today, no one takes seriously talk of ‘going native’ … In its place looms the “Other”, 


whose voice researchers now struggle to hear … We are trying today to show that we 
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have lived close enough to them to begin to understand how the people who live those 


lives have constructed their worlds. 


Method of data collection 


As Denzin (1989:25) has argued, each methodological and methodical approach one might 


adopt to study a phenomenon will reveal different aspects of that reality and he suggests 


triangulation to achieve a more complete understanding of the reality one attempts to 


understand. Through triangulation, the weaknesses of one data collection method are 


compensated for by the strengths of the other complementary one(s), a quality which was 


achieved in this study by surveying established social theory – inclusive of research 


literature pertaining to the migrant experience - extensively and choosing frameworks which 


seemed to have most heuristic value. I found writings by women and men from non-English 


speaking cultures particularly illuminating, some of those contributions written in an 


academic vein, some direct narratives of personal experiences (Moraga & Anzaldua, 1986; 


Huggins & Huggins, 1994) and some artistic expressions (Harding et al., 2002), including 


lyrics of musicals. 


The women’s narratives were the major source of information and the section below will 


outline my strategies for attaining logical exactitude and strong objectivity in the manner 


explicated before. The third source of evidence about migrant women and their agency 


resided in research reports produced by governments and researchers cited briefly in the 


literature overview in Chapter One.  


The type of research I carried out belongs to the category aptly described by Becker as 


making the invisible more visible (Becker, 1986, in Denzin, 1989:33) and the methods used 


did not intend to refine or verify existing theory but rather wanted to explore and uncover, 


as well as - in the process - affirm existing ‘knowledges-and-frameworks-in-use’, beginning 


with my own sets of hunches based on personal and professional life experiences.  
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Choice of method 


It was clear that I needed to undertake my research through in-depth interviews; because of 


my own purposes in completing a doctorate study and the consequent time constraints, I 


could not offer the women spaces in which they could engage in an untrammelled stream of 


consciousness, a method which has been thought to lead to ‘pure’ qualitative data or 


‘voicing’. Totally unstructured in-depth interviews also assume that people wish to be given 


the opportunity to talk about themselves at length and most women do not have the luxury – 


nor, often, the time - to do this. The women helped me by giving of their time in the midst of 


the ‘normal’ demands on their time and they would agree to participate in the study if they 


would find it meaningful in some way. A clear explanation of who I am, what I was doing 


and what I hoped to achieve through the writing of the thesis to which they were 


contributing represented the first step in contacting the women and soliciting their 


participation.  


Having a clear purpose for our conversation not only furnished a meaningful context but 


also safety, where self-disclosure was circumscribed by parameters we had both agreed 


upon before embarking on the interlocution. It was also understood that we began as 


strangers and would probably not continue with a relationship. Although I am stating the 


obvious, an interview, as such, is a foreign concept to many cultures where more intimate or 


familial interpersonal paradigms operate. This was another problematic I needed to 


negotiate; both of us, my interview partner and I, were both located in an Australian culture 


where professionals render services traditionally the purview of the family or the 


neighbourhood/community in the countries of origin. As I had based the stratification of my 


sample on the condition that the women I was to interview would have been in Australia for 


a number of years, I could assume that they would have a degree of familiarity with the 


prototype of a professional relationship, given that anyone coming to this country needs to 


go through a settlement process in which much bureaucracy is involved, as would be their 


‘normal’ life when settled. At the same time, I needed to deal delicately with the possibility 
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that some women may feel hurt when I would not reciprocate their gift of connection with 


me through the maintenance of a relationship of friendship. A semi-structured interview 


approach to our dialogue would provide the best means of addressing these issues.  


Spelling out the themes that I would like us to explore together at the beginning of the 


interview, eliciting their expectations, establishing the level of their comfort and agreeing to 


maintain these parameters, would set the scene and the pitch at which our dialogue would 


proceed. Established and clearly enunciated themes are important for maintaining a focus on 


the research questions whilst privileging the women’s own discourses (Fontana & Frey, 2000; 


Gubrium & Holstein, 1997; Holstein & Gubrium, 1995; Kvale, 1996). Sondra Hale (1991:133) 


supports my approach by suggesting that the small but significant degree of distance 


demanded by the conventional interview mode shields the interactional and inter-subjective 


interpreter of another woman’s life from false assumptions of mutuality.  


I needed to rely on interpreters for three Vietnamese, one South-Sudanese and three 


Lebanese women. This is an inherent problematic for this genre of research; given that our 


modes of communication are socially constructed and assimilated into our identities, 


filtering our interactions with the world, being deprived of direct access to a woman’s mode 


of expression entails a loss for me as a researcher (Minister, 1991:27-30). Sociolinguistic 


studies show that speech is an act or an enactment of identity, singling out individuals as 


members of particular groups and located in particular spaces (Etter-Lewis, 1991:52). Well-


established feminist insights about gendered patterns of communication have implications 


for the use of interpreters in a conversation between women: 


Women talking to women use a unique dialectical choice of words co-ordinated with 


unique non verbal system for the purpose of exploring and naming issues unique to 


women. Women engage in the process of self and gender construction, and they do so 


protected and sustained within their own socio-communication system (Minister, 


1991:34).  
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It is likely, unfortunately, that some precious insights and understandings have been lost in 


the translation, in addition to the limitations of the interview process itself as an artificial 


form of dialogue (Hesse-Biber et al., 1999).  


Sampling strategy 


My sampling strategy was purposive, theoretical and stratified (Crabtree & Miller, 1992; Strauss 


& Corbin, 1998; Strauss, 1987; Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). A determining factor for the overall 


quality of my study and for the conversations I held was how I was introduced and how I 


was represented to the interview partners. The sample was a purposive one as I was relying 


on my personal and professional contacts with workers in ethnic services for referral to 


women. The workers I was relying on were colleagues and workers with whom I had had 


warm and trusting relationships for a length of time in my capacity as the manager of a 


Migrant Resource Centre.  


The colleagues/workers had experienced me, firstly, as a fellow migrant who had the 


professional education and experience to occupy a position of some influence in the 


relatively powerless ethnic sector. They knew that I had continued to study part-time for the 


demanding award of a PhD in the context of long hours of work, the intense stress of 


working in a chronically under-funded community sector and, in particular, under the often 


unreasonable conditions pertaining to work in the ethnic field. The irrationalities of such 


contexts are issues all staff (including myself), talked about daily with irony and humour, 


sometimes with varying levels of bitterness. Secondly, I was also seen as an insider because I 


had related to the workers as equals, even though I may have been in a position of authority. 


Treating the workers as ‘equals’ means that I had usually seen their perceptions, their 


judgments and their value and cultural base as equally valid to the ‘other’ dominant 


‘Anglomorphic’ perspective.  


The third important factor in my representation through workers and colleagues was my 


personal commitment to migrants and my professional capacity to exercise some influence in 
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the public agenda towards their empowerment. My introduction to the women through a 


known, respected and probably liked member of their ethnic communities was important as 


they explained the purpose of my work and my motivation for interviewing them.  


Lila Abu-Lughod (1986:11), an American citizen with an Egyptian father, describes his 


insistence on accompanying her at the beginning of her anthropological research on 


Bedouins in Egypt. Although embarrassed by this unconventional familial involvement in 


her professional work, she later writes about the impossibility of having gained any real 


entry into Bedouin society without the respectability conferred upon her by her father’s 


introductions and I believe that a similar dynamic was at work in my case.  


The sampling strategy was also guided by the intention to build theory from the evidence 


given to me about the lived realities of migrant women’s capacities and incapacities to be the 


authors of their own lives. I carefully absorbed the logic of grounded theory as articulated by 


Anselm Strauss and Juliet Corbin (1998) and thus made decisions about who to include on 


the basis of my knowledge of social theory and practical life experience of migration and 


gender issues. I was – as already mentioned in the first chapter - also guided by the theory 


which was emerging in the last decade of the twentieth century, stemming from post-


colonial critiques by women of colour. At the time of writing this thesis, there has been a 


veritable flood of previously unimagined insights about ways of being and knowing shared 


by the majority of human beings living on the planet (Signs, 2004).  


The stratifying criteria used were, firstly, related to geography and historical period. I 


selected countries from which women had migrated in significant numbers during the 


period where services were in place to support them. Related to geography, I interviewed six 


women from each of five regions of the world: Vietnam, Lebanon, the former Soviet Union, 


the Philippines and the Horn of Africa (Ethiopia, Eritrea and South Sudan). Related to 


(Australian) historical period, I located my research in the post-Whitlam Labor Government 


era, after the abolition of the White Australia policy, the politicisation of minority groups, the 
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establishment of migrant support services and as Second Wave feminism had been fully 


launched. I made sure that a range of ‘colours’ was represented- that is, Asian, Arabic, 


European and African, and a range of religious beliefs, Buddhist, Muslim, Christian, atheist. 


I told my informants that I needed to speak with women representing the broad spectra of 


education, ages and from urban and rural locations. A final stratifying criterion was self 


selection, as the women who participated were those who, at the very least, had some 


sympathy with my purpose, or who may even seriously have wanted their voices to be 


heard in the public arena.  


Conducting the interviews: Pointers for effective dialogues 


My key problem was how to listen well; the actions that I took to construct my interviews as 


an inter-subjective dialogue were only a beginning. There was continuing unease about my 


time with each woman being embedded in the power differentials between us and my 


appropriation of their lives as a resource to advance myself, primarily, in spite of my 


intentions and practice of personal engagement with women’s empowerment: Jayti Lal’s 


(1999) admonition about excavations of Third World women as resources for white academics 


remains pertinent. I still feel that I have taken from the women and I am reflecting on how to 


meaningfully honour their gifts and be accountable to them, apart from the simple courtesy 


of giving them copies of what I have written. This seems to imply a need for me to renew 


contact with the women, as a starting point, although I have mentioned before the fact that 


they knew that our interactions would not be the possible beginning of a friendly 


relationship; understood as accountability, though, I feel I owe it to them to ‘report back’. 


The dialogues needed to be experienced by the women as, firstly, sympathetic, warm, 


friendly, safe and trustworthy and, consequently, useful for them and for me. A positive 


relational context is essential to facilitate free and frank disclosure and I would want to 


suggest that the quality of primary social research data is directly related to them being 


elicited through warm, genuine human contact. Quality here means richness, ‘thickness’, 


capacity to illuminate for both speaker and reader, which exemplifies the principles of a 
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hermeneutic circle, with research being seen as a dialogical and reflexive process, through 


which the historicity and geography of both parties to the interview encounter are clearly 


taken account of in the search for meaning.  


As Linda Smith (1999:44-49) articulates in her tentative methodology for non-colonial 


research, the goodwill of the researcher is of more importance to people than the 


technicalities of methods used. Of significant import to the richness of the dialogues was that 


I attempted to come with an attitude of humility, as a student wanting to learn from my 


dialogue partners as the experts on more than just their lives: indeed, as human beings 


whose strength and resourcefulness I personally admired. The above factors are not just part 


of the context, rather, they are an indissoluble dimension of the conversations we participated 


in.  


Having been connected with the women through my initial informants, I rang each woman 


and arranged to meet at a place and time that was convenient to her. Except for an interview 


in a café and another in a university cafeteria, all were held in the women’s homes, which – 


obviously - assisted in my understanding of their lives. Interviews ranged from one lasting 


five and a half hours (broken-up over two weeks) to an average of 90 minutes, with seven 


being between forty and sixty minutes. After the normal introductions and establishment of 


warm rapport, we had – as outlined above - a brief negotiation about how we would 


proceed, including my use of the tape recorder. The majority expressed hesitation about the 


tape recording but then agreed to go ahead; I needed to stop to turn the tape over and some 


of the women did alert me to the fact that the tape had stopped. Nevertheless, I am 


convinced that, although people usually forget about the tape recorder, being recorded 


served possibly to inhibit their disclosure and impacted on my sense of the propriety of 


probing about sensitive issues given the tape recording. A minority of women, two from 


Russia and one Filipina, had strong anxiety about the tape recorder, which mutely signified a 


rule of the conversation: I could only broach relatively safe topics.  
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We explored themes according to the women’s biographical accounts, beginning with 


childhood and family life in its geographical and social life-world. The theme of agency was 


elicited through questions about their intentions (plans of life as young women), their 


choices and decisions (around marriage, migration), how they authored their lives by 


reflecting on what they would consider the good life and how they feel about the way life 


has turned out for them. Questions of identity were explored by asking the women to 


describe themselves, what motivated them, how they think they are perceived in Australia, 


how they respond to these representations and conversely. Questions of ontological security 


were broached by exploring their feelings during the first few years and by asking for their 


perceptions of Australian culture and people. I ascertained what resources were available to 


the women throughout the life cycle, including material, symbolic and interpersonal capital. 


I then focused directly on their struggles during settlement and what services or people in 


the community were involved or absent in their efforts. A good half of the interview related 


to experiences at different stages of settlement and the nature of contact with the full range 


of services, privileging their estimations of the attributes of service systems and 


professionals. The final lens used for understanding their ability to author their own lives 


was their observations of their own and their family’s levels of participation in Australian 


society and what they needed to move closer to their lives’ projects.  


Analysing the material 


The tapes were transcribed by a professional transcriber, through research support funds, 


and by me. I listened to the professionally transcribed tapes again to include my comments 


about my intuitions and hunches throughout our interaction, including the physical 


surroundings of their homes, the emotional dynamics around specific topics and my 


impressions that might have been unsaid. I used the coding methods of grounded theory 


(Strauss & Corbin, 1998), heuristic theory (Moustakas, 1990) and feminist research 


methodologies (Harding & Hintikka, 2003; Berger-Gluck & Patai, 1991; Behar & Gordon, 


1997). 
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Somers and Gibson (1991:47) pointed to the dilemma in cross-cultural research about agency, 


culture and identity, which are themselves historically constructed concepts. A product of 


modernity, the notion of the social actor as struggling against the constraints of his/her 


social embeddedness is in itself highly problematic and culture-specific; the authors 


conclude that narrative and narrativity are the new means for hearing how women (and men) 


constitute themselves and their worlds (Somers & Gibson, 1991:59). Already before the 


interviews began, I was aware that asking the women to reflect on themselves in their 


engagement with life could be an imposition of a grid derived from the culture I belong to 


rather than being intrinsic to the lives of the women themselves and, in the last chapter of the 


thesis, I will recapitulate and reflect on the several impasses inherent in my research 


methods.  


My analysis of the interview material is akin to the insights initiated by Carole Gilligan in 


her seminal work In a Different Voice (1982); I was aware, however, about the fact that the 


focus of the study precluded the building of a relationship of trust over some time to allow 


exploration of their intimate family relationships. Quite clearly, my research only elicited 


partial truths and the writings of James Clifford and George Marcus confirmed that this was 


the only possible movement (1986:1). The writings and art of Efi Hatzimanolis (1993:128-142) 


comforted me, however, as she wrote about memory and migrant women’s narratives being 


fragmented expressions of contested desires for the future, of their pasts and their 


contemporary locations in the discursive and material intersections of power and difference 


Again, there are few women or men who have the luxury of being able to devote their time 


to the quest for deeper knowledge, be it as researchers or as researched. A number of authors 


point to issues of interpreting material offered by ‘the other’ in qualitative research, such as 


working the self-other hyphen (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000).  


The dilemmas feminists encounter in undertaking cross-cultural research have been 


summarised by Shulamit Reinharz in her Feminist Methods in Social Research (1992:109-125). 


There is an imperative to avoid as much as possible methodological ethnocentrism leading to 
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bogus claims to empirically-based universality and validity across cultures (Mohanty, 1984; 


Sandoval, 2000), as well as the perils of cross-cultural relativism which glosses over human 


rights abuses (for example, Andrea Dworkin (1974) using Chinese foot-binding as a parallel 


to the commodification of women’s bodies in the beauty industry.  


Taking into account the scholarly traditions of feminist oral histories, I was careful in writing 


up the material to demarcate what each woman said and what I sensed she was not able to 


say readily, because her experiences did not fit the dominant meanings as reverberating in 


the Australian language and one of my key quests was to hear these layers of reciprocal 


meaning giving. Women may also mute their expressions because particular 


emotions/stances may challenge their loyalty to their cultures’ orderings of normality or 


value. Gluck and Patai (1991) provide valuable pointers in their seminal edited text Women’s 


Words. The researcher needs to listen in surround sound mode, be listening for the multi-levels 


of meaning, the hesitations and for whose story is being told. Kathryn Anderson and Dana 


Jack, in the same text (1991:18-23), indicate that self-reflections reveal how women act to 


preserve or restructure their psychological orientations, their relationships and their social 


contexts. They suggest that we have to listen in three ways: firstly, to a woman’s moral 


language; secondly, attend to her meta-statements; and, thirdly, attend to the logic of the 


narrative.  


In my seeking trustworthy representations and interpretations of the women’s narratives, I 


was reminded by Clifford and Marcus (1986:4-7) that my material is no more than “instances 


of discourse” and partial truths. People’s lives are not fixed, but rather meanings are 


continually constituted and reconstituted through speech acts, expressing a multiplicity of 


negotiated realities within historically located and contested sites. I aimed to arrive at 


understandings and representations of the narratives which are as faithful as possible to the 


women I feel so privileged to have met and whose lives I appreciated having been allowed 


into for a brief, and almost always, poignant moment.  
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I engaged in a critical self-dialogue between the interview data, the theoretical frameworks 


and related writings, and Australian literature, such as empirical research, multi-culturalist 


theory, government policy documents, statistical and program evaluation reports about the 


welfare state and community services, a dialogue which – as already elaborated - also 


included my own heuristic journey and experiential knowledge. In this way, I looked for 


evidence which would satisfy the need for triangulation and saturation of my data (Gubrium 


& Holstein, 2000; Nelson & Hardy, 2002). I had begun the research with a hunch that the 


enormous creativity and energy of migrant women has been obscured in much academic 


writing and research. These hunches and the several momentous discoveries emanating 


from conversations with the women, with colleagues and supervisors and from academic 


literature all served to alter permanently the way I perceive and think about these issues. I 


had been granted ‘thick descriptions’ as elaborated in chapter four of Denzin and Lincoln’s 


Handbook of Qualitative Research (2000). In reproducing the thick descriptions through my 


narrative of the journey of this thesis, I will be writing it in the first person and elucidating 


my processes of meaning-making, including the sources which corroborated or contradicted 


interpretations.  


Final  heurist ic reflections 


I have been engaged with being a Christian disciple within the Orthodox church, 


representing an Eastern world view, for over two decades and I will not be able to bracket 


this fully. I, therefore, need to be aware of the nature of the energy and insight I derive from 


it. I was puzzled by Paul Ricoeur’s (in Levi-Strauss, 1963) final references to truth: is it what 


is left over after undergoing the critiques of various discourses and what the author 


authenticates as approximating what is real for them? Since we create reality, however, does 


not truth depend on the range of critical resources available to us? What about spiritual 


critiques and systems: who is to arbitrate about and amongst them? What place does 


Western social science allocate now in 2005 to spiritual truths? It is no longer sufficient to 
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relegate this to the realm of individual privately-held beliefs and conceptions which are most 


likely to be illusory. Indeed, current social work texts as well as more general social science 


works give spirituality legitimacy as a sphere of life (O’Connor et al., 2003).  


The final movement in attaining understanding of a text or anyone, according to Ricoeur, 


must involve a personal incorporation of the insights attained and application to oneself to 


develop greater self-understanding. In a debate with Claude Levi-Strauss, Ricoeur said that 


it is not possible to separate any understanding from self-understanding: 


… if meaning is not a segment of self-understanding, I don’t know what is (Levi-Strauss 


1963:636). 


In tune with French philosopher Jean Nabert, Ricoeur (1970:46) sees reflection not as an 


intellectual or epistemological exercise, but: 


… reflection is the appropriation of our efforts to exist and our desire to be, through the 


works which bear witness to that effort and desire.  


I also feel - very much like Ricoeur - that the self of self-understanding is a gift of 


understanding itself and of the invitation of the journey to meaning offered by the study of 


and my contact with the women. 
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Chapter Three 


Understanding women’s l ives:  


The space between narrating and 


theoris ing 


Preamble 


The critical task for this thesis is to develop a theoretical map which, in the first instance, 


enables me as researcher to understand previously unknown aspects of women’s lives. At 


the same time, I need a scaffold to bring some order into the messy world, helping me to 


avoid losing direction in my chosen project of developing useful knowledge for social work 


education leading to emancipatory practice by and for (future) social workers. Western 


academic and public intellectual life has admitted - in an unprecedented way - a deluge of 


writings from people from all over the world and many of these are seriously reflecting on 


the implications of such knowledges. Women in countries once labelled as undeveloped, 


primitive or even backward may, in fact, operate from stronger footings than women in 


Australia, where one in four women has experienced sexual or physical abuse (VicHealth, 


2004).  


My first theoretical construct is the life-world and I have chosen the writings of Alfred Schutz 


(1970, 1972), Pierre Bourdieu (1977, 1988, 1990, 1999) and Anthony Giddens (1984, 1991) to 


help me elucidate its theoretical and empirical meaning and usefulness. I consider the 


contributions of these authors to be sufficiently androgynous and refined to lend themselves 


to refraction through critical gender- and cross-cultural lenses. I will discuss how feminist 
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and international writings enrich the conceptions of these major social theorists. Agency and 


its habitus, predispositions, routine encounters of bodies in daily spaces of co-presence and 


within fields of power inequalities will be illustrated by examples from unexpected corners 


of the world.  


My second theoretical building block is subjectivity, and I use the work of Todd Sloan (1996), 


who has usefully distilled this complex literature for a social work audience. Again, this 


being an eminently Western concept, I will refer to international examples which may 


disrupt or further develop the theoretical underpinning suggested by the Western 


approaches.  


Except for the Russian group, I was not able to follow Gayatri Spivak’s advice (cited by 


Bulbeck, 1998:1) to “learn her mother tongue” as a pre-requisite to feeling solidarity. Hence I 


turn to post-colonial theory for my third theoretical building block. The term ‘post colonial’ is 


problematic: 


When we first began to use the word ‘postcolonial’ we used it ironically … it was the 


exact beginning of re-colonisation … It is very frightening to me, this celebration of 


globalisation in a world where non-alignment is no longer possible and the divisions are 


becoming exacerbated (Spivak, cited in Bulbeck, 1998:188 from Stephens, 1996:35). 


The Australian life-world is the context where people’s daily actions are oriented to the 


strictures of a capitalistic economy and its provision for civic life through state-funded public 


infrastructure and community services. My second research question concerns the efficacy or 


otherwise of such services in sustaining immigrant women’s agency during resettlement; I 


will, hence, draw on basic welfare state concepts and theorising as the last dimension of my 


theoretical edifice. This chapter will, therefore, encompass the following four sections: 


Life-world theories:  Agency and structure  integration 


Subject iv ity 


Postcolonial  ins ights 


Austral ia  and i ts welfare state 
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Life-world theories:  Agency and structure integration  


Given the profound - and indeed absurd - error of investigating human life by looking at an 


individual in isolation, I have adopted life-world theories as my necessary starting point for 


theoretical illumination of my research journey into the experiences past and present of 


migrant women. Before unravelling how the women in the study were able to be agents in 


their Australian contexts, we need to look at what they did and who they were in a previous 


time and space. I prefer to use the term world rather than context, circumstance, position, or 


situation, as world evokes the unplumbability of the meanings, rules and subtleties of a culture 


in its geography, with the weight of its history and the contemporary preoccupations of a 


people. World is a more accurate reflection of the reality of social life because of the latter’s 


elusion of definition, demarcation and delineation. The Australian Oxford Dictionary (2004) 


includes these definitions of world: “particular division, section or generation of the earth’s 


inhabitants … with reference to the place or time of their existence … the universe or all that 


exists … outside oneself … all phenomena”. In specialised domains of life, such as the arts, 


sports, academia, the descriptor given is “all that pertains to the sphere or department.” 


World also means human affairs, their course and conditions and active life. To be worldly is, 


among other meanings, to be well acquainted with all that pertains to life beyond one’s self 


or one’s own family. It also captures the notion of the inter-penetrability and 


interdependence of meanings in that world. A behaviour that is valued in one world, for 


example competitiveness, is frowned upon in another. 
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Agency and consciousness 


Alfred Schutz (1970)1 defines action as constituted, firstly, by an act of attention and, 


secondly, by the intentional adoption of an attitude or response towards an object, objective 


or purpose, existing in the objective time and space world outside of one’s own inner 


consciousness. In the Weberian tradition, Schutz (1972:xii, xvi-xvii) shows that our approach 


to reality is organised by our values and the subjective meanings imbuing our behaviour and 


our time-space consciousness. A ‘wide awakeness’ to life is the basic regulative principle of 


conscious life and from it comes attention (Schutz, 1972:xvii). Attention makes us search for 


meaning either by looking outside ourselves, or by thinking about our inner experiences 


(Schutz, 1970:68).  


Alfred Schutz belongs to the traditions of European social theory making and builds on the 


contributions of Karl Marx and other founders of the phenomenological and critical 


traditions, notably Simmel, Husserl and to a lesser degree, the early Heidegger. Marx 


rejected the long-standing Platonic privileging of abstract ideas and proposed instead that 


human consciousness emerges from and depends upon material reality, defined as social 


relations within which we engage in work, family and group life. Consciousness is a social 


product in the first place (Marx in Tucker, 1970:436-525). This thesis is not concerned with 


women’s in-depth consciousness, nor with a deconstruction of it; the level of my analysis is 


in integrating the pieces of their lives they choose to ‘let me in’ on. Marx’ concept of the 


dialectic has been thoroughly integrated in much contemporary social theory, with life 


understood as entailing movement, struggle, the inseparability of values from facts, the 


ubiquity of the dimensions of time and space and the inter-connectedness of all social 


                                                        


1 Schutz’ work has been seminal in much modern social theory (e.g. Habermas, Marcuse in Skinner, 


1985). Indeed, during the last three decades in Australia, people’s consciousness has been 


systematically massaged by neo-liberal ideas, resulting in significant cultural alterations and 


rewritings of what constitutes ‘worth’ and ‘common sense’. 
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phenomena (Ritzer, 1996:45). Indeed, as the previous chapter on non-Western ontologies and 


epistemologies illustrated, many cultures would be puzzled at such statements of the 


obvious.  


The l ife-world: Agency and structure integration  


The theory of the life-world fills out what I and countless others have found to be a valuable 


framework for social research because of its high verisimilitude to lived experiences. The 


world of daily life signifies an inter-subjective world, which existed long before our birth and 


which was handed down to us by our predecessors as an organised, meaningful world for us 


to experience and interpret. Together with our own experiences (which include learning 


from the experiences of those around us), this is knowledge at-hand and it functions as a 


scheme of reference of what is natural and normal. Our concept of the natural includes the 


material world, a real world common to us all (Schutz, 1970:72). What we focus our attention 


on in the messy world is organised by levels of relevance according to our purpose at any 


point in time. Schutz proposes a pragmatic basis for choosing what is relevant in the stock of 


knowledge. Although his privileging of purposive action is probably entwined with his own 


location as a male in an emerging individualistic (Western) culture, if the concept is 


understood in a general way, it has usefulness across gender, cultures and time. The act of 


choosing to focus on particular items in the gloriously complex natural or social world 


logically implies meaning construction. This is probably part of the human condition itself 


and Schutz does not prescribe what items are relevant or the constituents of purpose.  


I found in Pierre Bourdieu’s work refined insights about the gendered life-world. Although 


he has only recently – and few years before his untimely death - written directly about 


gender, his work cannot fairly be accused of being andro-centric. Rather than give a 


rendition of his principal concepts as he enunciated them, I will present them through a 


feminist and cross-cultural exegesis.  
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Habitus is the first example of the usefulness of Bourdieu’s rather androgynous concepts. He 


(1979) lived for a number of years in Algeria and immersed himself in the Kabile culture 


from the position of a learner, as distinct from the vantage point more often taken by 


anthropologists and sociologists, which is that of superior knowledge. This approach 


enabled him to hear the Kabiles’ ways of reasoning in various circumstances and, in the 


process, Bourdieu was able to generalise some rules about the local people’s constitution of 


meaning and behaviour. The symbolic and material features of one’s environment are 


interiorised in the form of mental maps, or habitus, through which women and men orient 


themselves about the parameters of what is possible for them in a particular space and time 


(Bourdieu, 1977; Fuchs, 2003).  


The embodied nature of consciousness is clearly pre-supposed by the concept of habitus; the 


body’s gender evinces a range of meanings, interpretations and knowledge shared by one’s 


cultural group. A girl’s/woman’s material location within relations of domination also evoke 


accumulated wisdom, morality, norms, symbols and conventions about the constitution of 


normality and appropriate behaviour towards those around her. The sum of these 


constitutes a predisposition (Bourdieu’s second key concept) for acting in the world. These 


internalised parameters are enduring and trustworthy and they have been tested as wisdom 


by one’s community over centuries and, possibly, millennia. A predisposition does not 


determine nor predict how one might feel or act. Rather, Bourdieu’s (1977, 1988, 1990) 


approach is to identify some of the material and symbolic features which are likely to 


constrain or enable a person’s sense of his/her possibilities and he has given due space to 


human creativity and ingenuity, despite widespread misinterpretation of his work as 


structuralist.  


Agency, consciousness and relations of domination 


The meanings and values of a community are coined as material and symbolic capital by 


Bourdieu. To understand action within a series of transactions or choices, we need to know 


what constitutes capital and how the ‘trans-actors’ are located within this web of values. 
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Bourdieu’s concept of field refers to the layers of power relations which exist in all social 


contexts, incorporating the sedimentations associated with the possession of material objects 


and symbolic values. We can see here the applicability of international feminist contentions 


that oppression is a constellation of international, national and local structural/personal 


intersections of race, gender and class (Barrett & Phillips, 1992; Gunew & Yeatman, 1993; 


Beall et al., 1989). Bourdieu’s and Schutz’ concepts provide heuristic tools for illuminating 


women’s lives in particular historical, spatial and material moments. As outlined in Chapter 


Two, they promise to be useful in the post-colonial feminist project of theorising based on 


the experiences of women themselves (Mohanty, 2003; Sandoval, 2000).  


The epistemological and ontological standpoints I chose as the bases for my methodology 


cohere with the theoretical ideas appropriated here; the transferability of Schutz’ and 


Bourdieu’s constructs can be illustrated by feminist literature from the Middle East about 


women’s strategic use of the hijab; Marnia Lazreg shows that the veil has been imbued with 


the meanings of protection from the male gaze; as a platform for claims for public support 


when sexual harassment occurs (a power Western women do not always have); as an 


expression of religious commitment and identity politics in immigrant countries; as a 


political tool during struggles against colonising forces with women: 


“… mov(ing) in and out of the veil, as actresses playing roles in different costumes” 


(Lazreg, 1994: 127-135).  


In Malaysia, the hijab has also been part of a counter-discourse to Western representations of 


womanhood as the sexual nymph (Nagata, 1995:104-13). In the context of living under the 


extremes of Sharia Law (e.g. in Iran, Saudi Arabia), women’s agency is expressed through 


struggling for state remuneration for housebound women, monogamy, custody rights and 


protection in divorce laws (Kandiyoti, 1999). Islamic feminists also use their close readings of 


the Q’uran to counter local and national abusive patriarchal practices; indeed, an Iraqi Shiite 


colleague, who was jailed during Sattam Hussein’s rule for inciting university students to 


wear the hijab, told me that the prophet Mohamed defined a wife’s role as largely 
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educational and nurturing and that she was to be freed from menial labour. Her activism in 


empowering fellow Iraqi women in Australia draws on her status of a religious teacher at the 


local mosque, where she continues to give voice to her exegesis of Islam.  


These examples suggest that the theories I have chosen afford malleability and allow space 


for human ingenuity. I am attempting to move towards a much more nuanced and 


sophisticated analytical framework, which presumes that, in the first instance, I have much 


to learn from the women who have joined in this study. In addition, Anthony Giddens’ 


concepts contribute in the filling out of the parameters through which I might be able to 


more appropriately represent the narratives. 


Agency and structure integration: Giddens  


Anthony Giddens’ approaches agency by looking at the processes of (en-)acting, as distinct 


from looking at a person’s inner cogitations and motives as chief propellants of action. For 


Giddens, perception is what agents do (Giddens, 1984:46); a person’s major point of reference 


is her/his body in active engagement in co-presence with other bodies, in various locations of time and 


space. Being an agent involves being seen as an agent, which involves sustained control of the 


body in situations of co-presence, in the every day routinised and bracketed encounters 


(Giddens, 1984:50, 67). Giddens’ privileging of the body in mediating the social relations 


which individuals sustain in daily life is consonant with the Western radical feminist focus 


on the ubiquitous male gaze as well as with writing from most parts of the globe. In giving 


more saliency to the body than other social thinkers (and somewhat in common with 


Foucault, 1966), his theories can be useful in legitimating within Western academia, 


previously silenced and subjugated diverse ways of being and knowing.  


Giddens’ theory of structuration shows the role of human agents in enacting and creating the 


social, political and material conditions of the society they inhabit; Deleuze and Guattari’s 


(1987) metaphor of a rhizome is very much in tune with Jacques Boulet’s conceptualisations 


(Boulet, 1985) of social life evolving as a multi-layered or multi-levelled holistic process, with 
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many partly-mobile partly-conditioned (rather than determined) relationships, inter-


connections and assemblages which partly randomly partly deterministically and endlessly 


evolve, play and interconnect (Mansfield, 2000:Ch.10).  


Giddens’ theory is useful for helping me encapsulate what the stuff of life consisted of for 


the women in the study, before being dislocated, in terms of how and where time was spent, 


what they did and with whom they did it and what it all meant. And all of these may have 


actually differed from their own and others’ expectations about what they ought to have 


been doing with their lifetimes and in what places/spaces they should have done these 


putative ‘other’ things. Indeed, the spatial and social locations a woman inhabited/inhabits 


or frequented/frequents will impact on her sense of identity and security as an esteemed or 


honourable member of the human race in general and as specified by the particular 


places/times she inhabits.  


Giddens’ concept of ontological security refers to the basic requirement for personal stability 


and sense of safety or wellbeing. It derives from a successful orientation to the life-world 


which is experienced as a ‘natural, given reality’, a ‘solid reality’ and as ‘normality’. The 


stock of tacit, discursive and practical knowledge learnt through socialisation is unshakably 


legitimate and again, the parallels with the previously introduced concepts of Alfred Schutz 


and Pierre Bourdieu are obvious.  


Although the above theoretical constructs provide useful footholds for my understanding of 


the women’s narratives, I need to reiterate that they are chiefly heuristic devices. Anna 


Yeatman uses Foucault’s argument about the inherent exclusivity of categories such as 


equality and freedom, posited as a-historical universals (Yeatman, 1995:43-49). Within such 


discourses, women, children and indigenous and other colonised peoples have been 


interpellated as not fully human. She takes issue with identity politics because: 


… we cannot know who we are until we act and our action always takes place in a 


particular context of relationship to and dialogue with particular others. What the action 


means will depend on the narratives I and others retrospectively give it. Since we are 
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assigning meaning interactively, that is an interlocutory relationship to each other’s 


narratives, it is all too likely that this meaning will be both contested and changing 


(Yeatman, 1995:55).  


The three International Conferences having taken place during the UN Decade for Women 


consistently saw NGO Forums and countries from the South or East prioritizing not gender 


relations and sexual freedoms, but instead arguing towards galvanising action against the 


impact of the power of the World Bank, the IMF and its allied corporations and nation states 


and for dealing in structural ways with the poverty emanating from such policies. They 


argue that these relations of domination operate at the level of questions of life and death. The 


rejection of Western feminist preoccupations with the dismantling of patriarchy as the major 


key to emancipation has been well documented and I have dealt with this in earlier passages 


of this thesis. 


Subjectiv ity  


The assumption that a sense of self or identity is central in and for symbolic or material 


action is a Western one. Indeed, as Habermas has pointed out, in non-capitalistic affluent 


countries, knowledge, norms and individual personality are immersed and immanent in 


social life which is experienced as natural and as a whole (Sloan, 1996:53-54). Certainly, the 


existence of voluminous theorising about the self is a function of the fragmenting 


reverberations of advanced capitalism on human experience and the notion of subjectivity 


may be an artefact of history and may soon give way to other forms of understanding 


human existence. At present and increasingly, though, creative intellectual and artistic 


energies are still consumed with exploring, uncovering and expressing the subjective 


(Mansfield, 2000:177-178). As Australian academic Parlo Singh points out (1994:95), the 


project of modernity has been so thorough that there are virtually no spaces or identities 


which have not been infected and the search for pre-modern non-subject-centred 


authenticity may be an illusory quest. Furthermore, whilst probably having been raised in a 


cultural context where the focus on subjective was not as central, the immigrant women have 
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come to settle in an eminently Western capitalist society where attention is primarily centred 


on the individual and subjective and they will have to work on incorporating at least certain 


of its elements. 


Hence, some of the following discussion on subjectivity is relevant in assisting me to 


interrogate the narratives but the chief problematic is that such debates are thoroughly 


implicated in the binary dualisms which typify Western culture. Again, the concepts 


discussed below need to be understood, in a general sense, as themes rather than definitions 


and they will be explicated through the same gendering and cross-cultural refraction I 


engaged in above. As well, some of the discussion may feel partly redundant, but I think it 


necessary to achieve a fuller saturation of the meanings inherent in the concepts used as 


parameters for the interpretation of the narratives of the women I spoke with.  


Agency and identity 


I will be relying on the framework provided by Todd Sloan (1996) in his useful text on 


subjectivity mainly written for a social work audience. Whilst there is a temptation to neglect 


– if not ignore - this vast area inhabited by somewhat rarefied-sounding French, post-


modern and psychoanalytic Lacan-inspired feminist debates, this has not so much to do with 


my disagreeing with their discourses than with the nature of my research. Indeed, I am 


talking to women in Australia, around the turn of the twenty-first century and there is no 


question that they are able to identify themselves as really alive and as objectively relating to 


the social and material world as subjective and capable human beings, so that much of the 


‘angst’ which seems to pervade some of the discussions surrounding the subject seem to miss 


the mark by far.  


At one extreme of the continuum of discourses on the self lies essentialism and, at the other, 


propositions that there is nothing beyond language games. Both are improbable in their 


extreme formulations and I instead propose that the aliveness, the being there of existence, or 


Heidegger’s (1978, 1982) Dasein, is a starting point for understanding the women’s capacity to 
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act. The women may or may not have had any notion of their real selves, in the terms of 


Rousseau’s naked, natural sensibilities, or of Kant’s privileging of reason and morality or 


truth as the unifying point of reference for all experiences. Again, I recognise the cultural and 


historical specificity of this kind of self-reflection, but this does not intend to discard the 


possibility that some women in the study may feel and think in such terms. 


Another heuristic starting point is to attribute to subjectivity a meaning akin to experiencing, 


which then evokes an ongoing process of self-definition and self-creation in complex social 


contexts (Sloan, 1996:7). Sloan proposes that, throughout history, the coordinates of human 


existence have always been structured to require conscious management of who we are, 


where we are headed in relation to the realities we confront. I do not think that most women-


writers of colour will find the basic proposition problematic, except that they may start their 


theorising from a different angle altogether. At the end of this study, I will attempt to 


propose more cross-culturally appropriate and hopefully more nuanced theoretical 


constructs about subjectivity and agency for women.  


The equation of the human capacity to act with the self-determining actor is redolent of 


Protestantism, individualism, self interest, quintessential reflections of modernity and 


imperialist conquests, with white women implicated also in wielding oppressive power over 


other women (hooks, 2000:26, 36, 49, 54). There are multiple bases for subjectivity and for 


women’s exercise of agency through per formative enactments of gender (Bulbeck, 1998:15). 


I noted in Chapter Two the presently more frequent availability of non-European 


psychology. Fanny Cheung et al. (1996), for example, noted that a Chinese personality is 


assessed in terms of the following dimensions of normality: somatisation as expressions of 


personal grief; family orientation; harmony (inner peace and contentment as well as 


interpersonal harmony), Ren Qin (relationship orientation based on reciprocal, courteous 


rituals, nepotism, etc), defensiveness (externalisation of blame and self-enhancement) and 


graciousness (patience, acceptance of self and others and self-sacrifice) – characteristics 


which would not unequivocally do well in personality and subjectivity ratings in the West.  
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A considerable body of literature now exists in China and other Asians academies based 


upon an integration of confucian epistemologies and paradigms (Yuen, 1993, 1999; Chu, 


2003). 


In summary, by listening to the women’s stories, I will be interested to hear diverse as well 


as shared paradigms about human – ‘subjective’ - normality or healthiness, as the 


background to their constructions and enactments of meanings. This exercise is, of course, 


limited by the fact that I operate from a Western paradigm and that the interview is framed 


to elicit their individual (‘subjective’) perspectives. 


Agency and interaction paradigms  


According to Sloan, there are two domains relevant to interacting in the life-world, 


paradigms of interaction and degree of individuation (Sloan, 1996:69-73). There is 


widespread theoretical convergence about the notion that the self is always self in relation to 


the other or to the self as the other (e.g. George Herbert Mead, and the later symbolic 


interactionists (Cohen, 1996:121-132), post-modernists such as Lacan (1968) and feminists 


Kristeva (1982) and Irigaray (1993). During socialisation or en-culturalisation, a girl learns to 


feel and understand a set of emotions as approved or disapproved by significant others and 


she will rely on managing these in manoeuvring in the social world. Personality styles vary 


in their capacity for relatedness, empathy, self-understanding, trustworthiness, modes of 


expression and communication of feelings and other capacities that make intimacy and 


friendship/caring possible. These capacities are related to the enjoyment and 


meaningfulness of life itself (Sloan, 1996:77). It will be important to identify the presence or 


absence of opportunities to experience these dimensions of life in the country of origin and 


in Australia and to learn from the possible contrasts between the two sets of experiences.  


The prestige and academic advancement attained by the authors of the above theories may 


be viewed with irony in cultures where people do not feel the same obsessive need to hide 


from each other within their ‘personal spaces’ and behind increasingly high security walls. To 
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believe in independence has been dubbed an exercise in magical thinking by Maivan Clech Lam 


(1994:879). Interdependence is assumed not only as an existential and ontological reality but as 


a right by most non-Western cultures, underpinning histories of political activism concerned 


with extending women’s claims for material support from the state and from men for their 


roles as mothers, wives, daughters and producers (Leacock et al., 1986; Bookman & Morgan, 


1988; Rowbotham, 1992). 


In Western Samoa there is no word for self in the English/Western sense as there is no 


absolute reference point for identity outside the social context. Many Indigenous and First 


Nations people, such as Aboriginal Australians and Maori, see themselves not as unique 


subjectivities but as the embodiment of their social networks and relationships with the 


living and the dead as well as in close interdependency with other species and nature 


surrounding them (Muse, 1991:226, 222, 225). Similarly, Japanese ways of being entail five 


selves, including four which are constituted interactionally and one being equivalent to the 


Western self. The Japanese approach to living life incorporates fluidity and the acceptance 


that different situations and relationships evoke the incommensurability of being human 


(Allison, 1996:139 cited in Bulbeck, 1998:62). This is distinct from societies with a stock of 


knowledge based on fixed denotations about the self (such as the functioning personality), 


with some of the action and ‘feeling’ repertoires for responding to life’s contradictions being 


translated into a pathological vocabulary often under the legitimating umbrella of 


established and accepted/dominant scientific paradigms. 


Relationships within communally-based societies must not be presumed - in a totalising 


manner - to be necessarily more loving or nurturing. Indeed, whilst in teaching or tutoring 


roles, many international students from Asia have reflected to me about the value of the 


Australian model of parenting based on friendship. Consequently, the paradigms of 


interaction a woman acquires for and through her membership in family, culture and society 


are particularly relevant for understanding the migration experience, not only in terms of 


how she experiences being without the relationships she had at home, but also in terms of 
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the challenges of meeting a world where people relate to each other within alien forms. 


Secondly, the extent to which a woman was allowed or able to develop individual difference 


from those around her at home will bear significantly on how she came to be in Australia 


and what this means to her. How she feels about herself may impact on how she is able to 


act in building a new life for herself/her family; on the other hand, she may equally have 


experienced sufficient variety in her earlier ‘passages’ and have acquired a varied set of 


strategies and adaptive capacities which will carry her forward in the settlement process. 


Subjectivity: Beyond Western binaries 


Val Plumwood has deconstructed the hegemony of Eurocentrism according to five 


dimensions; back-grounding includes world history and geography discourses which begin 


with the European at the centre and the rest of humanity at the edge. Radical exclusions or 


hyper-separation refer to the setting up of a permanent mythical chasm of difference between 


us and the alien, with entailing dualisms and valorisations between white/black, 


modern/traditional, secular/religious, and so on. Incorporation or relational definition means 


seeing the other only in terms of his/her relation to ourselves, and instrumentalism defines 


the other on the basis of the interests of the powerful. Finally, homogenising or stereotyping the 


alien ensures their erasure as individual subjects with claims for equal respect as we accord 


to ourselves (Plumwood, 1993:48-67; JanMohamed, 1986:89-90; du Cille, 1994).  


Plumwood (1993, 2002) proposes strategies for transcending such sterile modalities and 


Isabelle Gunning’s World Travelling encapsulates similar cross-cultural understanding skills 


(1992:189-248), suggesting three strategies: 


(a) to understand the cultural pressures which created us; 


(b) to look at ourselves as others might see us, including our historical relationship to the 


other; and 


(c) to see the other as she sees herself in her own cultural context. 
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My approach to the research and writing of the thesis is an attempted enactment of solidarity 


by giving turns to the diverse worlds women come from at being pivotal points. I will be 


shifting back and forth between each woman’s country of origin, Australia and the academic 


world within which I write as the often assumed centre of the universe. The Third World, or 


South or East will not be in the background and I hope to not unwittingly adopt an attitude 


of deference to or of romanticising the women’s cultures.  


Subjectivity and language 


Thus far in this chapter I have sketched out some parameters for understanding 


consciousness as it emerges from the life-world, and the role of habitus, pre-dispositions, 


relations of domination, routine encounters in time and space and ontological security as 


heuristic devices for framing and interpreting the women’s agency. Adopting another 


vantage point, I have surveyed literature about subjectivity and have shown how some taken 


for granted tenets may be disrupted by perspectives from the majority of the world’s 


population. I now turn to reflecting on the role of language in the constitution of the social 


and of the relationship, including the research relationship. 


Language or the symbolic order as formulated by the theorists of the linguistic turn (Lacan, 


1968; Wittgenstein, in Heaton & Groves, 1994) is the only vehicle for meaning construction 


and is, in itself, meaning. The ‘durée of experiencing’ can only become comprehensible by 


entering the objective space-time of thinking, only possible through using language shared 


by others inhabiting the life-world (Schutz, 1970:62). Symbols of self-in-relation-to-others are 


connected to broad, deep and long experiences in the world of others. Any deep experience 


is meaningful because it has multiple referents that link the self to the world in a 


communicative action (Sloan, 1996:111). In contrast, Bulbeck (1998:65) refers to Ann’s work 


(1987), and notes that in French, Spanish, Russian and English word frequency counts are 


topped by ‘I’ and ‘no’, thus signifying a collective thrust away from the relational and from 


being identified through positionality within a relational ‘system. 
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Being woman and being womanish can, indeed, mean something quite opposite to the 


Anglophone frequent denigration of women by encasing them within an individualised and 


sexualised body, problematising the relational reality of, for example, their motherhood and 


family life. The previous chapter illustrated the rather different African and African-


American valorising of these relational realities. Much literature in the development area 


criticises the imposition of family planning as coercive population controls, diverting 


attention from the continued neo-colonial infliction of suffering by the World Bank, the IMF, 


multinational corporations and the leading nation states. In fact, having large families is 


widely seen and experienced as the maintenance of the most precious and fulfilling part of 


life in Middle Eastern, Latino, African, Asian Australian, Indigenous and Pacific cultures.  


Hence, the word woman does not automatically conjure up a pejorative or sexualised 


meaning everywhere; being womanish denotes generosity, boundless love for one’s family 


and culture, strength and the capacity to embrace all for the thriving of humanity. This is the 


perspective of eco-feminists such as Maria Mies & Vandana Shiva (1983; Shiva, 2000). Alice 


Walker, a black feminist, is particularly eloquent: 


“Womanist is to feminism as purple is to lavender” (cited in Anzaldua, 1990:370). 


Sexual interdependence does not necessarily carry the meaning of ‘site for women’s 


oppression’; in Vietnam and in Arabic speaking countries, for example, sexual 


interdependence is a right and entails enforceable obligations upon men to support mothers 


with children. Emancipation is understood as involving both men and women collaborating 


to support each other. This is not to deny the existence of generalised patterns of material 


and symbolic injustices and violences inflicted on women across the world, but we need to 


appraise how meaning is encoded in a country’s language if we are to understand the reality 


a woman conveys through narrative form. Furthermore, from the perspective of many non-


Western women, their Western sisters quite often will appear to do rather crazy and silly 


things as well … Understanding my narrator’s sense of who she was/is/might be will 
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require me to identify how she negotiated relations of domination in her country of birth 


and, consequently, interprets the altered position migration places her in Australia. 


Subjectivity, immigration and alterity 


Leaving one’s life world and coming to another entails varying degrees of threat to a 


person’s ontological security, with one’s previous hold on reality being questioned or made 


redundant in the new culture. The anxiety associated with this can be profound and can be a 


significant driving force in migrants’ actions and pursuits in attempting to build a life that is 


meaningful.  


Anthony Giddens’ (1991) concept of modernist reflexivity can also be understood to 


encapsulate the process of negotiating subjectivity in new locations. Modern societies are 


marked by the central preoccupation of people in reflecting upon themselves in order to 


adjust their perceptions and behaviours with the publicly pronounced, ‘scientifically’ 


validated modes of being. This is another layer of mystification for immigrant women. This 


alternative stock of knowledge, backed by the hegemony of the host culture as well as by 


scientific paradigms of expertise, may represent a source of continuous, painful negation of 


the women’s previous tacit selves and hold on reality, and of the ancestral traditions which 


fashioned them. The modernist project may also be taken into stride with alacrity by some 


women who prize Western influences, with a corresponding erasure – or de-emphasising - of 


some aspects of their previous identity. However a woman might negotiate her new 


positioning(s), she will be faced with representations of her and her culture containing 


varying degrees of distortion.  


For over two decades, Elizabeth Povinelli (2002) has worked as an anthropologist with 


Indigenous communities in Arnhem Land, Western and Central Australia. She tackles issues 


of relations of domination and Australia’s mythical belief in a conflict free inclusive 


multicultural society by focusing on instances of encounters with ‘abhorrent alterity’. Her 


analysis shows that there is a strictly circumscribed space for tolerance of the other, where 
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‘they’ can differ from ‘us’ only up to a point. The virulent rejection of the Indigenous owners 


of Australia by the white invaders and their progeny has to do with their alterity being seen 


as abhorrent. This logic underpinned the White Australia Policy (McMahon et al., 2000) and 


the relative tolerance vis-à-vis of migrants who come from Christian countries and, 


conversely, the enduring racism directed at people who display Islamic symbols: 


“… now the putative pre-ideological truth of a feeling roused by an encounter with 


fundamental alterity is critical to ‘the formation of a national popular collective will’ that 


the state can use to reproduce ‘a superior, total, form of modern civilisation. As if they 


deeply understood these thoughts, state and public figures trumpeted the national shame 


of allowing such practices of savagery and barbarism, of ignorance and superstition, to 


take place within its borders. The phrase ‘ such practices’ acts to expand the field of 


shame and cast a pall over unnamed subaltern practices where no national-poplar 


collective will would be possible and over entire continents where such practices are 


imagined to occur” (Povinelli, 2002:27). 


These nationalist-populist calls entail an ethical imperative for citizens and consequent 


delimitations to the altern’s access to the distribution of rights, sympathy and material 


resources. Elizabeth Povinelli is concerned about the deeply compromised ethics of 


Australian public life, as I am. Abhorrent alterity is an expression of imperialism in 


demonising isolated behaviours, as a corollary for the required erasure of the abuses of the 


human beings involved on a much broader scale. This has been theorised by Edward Said 


(1979) as being part of ‘Orientalism’ and the colonial desire, an aggressive civilisation feeding 


on imaginary representations of the other to fill its psychological malaise. Rey Chow (1991) 


and Trin Minh-ha (1989) have written particularly lucidly on these themes which will be 


expanded in the next section of this chapter.  


This discussion is pertinent here because the migrant women will be associated with 


practices such as female circumcision, arranged marriages, the disparaged religion of Islam, 


the putative submissiveness of Asian femininity, socialisation into the equally denigrated 


communist systems and the mendicant status of immigrants or refugees. All of these 
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representations within the Australian imaginary will constitute (and most likely be 


experienced as) assaults on the women’s dignity. 


Post colonia l ins ights 


Colonialism with its attendant capitalist imperative, has not operated monolithically, but 


rather its formations have been historically and geopolitically contingent (Young, 2001:79). 


At the same time, colonialism exhibits the central characteristics of invasion and 


appropriation of territories for the purposes of subjugating the inhabitants, their culture and 


material possessions, through varying degrees of violence. A woman’s sense of her self and 


her society and the layers of meanings which contributed to her - actively or passively - 


coming to this country would be shaped by these colonial subjugations. They would also be 


alive in influencing her struggles, sufferings, energies, aspirations, and resignations in the 


course of her (re-)settlement in Australia. 


Colonial powers need the subaltern cultures in order to define themselves, proposes Edward 


Said (1993:31-43). Chinua Achebe, more savagely and more effectively in my view, continues 


by suggesting that the West has great anxieties about the precariousness of its civilisation 


and consequently has needed to project its own psychological demons onto Africa, which 


then can be subjugated in perpetuity. Achebe uses the term “wilful tenacity” with which 


white media, public discourse and education pejoratively define Africans systematically and 


continuously (Achebe, 1977). This tenacious misrepresentation by mass media has intensified 


in recent years in Australia, experienced as profoundly shocking by migrant women from 


the respective countries.  
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Colonial  imbrications of the person as a subject 


Women’s unconscious, conscious, discursive or tacit experiences of colonialism imbricate 


deeply the cultural, symbolic and material resources at their disposal during settlement in 


Australia. Settling into a new country constitutes in itself a deep, relentless encounter with 


colonialism. 


Said (1993) and Gayatri Spivak (1998) identified a number of typical dynamisms in 


colonialism; the colonised territories are constructed as peripheral to the coloniser’s life 


world (Said, 1993:40). The culture that matters because of its inherent superiority resides in 


France, or Britain and the assumption is that the incursions of the mighty into the outer 


reaches of the globe are a ‘spilling over’ of this unquestioned largesse. This engenders a 


permanent sense of inferiority, not only amongst the colonised, but also amongst the 


expatriates, cringing culturally under diminishing labels, such as the ‘pieds noirs’ (‘black 


feet’ of the French born in a colony). Subjugated cultures involve the erasure of native 


history and knowledge and the erasure (Spivak, 1987, 1990, 1993) is expressed in the elisions 


and denials in the language of Western knowledge-based discourses. The unspoken script is 


that natives are lesser people and have lesser rights and morals. Subjugation of cultures 


occurs through the power to give and withhold attention, which renders control of mass 


education and media vital.  


Spivak’s analysis of the subtleties entailed in becoming a reader of British literature is a 


useful parallel to the process of integrating into the host or ‘mainstream’ community. A 


migrant needs to first take the action of deference to the ruling narrators. This involves an 


undoing of institutional and cultural differences as the reader/migrant learns to adopt the 


‘inside’ of the hero in a text, or of the normal Australian citizen represented in public life. 


Spivak calls the imbibing of British or European literature by non Europeans “deliberate, 


canny, wholesale epistemic transformation” (Spivak, 1993). This is also the operation of Nandy’s 


(1991) Enemy Within . 
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Albert Memmi (1974), Tunisia’s anti-colonial revolutionary, drew attention to the fact that 


the emergence of the post-colonial person is a long drawn-out and painful affair with “the 


concealed persistence of un-freedom” (Gandhi, 1998:6-7). Colonisation leaves a material 


legacy in its infrastructure of economic, political institutions, government administration, 


wealth and land distribution, laws, roads, hospitals and educational systems which replaced 


the country’s original foundations (Said, 1993:207). Domination continues through the 


symbolic privilege accorded internationally to its knowledge which necessarily places non-


western civilisations into Said’s “dreadful secondariness” (1994:253). 


Memmi said that the residue of colonialism will only decompose when the colonised admit 


their participation and partnership in ‘the tango of colonisation’ which: 


“chained the coloniser and colonised into an implacable dependence, moulded their 


respective characters and dictated their conduct” (Memmi, 1968:45). 


Memmi - as do many other writers – speaks about the power of the ‘desire‘ or longing of the 


colonised for the coloniser’s superior civilisation: 


“… (how) could the colonised deny himself (sic) so cruelly … How could he (sic) hate the 


colonisers and yet admire them so passionately” (Memmi, 1968:45). 


The compulsive voyeuristic gaze towards Europe is theorised at length in post colonial 


literature (e.g. Nandy 1991 and his evocative title The Enemy Within). Leela Gandhi states that 


the crisis produced by this self-division is as psychologically significant as the visible 


contestation in the overthrow of colonial occupation (Gandhi, 1998:12). I would argue that it 


is much more psychologically damaging as it is the Achilles’ Heel through which the colonial 


power continues its reverberations long after the ‘formal’ cessation of the regime of 


colonialism. The recognition of this phenomenon underlies Fanon’s advocacy of violence as 


the only path to liberation in The Wretched of the Earth (1964).  
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Diasporic l ife 


Diasporas are primarily experiences of disruption for first-generation migrants, but may 


endure over more generations. Schutz’ essay on The Stranger depicts the subtle difficulties in 


developing the cognitive and attitudinal skills needed in order to become part of the new 


group (Schutz, 1976). The suffering of migration includes being positioned in disadvantaged 


symbolic and material spaces; facing distorted representations of one’s culture or identity; 


finding oneself devalued and perhaps pitied by what appears as an entire society; and 


dealing with the silent institutionalised racism. Many migrants are cowered by the 


overwhelming difficulties of economic and psychological survival and are not able to reflect 


critically. 


Nevertheless, migrants do contest and continually negotiate their identities in the course of 


having to provide for their families. Leaving one’s homeland permanently means living in 


Anzaldua’s borderlands (or La Frontera, 1987) for the rest of one’s life. A migrant woman who 


chooses to resist engagement with her new environment will necessarily be drawn into 


Giddens’ modernist reflexivity, by chronically revising her social and material activity to 


ensure non-contamination by Australian influences of what has become an essentialist 


nationalism. Women who do approach their new environments in a more pro-active manner 


are compelled to forge hybrid identities including contradictions, change and the stresses of 


choosing between competing allegiances ( Moya 1998). I certainly did anticipate that the 


women I spoke to would show novel as well as well-trodden responses to such challenges.  


Hybridity: The spaces from which the women speak 


Lorde (1984) and Moraga and Anzaldua (1981) are some of the women who have theorised 


and celebrated new identities, “the mestiza” born out of inner and outer struggle with the 


communities to which they partly belong. They proclaim a new consciousness, along the 


lines of Donna Haraway’s cyborg (1991). I will be seeking to uncover the conditions under 
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which the women in my sample forge a variety of personal responses to their position as 


migrants and - hence – become able or unable to act as they would intend. 


As outlined in the previous chapter, a key methodological and theoretical dilemma for me is 


on what grounds I can contend that my rendition of the narratives constitutes an articulation 


of any merit. Homi Bhabha’s (1994) The Location of Culture provides some very useful insights 


for me. He brushes aside static concepts of class and gender as artefacts of the history of 


social thought and puts his finger on the current awareness of the subjective experiences of 


specific locations. He states that it is important: 


“… to focus on those moments or processes that are produced in the articulation of 


cultural differences. These ‘in-between’ spaces provide the terrain for elaborating 


strategies of selfhood- singular or communal- that initiate new signs of identity, and 


innovative sites of collaboration and contestation, in the act of defining the idea of society 


itself (Bhabha, 1994:1). 


This implied that my interviews needed to be understood as instances of the dynamic, 


continually moving forward emergence of new subjectivities. I have captured moments of 


each woman’s ebb of flowing life, an emergence of novel facets of their senses of the world, 


their relationships, of themselves and of existence. Their conversations with me may 


constitute experiences of Bhabha’s “incommensurable cultural temporalities” from which 


“newness enters the world” (1994:227): 


“The social articulation of difference, from the minority perspective, is a complex, 


ongoing negotiation that seeks to authorise cultural hybridities that emerge in moments 


of historical transformation” (Bhabha, 1994:2) . 


As an academic from migrant background myself, I am particularly receptive to hearing and 


speaking from the ‘Third Space’; this is a split space, which may open up thick knowledges 


closer to the multi-vocality and multi-layered nature of lived experience. The women and I 


met in an identification that is affective and ethically based in solidarity with all human 


instances of suffering and a positioning in a world that is “mapped as a difficult world” 


(Bhabha, 1994:46). The identification is on the border, in between, in an act of memory recall 
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about the women’s actions and reactions, at a distance (Bhabha, 2001:48). Along similar lines, 


in her search for a discursive space from which the subaltern could speak, Spivak (1987) 


states that to speak is an act of conscious, strenuous retrieval. Bhabha’s concept of the secular 


space as the space where people can speak about their differences, such as spiritual devotion versus 


atheism, is an equally useful conceptual circumscription for my discussion (Bhabha, 2001:51). 


Beyond modernity  


Migrants are located at the borders forever and are to remain unarguably hybrid, which, 


however, presupposes the possibility of a pure nationalism which transcends social 


constructedness. Appiah notes that when it is not the tribe that is invested with new uses and 


meanings, it is religion: 


“Every human identity is constructed … invented histories, invented biologies, invented 


cultural affinities come with every identity; each is a kind of role that has to be scripted, 


structured by conventions of narrative to which the world never quite manages to 


conform” (Appiah, 2001:223-226). 


In his analysis of Afropop, Neil Lazarus shows that the scrutinising of African popular music 


for its purity to its roots and the deploring of contamination by the use of Western 


instruments and technologies, serves to marginalise this music by giving it only ghettoized 


airplay. Premised on a monolithic European and Anglophone mainstream, it ignores the 


hybridity of all cultures as a consequence of the movements of peoples and the vagaries of 


history (Lazarus, 2001:233-250).  


In a recent edition of Signs devoted to Development Cultures, Obioma Nnaemeka shows that 


the way forward is to operate from: 


“… a third space where the immediacy of lived experience gives form to theory, allows 


the simultaneous gesture of theorizing practice and practicing theory, and  anticipates the 


mediation of policy, thereby disrupting … (both) the academy and activism as stable 


sites” (Nnaemeka, 2004:377).  
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She proposes a multi-polar feminist theory that is grounded in local and Indigenous ways of 


being and knowing as well accommodating global dialogues and exchanges. Françoise 


Lionnet, Oboma Nnaemaka, Susan Perry and Celeste Schenck, the editors of this issue of 


Signs, express in the introduction their “full support for the rich, textured, human face of 


development cultures worldwide” (Signs, 2004:292).  


On the other hand, the availability of abundant writing about development cultures is not 


the same as allocating textual spaces expounding non-Western knowledges as equivalent, 


thick material to inform us about the human condition, destabilising our cherished 


assumptions. Neither has feminist scholarship provided insights about the subjective ways 


in which women experience migration, as Louise Yelin concludes at the end of an extensive 


literature search (Yelin, 2004). This is left to artistic expressions through literary or other 


genres, which, in turn, precisely describes the gap I wish to contribute to, as such 


understanding needs to inform practice and policy development. 


World musicians put their music forward as international music, of relevance to the world 


now and to its ‘mainstream’, as an example of the future. This is an appropriation, an 


authoring of the experiences history has taken people through and applying their agency to 


it ( Lazarus, 2001:248): 


… for what makes it world music is precisely its latent tendency to contribute to the 


dismantling of the subject of Western popular music, a subject whose identity rests 


squarely upon the political economy of empire ... the proposal is not that we listen to 


world music for what it can tell us about life over there’, but rather, that we listen to it for 


what it can suggest to us about radically different ways of living over here, ways of living 


which are unimaginable under prevailing social conditions. 


Nevertheless, hybridity is usually felt as puzzlement and as a painful, shameful sense of loss 


and authenticity by migrants. I have listened for how the women negotiate such complexities 


through their narratives and through their silences and how these issues mediate their sense 


of capacity to author their own lives. 
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Australia and its welfare state 


As my key research interest concerns welfare state formations, the thesis’ second research 


question asks how contact with publicly funded infrastructure influenced women’s agency 


as self-determining subjects in rebuilding life in Australia. Thus, welfare state theory is the 


final pillar of my theoretical framework. Approximately half of the time the women and I 


spent together involved explorations of such themes. 


Austral ian colonial ism 


Most of the migrant women in the study have grown up in countries which had – either – 


suffered the full material onslaught of colonialism - or - had had shades of experiences of 


colonialism, particularly in terms of the “soft” or virtual colonialism of Western culture 


through the neo-colonialism of globalising capitalism (see, for example, George Ritzer, 


1996a). The complexity of the situation for migrant women, however, is that they come to a 


previously colonised (and only superficially de-colonised) nation (and, for Indigenous 


peoples, still colonised country) which has only ambivalently admitted the implications of its 


brutal past (apart from some groups or individuals inhabiting the more remote parts of 


Australia, such as the Northern Territory where there is time and space – if often not the 


intention - to reflect and understand the owners of the land). There is still debate about 


whether we, as citizens, need to stop and consider the issue of forcible conquest.  


James Jupp amongst others, has documented that from the earliest era of the penal colony, 


settlers originated from many countries (Jupp, 1991). The multicultural backgrounds of early 


settlers are also subjected to the (Anglo-Celtic) Australian virtuosity for mass denial and 


amnesia. All these diverse lives were dominated by the hegemony of British culture from the 


beginning and their identities and the identity of their families were shaped by a variety of 


positive or painful experiences of racism and exclusion. Reading Labels on Jam Tins (Bunbury, 


1993:101-129) offers narrative eyewitness accounts of hardships in settling the continent and 


includes a little known occasion in 1934 in Kalgoorlie and Dingbat Flats where Australian 
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men burnt and looted the shops and residences of Italians, Chinese and Slavic neighbours 


and co-workers at the mines. The fate of the Chinese gold mining settlers during and after 


the 1850s is better documented and recognised (Kennedy, 1982). 


While Australian culture continues to elude articulation, at the same time, migrants 


experience the contradictory flavours of recent resurrections of xenophobic Anglo-Saxon 


sameness, what some may view as rather puerile and fantastic notions of “mateship, fair go, 


egalitarianism” and paltry official expressions of celebration of our colourfulness. While 


highly contested and conditional, at a certain point in Australian history, social stratification 


was flatter than in other countries of the world, and still today, amongst women, the degree 


of mutual support and altruistic, disinterested affection and loyalty encapsulated in the term 


girlfriends differs from the much stronger emphasis elsewhere on women seeing each other 


as competitors for men’s attention. Germaine Greer and others have provided evidence that 


these cherished and unique Australian virtues actually derive from having been educated by 


the Indigenous owners of this land (Greer, 2003).  


If the positive aspects of the life-world elude capture, how much more difficult would it be 


for migrants to gain affirmation from Australians that their experiences of racism and 


exclusion are real and not imaginary? A significant proportion of Australia’s population 


denies current and historical racism and is indifferent to the direct and indirect human rights 


abuses by the Howard Government, not only with respect to Indigenous Australians, 


concentration camps for Asylum Seekers and helping to destroy Iraqi civilians on the basis of 


a demonstrated lie. The Howard Government was returned to office with a staggeringly 


increased majority (Manne, 2001; MacCallum, 2002; Brett, 2005). 


The women who told me their stories speak of a time prior to these events, but the latter are 


overt manifestations of an unspoken aspect, a subterranean dynamic in the Australian life-


world, which migrants feel but many settled Australians deny the reality of. The women 


have had to pitch themselves against this dark side, which reaches into their very identity as 
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has been elaborated by post-colonial theorists. Another source of perplexity for migrants is 


that Australians are actively pursuing their (cultural and economic) colonisation by the US as 


a perceived superior icon. 


Austral ian civi l  society 


The Australian life-world revolves around the fulcrum of economic survival and labour 


market participation, with leisure time also constructed by the economy in largely 


consumerist terms. This capitalist habitus (and hubris) also promotes an instrumental 


rationality above all others. Thus, spaces for non-instrumental or non-consumption based 


exchanges are shrinking in Australia; the street as a place where people meet to talk to each 


is left to cars and presumed ‘dangerous’ individuals or groups. Migrant women have to 


negotiate a hegemonic order when seeking employment, housing, education and learning to 


live in times and spaces dictated by the economy. Such divisions or organisation of the 


meanings of the Australian life-world and its daily and interpersonal encounters seem 


normal to Westerners, but can be profoundly at odds with the rhythms of life in other 


countries. 


Habermas identified that there have been three key modes for making sense of the world, all 


involving discussion and interaction with others (cited in Sloan, 1996:50-53); the spaces 


available in a culture for the development, preservation and transformation of ideas, ethics, 


values, beliefs and the understanding of human experience are a key characteristic of a 


society. The women in the study all derived from societies that allocated much more time 


and space to social interaction around traditional forms of social organisation, communal life 


or aesthetic expression than is given in Australia, both in terms of space/place and time.  


In the first instance, the prevalence of functional communicative rationality typical in 


Australia would impose an additional layer of struggle and suffering for women who 


undergo the experiences of Schutz’ Stranger. Secondly, the absence of opportunities for 


collective meaning making would not only mean a significant loss of personal nourishment 
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and sustenance, but also a deprivation of the enjoyment of life. I am aware that I have 


presented this in a rather stereotypical form, but it is in order to point to a key dimension 


involved in the maintenance of personality integration which is also central in the recreation 


of the meaningfulness of life. This also points to the assistance migrant people need in order to 


achieve some quality in resettlement. 


The Austral ian welfare state 


Affluent capitalistic states have replaced kinship and community informal systems of care 


and support with and institutionalised, publicly funded and often bureaucratically 


organised infrastructure. Historical events, including the harshness of a penal colony, the 


cyclical depressions and mass-unemployment concomitant with laissez-faire capitalism, 


labour activism and the World Wars fuelled political processes over a century and a half of 


Australian white settlement, culminating in the welfare state. Located firmly within a free 


market economy’s needs for labour, production, reproduction of the labour force and 


consumption of goods, the welfare state in its classic form was expressed by Asa Briggs 


during the Keynesian decades post World War II: 


... a state in which organized power is deliberately used to modify the play of market 


forces in three directions (Briggs, 1969). 


Governments – however reluctantly by those who ran them - accepted their responsibility to 


guarantee people a minimum income, to provide support for social contingencies and to 


develop optimal quality public services deemed the mark of civilised, democratic societies. 


Discourses of citizenship rights were universal on the basis of human rights and labourist 


legitimacy, but exclusive and particularistic for women and people of non-British stock and 


of colour. Francis Castles successfully argued that Gosta Esping-Anderson’s three fold 


classification of welfare states did not accurately encompass Australia’s model of the “Wage 


Earner’s Welfare State” (Castles, 1985; Esping-Anderson, 1990). Empirical evidence over three 


decades showed Castles’ hypothesis to be largely borne out as the provision of employment 


under secure legislated working conditions, did give Australians a respectable standard of 
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living comparably to the residual, liberal states such as the USA (Castles, 1996, 1998). As 


noted in the brief literature overview in Chapter One, this affluence was contingent upon 


apportioning the most miserable locations from which the huge productive powers of 


migrant and Aboriginal workers could be extracted. By the late ninety nineties, Francis 


Castles returned to England, having bitterly concluded that, after two decades of neo-liberal 


hegemony, the wage earners’ welfare state was no more (Castles, 1998, 2004).  


The women in the study came to Australia when most of the relatively adequate network of 


services provided by the state (such as education, health, transport, employment services) as 


well as by non-government organisations (migrant resource centres, local government family 


and community support services, neighbourhood houses) were functional. In 2005, the 


modified context of citizenship is indicated by the title of Adam Jamrozik’s (2005) new 


edition of his text Social Policy in the Post-Welfare State. Australian Society in the 21st Century. 


The welfare state assumptions about citizenship rights and expectations, roles and 


obligations of governments, the private sector and the non-profit sector, were discursive and 


material features of this host society up to the end of the 1990s when the interviews were 


conducted. 


Literature on the welfare state is the fourth pillar of the theoretical framework of this study 


and will inform a good deal of my analysing the data. 


Conclus ion 


The theoretical framework is based on my feminist and cross-cultural interpretations of the 


life-world ideas of Anthony Giddens, Pierre Bourdieu and Alfred Schutz and theoretical 


constructs about subjectivity. I have attempted throughout to indicate the relevance of this 


material to my interlocutory engagement with thirty immigrant women during the late 1990s 


in Melbourne, Australia. Post-colonial literature will continue to be a rich source of 


illumination of the narratives which follow. The women came from the mid-1970s, during 
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periods where migrant and other support services were in place and often on a quasi-


universal basis. The exploration of the impact of contact with the welfare state on the agency 


of migrant women will be discussed in terms of the principles and assumptions of 


citizenship and government in modern democracies, as well as according to professional 


research-based knowledge about the constitution of quality services.  


This framework is intended to be a shifting scaffold, offering diverse vantage points in 


response to the particular tales I have been hearing. It, therefore, makes no claim to being 


exhaustive. 
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Chapter 4 


Chi ldhood diversit ies and l ife’s beginnings 


Preamble 


In this chapter, I introduce the thirty women who participated in this study. Through the 


snow ball and purposive sampling method outlined in Chapter 2, I engaged six women from 


each of five geo-political territories: the Horn of Africa, Lebanon, the former Soviet Union, 


the Philippines and Vietnam. I begin with a potted history of each country, leading up to 


present conditions. A longer section undertakes an exploration of the social and cultural 


contours of the women’s childhood and young adulthood. Interspersing the narratives of my 


informants with directions from the literature, I illustrate how they learnt to constitute what 


is normal, what is of value, what is reality and what it means to be a woman. This process 


assisted the development of my understanding of their agency during settlement in 


Australia. Finally, the themes raised in earlier sections of the thesis will be illustrated with 


the individual experiences of the six women from each region in turn. The discussion will 


consider the life beginnings of women in the following sequence: 


Horn of Africa  (Ethiopia, Er itrea and South Sudan) 
Lebanon 
Former Soviet Union 
Phil ippines 
Vietnam 
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My approach to selecting material about each geo-political region reflects my foregoing 


methodological and theoretical foundations, such as the argument about the heuristic value 


for research of exploring a culture’s basic assumptions about ways of being and ways of 


knowing (Nye, 2000:104). In this chapter, I begin applying my de-colonising methodology 


for facilitating the articulation of diverse as well as shared enactments of gender. Using 


Bourdieu’s concepts of habitus, predispositions and capital and Gidden’s structuration as 


routine encounters of bodies in co-presence, I will sketch out public life and the social 


milieus within which each of the six women learnt to constitute identity, meaning and 


action. For a nuanced analysis of women’s lives across the globe, the intersections of gender, 


class, religion and culture with history, geography and politics need to be explored carefully 


(Moreton-Robinson, 2000; Mohanty, 2003; Hatzimalotis, 1993; Ang, 1998; Lazreg, 1994; 


Kandiyoti, 1999). Each woman will then be introduced through her narrative about 


childhood and early adulthood, with my descriptions of our dialogue, to ground and 


facilitate the emergence of individual personalities for the reader.  


Appendix 1 contains the list of topics which loosely structured the interviews. I firstly 


elicited descriptions of the worlds in which these women grew up, how their time was 


structured, who the people were surrounding them and their dreams for the future. I was 


also keen to hear the unique ways in which the women responded to everyday life and to its 


adversities, creating and recreating their worlds. As will become evident quite early in this 


chapter, the depictions of childhood in the countries included here furnished me with some 


of the most startling and rich insights of my project, changing my understanding of the 


human condition. My final caveat is that I do not claim to have presented more than a 


respecful understanding of the lifeworlds in question, and some general pointers to guide 


the analysis.  
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Table 1 


United Nations World Development Indicators 2000 


(Instituto de Tercer Mundo, 2001:22-58) 


This table provides basic statistics indicating the life chances prevailing in the countries the 


women came from. These figures serve to provide some insight about the lifeworlds and 


contexts of emigration. The countries’ profiles below will include references to some of these 


indicators. 


Indicators % 
of pop. 


Ethiopia Eritrea Sudan Australia Lebanon Russia Philips Vietnam 


Gender M F M F M F M F M F M F M F M F 


Literacy 40 26 n/a n/a n/a 94 94 99 100 94 94 95 98 


Primary Sc 47 27 59 49 n/a 103 103 113 108 108 107   106 100 


Second Sc 13 10 24 17 n/a 153 153 78 85 84 91   44 41 


Tert Ed total  1% 1% n/a 80% 27% 41%  7% 


Life Expect 43 51 55 78 70 67 68 68 


Child 
mortality 
1000 births 


173 112 115 5 35 25 44 42 


Urbanisation 16% 17.7% 33.3% 84.6% 88.5% 76% 56% 19.5% 


Women in 
Parliament 


2% 21% 5% 26% 2% 8% 13% 26% 


HDI 1999* 0.298 0.346 0.475 0.922 0.749 0.747 0.740 0.664 


 


Key: M = male  F = female 


HDI = Human Development Index measures how far a country is from attaining certain goals – e.g. average life 


span of 85 years, universal access to education and a decent income. A perfect score is 1.00 (UNDP, 1999, Human 


Development Report, cited in Instituto del Tercer Mundo, 2001:58). 
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Horn of Africa:  Ethiopia,  Eritrea and South Sudan 


Ethiopia 


Indigenous Africans were barred from entry to Australia under the White Australia policy 


and the small numbers of current Australian residents tend to have come from former British 


colonies (Jupp, 2001:165). Africa has histories of many thousands of years, about which 


information is scarce in the Western world. Nevertheless, the evidence is that it has had 


flourishing civilisations and had great artistic and technological achievements, for example, 


pioneering metallurgy as early as 3000BC (Braudel, 1993:125). 


Ethiopia has a population of approximately 61 million (1999 figure). In 1997, a little over 16% 


of the population lived in urban areas. As the table above shows, life expectancy at birth is 


35 years less than in Australia; infant mortality is approximately 25 times more frequent than 


the Australian rate. Women have an average of six or more children and have half the rate of 


schooling as boys. Less than half the people are literate. The bulk of the workforce is found 


in agriculture (86%), with only 2% in industry and 12 % in the service sector. The Human 


Development Index was amongst the lowest in the world (Instituto del Tercer Mundo, 


2001:228-230).  


This land mass was named Abyssinia around 2000 BC by colonising tribes from the Yemen. 


It was a very early convert of Christianity through the apostle Phillip. Abyssinia was rich 


and prosperous, being a centre for trade between India and Arabia, through the Red Sea 


ports which provided a link for goods from the Upper Nile. By the seventh century Ethiopia 


was isolated as Islam spread throughout the Horn of Africa. It had a feudal system akin to 


the European model. Civil insurrections began from the 16th century, as did the ruling elites’ 


identification of Europe as a natural source of assistance, with help coming from the 


Portuguese, Italians and British. Abyssinia was able to repel Italian colonisers in 1896, by 


giving Eritrea to Italy and South Somalia to England, as compensation, even though the 


former were independent neighbouring countries. The world powers recognised Abyssinia’s 
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sovereignty in 1906 and Ethiopia is the only African country to have never been colonised 


(Instituto del Tercer Mundo, 2001). 


The exiled King Haile Selassi returned in 1948 but presided over three decades of declining 


industry and food production and the strengthening of nationalist movements against the 


corruptions of feudalism. In 1975, a Communist backed military coup nationalised foreign 


banks and heavy industry, carried out agrarian reforms, and closed US military bases. 


Eritrea and South Somalia took up guerrilla war for independence with support from the US. 


From the early eighties, Ethiopia was plagued by drought and mass starvation. By 1989, 60% 


of the national budget was devoted to warfare and in the following year, the government 


dropped its Marxist Leninist tag with assistance from the US and Britain. By 1992, Ethiopia 


was the poorest country in the world as it had had civil war since the seventies on at least 


four fronts, and simultaneously, drought of prodigious dimensions with the death of at least 


one million people from starvation and another million had become refugees in 


neighbouring countries. Ethiopia called for international aid but the World Bank withheld 


the relief on the basis of insufficient progress on micro-economic market based reforms. 


Human rights organisations argued that Ethiopia’s aid needed to be aimed at investment in 


seeds, tools and livestock in order to avoid famine (Instituto del Tercer Mundo, 2001). 


The majority of Ethiopians in Australia come from rural areas and experience additional 


difficulties in adapting to a modern and urban environment, with many reported to being 


fearful of venturing beyond the home for prolonged periods of time (Gow, 2001:347). 


Ethiopian Australians continue their obligations to support relatives in desperate material 


conditions overseas, often in refugee camps. Unemployment was 45% in 1996 and Ethiopians 


surveyed consistently spoke of racist representations in the media, and of discrimination in 


the public sphere (Gow, 2001). 
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Eritrea 


As the table above shows, Eritrean life expectancy at birth is 28 years less than in Australia; 


infant mortality is 22 times more frequent than the Australian rate. Girls have almost equal 


access to primary education to boys and women occupy 21% of seats in parliament 


compared to 2% for Ethiopia and Sudan. The Human Development Index was amongst the 


lowest in the world (Instituto del Tercer Mundo, 2001:228-230).  


The Eritrean plain is a desert steppe extending along the Red Sea with a population of almost 


4 million in 1999 (Pateman, 2001:344-345; Instituto del Tercer Mundo, 2001:228-230). There 


are nine ethnic groups and the majority are pastoralists or farmers and only 20% are urban 


workers. Approximately half are Coptic Christians and most of the rest are Muslims. Eritrea 


is located at the north of Ethiopia and its coastline stretches across 1000 kms of the Red Sea, 


providing Ethiopia’s only access to the sea. Hence, its port was central to the flourishing 


Aksumite empire and its prosperity was shared with Ethiopia. It retained much of its 


independence until falling under the rule of the Ottomans in the 16th and 17th centuries. The 


territory was disputed amongst Ethiopia, Italy, Egypt, the Ottomans, and the kingdom of 


Tigray. As noted above, the treaty of Winchale in 1890 gave the area to the Italians who 


renamed it Eritrea.  


In 1950, the United Nations declared Eritrea a federated state of Ethiopia. King Haile 


Sellassi’s action to totally incorporate it led to the first nationalist struggle. The unification of 


the one million population in struggle against the Italians enabled strong mobilisation 


culminating in its victory over Ethiopia in 1990 by the Eritrean Popular Liberation Front 


(EPLF). State to state relations resumed quickly with Ethiopia and the drought ceased in 


Eritrea. Clashes have continued sporadically on various frontiers, preventing the repatriation 


of over a million Eritrean refugees. Half a million refugees live in Sudan, 40,000 in Europe 


and 14,000 in the US. The Australian government and other leaders lent their support to the 


Eritrean war (Pateman, 2001:344).  
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South Sudan 


Sudan features deserts in the north, flatlands in the centre and dense rainforest in the south. 


Most people live along the Nile where cotton is grown. Desertification has affected nearly 


60% of the land and only 5% of the land is arable. Sudan is Africa’s largest country and the 


most endowed country with natural resources after South Africa. As the scene of the world’s 


longest civil war (48 years including a brief period of peace of 11 years) it has become one of 


the poorest nations on earth. Among the 33 million inhabitants, the 4 million internally 


displaced, 490,000 refugees and 4 million dead since 1983 are mostly Southerners 


(Department of Immigration, Multiculturalism and Indigenous Affairs (DIMIA, 2003).  


From 3000BC, the Sudanese land mass included three states which were greatly coveted by 


the Persians, Greeks, Romans, Arabs and Europeans (Britain and France) as the only link 


between the Mediterranean market and sources of slaves, ivory, skins and other goods from 


Equatorial Africa. Subject to Muslim colonisers from the 8th century, the three states with 


mixed Christian and animist populations, preserved cultural and political independence for 


over 600 years through a treaty with Muslim merchants. An Egyptian invasion in the 14th 


century marked the systematic spread of Islam. Sudan first took shape as a political entity in 


the early 19th century in resistance to the successive colonising armies of Napoleon, Egypt 


and, finally, Britain’s victory in the late 19th century. Britain and France partioned Africa 


amongst themselves, and the British divided Sudan into closed districts, with a policy of 


granting privileges to the Christian south, which remained isolated and undeveloped, but 


not the Muslim north (DIMIA, 2003:4).  


The geographical territory of Sudan has been contested over thousands of years by its 


current 500 ethnic groups consisting of more than 400 dialects or languages. Today’s 


Sudanese populations includes 52% from an African culture and 39% of Arabic stock, the 


latter constituting the ruling group (Jupp, 2001:695). The non-Arab groups are Nilotic, 


making up the majority of the South, speaking languages of the Nilotic sub-branch of the 


Nilo-Saharan, with a common myth of origin, and similar physical and cultural attributes. 
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Many had long traditions of cattle keeping. According to Western texts, 15% of the South is 


Christian but the South Sudanese, barred from government statistical recording, claim that 


the vast majority is Christian. Several African Roman Catholic priests have brought the 


plight of the South Sudanese to world attention. The Department of Immigration and 


Indigenous Affairs (2003:11) report noted that Sudan’s Muslim rulers have long considered 


Christian activity an obstacle to the unifying of Sudan as an Arabic and Muslim state.  


After the declaration of Sharia law in 1983 and Sudan’s bankruptcy on at least two occasions, 


the US suspended all credit and the IMF forced the government to raise food prices. In 1991, 


planes carrying food and medical supplies to the south were blockaded by the Khartoum 


elite, contributing to the death by starvation of 60,000 people in Parayang, 800 kilometres 


south east of Khartoum (Instituto del Tercer Mundo, 2001:505). In 1995, the African Rights 


Organisation charged Khartoum with genocide of the Nuba ethnic group. As the Sudanese 


government moved closer to the Arab league, in 1997 the US declared an economic embargo, 


and the following year bombed one of the few pharmaceutical plants alleging links with 


terrorism. A month later, the UN appealed to the international community for aid of the 


more than 4 million refugees from war and drought. In 2002, between 1000 to 2000 per day 


joined UNHCR refugee camps (Instituto del Tercer Mundo, 2001:506). 


Lifeworld: Epistemology and ontology 


As I outlined at the beginning of this chapter, I am beginning to apply my theoretical and 


philosophical framework to understand the social and cultural contours of the women’s 


childhood. Hence, I will be depicting the lifeworlds of each country according to the 


theoretical constructs and themes which formed the content of Chapters 2 and 3. 


In order to understand any African countries, one must begin with an appreciation of 


African assumptions about life because these differ markedly those of Europe. This 


encompasses questions about what it is to be human, to be part of human society and what is 
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worth pursuing in life. Exposure to this literature was a milestone in my journey of 


discovery about how the majority of the planet’s population still enacts its humanity.  


A recent text on black philosophy entitled I Am Because We Are: Readings in Black Philosophy 


(Hord & Scott, 1995), provides textual evidence of the ontology and epistemology which the 


various African civilisations have in common. The authors propose that firstly, an African 


epistemology begins with identity being grounded in social interaction and that an 


individual’s good life is inseparable from the successful functioning of their community. 


Ethics and morals focus on collective structures rather than individual decision making. 


Secondly, reality is seen as inextricably relational in all its aspects, including living and 


inanimate objects. Thirdly, life cannot be understood without reference to religious realities 


that transcend the temporal. Community life itself includes interaction with a dimension 


beyond death, an awareness which goes beyond the particularities of that culture and has 


the power to transform that community (Hord & Scott, 1995:7-9; Macquet, 1972:10). 


African ontology is expressed in social arrangements which are communal, based around the 


family clan including many times removed blood relatives, such as second, fourth, seventh 


cousins, all living in close proximity. There can be over one hundred people included in 


forming the nucleus of a child’s or adult’s web of emotional sustenance. This circle of 


intimacy and love extends to neighbours, who become lifelong friends sharing in the rhythm 


of daily and seasonal activities. Intergenerational stability exists not only with those who are 


alive but encompasses a sense of continuity with their ancestors and their occupation of a 


parcel of land. Having been in Australia for less than six months, the elderly South Sudanese 


grandmother Nia, expressed her sense of wonder: 


I wish I could be as strong as the Australians. The way they live all alone like that. They must be 


very strong … Back there, you have so many people around and they are not only your neighbours 


but they become your family, and you play with their kids and go to dances and when you don’t 


have anything you go to them and say I don’t have it, and they give it to you and they do the same 


thing, you give them something when they need it. 
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Hence, subjectivities and identities are based on membership of collectives rather than on 


individualism. Paradigms of interpersonal interaction are close and frequent, with long 


standing expectations, obligations and rights attached to age and gender as corollary of 


membership of the group, however widely conceptualised. The authors above suggest that 


regardless of the disruptions of modernity upon an African nation or culture, such 


traditional African ways of being and knowing still prevail as the starting point or collective 


and individual consciousness. 


Lifeworld: Social  arrangements 


The following material summarises verbal reports shared consistently by members of the 


South Sudanese community with individuals, such as me, and through formal cultural 


awareness training sessions delivered to Australian community in a variety of settings. This 


snap shot of life in South Sudan was corroborated by the women who participated in this 


thesis. Prior to war, communal life in villages occurred in rhythm with the cycles of nature. 


The safety of this rural lifeworld can be seen in the common South Sudanese practice of the 


adults going to bed, leaving the children to continue their games unsupervised late into the 


night. Children made toys out of sticks and most of their play consisted of traditional and 


invented group games. Styles of interaction are characterised by intimacy within a collective 


and I was told by the women that there are no boundaries between people from the same 


tribe. The constant collectives of peers are girded about by the caring surveillance of any 


adult who, as a matter of course, exercises responsibility to ensure that the needs of children 


are met at any point in time, as if the children were their own. For example, it is common for 


children not see their parents for a few days, as they would stay with relatives or neighbours. 


They would tell their parents where they had been upon return. The absence of a child is not 


seen as a cause for concern, as such communally based societies operate on the unshakable 


certainty that parents would have been informed had there been a problem. It is impossible 


for people not to know where a local child might be. Such environments, which can barely be 


comprehended by an Australian mind, would have been extraordinarily rich for the 
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development of children emotionally, socially, spiritually and cognitively. The foregoing also 


suggests that strangers were related to each other in a different way than they are here in 


Australia, and probably in many First World cities. A different understanding of being a 


member of human society prevailed and formed the bedrock of the women’s socialised 


consciousness. 


Lifeworld: Gender relations 


In general terms for this region of the world, being a woman is inextricably related to family, 


bearing children and central responsibility for exercising and maintaining affectionate bonds 


with the family and clans. The privileging of women’s capacities to exercise creative love and 


maintenance of life, which has been a feature of traditional European societies as well, 


continues to be salient. The lack of access to education of Ethiopian women in particular 


needs to be noted again, as is their poor representation in parliament, in contrast to the 21% 


in Eritrea who occupied such posts. The latter is probably related to the fact that Eritrean 


women joined in the war for liberation alongside their men, as occurred in European nations 


during the two World Wars and, consequently, were able to make more claims on the state. 


The predominantly rural Ethiopian population lacks experience with formal education, and 


women are particularly dependent on men, including in Australia (Gow, 2001:348). The role 


of women in Ethiopia and Eritrea has been significantly influenced by European discourses 


and by the 2000 year long experience of Christianity. The two South Sudanese women and 


the one Ethiopian woman in the study are Christian and the three Eritrean women are 


Muslim. The prizing of having numerous children has implications for public housing 


availability in a nation where houses have two or three bedrooms. 


Each country varies with respect to the place of women. Although the practice of female 


genital mutilation and infibulation is widely believed in the West to derive from African 


culture, it is only practised by Muslim Africans and originated in Egypt with its concern to 


ensure the virginity of women prior to marriage. It is not prescribed by Islam. Exposure to 


modernity, education and class intersect significantly on the meanings attached to a 
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woman’s body, as will become evident when the reader is introduced to the women. Women 


from Eritrea had engaged in combat alongside their men and, as indicated by the figures 


given in the table above, a large proportion occupy decision making posts in government. 


Living out solidarity with fellow Eritreans in nation building is a key orientation for normal 


men and women. Little is known about obligations and expectations attached to gender nor 


in the context of how Sunni Islam was understood but close cultural and commercial ties 


with Arab states are part of Eritrean history (Gow, 2001).  


Muslim cultures and the South Sudanese practise polygamy. The wives of one man can be 


friendly and, at times, the first wife chooses the second. All the children consider each other 


as brothers and sisters. The South Sudanese women told me that women are expected to 


obey their husbands in all matters, with any disagreeable behaviour from a wife eliciting 


discipline from the husband in the form of beatings, seen as legitimate and appropriate. 


Although converted to Christianity in Apostolic times, by the 6th century the Nubian 


churches were isolated and people reverted to African animism. South Sudanese culture 


became Christian again through British colonisation two hundred years ago (Instituto del 


Tercer Mundo, 2001:504). A system of bride price operates, through the currency of cows, 


seen as compensation for loss of capital embodied in a daughter’s labour and child bearing 


capacity. The bride price is distributed amongst the extended family. The number of wives a 


man can have depends on his wealth, not only for the dowry but also for supporting the 


family (DIMIA, 2003).  


Women from the Horn of Africa countries in this study grew up in habituses which were 


marked by the centrality of communal life, through a clan or tribe. The routine encounters of 


everyday life occurred within such collectives and the stock of knowledge handed down 


through generations held attributes of permanency sustained by occupation of their land 


with its modes of material means of subsistence and colonially owned commercial 


agricultural production. Subjectivity as a woman was marked by close interaction paradigms 


and women’s key role in bearing children, reproducing culture and exercise of solidarity by 
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actively ensuring the clan’s emotional, social and physical well-being. Again, the sources of 


this information come from cultural awareness training delivered by South Sudanese leaders 


and professionals as well as verbal reports by individuals, including the women I 


interviewed for this thesis.  


Lifeworld: Colonial  relations 


Ethiopia has been known as the ‘ white Africa’ for centuries and the fact that it is the only 


African country not to have been colonised indicates the enactment of a national identity of 


unquestioned equality to Europe, despite the latter’s material advantages (Braudel, 


1993:118-9).  


Eritrea seems to have incorporated Islamic rule centuries ago, unlike Ethiopia and South 


Sudan. Over the last century, the evidence available is that Ethiopia has been seen as a 


greater enemy than any European colonial power. Ethiopia’s imperial ambition after 


decolonisation by the British caused the mobilisation by the 4 million Eritrean population en 


masse. Eritrean experiences of colonial relations are complex, and European countries and 


the USA were used as allies in the war of liberation. 


Colonial oppression and exploitation are central themes in the South Sudanese life world 


and psyche. Resistance began with Arabs initiating the slave trade and propagating a myth 


of the superiority of their lighter coloured skins, later implacably consummated by the 


Europeans with their technologies of war. The impact on the common imaginary of being a 


source of slaves over many centuries can only be raised at this stage. One can reasonably 


propose that it would be a devastating undercurrent of discomfirmation to one’s dignity as a 


human being. Having been under British ‘protection’ for around two centuries would 


reinforce inexorably the mirror of inferiority. South Sudanese lifeworlds were tribal and 


located in rural contexts of subsistence agriculture. Modern education and literacy were 


slower to penetrate this society, partly due to British colonial strategic policy and as an 


outcome of the domination of the northern Islamic state. At the same time, Sudan has a 
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remarkable ancient history of either deft (e.g. negotiated independence from Islamic rule for 


600 years) or bloody resistance to invasion and oppression. Colonial relations with Islamic 


and European forces have been sites for immense contest for centuries, and Sudan has been a 


very dangerous country for over three decades, with strength derived from the stock of 


knowledge of being the ‘true Africans’ as Nubians and warriors.  


As I outlined at the beginning of this chapter, much of the material above constitutes my 


reflections on literature and verbal communications through the lenses of the theoretical 


constructs and themes which formed the content of Chapters Two and Three. Having 


outlined the lifeworlds and habituses in which the women learnt how to enact gender and 


membership of their culture, I will now introduce the six women from the horn of Africa.  


The Ethiopian woman 


Kiro 


There is only one woman from Ethiopia in the study. Kiro is 30. We meet in a busy café that 


she owns and runs, providing Ethiopian cuisine and Australian fast foods. I had the 


impression that she had the eyes of someone who has suffered, works too hard and is 


habitually tired. Some Ethiopian men sit in a corner and chat over coffee, joined from time to 


time by others in what seems to be an oasis in a foreign city. Kiro makes welcoming gestures 


to everyone. She was the second eldest out of nine children in a large, affluent family, whose 


father worked for the United Nations in Addis Ababa. Kiro described her family life as 


warm and protected. She lived in a house of European architecture, in a suburb of the once 


beautiful Addis Ababa and heard of their father’s daily contacts with the seat of world 


power represented by Geneva. Her family was part of the ruling elite and the stock of 


knowledge she inherited from her forbears reflects this participation in the international 


European world. Wanting to be a nurse, she was shocked and bitterly disappointed not to 


have gained entry into university. Undoubtedly, Kiro’s location in a family of elite material, 


symbolic and cultural capital gave her great latitude in what she could do with her life. 
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Nothing in Kiro’s story suggested to me that the colonial superiority of whites might be a 


reality for her sense of herself or her family’s place in life. 


The Eritrean women 


Fatima, Zeinab, Naima 


Fatima is fifty-years old and has been in Australia since 1998. She has beautiful fine features, 


dresses in traditional white clothes and we meet in her house in a low socio-economic 


suburb of Melbourne. The house is furnished according to Eritrean style, tastefully arranged 


and immaculately kept. Her husband is a much older man of dignified and genteel bearing, 


also in white Eritrean style, who discretely stays in the background. An older daughter 


comes to serve tea and sweets, her head covered lightly and two teenage boys make their 


appearance upon request from the bedrooms where they are studying. The house is very 


calm and the children behave respectfully. Fatima was born in a rural area, where her father 


was an executive in the Italian and then British plantations. She has 20 siblings from her 


father’s two wives, all lived together and if any relatives’ mother died, her mother would 


take the babies and feed them: 


We grew up with love and that ‘s what I want to transfer to Australia...We did not grow up with 


selfishness, but we were always living together including the neighbours) with lots of love. 


Fatima was fully immersed in enacting and perpetuating this emotional web of sustenance. 


The values were reinforced daily by the shared adherence to Sunni Islam. Her grandfather 


and father were the first in their town to acquire wealth which they distributed to all 


relatives and neighbours: 


So in return, because I believe life is a circle, when he retired and became sick, everybody would 


say, please, now can we help you? OK, we did a time table, this one would come and do this … 


because he did justice in distributing his money, when he became sick, people didn’t tell him ‘God 


will help you’. 


The family ethos included a strong valuing of education and her father married a second 


time to a teacher to bring education to the village. All of the male and most of the female 
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siblings have completed university. Fatima married this older leader in the Eritrean 


Liberation Front, on condition she finish university. She stopped in the third year on the 


birth of her first child. Thus, Fatima’s mode of being was empowered by the material and 


symbolic capital of her elders, particularly the women who were pillars of the community’s 


emotional and material wellbeing. She continued recreating the family ethos, including 


involvement in what she and the other Eritrean women described as self sacrifice for the 


noble cause of struggle for the liberation of fellow Eritreans. 


Zeinab is a colleague in the ethnic field where I worked in the Northern suburbs of 


Melbourne. We meet in her flat in a Housing Ministry high rise building. Zeinab is also fine 


featured and beautiful, the flat has a similar atmosphere of scrupulous cleanliness, attractive 


traditional furnishings, pure sandalwood wafts sensuous aromas but a number of people 


drop in and Zeinab receives many phone calls. There are Islamic religious words 


embroidered on the wall and no other decorations. Her husband is tall, gregarious, and 


impresses as extraordinarily perspicacious, having been part of leadership in the Eritrean 


Liberation front (ELF), and still owning businesses. As his university study was sponsored 


by the former USSR,  we exchange jokes in Russian. Zeinab was born in 1959 in an Eritrean 


village, the eldest daughter of seven, five being boys. Her father was an accountant in Italian 


companies and also brought education to his community through a second wife. He had a 


company car in which Zeinab was seen to ride by her peers. Her female relatives were active 


in helping everyone in the village. Zeinab describes life as simple but very good, with 


everyone caring for each other. Zeinab also came from a position of the highest material and 


symbolic wealth in Eritrea, enabling her to exercise self determination. She was her father’s 


favourite child. Her life long passion has been to study and to empower her people. The 


Eritrean women’s narratives suggest that they did not internalise a subject location as the 


colonised. Zeinab reflects about the Italians who were the other, different people : 


Yes there were Italians. I had good relations. I had a best friend at that time that were mixed 


Italian and Eritrian. There was no pure Italian who I was very close to. She was my best friend 


and when I went to her place I would be surprised because I would see different things than what I 
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usually saw in my home. Like the way of eating, the sitting at the dining table, with a fork and 


spoon. And spaghetti. We did eat spaghetti but we didn’t eat it in the way they ate. We put it in a 


big bowl, all together and we ate with our hands. Sometimes they put the cheese. It was the first 


time for me to see it. We didn’t have cheese. We couldn’t have fridge. I saw the fridge. There was a 


lot of difference between but still we were very close. They didn’t let me feel that I was really 


different from them … We can’t go to their houses of course. But we can see them walking through 


the offices. Sometimes in our community there was like a big bar selling ice cream. So people go 


and have some coca cola and an ice cream. So we can see them sitting there in a very nice place and 


area. But we don’t have good contact … Sometimes we could go and collect some toys from their 


rubbish bins. They lived in the very high mountains, the house was built. And the back of the 


house there were big holes, they put the rubbish there. So we go and look in the rubbish and 


sometimes we got really nice toys which were for them were really awful. Sometimes we collected 


things which came from Italy, it looked nice. Like some bottles. You know there is some stuff which 


you really feel is nice for us. But we don’t feel ashamed. All our neighbours and our friends say 


“Let’s go” and we would go and look through. Although we could respect ourselves from the best 


families in the village but still we did what the other kids did. We felt like we were the same. 


Naima is 32 and another colleague in youth work with refugee African girls. We meet in the 


parents’ kitchen at the Children’s Hospital, where her second child, born 14 weeks 


premature and weighing 450grams, is still in care. She has put on some weight but life is 


spent daily at her side. I left my conversation with Naima with my mind reeling, staggered 


at the example of humanity I had just encountered.  


Naima left Eritrea at the age of two with her grandfather and extended family to live as 


refugees in Sudan. Both sides of her family are part of an elite, small warrior clan which has 


been centrally involved in the success of liberation. Her mother was a guerrilla fighter who 


spent two months with her daughter and two months in the trenches, in the front lines. As a 


child, Naima daily heard stories of friends and foes being ambushed, killed, strategic plans 


for taking territory and battle losses. Her free-thinking mother created opportunities for 


Naima to pitch herself against adversity, by sending her on errands considered unsafe for 


her age and gender and by letting her deal with conflict situations at school. I was told by the 


women that refugees are openly resented as unwelcome strangers in Sudan where they have 


no civil rights. Being one of the two top students at school exacerbated the effort of feeling 


constantly watched by a hostile audience. Two events critical to the formation of Naima’s 
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character involved biased marking by teachers and the school Principal to favour Naima’s 


Sudanese rival. Despite intense pressure from school authorities to back down, Naima 


demanded justice and won. Her mother decided not to intervene directly but rather coached 


Naima at home to face the authorities alone. Her dreams were to be a politician or to 


improve society by being a lawyer or dentist. 


The South Sudanese women 


Esther and Nia 


Esther is a 31-year-old South Sudanese community leader with five children. She is another 


colleague, close to six feet tall and strikingly attractive. Her father was a local bureaucrat in a 


medium sized town. She has many siblings, including the children of the second wife as her 


own brothers and sisters. Esther speaks of an idyllic childhood, running around the lush 


countryside in a large group of peers, attending school and dances together when older. 


Esther’s mother was an independent thinker, causing her husband to give up on her as too 


“unmanageable and disobedient”. She received the severest of beatings and other punishments 


from her husband when she contradicted him. Her husband gave up on her as “incorrigible 


and hopeless” and found himself another wife. Esther expressed ambivalence towards her 


mother’s unruly behaviour as she and the siblings tried to convince her “that this was not a 


good way”. At the same time, Esther laughs about her mother’s strong character and seems to 


accept this contribution to her own independence of spirit. By being the favourite daughter 


of the richest man of the district, Esther’s intelligence was accepted and feted, and she was 


expected to become a doctor.  


Nia is the only grandmother of this newest refugee community in Melbourne. We speak 


through an interpreter who is a close member of the community. Nia relishes the 


opportunity for company. She is small and hunched, unused to Melbourne’s cold weather 


and her eyes have a constant look of anguish. She seems to be at least in her seventies but 


appearances are not a reliable gauge here. Nia’s father died when she was ten years old and 
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as the eldest, she and her mother took on the agricultural building responsibilities allocated 


to men. In her childhood, before the war, the countryside was very lush, totally unpolluted, 


most South Sudanese had no dental caries until living in refugee camps and the soil was 


abundantly fertile. In these self sustaining communities, each household made everything. 


She was able to learn to do everything a man can do. She put all of her siblings through 


school. Even though she was different, she was still an esteemed member of her clan, 


challenging powerful men behaving unjustly, and greatly enjoying doing so. In response to 


my question about her dreams for the future as a young girl : 


N: I had some choices. First I wanted to know how to make everything that was needed, like a 


man … But first of all I wanted to know how to carry God’s word, I wanted for that to be 


first out of everything. I wanted to be wise, to have creative thoughts, come up with good 


ideas … I did all the negotiations when people came to attack my family. 


O: Tell me more about people coming to attack your family?  


N: In my culture they respect the men so much and we were just two older sisters. It was 


common for men in our village or distant relatives to come to us and say you are this or you 


are that, just for no reason, because we were girls and they thought that no-one would say 


anything back and they would win in every way. But I would stand up and say what we are 


doing is none of your business and if they continued I would go to the police and they would 


handle it in a civilised way. 


O: You always had guts?  


N: She laughed, yes, I don’t like people to come with their egos …” 


Nia and Esther are Christian as are the vast majority of people calling themselves South 


Sudanese (Instituto del Tercer Mundo 2001: 504).  Nia married a veterinarian and had a 


happy thirty years of marriage, until his death in the war. She bore eleven children and 


having learnt his skills at veterinary practice, she was given his job.  


These brief personal profiles illustrated some of the features discussed in the backgrounds to 


the countries of these women. I now turn to Lebanon, applying the same methodological, 


philosophical and theoretical framework. 
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Lebanon 


Lebanon corresponds to the ancient land of the Phoenicians dating from 3000 BC, the ancient 


world’s master seafarers and merchants. The land was periodically over-run by Egyptians, 


Hittites, Assyrians, Amorites, Alexander the Great, Persians and the Romans. Christian 


emperors protected the area during the first six centuries. The Maronite church was founded 


in the 6th century and Islam is expressed through the Druze faith, with most Lebanese 


Muslims still Sunni. In the 11th century, Lebanon was part of the crusader states but was 


incorporated into Egyptian Syria. Between the 15th and 18th centuries, while under Ottoman 


colonisation, Lebanon developed its individual set of institutions by balancing delicately the 


diverse faiths and cultures. The Ottomans divided the country into self governing regions 


according to religious affiliation, enshrining the power of religious leaders. This arrangement 


continued until 1943 (Batrouney, 1995). This country only has a population of less than 4 


million. Literacy rates are high (83% in 1995) with universal participation in primary 


education. In 1997, 27% of the population participated in tertiary studies and 88.5 % lived in 


cities. Lebanon ranked 69th on the United Nations’ Human Development index, with 0.749. 


The country has a high level of external debt (Instituto del Tercer Mundo, 2001:338-340). 


Following a massacre of the Maronites by the Druze in 1860, the French intervened and 


partitioned the country. For five years, the ‘Syrian question’ involved five countries 


including Russia, Prussia and Britain. The French established the colonialist protectorate of 


Lebanon and Syria in 1919, while Britain took Egypt, Iraq and Jordan. Until the first 


demarcations of territory as Lebanese as distinct from being a province of Syria, there has 


been little sense of Lebanon as a nation. Ghassan Hage (2001:559-561) proposes that a sense 


of Lebanese identity evolved over the next thirty years, particularly after World War II. 


Tensions between the two religious groups continued prior to and after independence in 


1947, as pro-Western Maronite governments held office. In 1958, the US Marines were called 


in to keep peace in the bloody civil war. Today, 75% of the population is Muslim, mostly 


Sunni and Druze and 25% are Christians, mostly Maronites. The religious differences have 
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been problematised by their link with a fundamentally unjust social, economic and political 


system. Lebanon’s granting of refuge to Palestinians led to Israeli bombings from the early 


seventies, culminating in 1982 in a full scale invasion by Israel, the destruction of Beirut and 


most infrastructure such as bridges and hospitals. The very complex Lebanese situation 


throughout the eighties can be summarised as a series of very unstable governments, 


occupations by Syria and Israel, massacres in Palestinian refugee camps by Lebanese militia, 


as well as by Israeli army, and the ending of any economic prosperity (Instituto del Tercer 


Mundo, 2001:338-340). 


Lifeworld: Epistemology and ontology  


Hage (2001) proposes that having been under the Ottoman Empire almost 400 years, 


Lebanese culture is very hybridised, ethnically diverse, religiously divided and allegiance is 


usually to one’s village or locality. Hage proposes that this gap in national identity has been 


filled by a focus on the family as encapsulating Lebanese ways of being is the major unifying 


cultural discourse. For the Lebanese, the meaning of life centres very much on being part of a 


family, which extends to large networks of extended relatives as well as the incorporation of 


neighbours. The Lebanese ontology differs somewhat from the African one as it is permeated 


by the diverse expressions of Islam in the Sunni Druze or Shi’a sects, Maronite and Melkite 


Catholic and Antiochian Orthodox Christianity, as well as influences from Arabic and 


Western European civilisations. The structurations of the Lebanese lifeworld have revolved 


mostly around religion and the family for both Muslims and Christians (Hage, 2001; 


Batrouney, 2001, 1995). The communal base of this society is the extended family rather than 


a tribe.  


Lifeworld: Social  arrangements 


Batrouney (1995, 2001) states that family is the fulcrum of the core Lebanese values of 


honour and shame. Extended families live close together primarily to maintain the 


enjoyment of the ties of intimate affection, a paramount Lebanese value. Normal life is 
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understood as primarily focussed on such relationships and with collaborating in extending 


the family’s material well-being. Unlike advanced capitalistic societies and despite the 


modernity of Lebanon, it is not normal to ascribe priority to working life or to a career. The 


Australian turn of phrase ‘just the family’, exemplifies the cultural construction of the family 


as a launching pad into the wider society, rather than as the privileged site for the fulfilment 


of intimacy and deeper relationships in the Lebanese lifeworld (Goodnow & Cashmore, 


1985:235). In the traditional lifeworld, and particularly so today in rural areas, the family 


constitutes an economic unit with all members involved in a range of economic production 


as well as domestic duties, such as the processing of foods. In rural and urban centres, the 


extended family lives in close proximity, if not sharing living quarters. Grandparents 


routinely live with partnered adult children, including single siblings. This is changing in 


modern Lebanon but adult children still ensure that they are able to visit their parents on a 


daily basis (Jupp, 2001:601). 


Behaviours which keep an honourable family in good standing are respect to elders, 


obedience to parents at all stages of life, generosity to those in need, being hospitable to 


guests and strangers, proactively maintaining contact with family, participation in family 


enterprises, celebrations and other occasions, attaining good education, being involved in 


community affairs and performing religious and social duties in the community (Fakhri, 


1987). The Lebanese family’s involvement in extensive rounds of hospitality and 


entertainment is also a key contour of childhood, with a family’s capacity to entertain and 


the status of guests being key sources of social standing and reputation (Deen, 1995:59). 


Visits are routine and are usually unannounced. Family gatherings for key lifecycle events 


are the most enjoyable and valued social activities, including food and dancing (Batrouney, 


1995:204).  
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Lifeworld: Gender relations 


There is great variation in Lebanon about the extent of patriarchal rule, mediated by class 


and education and modernity. Few Muslim women cover their heads in Lebanese cities 


today. Nevertheless, women play a central role in all families, notes Batrouney (1995:198), in 


maintaining inner unity and cohesion and in connecting with the broader community. 


Although they have responsibilities for caring and domestic duties, a minority of women 


have had access to tertiary education for some time and, in modern Lebanon, it is acceptable 


for married women to work. This was not the case during the seventies and early eighties 


when the women in the study migrated to Australia. Girls were completing secondary 


schooling at higher rates than boys in 1996 (Instituto del Tercer Mundo, 2001:236).  


Trevor Batrouney (1995) writes about the centrality of honour in the Lebanese psyche. The 


boundary between an individual member’s and the family’s honour is a blurred one and 


often, but not exclusively still revolves around the protection of women in the family. Loss of 


control over a female member impinges adversely on the reputation and social standing of 


the males (Humphrey, 1984). There is primordial concern with the maintenance of a 


woman’s virginity before marriage in the traditional family, and young women normally do 


not go out without an older female chaperone. Particularly in Muslim families, the Lebanese 


code of honour makes women “boundary markers of identity, reputation and morality“ 


(Humphrey, 2001:561-567).  


The Islamic judicial system in Lebanon exercises a similar influence for Lebanese Australians 


through its bars on inter-sect marriages and its enforcement of patrilineal authority and 


property rights. Arranged marriages between cousins is still widely practised in Muslim 


families (Humphrey, 2001:561-567). Marriage occurs at relatively young ages for Christian 


and Muslim Lebanese women, with an unmarried woman of 25 being a source of great 


concern for parents whose blessing is essential for the union to proceed. First and second 


generation Lebanese men often return to their villages to find a bride, reflecting their 


ongoing allegiance to the village rather than the nation of Lebanon (Hage, 2001:560). Many 
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women stay home where they will not be exposed to interaction with strangers, and in 


Australia, have a lower labour market participation rate than other migrant women. 


Unmarried Lebanese women do not tend to migrate (Hage, 2001:560).  


As distinct from the Horn of Africa countries in the study, Lebanese women live in a habitus 


centered around the family and its neighbours rather than a clan or tribe. Women’s 


predispositions of bearing children and creating and sustaining family life include universal 


participation in primary and secondary education and in family production, either through 


agricultural or commercial modes. Nevertheless, Lebanese culture has long been hybrid with 


many local and individual variations in the prescriptions attached to gender. For example, as 


Phoenicians were the world’s first merchants and naval traders and the world’s pioneering 


mercantile culture, Lebanon has an ancient capacity to absorb other cultures, such as 


Europe’s modernity. This has moderated the inscriptions of women’s bodies by parameters 


of the places and people she can frequent in daily routines. Until the last decades of the 


twentieth century, married women could rarely work, even if having professional 


qualifications. Thus, women and their behaviour are key to a family’s enjoyment of the 


symbolic capital of honour and respectable standing in the community. Nevertheless, the 


intersections of religion with class and the latitude allowed to female gender are complex 


and imbricated with urban spaces and modernity. For example, in Australia, the several 


waves of Lebanese migration over a hundred years have, until the most recent arrivals, 


quickly lost their ethnic identity as they dispersed and adopted Australian ways (Hage, 


2001:557).  


Lifeworld: Colonial  relations 


The stock of knowledge of Lebanese culture, particularly for the Christians, includes 


inextricably closeness to Europe, carefully nurtured by Britain and France to ensure their 


assets in the Middle East, and through missionaries who kept afloat information and images 


of modernity (Hage, 2001:555). Lebanese proudly still say that Lebanon used to be known as 


the Riviera of the Middle East. Large percentages of the population are nominal Muslims 
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and prefer to identify with the prosperity of Europe rather than with the Arab states. At the 


same time, the European influence is the colonial gaze and an offensive dominating 


discourse. The intersection of the material privilege of Lebanese Christians and twentieth 


century wars in the Middle East war have been continuous sources of injury to Muslim and 


Arab pride. Such contradictions are also salient dimensions of the Lebanese stock of 


knowledge (Humphrey, 2001:565-567). As Hage (2001:556) points out, Lebanon was a semi-


autonomous province of Syria for almost four hundred years under Ottoman rule and a 


sense of Lebanese identity slowly emerged over thirty years after the first granting of 


nationhood by French intervention in the 1920s. Lebanese independence as a nation only 


took shape after 1943 and continues to be fundamentally fractured along religious, class, 


regional and sectarian lines.  


Some of the above themes and their diversities are illustrated in the profile of the Lebanese 


women in the study. 


The Lebanese women 


Delal, Wafa, Mariam, Ramida, Mifsud, Sosa 


Delal is a big, ebullient woman, a devout Muslim. She speaks with charisma and warmth. 


We meet in her house in a modest low income suburb, where a concentration of Lebanese 


families from the same region have settled. Delal was instrumental in assisting the 


immigration of most of these families, whom she knew. It is a very conservative and closed 


community but it is a significant one and there is a local mosque. Delal came from the 


wealthiest family of the village. Part of the honour associated with this wealth is reflected by 


the fact that villagers adopted her grandfather’s surname, in a manner redolent of tutelage. 


Delal explained her personal freedom firstly in relation to her family’s wealth and she was 


certainly the leader in her marriage from the very beginning. Her young years were spent in 


a very nurturing, affirming social context, and Islam’s regulation of the spaces women could 


routinely occupy.  
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We lived neighbour to neighbour. I had a nice life. We would go visit each other in the morning for 


a cup of coffee. They tried to help each other if they needed any help. I had a nicer life than here, 


not working. Specifically those women who were teachers doctors, solicitor. … Even my family, 


my relatives didn’t prefer for the ladies to work (in factories). They preferred the ladies to be ladies 


in the home, like housewife. They prefer good study. But they didn’t prefer for the ladies to work 


outside to be involved with the men. The religion prohibited. (She wanted to study at 


university). Yes, all my family were happy about that. All of my brothers studied in America … 


All six Lebanese women lived in the intimacy of routine encounters in local spaces of family 


and neighbours. For Delal, the sum total of growing up in a habitus marked by material 


wealth, symbolic capital and daily, intimate interactions and sharing in a community was the 


freedom to be an individual personality beyond the cultural prescriptions: 


O: How would you have described yourself as a young woman before you got married? 


D: I was happy and I was always looking for more opening life. I was enjoying well with my 


family. What I needed I got. I didn’t miss anything from life … Yes I am very confident. I am 


very happy believe me. 


Wafa is a 43-year-old Christian Lebanese community worker for a neighbourhood house. 


She grew up in a major city, again from one of the most respected families, the status derived 


from a combination of moral, intellectual and cultural attributes rather than wealth. Her 


mother helped many in the community and she and her husband were sought after because 


of their perceived wisdom. Coming from an educated family, Wafa began studying law at 


university but stopped when she married. Wafa’s mother frequently reminded her daughter 


not to forget that whatever she does, people look at her differently because of her family. 


Even in urban Lebanon twenty years ago for Wafa, and in the country for Delal, tertiary 


education and employment were expected to stop when a woman married. The fulcrum of 


life was not earning an income but rather maintaining the constant and intimate 


relationships: 


W: But that’s life over here, probably she didn’t mean to but if people ask me for anything now, I 


don’t have time for them. But in Lebanon, people are not that busy, life is not so hard over 


there, you are more relaxed and comfortable and you know there are always people to give 
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you time and attention … You only have to step out into the balcony and you would have 


someone to talk to, and ask them to come over for coffee.  


Mariam is a timid woman in her late thirties. Mariam seems to have always had a rather 


sensitive, and at times, nervous temperament, describing herself as a shy girl. There were 


four girls and four boys. Her father worked as a security guard in a factory and her mother 


was a nursing aide. Mariam was the most educated, finishing university in accounting. She 


was careful to point out that this university was affiliated with a French university in Lyons. 


Our interview was mostly in French, which she seemed to relish the opportunity to speak. It 


was very clear to me that Mariam valued education and cultural pursuits greatly, with her 


favourite leisure activity reading good literature. She spent some years as a high school 


teacher and as an accountant, earning more than her father. However, there was little scope 


for fulfilment for an unmarried woman. Mariam bore a huge stigma by being unmarried and 


working. Difference seems to have meant pariah status as indicated by the inner struggles 


she describes: 


M: I was a shy girl. I did not go out too much. I liked to stay with my family all the time after 


work, but our neighbour, who were our cousins and uncles and aunties who visited us and 


we visited them and the neighbours. In Lebanon you do not have houses, you have 


apartments. And everyone else everyone looked after each other. We would go to the balcony 


and we would go and have coffee. It was very social.  


O: Were you a confident person?  


M: Yes with respect to my work and education, but not with respect to talking to men. I was not 


sure how to relate to men … 


O: Was it a problem you weren’t married? 


M: It was a solution for me. 


O: You were happy about that? 


M: No it was a solution for me. Everyone knew I was shy, not bad but they thought I was a 


boring girl. I avoided going out because I felt shy about being single. There was no grief in 


me about it, because I was living with my parents and they were very good to everyone. I was 


also happy with my work. In Lebanon we do not have the freedom, that we have here, because 
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the girl has to be a virgin when she marries otherwise she is not good. And if one girl is over 


30 and she is not married … She’s a bad girl. She has to marry anyone. … I didn’t go like my 


sister, with her husband everywhere. She was happy. Because she is younger than me and she 


is married. I felt a little shy about that. …  some people did talk very badly about me. And 


some people were very good. It was not their business. In Lebanon, most people are curious 


and talk too much. … I was still working a hotel, I make all the accounts for the hotel. There 


were three bosses. If a girl over 30 not married, she has a little bit of problem with relatives 


and relations, with me, with women there was no problem. Men would harass me. She is over 


30 and she’s not married we can pass the time with her no problem. So when I finished my 


work at 2.00 I hurry home. I went with my cousin because she worked in a bank near my 


work … 


Ramida is in her late forties and lives in a solid brick house in a recently gentrified inner 


suburb, surrounded by an orderly Mediteranean style garden with fruit trees and vegetable 


patches. The house looks prosperous, with a beautiful, cool tiled floor and Middle eastern 


rugs. I come with an interpreter and we are greeted by an older man who scrutinised us 


suspiciously and listened to our conversation for some ten minutes before leaving, having 


decided that we were respectable women. Ramida makes a small apology for her husband’s 


behaviour, saying that he is very religious, much more than she is. Ramida also grew up in 


rural Lebanon and was one of 11 siblings. Her father was a farmer and she describes her 


childhood as a little hard because she had no education, as only the boys were educated. 


When she said she had a happy childhood she added that this was because she did not know 


any better. She still regrets not having an education and when she was 14, an older relative 


came over from Australia to propose: 


(She made a derogatory remark at this point and we laughed …) 


R: I feel sorry, because I was so young … 


O: Why do you feel sorry?  


R: Just joking (we laugh but I am not convinced). Before marrying I would have liked to be 


educated. I feel sorry about not having an education, but now it is too late for me, I have too 


many things to do like looking after the house, raising a family, it’s hard to study … 
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She followed her husband who had migrated to avoid lack of employment during the late 


sixties. She bitterly watched her male siblings being accorded the privilege of schooling 


denied to her by virtue of her gender. The strength of her grief is evidenced by her raising it 


as the first issue in our conversation, after the passage of a lifetime of thirty years of marriage 


and the bearing of ten children. Ramida said she had no choice but to resign herself to her 


destiny as a woman and obey her parents’ agreement to marry an older male, as is not 


uncommon in Lebanon. She illustrates poignantly the Lebanese honour resting firstly on 


men’s employment, as the essential ingredient of male dignity. Children are extremely 


valued in Lebanese culture, as expressed in the proverb “every child comes with its own 


fortune”. They are seen as an essential definition of a good and happy marriage. As will be 


illustrated in the following chapters, the dialogue with Ramida was fraught with tense 


allusions to forbidden topics which she could not fully share.  


Mifsud is in her early thirties and meets us in a modest rented flat in the same suburb as 


Ramida. We speak through the same interpreter but she breaks into English as her 


confidence increases during our interview. She also fairly quickly removes her hijab and 


reveals a glamorous hairstyle. She grew up in Tripoli, from a nominally Muslim family 


living a modern Western lifestyle. Her father was an international Middle East truck driver 


and mother a dress-maker at home. She said they had a lovely life and had everything, 


except for her mother’s vigilance about not letting the unmarried girls out. There were seven 


or eight apartments around them with their relatives, so they were used to have visitors 


everyday. She married at 15 and studied dress-making but after seven very happy years of 


marriage, her husband was hit by a train and was in a coma for 12 months. He had been a 


thoroughly modern Lebanese man, living a European lifestyle including freedom in dress 


codes (Mifsud wore mini skirts), leisure (nightclubbing) and relating to Mifsud as an equal 


with the right to exercise self-determination. Their decisions were made on the basis of joint 


deliberation. 
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Sosa is the youngest woman, in her late twenties. The interview takes place in a noisy child 


care centre, where her young child is playing, waiting to go home. Sosa has a casual and 


carefree attitude typical of her age. She is a nominal Christian who dresses in a youthful 


style, having been in Melbourne since she was 21. She grew up in a rural village, her father 


being a gardener. With three brothers and three sisters, Sosa stayed home after finishing 


primary school, contributing to the economic and other needs of the family and, at the age of 


21, was still unmarried. She said her life was very happy and nice at home. She migrated to 


Australia primarily for the adventure.  


Russia 


Until 899, Russia was made up of many principalities from the House of Rurik in a feudal 


system with local animistic religions. Prince Wladimir baptised his people into the Greek 


Orthodox church in 988 and religion became a central part of life and culture. The fortunes of 


Russia and its capacity to meet challenges from invaders and from its own geographic and 


cultural dilemmas has tended to correlate with the existence of moral leadership over the 


centuries, exercised by both monarchs and monastics (Zernov, 1976:9-10). Similarly, tsars 


who operated on the basis of absolutism and cruelty, instituting serfdom, such as Ivan 


Grozny, had disastrous impacts on dismantling previous gains. The history of Russia is one 


of constant turmoil, with invasions from European neighbours and subjugation to the 


Tartars for 250 years from 1237. The subsequent centuries saw Russia expand its territories, 


increasing education and experiencing flourishing trade. The technological advances 


imported by Peter the Great need to be balanced by his invention of secret police, perfection 


of absolutism and censoring of the church’s capacity to critique the monarchy morally. He 


began imperial conquests (Brown et al., 1994:532), continued by some tsars and 


consummated in Soviet times through the carving up of territories by the Western powers 


and Stalin at the Yalta conference in 1945 (Shaw & Pryce, 1990:1882; Instituto del Tercer 


Mundo, 2001:458). 
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Lenin’s communism took root in Russia despite the fact that it was not an industrialised 


country and hence did not have a theoretically defined proletariat. Totalitarianism was 


implemented quite quickly, along with the frequent senseless purges and mass elimination 


of people with any skills or intelligence, including peasants with deep agricultural 


knowledge (Shaw & Pryce, 1990:191-196). Brutality and terror reigned during the years of 


Lenin and Stalin, and KGB surveillance was extended by children being enlisted to spy on 


their families and neighbours (Holland, 1985). During the Stalin’s strategically engineered 


famine in the 1930s, rural families were required to give all of their produce to the collectives 


as part of the reign of the Terror (Shaw & Pryce, 1990:104-5). An example of this process 


includes Pavel Morozov, a young boy who reported his parents to the authorities for hiding 


a little food for the family. The parents were executed and the State made Pavel a model of 


Soviet heroism, consummated through his untimely death with the additional mystique of 


Proletarian martyr. Conservative figures estimated that 20 million people, including 10 


million of the peasant class, died in the Stalinist Great Purges (Shaw & Pryce, 1990:196, 930-


937). It has been argued that Russia was the most ravaged country by the second World War 


II. Until the fall of communism, the Soviet Union occupied a sixth of the earth’s surface 


(Instituto del Tercer Mundo, 2001:456-460). 


Lifeworld: Epistemology and ontology  


As I am a quasi-insider, and have participated in various incarnations of the Russian 


diaspora in three continents, including some close contact with contemporary Russia, my 


material here is likely to be more detailed. My formative socialisation was in the Russian 


language, imbibing traditional interaction paradigms and pre-revolutionary epistemologies. 


Hence, I have a deeper affinity with the meanings of this culture. Russia has always been 


rather incomprehensible and hence feared and, at times, despised by Europe. Much of this 


lies in the Eastern epistemology and ontology of this spiritually based culture, akin to the 


non-materialistic orientation to the life world in India, for example. Because of its central role 


in Russian history, it is pertinent to deal with the Orthodox church briefly here. Orthodox 
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Christianity expresses itself in emotional, artistic and pietistic ways. An example is the story 


of Princes Gleb and Boris, sons of prince Wladimir, who upon the threat of the armed take 


over of their principalities by their brothers, forbad their own soldiers to defend them so that 


no lives be lost in defending theirs. They subjected themselves to death unarmed and 


became the first Russian canonised saints who served as moral inspiration towards a sense of 


shared identity. The specific Russian approach to Christianity has been to emphasise 


humility and meekness (Massie, 1980:18) and mysticism, in contrast to the rationalism of the 


Western church, according to the French historian Fernand Braudel (1993:534).  


Russia in the Russian language is feminine and conversations are often interspersed with the 


word Rodina, again in the feminine. The literal translation is ‘ the female land where I was born’ 


but the more accurate substantive sense is ‘she the land who gave me birth’, reflecting a cultural 


sense of a symbiotic bond with Russian soil. Russian ontology has also privileged cultural 


pursuits and education with a missionary zeal that is atypical of the European approach of 


even dedicated scholars and idealists. Isaiah Berlin (2001), born in Russia, who spent most of 


his illustrious career in Europe and the USA and whose writings are mostly critical of Russia 


and its culture, describes this particular penchant:  


that objective truth exists, that it can be discovered, and that life , individual and social, 


can be lived in its light - this belief is more characteristic of the Russians than of anyone 


else in the modern world. To take ideas with complete seriousness itself transforms them 


... Others have invented ideas or come upon them, delighted in them, paid serious 


attention to them or played with them, conceived them as expressions of their own 


creative self assertive personalities or regarded them with scientific detachment as part of 


their professional task, while their private and inner lives were, at times, lived in a 


different province and at another level …  the separation of public metier from private 


life, the notion of man as an actor who plays now this role, now that - has never been a 


central Russian idea in theory or practice. The emphasis is not a true account of the facts 


for their own sake, but the conception of pursuit of truth and dedication to its application 


to the present or immediate as a sacred moral duty, to be defended with one’s life (Berlin, 


2001:71-73). 


Berlin may be describing a historical Achilles Heel for Russia, where serfdom and gross 


material inequities were tolerated at a time that Europe was experiencing the industrial 
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revolution and modernity of democracy. Although there were very few churchgoers in 


Russia, the words spiritual and morality were central in Soviet discursive spaces. A classic 


introductory text Marxist Philosophy, by Afanasyev (1980) and translated in English indicates: 


The CPSU Programme holds that the paramount tasks in the ideological field in the 


present period are “to educate all working people in a spirit of ideological integrity and 


devotion to communism, and cultivate in them a communist attitude to labour and the 


social economy; to eliminate completely the survivals of a bourgeois views and morals; to 


ensure the all-round, harmonious development of the individual; to create a truly rich 


spiritual culture (Afanasyev, 1980:368) 


and: 


The world’s most progressive, humane and noble morality is communist morality … It is 


common knowledge that the distinctive features of people of labour have always been 


straightforwardness, honesty, willpower and courage; they fulfil their obligations to one 


another, to the family and old people … (Afanasyev, 1980:376-7).  


The late twentieth century Soviet Russian general predisposition to believe in the virtue of a 


state ruled by working people and a shared ethos of working to build up the nation was 


fractured by fundamental fissures in the national psyche, covered in the next section.  


Lifeworld: Social  arrangements 


In the totalitarianism of communism, the spaces one could inhabit were dictated by the state 


and conformity in thought and speech were circumscribed by collective memory about 


challenges resulting in sudden visits in the middle of the night, heard in the corridors of 


large apartment blocks, and consequent disappearances, which could not be alluded to. A 


family’s fall from belonging to Soviet society could then be mutely witnessed. This process is 


well exemplified by the novel Children of the Arbat by Anatoli Rybakov (1988), which 


documents the baffling imprisonment of a dedicated and talented young communist student 


during the 1930s. The novel unfolds a torturous process of reasoning which interprets a 


benign conversation by the young man as indicative of a lack of perfection in dedication to 


Stalin, and hence dangerous subversiveness. 
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The parents of the women in the study grew up with direct experiences of brutality and 


tragedy. Subterranean fear and suspicion are probably still part of the collective sub-


conscious. However, from the sixties until Perestroika, people were housed, education was 


amongst the highest in the world, health services were available to all, heating and food 


were affordable, people went yearly on holidays at resorts belonging to their workplaces 


(Brown et al., 1994:491), and Soviet achievements in the arts, sciences, space exploration and 


sports were internationally acclaimed (Brown et al., 1994:488-501). According to the stories of 


all of the women, the Soviet lifeworld was almost totally regulated, national discipline 


reinforced by the ubiquitous presence of the military and police, known as the militia, and 


there was little open-ended time (Brown et al., 1994:454-456). Families were often dispersed 


by the war or by the government’s determination of where people were to live, particularly 


after studying. People lived in close proximity to each other, in multi-storied apartment 


blocks or in the country. Russian childhood consisted of a routinised schedule of school with 


demanding levels of homework, daily attendance at free local clubs where they could pursue 


any art, sport, or hobby of their choice, and the very important belonging to Komsomol 


Pioneers (Brown et al., 1994:445-453). This focussed on the development of active and socially 


responsible citizenship, with the wearing of uniform in public and visibly behaving in a 


manner fitting for the future leaders of Soviet society. This predisposed women to have a 


very disciplined, formalistic attitude to life, with unquestioned obedience during childhood, 


embracing duties and developmental opportunities.  


Lifeworld: Gender relations  


The meaning of being a woman has usually included being intellectually and morally equal 


to men. Girls have always had equal rights to education and women attended universities 


from the earliest centuries. Women were predisposed to exercise ingenious agency daily in 


obtaining essential goods and services for their immediate family, which often included the 


elderly, siblings and cousins (Brown et al., 1994:446). Russian women have been esteemed as 


being the backbone of the country, reflected in the mythology attached to the ‘Babouchka’. 
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Grandmothers play the central role in the raising children. The power of women, 


exemplified by the solid figure of the very portly grandmothers, with their scarves and feet 


firmly planted on the ground, refers to the strength to love and endure extreme hardships by 


holding on to hope, either for eternal salvation, or for the flourishing of a better society.  


Men’s power in public life has certainly been privileged and patriarchy has ensured that 


women have the burdens of domestic labour and restricted economic and political capital. 


Women became quite disgruntled with the lack of fulfilment of communism’s early promises 


of gender equity. However, the symbolic meaning attached to having a female body has not 


been the automatic sexualised and dismissive one seen in Australian and other cultures. In 


line with the traditional cultures represented in the study which have not been built around 


individualism and free enterprise, Russian inscriptions of gender include an apprehension 


and awe of the mystery of a mothers’ boundless love. At the same time, the ‘Babouchka’ can 


also be a term of derision, epitomising superstition and irrational thinking. Respected 


women are educated women. The symbolic capital and dignity accorded to having a 


woman’s body did not depend on bearing children, but in a world where the male 


population had been depleted by wars, marriage and family life were primary in the 


enjoyment of life. Gender did not proscribe agency in the public sphere, but domestic duties 


were certainly exclusively women’s purview. Women have had to endure the widespread 


alcoholism of mostly men, and there is an unspoken burden of the concomitant domestic 


violence. Women also had systematically limited access to material and political capital 


(Brown et al., 1994:450-2).  


Lifeworld: Colonial  relations  


Russian stock of knowledge has long consisted of two competing discourses: that is, one 


based on the assumption of the superiority of European culture, exemplified by Peter the 


Great, and the traditional one based on the ontology of the Orthodox church. For example, 


three years after the Tartars first laid waste to Russia in 1240, European crusaders from 


Sweden and Germany hastily convened in order to destroy the last two outposts of Eastern 
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Christianity of Novgorod and Pskov. This threat of the European intention to permanently 


impose Latin Christianity was seen as entailing the extinguishment of the Russian identity, 


and prompted the first unification of disparate Russian principalities to successfully defeat 


the much stronger Swedish and German armies. This was the first basis for nation building. 


It is argued that that dialectical materialism is the culmination of the imposition of a Western 


epistemology and ontology (Zernov, 1976). The removal of the Iron Curtain and the collapse 


of the Soviet Union occurred in tandem with a flooding of information and images of 


Western affluence and glamour. The ostensible failure of Communism has been accompanied 


by world-wide cacophony about the superiority of capitalism and, by implication, the 


Eurocentric colonial gaze was proven to be correct. The women’s narratives in Chapter 5 will 


describe how many Russians felt during the years when the Soviet lifeworld was soundly 


vanquished by capitalistic systems.  


The Russian women 


Larissa, Varvara, Zina, Anastasia, Karina, Antonina 


Anastasia is in her forties, a gentle, thin and tall woman, living in a modest house she is 


purchasing in a north-western suburb of Melbourne. I know her from the Russian Orthodox 


church founded by the first waves of refugees early last century. Many Russians arrived 


during the nineties and visited the church but less than a dozen families have stayed. She 


was a Moscow University lecturer in nuclear physics, with a PhD. She describes her parents 


as high ranking professionals. The close family life included spending the summer months at 


her Kuban Cossacks grandparents’ home near the Black Sea. The days there were beautiful 


and her childhood was happy, surrounded by the warmth of the extended family. Her 


narrative refers to the Brezhnev years as settled and comfortable times. Anastasia spoke of 


the many activities she enjoyed as a child: 


Yes, it was different to here. Everyone knows each other, there is always something going on, some 


social event or some games, company, neighbours organised some sport. Kids were always busy. 


There was always a lot of homework. There were very high educational expectations. During the 
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year there was no free time. Everyone was involved in sport, everyone. It was free and no one was 


not involved. 


Larissa is a plump, warm, effusive woman in her early forties. We talk in a rented house in a 


modest northern suburb of Melbourne. Her husband came upon the invitation of a 


university seeking his research skills. Larissa’s predispositions were oriented to the pursuit 


of Russian classical music. She was the only child of an aeronautical engineer who built 


planes in Moscow. Lacking living space, Larissa and her mother lived with her mother’s 


sister and her family in the country, two hours away from Moscow. Larissa’s father joined 


them on weekends. Larissa said that they had a very large and very close family, 


emphasising the strength of the affectionate bonds and sensitivity to each other. She 


describes her childhood as constant work, with her being continually tired because of the 


rigours of her work schedule.  


O: What did you dream of when you were young?  


L: Well I was totally involved with music. I could not imagine a life other than in music. All my 


consciousness was fully occupied with going to Conservatorium. I could not conceive that I 


would not get into the Conservatorium. I had a serious nervous crisis and could not sit the 


exam. When I didn’t get in, I just got sick.  


O: You couldn’t have sat again? 


L: I felt I was not capable already … I suffered very grievously. My Mum made me sit for the 


entry exam into teaching and I went, not caring if I passed or not. I think it was for the best 


because the level of education was very good, we learnt pedagogy, and many subjects, there 


were very many subjects that are very useful for a woman’s life. For example, if a child is not 


feeling well, you have the frameworks to orient yourself to problem solve how to meet a 


child’s needs. All these subjects are linked, for example, if a child is healthy, h/she should 


study well at school. If he doesn’t, then you ask yourself why?  


O: Did you want to perform in music?  


L: I just didn’t think about it, I just wanted to learn to play well.  


Karina is in her late forties, a slim, highly strung woman with piercing blue eyes. We met in 


church and found that we were neighbours. Hardship is the most salient feature of Karina’s 
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life story, quite unlike the other women. I know for certain that only Karina’s parents were 


not Party members. Her mother was orphaned during World War II at the age of 14, with no 


relatives alive. She lived alone in communal housing, worked in factories and studied at 


night to compete high school, gaining entry into university. There she met her husband who 


also had no relatives after the World War II, apart from his parents. Her father was a 


mechanical engineer and a man of great intelligence: he made his own radio and television 


set from beginning to end. They lived in a large industrial town near Ukraine: 


K: Houses had no toilet, no water, had to go down the street to find water and to heat it. Heated 


house with coal, had to chop wood to heat the house. Then in 15 years time, gas pipes were 


installed and my parents put it through the house. It made life easier. I remember Mum 


carrying water in winter, then warming it and bathing us. Housework was very hard … my 


parents worked very hard as well …Yes, not enough clothing, shoes, food very basic, potatoes 


and cabbage, meat only on special occasions, sausage only very rarely.  


O: Was it so hard for everyone?  


K: Yes, for all who were only lived on their salaries. Those who would steal lived better. But we 


lived very poorly.  


 O: Did other families like you, professionals and intellectuals live very poorly too?  


K: Yes. 


It is known that all strata of society read classical literature, attended ballet, opera and 


theatre regularly as they were affordable for all, and participated in the intellectual life of the 


country, to varying degrees. 


K: Before perestroika life was good, had a lot of values, we all read an enormous lot, we were 


surrounded by very interesting people and the environment itself was interesting … very 


intellectual. We socialised very often, two or three times a week we visited each other.  


O: But were you not as tired as we are after work?  


K: Probably even more so. But we had more energy than here, I think because everything was 


more organised there.  
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O: Was it a normal way of spending leisure time in Russia? Here most people just watch TV or 


have a barbeque.  


K: No, in Russia we did not do that, it would be a bit empty. But everything was different, there 


were a lot of prohibitions, like a book, so everyone made sure they read it. Here you can do 


what you like. 


O: What did you want from life at that time?  


K: How can you say what you want from life? My years at uni were the most fabulous, most 


interesting, the most enlightening, and the most knowledgeable. You always have very good 


company, very intellectual social life because everyone reads and is very involved with 


knowledge. We lived in college. It was the seventies, very good years, no repression, peaceful, 


people were well off. There was always everything in the shops.  


Zina lives in the southern beachside part of Melbourne, where the majority of Soviet born 


Russians have settled, beginning with the first exodus by Jewish Russians. These suburbs 


have been the home of the Jewish community for many generations and the Russians have 


added their own flavours, opening many shops and restaurants. I was referred to Zina 


through a Russian community service organisation. She greets me in the apartment she and 


her husband are purchasing. She impresses as a very energetic, ebullient woman in her mid 


forties. Born in Moldava, her mother was an international lawyer and her father a whaler. 


Because of his high earnings, the family lived “very, very well” said Zina. She enthused about 


her parents’ intensive focus on the children’s development, being taken to dancing classes, 


hobby classes, English classes, many ballets, and being enrolled in an English school offering 


more intensive instruction. She believes that the key to her successful life is the time that her 


parents gave her. Zina was always oriented to life beyond Russia:  


O: What did you dream for your life?  


Z: Normal one. I wanted to get married, have a good husband and a good job. Have children just 


have a normal life. I had little dreams that I never thought would be realised. For example, I 


wanted to go overseas, see how people live there. I always wanted to go to Moscow Uni but I 


thought I couldn’t possibly because only the most privileged, children of Ministers could get 


near it. I really wanted to, but no way. I was always obsessed with wanting to know how 


other people lived, out of Russia I suppose, or the privileged in Russia and I wanted to learn 
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English. I was fascinated with the English language from the first day. I used to pore over 


books of English, and gather them. 


Both Zina and her husband have degrees in computer technology. Reflecting their family’s 


material affluence, possibly accessible only to senior members of the Party, they were 


unusually, and prior to Perestroika, able to buy a small apartment upon getting married, 


with a balcony “which was real luxury”. Zina may be an example of the many mixed 


marriages where a partner becomes eligible for migration under the Jewish resettlement 


program operated by the Australian and Soviet governments since the 1970s, of having a 


Jewish mother, but who does not identify personally as such (Goldlust, 2001:545).  


Varvara was referred to me by Zina. We meet in the house she and her husband are 


purchasing in an inexpensive but leafy north-eastern suburb of Melbourne. She is reserved 


throughout our interview and gives very little away. Her comments are measured and she 


shows little emotional expression, apart from a polite friendliness. Born in Ukraine, her 


parents were professionals in agriculture. With degrees in mathematics and mechanical 


engineering, she taught mathematics at university. Little else is known about her childhood, 


as she was rather diffident about her life in Russia. She is in her early forties and has two 


children. As we were parting outside, some parrots flew by and she marvelled at such 


beauty that she could never have imagined in Russia.  


Antonina was also referred to me by the Russian community service. I meet her in a rented 


flat in the inner northern suburbs. She is in her late twenties, a very pretty slim woman. Her 


husband is an English born academic, also a youngish attractive man, who takes their little 


three-year-old outside for a walk to enable us to talk. I was not able to ascertain her parents’ 


specific occupations, but she and her sister were able to travel to Europe frequently before 


the collapse of the Soviet Union. This suggests that her parents had access to the material 


and political privilege available only to the higher ranking officials of the Communist Party.  


The Soviet lifeworld is very different to all of the countries in the study. Russians from the 


Soviet Union often use the expression ‘from a different planet’ to emphasise the gap between 
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the predispositions of people from Western and capitalist systems and those emanating from 


a communist ones. The women in the study were at the peak of professional and educational 


achievement in the former Soviet Union and illustrated their energetic participation in the 


recreation of the central values of their country. Australian immigration research noted the 


very high levels of skills and talents including English proficiency brought by people from 


the former Soviet Union during the 1990s wave of immigration (Christa, 2001:642). Zina and 


Antonina clearly came from affluent families, whose parents were trusted to travel overseas 


at a time when the Iron Curtain was still in place. These two women’s dispositions were 


formed in the context of such capital and their aspirations as young women related to the 


attractions of lifestyles offered by Europe and Anglo-Saxon countries.  


The Phil ippines 


Between the 2nd and 15th century AD, family clans arrived by boats from Malaysia and 


Indonesia and settled in isolated communities ruled on the basis of kinship ties and customs, 


rather than formal administration. Between the 11th and 13th centuries, the coastal areas 


were raided by Muslim, Japanese and Chinese merchants and some southern islands 


adopted Islam. Ferdinand Magelland claimed discovery in 1521 (Instituto del Tercer Mundo, 


2001:338-340). Contested by the Dutch and British, the Philippines was colonised by Spain 


from 1521. Favoured as a trading route by its Asian neighbours, 85% of Filipinos today are of 


Malay stock, with 10% consisting of ethnic minorities. There are 87 dialects with Tagalog and 


Cebuano spoken by approximately a third of the population (Marginson, 2001:349). Spanish 


was forbidden for Filipinos to ensure their submission and thus Filipino languages and 


cultural identity were preserved. Beginning from the late 18th century, independence 


movements began and the Filipino revolution occurred in 1896. The US stepped in to seize 


control and a brief US-Spanish war was signed off in Paris in December 1898, with the 


careful exclusion of Filipino representation (Instituto del Tercer Mundo, 2001:338-340). 


Between 1899 and 1911, more than 500,000 Filipinos died in the struggle against the 
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occupying troops of General MacArthur. During Japanese occupation of World War II, 


peasant based and socialist nationalist movements grew but the son of General MacArthur 


reinvaded in 1946. Independence was formally granted but the Philippines has continued as 


an America neo-colony. Melba Marginson (2001:350) refers to consequent Filipino hybrid 


cultural traits as often operating at the disadvantage of people, namely deep religiosity, 


attachment to the family, a propensity to consumerism, English language proficiency and “a 


colonial mentality”. She draws on the work of Filipino historian Renato Constantino who 


proposed that the institution of mass education by the US government has led to the 


propagation of US values and “a highly Americanised ideological structure that reproduce 


appreciation of foreign models and the perception that life abroad has to be better” 


(Marginson, 2001:350). 


A similar analysis is given by the Instituto del Tercer Mundo which traces the American 


implementation from the early twentieth century of a system of haciendas with Filipinos as 


share croppers on minimal wages, with consequent impoverishment (Marginson, 2001:350). 


President Marcos’ dictatorship between 1965 and 1986 was backed by the US government 


and enshrined the interests of the landowners. Corruption led to a ballooning foreign debt 


and, in response, the Marcos government assisted the establishment of the sex industry, 


encouraged Filipinos to work overseas and actively promoted Filipinas as sexual 


commodities (Marginson, 2001:350). Between 1991 and 1996, migrants to Australia from the 


Philippines were the highest group after the UK, with 70% in the 25-44 age group being 


women. This attests to the preponderance of arrivals under intended spouse arrangements. 


49% had tertiary qualifications in 1996 compared to 30% of the total Australian population. 


However, 24 % had no income compared to 11% for Australia. Marginson (2001:350-353) 


refers to the gendered nature of First/Third World relations and gendered immigration laws 


which identify women in terms of family related attributes rather than skills, locking them 


into low status jobs. 
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Subsequent popularly elected governments have diluted original policy promises of agrarian 


reform as landowners continued their occupation of political seats. In 1990, the Philippines 


was distinguished by the extreme poverty of its population, with 39% under the age of 14 


and NGO estimates that only a third of basic needs are being met. Internal refugee camps 


were established by the government in order to provide subsistence for over a million 


homeless people. The popular demands for food self sufficiency and ending of corrupt 


agricultural policy have been unheeded as they contradict the mandatory structural 


adjustment policies of the World Bank, which included increases by 70% in the cost of food 


and the removal of trade barriers. It is now estimated that two thirds of people live below the 


poverty line (Instituto del Tercer Mundo, 2001:348-340) and the table of Human 


Development Indicators shows that infant mortality is almost nine times more frequent than 


in Australia (Instituto del Tercer Mundo, 2001:58).  


The l ifeworld: Epistemology and ontology 


Filipinos are primarily from Malay stock but have absorbed aspects of the many cultures 


which have either traded with them or invaded them. Filipinos, like other Asian people, 


have a Confucian ontology and understand being part of society in terms of the 


requirements and obligations to honour and respect those around them, including the need 


to dedicate oneself to care for the extended family, which can include several generations on 


both sides. Filipino personal identity is on the basis of ‘kapwa’ or fellowship with others in 


one’s group in a shared identity. Treating others as equals is a primary value and not to have 


any kapwa is the worst insult indicating that one has reached rock bottom as a human being 


with any worth (Enriquez, 1994, cited in Soriano, 1995:100). Such modes of being are 


reinforced and given an eschatological dimension by deep Catholic, Buddhist or Muslim 


piety, and the conviction that God is taking care of things leads to the attitude of “bahala na” 


– come what may (Sorinao, 1995:102). Thus, Filipino culture has long been hybrid, 


incorporating the influences of groups who came and stayed in this strategically situated 


archipelago in the Pacific, a gateway to Asia (Instituto del Tercer Mundo, 2001:348-340). 
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The l ifeworld: Social  arrangements 


Studies on South East Asia show a system based on the rule of residence, where kinship ties 


among blood relatives, friends and people adopted in fictitious kinship, form a culture of 


informality and warm reciprocity (Karim, 1995). Such values and morality are expressed 


through affectionate relationship styles and modes of intimacy where the sentimentality of 


consanguinal ties in local groupings are recreated in public and other spheres of life with the 


routine usage of titles such as aunt, uncle, brother and sister. Nations including significant 


islands such as the Philippines, Malaysia and Western Indonesia are characterised by such 


patterns of fluid, interlocking social networks. “Pakikisama” meaning ‘to go along’, is 


another rule of conduct to ensure equality and harmony in social interaction. This means 


deferring to group consensus as part of the privilege of being accepted in the group (Mendez 


& Jocano, 1991; Gorospe, 1998, cited in Soriano, 1995:101). According to Mendez and Jocano 


(1991), 95% of Filipino’s decisions are based on subjective factors, and social interaction is 


quite centrally preoccupied with ensuring the protection of the self esteem of others and 


one’s self (maintaining face) and avoiding any hints of lack of harmony (Soriano, 1995:102).  


Thus the sanctions of shame, dishonour and ridicule are used to impart the message that 


what is detrimental to one is detrimental to others (Enriquez, 1994, cited in Soriano, 


1995:102). 


The l ifeworld: Gender relations 


The informality of family also includes egalitarianism between people in different roles, 


particularly between siblings of different genders. There is broad agreement in the literature 


that about the egalitarian quality of Filipino family relationships (Soriano, 1995:105) 


Bilateralism refers to the complementarity of relationships between genders and across 


generations, without ascription of hierarchy to difference. Both sexes are valued for their 


roles and space is given for individuals to push the boundaries of their gender roles to 


accommodate to the requirements of a particular context (Karim, 1995). Papanek and 


Schwede (1988), Winzeler (1974) and Van Esteerik (1982) provide evidence of the valuing of 
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Southeast Asian women by their societies in women’s control over finances, pioneering land 


development, domination over farm management systems, land inheritance and substantial 


matrilocal residence. However, Errington (1989), in her theoretical overview, is careful to 


point out that these patterns do not apply in regions where Islam, Buddhism and 


Confucianism have imposed male-centred structures of domination. Confucianism has 


infused the Filipino assumptions and Christianity also imposes specific prescriptions about 


the meaning of womanhood. Women’s equal access to tertiary education suggests that 


gender relations may be bilateral along certain dimensions. Gender relations have been 


complicated by colonial discourses as outlined below. 


Filipino women, however, have had a traditional expectation that they need to marry up to 


improve their material station in life. Together with the pressures of poverty and colonial 


discourse, marriage to a Westerner is thought to be inherently beneficial (Cooke, 1986, cited 


in Soriano, 1995:105; Marginson, 2001). 


The l ifeworld: Colonial  relations 


Robert Tolentino provides cogent evidence that the location of women in the Filipino 


lifeworld is deeply imbricated by the colonial domination of the US’s global power. The IMF 


and World Bank prescriptions for the industrialisation of Third World countries included 


cost-benefit analyses identifying in the Filipina body the perfect attributes of the labour 


required for the maximisation of multinational profits. These include the supposed nimble 


fingers, youth, strong bodies, 20/20 vision, docility of a female workforce without industrial 


knowledge and a population kept in desperate poverty by the global policy regimes and 


their government’s collaboration (Tolentino, 1999:48-55). Tolentino traces the history of the 


Philippines as America’s first colonial experiment, with priority accorded to the 


development of an efficient postal system to replicate the successful expansion of 


consumerism in America during the 19th century through mailed catalogues. Challenging 


Filipino epistemic and ontological foundations, the US imposed its armed strength and 


displays of astounding material goods, images of the good life of democratic capitalism, with 
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its superior hygiene, modern urban infrastructure of running hot and cold water, sewerage, 


hospitals, paved roads, aeroplanes and rail (Tolentino, 1999). 


According to many Filipino theorists (Mary Soledad Perpinan, 1987), ubiquitous marketing 


has ensured that Filipinas’ attention would be focussed on the materialism as the only route 


of escape from the rigours of subsistence living. According to Tolentino, the Filipina body 


has become the chief engine of the Philippine economy, and work opportunities are opened 


only in spaces where the powerlessness of women can be maintained in enterprises which 


can shut down at any time and where women beyond the age of thirty are not required. 


When she is no longer able to work in corporations, her body is still anchored in dreams of 


modernity and she then steps into the only other avenues promising deliverance, such as the 


highly sexualised ones of servants, entertainers and mail-order brides. Tolentino gives a 


poignant example of how the female body is reconstituted in the respites between work 


shifts. Companies run beauty contests and incentives for workers: “raffles are held to 


determine the lucky employee who will be given the use of a Timex watch for nine months” 


(if the watch is lost, the employee has to pay the full price of the watch) (Tolentino, 1999:48). 


Gender roles have fluidity but are imbricated by the domination of American and 


multinational colonial powers, which dictate not only the opportunities open to women in 


the labour market, but also formulate each woman’s productive worth in correlation to age. 


The sexualisation of productive spaces for Filipinas and the active promotion of Filipinas as 


sexual commodities by the defunct Marcos dictatorship (Marginson, 2001), are a cruel 


juxtaposition to the dominance of ethics in Filipino predispositions. Symbolic values 


promulgated by world powers gain potency by the constant backdrop of the absolute 


poverty of the Filipino lifeworld, as indicated by statistics above. Access to education 


intersects more significantly with class than gender. Absolute poverty is a primary fulcrum 


for the routine exercise of agency through the encounters of everyday life. 
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The Fil ipinas 


Linda, Teresa, Melba, Mary, Bernadette, Nenita 


Linda meets me at a Western suburbs university where she is completing a qualification in 


community development. She is an attractive, cheerful and engaging person with 


fashionably dyed hair. The interview was held over two occasions and was of almost six 


hours’ duration, as she visibly enjoyed the opportunity to talk. She is in her late thirties and 


shares her story with enormous enthusiasm and generosity. Her life tumbled out through 


very articulate, detailed choices of words focussed on the emotions and meanings of the 


events and people. This was my very first interview and within the first three minutes, I was 


arrested in one of the most meaningful discoveries of this thesis: namely the very culturally, 


emotionally, socially, and spiritually wealthy lifeworlds of a society that I had, as a person 


with little previous contact with Filipino people, understood largely in terms of its material 


poverty, a representation having currency in Australian popular culture.  


Linda was one of 50 grandchildren whose parents had built their houses around their 


mother’s compound. The grandmother was a wealthy and most respected member of the 


broader community. She owned land; the village was surrounded by coconut plantations 


and other fruit trees and then by a ring of rice fields. The rivers were clean and were the sites 


for daily bathing and communal washing of clothes. As sketched out above for the Horn of 


Africa, all villagers shared each other’s joys and sorrows. Children in the village performed 


all chores together, rising at 6.00 am and walking to school, enjoying putting the chickens in 


trees for the night. Children could sleep over at an aunt’s place for a few days without 


alerting the parents beforehand and without any disquiet by the parents. The children slept 


together on a mat in the lounge room by choice and Linda slept with her father even into her 


teens. The family played together after the evening’s chores were finished, including 


grandparents. 
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The refined sensibilities and empathies typical of this village life were exemplified for me by 


Linda mentioning that “when your brother who goes to school in a near by town during the week 


and returns home, all your friends are excited for you, wow, your brother is coming back!” Similarly, 


when police informed the immediate family at midnight that one of the brothers was killed 


in a car accident, within minutes, all the lights in the street of the town they had moved to 


went on and everyone came and sat with the family: “we were all shaking together until the 


morning”. All the neighbours and friends stayed for forty days. Linda’s descriptions 


suggested to me a communal life of admirable emotional wealth. 


Linda’s family were more religious than most other families and she experienced conversion 


in her teens, always participating in church-based youth groups. Thus, her mode of being as 


a child and young person show her excelling in practising the values of spirituality and 


generously shared affection with those around her, submissiveness to authority, filial piety 


and the dutifulness. Linda referred to the Americans affectionately as “our Big Brothers”. 


Bernadette chooses to be interviewed in the office of her small private practice as a 


psychologist  in a fashionable, gentrified suburb. She is forty, well manicured and speaks in 


a formal professional tone, siting behind her desk throughout the interview. She grew up in 


Metro Manila and in Kenso City, affluent suburbs of the capital. She was the sixth of ten 


children. Her mother was a teacher and her father an accountant. Financially well off, the 


parents were involved in the Catholic Church and its charities. Their large extended family 


lived in close proximity. Bernadette studied psychology. Her dreams were to have a 


successful career, working with the largest of companies. She thus worked with a big 


hospital and then at the Asia Development Bank as an industrial psychologist. When asked 


about her aspirations in life: 


(Her tone is very measured and formal, a sense of self-importance emanating from her 


body language…) 


B: The people contact and … getting an income to support the lifestyle I wanted to have.  
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O: Which was what?  


B: To be as comfortable, if not more than my parents. Society still has the socio-economic 


system, yes, so you can’t go to Target and buy yourself something that you will see ten 


thousand other people wearing laugh so it’s quite structured.  


O: You mean the reality of social stratification?  


B: Yes, if you are of a certain level of profession and of a certain level that goes with it and you 


have to buy from certain shops, otherwise you would wear the same thing as your staff. So 


it’s the culture there … I’ve always been able to provide myself with what I needed especially 


since I was working 


As well as participating in the intimacies of family life, Bernadette was principally energised 


by living out her membership of the upper middle class, particularly in material terms. Her 


story suggested that she was an emotionally fulfilled young person, confident of her place in 


the world and able to pursue whatever intention she had. 


Teresa is a vivacious, witty woman in her fifties who meets me at the offices of a Filipina 


activist feminist organisation. She was born and lived in Manila, in the most affluent of 


areas. Her father was a lawyer and her mother a prominent public figure, a professor and 


diplomat, enabling Teresa to spend part of her childhood in Europe. The parents and four 


children were politically active against the Marcos regime. Teresa boasts of having attended 


her first political protest in grade one. She tells an anecdote when her mother was at a 


cocktail party at the US Embassy and speaking to an official she said “we are talking now, but I 


know two or three of my children are outside protesting right now”. Teresa became a teacher of 


Spanish, with her students including senators, company directors and other public figures as 


well as high school students. She was very well known as Seniora, teacher of Spanish, and 


would often be greeted in the streets by former students. Her husband was a commerce 


graduate. The family had a very high and enjoyable profile in Manila public life. Thus, 


Teresa’s young and adult life was preoccupied not only with the enactment of the family 


ethos, succeeding in the life cycle (education, marriage, career), but she also operated at the 
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level of self actualisation through political activism which was a very risky and dangerous 


enterprise during a dictatorship.  


Mary meets me in her immaculate modern home in a new development near the western 


suburbs side of Port Philip Bay. She was referred to me as were all the Filipinas by a 


colleague well known as a Filipina activist. She is friendly and eager to chat. I know little 


about her childhood, except that she came from a large city, lived with a very large extended 


family and became a nurse. She worked some time also as the secretary of the Director of a 


large bank. She lived with a man for over three years until she suddenly found out that 


another woman had just given birth to his child. Very wounded, she broke off the 


relationship and came to Australia on a visit, where she met her husband-to-be. Again, Mary 


presents as a woman who was able to pursue life in a contented manner, attaining a 


profession she valued and enjoying what the Filipino lifeworld had to offer, until her 


relationship broke up. 


Melba is a middle-aged sole parent with two school aged children. She presents as a tense, 


suspicious woman and meets me in a very sparsely furnished Housing Ministry home in a 


low income outer Western suburban area. Several times during the conversation, she 


receives a phone call to which she replies “it’s ok, I’m fine”. We have an extended discussion 


about the tape recorder and I offer to do without it. She then urges me to use it and later 


reminds me to turn the tape over. She grew up in a rural area living from subsistence 


farming. Although the family was poor, they had enough to eat, her father provided them 


with good things like education and her childhood was happy because “we were all together”. 


Her father was murdered when Melba was in her mid teens, by a political gang. She then left 


school and worked as a servant at the convent school she probably attended. Her life became 


difficult due to inadequate income, forcing a move to Manila to work as a domestic near a 


US army base, where the wages were highest. She said that she felt unsafe from the time that 


her father’s protection was removed.  
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Nenita is a gentle, self-effacing woman in her mid thirties. We meet in a modest apartment 


in Melbourne’s Western suburbs, where she lives with her Filipino husband, young child 


and mother. She grew up in a provincial town with three siblings. She did not know most of 


her relatives who lived quite a distance from them. From the age of nine, her father went to 


Iraq and Libya to work. He sent the family money and as their mother cared for them at 


home, the children’s needs were met. The children were required by their parents to study 


hard and stay home, living very quietly. I include my reflections during and after the 


interview:  


(Given her later repeated comments about being able to eat everyday, she is understating 


the situation. To have your father go overseas, in a country as foreign as Iraq and Libya, 


there must have been a lot of hardship at home. I wonder what he experienced over 


there, how was he treated, what kind of job did he do? Growing up with him being so far 


away in a very strange land, there is a lot that is unsaid here. I get the impression that the 


content of her narrative to me constitute her conclusions, her resolution of difficulties.) 


Nenita was engaged to her childhood sweetheart who moved to Australia. She obtained an 


accounting qualification and worked as an accounts clerk for four years, waiting to get 


married. Nenita seems to have been predisposed from childhood to attain economic security 


as her childhood had unusually limited social life and leisure. This was undoubtedly 


motivated by a sober appreciation of the sacrifices made by her father to escape from 


poverty.  


Vietnam 


Vietnam has a population of almost 78 million and its written history of 2000 years is 


preceded by another 2000 years of aural or legendary history, much of which corresponds to 


Chinese annals. These four millenia tell the stories of a Vietnamese people struggling 


virulently and inexorably against colonisation. Chinese occupation began in 111BC and 


continued until 938 AD. The country was liberated briefly through the leadership of two 


sisters in 39AD and by a scholar from the South in 544. Many insurrections were recorded 
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against the colonising efforts with the Chinese armies definitively defeated in 938, heralding 


some 900 years of self rule. A Confucian model of government was established with absolute 


power vested in the Emperor and a mandarinate system provided the administrative 


foundations of Indochina. Buddhism became the national religion and present day Hanoi 


was the capital until the 18th century. During this period, not only were the Chinese repelled 


on several occasions but some of its southern territory was conquered. The Tran Dynasty 


until 1400 saw the emergence of Vietnamese script, the crystallisation of Vietnamese cultural 


identity and brilliant military exploits, with the smaller Vietnamese armies defeating three 


assaults from the Mongols, totally destroying their navy. In an interregnum period of three 


decades China again attempted to eradicate Vietnamese identity but, in 1438, a land owner 


organised guerrilla resistance, ushering in the Le Dynasty for a century, with prosperity, 


achievements in literature and the writing the Hog-Duc legal code (Instituto del Tercer 


Mundo, 2001:567-569). 


During the 17th century, Dutch, Portuguese, Spanish and French traders and missionaries 


arrived and a Jesuit priest produced a romanised script. The Nguyen family from the south 


took over with the aid of French missionaries, named the country Vietnam and proceeded to 


implement Western reforms, including Christianity. Succeeding emperors were hostile to the 


West and persecuted Christians, giving a pretext for a French invasion in 1858. Resistance 


continued for the hundred years of French occupation, including the formation of 


communist movements, all brutally repressed. The indomitableness of Vietnamese resistance 


saw the French routed after ten years of war. After 15 years of occupation by 580,000 


American troops who dropped more bombs than during the entire Second World War, 


causing permanent environmental destruction, the Vietnamese were victorious again 


(Instituto del Tercer Mundo, 2001:567-569; Thayer, 2001:721-722). 
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The l ifeworld: Epistemology and ontology 


The Vietnamese hold an eclectic moral theory which is a combination of three earlier 


traditions: Confucian moral paradigms, Buddhist-Taoist metaphysical reflections and 


Vietnamese indigenous kinship social organization. The Confucian society is organised in 


tiers, beginning with the Emperor who alone can fathom the will of Heaven, then the 


relationship between the Emperor (setter of example to the idealised gentleman) and his 


mandarins and, thirdly, interactions between the mandarin (for idealised gentleman) and the 


people (those whom he administers) (O’Harrow 1989 cited in Karim 1995: 59). Both 


Confucianism and Buddhism are based on patriarchal power with Buddhism relating to 


public and ritual power.  


Confucian ontology encompasses the primordial necessity in life of practising proper 


degrees of respectful attitudes and relationships according to the status of those around one. 


Filial piety, obedience and gratitude to one’s parents are to be practised at the cost of any 


sacrifice (Coughlan, 2001:728-731). Many Vietnamese adopted Catholicism, constituting 


another layer of hybridity without repudiation of traditional values. Whether in rural or 


urban settings, and from the uneducated to the elite strata, children learn unswervingly the 


sacred duty of obeying older members of the family, caring for the younger and considering 


the interests of the family above individual preferences (Nguyen & Ho, 1995:222). This 


Confucian recipe for a successful life is clearly opposite to the sanctity of individual rights. 


Ancestor worship adds an eschatological dimension to Vietnamese enactments of family, as 


those who have gone before are spiritually alive and current family obligations include the 


continuation of the family lineage into long term future (Nguyen & Ho, 1995:223).  


The l ifeworld: Social  arrangements 


Family life is central with adult married children traditionally building additional rooms 


onto the family home and the grandparents holding total decision making power. In urban 


areas, modernity has been reflected in the growth of women in professional roles and many 
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new couples choosing to form a nuclear household (Ngyuen & Ho, 1995:224). In line with 


Eritrea, South Sudan, other Asian countries and some Lebanese families, parents also 


traditionally arranged marriages as they chose the family with which they were happy to 


unite through the couple. Given the above reflections and the concentration of the 


population in a relatively small geographical are, time on one’s own is rare in the 


Vietnamese lifeworld. Children and adults observe daily regimens of duties, chores and 


other tasks and life is approached in a very disciplined, structured and formalistic manner.  


The l ifeworld: Gender relations 


As Harrow (1995) and others (Nguyen & Ho, 1995:221) point out, Confucianism content 


focuses on men only, hence relegating women to an almost incidental position. The 


metaphor of the male as mandarin gives him a formal mandate for the superior role of 


teacher in the family; the wife is the inferior student who needs to obey and venerate the 


male. Female childhood socialisation focuses on learning the four virtues and three 


obediences. The virtues are: “cong”- proper work, “dung”- proper demeanour, “ngon”- 


proper speech and “hanh”- proper manners. Submissiveness for women occurs when she is 


firstly obedient to her father, secondly to her husband and, when her usually older husband 


dies, she is to obey her eldest son, all older males in the household (including brothers) and 


their older female relatives. The mother in law is more often than the husband the enforcer of 


submission (Nguyen, 1990:34, cited in Hartley, 1995:222).  


Although Karim (1995) claims that Vietnamese women predominate in the market and 


control the family’s finances, with both parties dissimulating their extra earnings from each 


other, this was contested by the Vietnamese women in the study and other literature. 


Women’s powerlessness resided in the traditional obligation of going to live in the 


husband’s family, where she was likely to be given extremely burdensome work schedules 


even if no abuse occurs. Urban families are able to escape this requirement. Vietnamese 


folklore has a mine of sayings about the poisonous relationships between the female in-laws 


and a man’s wife (Karim 1995:167).  
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O’Harrow (1989) proposes that Vietnamese women accommodate to their straitened 


circumstances by developing a rich inner life into which they can escape in a social setting 


where one can never be alone. There she also nurtures an imaginative life of the dream lover 


and in this inner realm, she knows herself as pure, feels comfortable with herself and safe 


from the predators she can identify clearly. O’Harrow (1989) argues that there is a 


discrepancy between the public rhetoric and the real practices of power between genders in 


Vietnam. He argues for semiotic analysis to produce more accurate understandings of 


gender relations. There would be, undoubtedly, much theory and research authored by 


Vietnamese women academics in Vietnamese, and such literature is likely to be more reliable 


in reflecting the complexities of Vietnamese gender relations than the strategy proposed by 


O’Harrow.  


The l ifeworld: Colonial  relations 


As an ancient civilisation, the existence of a distinct Vietnamese identity is attested to by the 


struggles which have occurred against very much more powerful predators. Although 


invaded by the Europeans and Americans materially, it does not seem to me that Vietnamese 


people absorbed to any degree the inferior status conferred upon them by colonisers. The 


refinements of Vietnamese culture, not only with respect to formal areas of scholarship but 


also in terms of social organisation, social relations and daily ethical practices, could have 


been buffers against the self-erasure required for the colonisation of the Vietnamese mind. 


Vietnamese community life is very energetically rebuilt in Australia (Bao & Cahill, 


2001:733-737). I may be justified in proposing that the energy invested in maintaining 


cherished traditions may be a mute assertion of pride in Vietnamese cultural identity. 


The Vietnamese women 


Anh, Wai Ling, Mai Ho, Tahn, Sen, Soo 


Anh is in her mid fifties and lives in a light and airy house in the inner West, overlooking a 


river. She came from a wealthy family in Saigon and had nine siblings. Coming from the 
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upper class, she was most influenced by her philanthropist grandfather who fed and clothed 


large numbers of poor who would come to his house on a daily basis. She spent most of her 


spare time with him on his rounds and says that she developed his love for the poor. She 


loved and admired her grandfather whom she considers her role model, absorbing his 


values She chose dentistry in order to provide an essential service. Her husband was also a 


dentist and Anh graduated shortly before the US defeat of 1975.  


Wai Ling is in her early forties. We meet in her office in a Vietnamese community agency. 


One of seven siblings, she came from a wealthy educated family in Saigon. She said that 


from childhood, she and her siblings with whom she shared a bedroom, decided that they 


must study very hard in order to have a good life. She said that her motto from childhood is 


never to waste time, “unless you trick time, you will lose it”. She exemplified filial obedience in 


accepting her parents’ refusal to allow her to marry a man she says is still the love of her life 


and by becoming a lawyer, because her father said the family needed to have one. All of her 


seven siblings are doctors and other senior professionals. She was only able to practice for a 


couple of years when the communists took over. 


Tahn is middle aged and impresses as a stressed and unhappy woman. She lives in an 


immaculately kept new house in a beachside suburb in Melbourne’s West. She was one of 


ten children. Her family was well off and her mother did not work. Tahn only had primary 


school education. She said she was a very happy young woman because she was very loved 


by all her family including siblings. She was fifteen when communism came to Vietnam and 


while all her siblings had to work in paddy fields, she stayed home as she had poor health. 


Her dreams for the future were to work in a factory or in an office, without occupying any 


roles of responsibility, and to have a family. She met her husband at the age of twenty two 


but his mother opposed their relationship. He left for Australia alone, much to Tahn’s grief. 


She seems to have been particularly protected by her family due to her weak physical 


constitution. 
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Mai Ho lives in the western suburbs with her two children and husband. Mai Ho is a young 


and fashionably dressed looking woman. Her husband is also of unusually trendy 


appearance for Vietnamese middle aged people in Australia, with hair in a pony tail. Mai Ho 


grew up in a large tourist beach side town near Saigon. She had eight sisters and one brother. 


Her father was a jeweller while her mother stayed home. The family were of average 


material means. Mai Ho left school in Year nine, worked in a factory and then studied 


embroidery. Her dreams were to have a family and be able to buy her own house so that 


they did not live with parents. Her husband came from one of the wealthiest families in the 


district.  


Sen is 67 and has an aura of simplicity and dignity. She lives with a son in the inner Western 


suburbs, does not speak English but feels she has no need to. She was fated to experience 


living in her home of Vietnam through a variety of incarnations of war. Her father died just 


before World War II and from the age of 13, she began her childhood of ducking enemy fire. 


Sen is the second grandmother in this study. Her life was one of suffering from her early 


years. She said that the family of seven children needed to cook rice at 4.00 am and leave the 


house before dawn in a small boat to escape the French. The days were spent by this family 


on foot escaping from French powered boats and plane or helicopter gunfire. After the 


French, her life of fear continued as the Viet Minh was engaged in guerrilla war. She 


describes her childhood as very unhappy because there was constant fear of armies which 


killed, raped, had tanks and planes while their own protection consisted of the power of 


their legs and wits. When asked what her dreams were as a child: “my dream was that I and 


my family members were still alive”. She developed then the implacable resolve to leave this 


country which seemed so prone to war. 


Soo is a professional interpreter in the Community Services field in Melbourne. She is in her 


early fifties and acted as an interpreter for most of the Vietnamese interviews. She was the 


eldest of five children, her father was a builder and mother a dress-maker. The family were 


comfortable financially. They moved to Saigon and Soo obtained a tertiary qualification as an 
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English interpreter. She worked at the US Embassy for seven years. She describes herself as a 


very confident young woman, able to drive her scooter everywhere and transport her sister 


on the back. Her aspirations in life were to find a good husband and to be of help to her 


parents and siblings. She met her husband at the US Embassy. He was an architect from the 


Philippines. They had a very successful 30 year marriage, as he was a very affectionate and 


generous man. They had two sons before his contract in Vietnam ended and the family 


moved back to his home town in 1973. Settling in the Philippines was quite easy for Soo and 


she bore a girl. Her husband had a lucrative job and the family were able to buy a large 


house surrounded by a garden. Soo worked again in1984 as an interpreter at an UNHCR 


Refugee Centre.  


That’s my happiness. I am happy to be of help to any person, to help the UNHCR to understand their 


situation. Also I worked at the Displaced Persons’ Centre run by the Sisters of Charity, a Vietnamese 


convent. I have beautiful memories of working together. 


Concluding reflections 


The theoretical constructs of Schutz, Bourdieu and Giddens appear to have been useful in 


illuminating the characteristics of the lifeworlds the women inhabited, and within which 


they learnt to constitute meaning. Given the remarkable diversity in assumptions across the 


globe about what it means to be human, to be part of society, what is worth pursuing and 


what constitutes knowledge, the methodological and theoretical literature I have drawn 


upon to as a scaffold for hearing the narratives seems to have had heuristic value. Indeed, 


without such background, it would be difficult to understand how migrant women may or 


may not act in a foreign land. It would also be difficult to design policy and service systems 


for assisting the settlement process. 
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The African Muslim women were expected to marry and have children but were also able to 


pursue intellectual and other interests alongside the men. The only evidence given to me of 


oppressive relations with the men of their society was the intense negotiations Fatima and 


Zeinab needed to engage in to give priority to their study rather than the care of their 


husbands. They are women from the elite rank of Eritrean society, and the mediation of class 


in terms of family wealth, prestige, education and political prowess gave them unusual 


latitude. They are not typical Eritrean women and their husbands and other family members 


also had unusual values and practices. Kiro and Esther were also from the upper class of 


their societies and their fathers had modern education and employment in bureaucracies. 


Their claims to tertiary education were not questioned, as distinct to the lower participation 


rates in secondary and tertiary education of girls and women in the statistics given above for 


Ethiopia, Eritrea and South Sudan. Only Nia, the grandmother, was from a rural, peasant 


family. Understood in terms of Heiddegger’s (1978), Gadamer’s (1975) and Ricoeur’s (1966, 


1967) concepts about the agency involving the projection of self according to one’s inner 


world of possibilities, constituted through the language of our society, Nia’s story showed 


that she had latitude in negotiating her own identity and challenge male power structures 


and expectations while remaining an esteemed member of her society.  


Ricoeur’s theory of the voluntary states that I know myself in the first instance as the one 


who says I will, I move my body, I consent. The women’s stories show that for them, gender, 


class, culture and historical events enabled the development of emotionally secure and 


unique personalities. Certainly childhood in communal societies lays solid psychological and 


ontological foundations and men’s predominance in economic and public power would have 


a different impact on women’s sense of themselves and how they might carry out daily 


living, in comparison to socialisation within nuclear families of individualistic, free market 


societies. The crises of these Horn of Africa countries for approximately 50 years would also 


have contributed to pushing the boundaries of the human resilience of these specific six 


women. Another noteworthy pattern in the narratives is the absence of experiences or 


possibilities of life as an individual, separate from the extended family.  
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This group of Lebanese women reflect in the overview of their young lives their enactments 


of their culture’s definition of women as centrally about family life and other affective ties 


with neighbours, about marriage and the joy of children, satisfying the needs of marriage 


and assuring the social standing of the family. Just as with the African countries, class in the 


form of material wealth and symbolic capital greatly impacted on the parameters of 


women’s self-determination. Delal’s family wealth gave her the capacity to be the leading 


decision-maker in her marriage and Ramida had no choice about not obtaining the education 


she coveted, nor about following an older husband to Australia at the age of fourteen. Wafa 


was able to begin law studies, reflecting her family’s symbolic capital, but according to the 


prescriptions prevailing in Lebanon for Christian and Muslim women up to the ninety 


eighties, she abandoned university upon marrying. The lack of a husband was the key 


problematic for a competent professional such as Mariam and a modern young woman like 


Mifsud. Reflecting openness to individualistic reasoning, Sosa from a poor rural family 


decided to marry an Australian Lebanese stranger to attain not only marriage but also the 


benefits of modernity. 


The Russian women also represent the cream of society professionally and some also had 


privileged backgrounds, denied to the majority of Soviet citizens. These women’s agency 


was constituted by the possibilities opened up by a high level of education and by their 


willingness to participate in activities which give access to privilege allocated only to 


members of the Party. The Lebanese, Filipina and African women disabused a frequent belief 


in affluent countries that non-European countries are sites of unmitigated poverty. The 


evidence of the extraordinarily rich social practices and human values characterising these 


ancient cultures are an important counterbalance to the assumption that migrants are people 


with no history. This material also illustrated international materialist feminist theorists’ call 


for a more nuanced analysis of women’s agency within historical and geographic 


specificities.  
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Not all the Filipinas lived in rural areas but all exhibited the Filipino predisposition towards 


an informal, warm interaction paradigm. They came from the broad spectrum of class, 


culture and spaces in the Philippines. Childhood was spent in fortuitous milieus for all, 


except for Melba and Nenita, who lived in the shadow of absolute poverty. Teresa and 


Bernadette came from the top layer of Filipino society and Linda and Mary illustrate the 


emotionally, socially and spiritually sustaining Filipino pattern of social relations. Except for 


Melba, these women were fulfilled in emotional, social and professional terms prior to 


migrating, with belongingness to the extended family quite central in this sense of wellbeing. 


This was an attribute that all of the women in the study reported about their life prior to 


migration. The personal tragedies encountered by Linda sapped her resilience and forced her 


to take action to avoid the ubiquitous Filipino poverty, curtailing her aspirations as a 


journalist. The women’s predispositions were hybrid and contradictory, with the privileging 


of values and ethics derived from a Confucian filial piety, South East Asian conformity to 


group life, and pervasive commitment to Catholic practice, counterposed with an equally 


strong aspiration to escape absolute poverty, and for to the material goods and citizenship 


rights of democracies, promulgated by the inexorable material domination of US economic 


and military proprietorship of the country.  


The Vietmanese lifeworld is characterised by the ancient history of this culture. The women 


illustrated growing up in a habitus with refined expectations and obligations attached to the 


vertical and horizontal positioning of those surrounding them. In this hierarchical and 


authoritarian society, gender roles are clearly demarcated, an order that women are 


predisposed to see as unquestionable. Order and duties constitute the understanding of what 


it means to be part of human society and what is worth pursuing in life. Class determines 


women’s access to education but women have always exercised energetic agency alongside 


men in production, whether in subsistence agriculture, family commerce in markets or in 


private enterprise. Modernity has imbued urban spaces and the presence of French and 


American colonial powers together with neighbouring communist states created lifeworlds 


of war as a constant backdrop during the twentieth century. The geopolitical struggle of 
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capitalism with communism and attendant ideologies have represented a threat to life for 


the women who lived in the second half of the twentieth century. The women showed that 


family members are expected to join in the struggle for the family’s material prosperity and, 


at times, survival. Women’s sense of self related to the realities of relationships with their 


family and what they could accomplish for it. Confucian ethics, order and dutifulness 


constitute key symbolic capital. Material prosperity is highly valued and is imbued with 


significance as the outcome of the exercise of proper ethics of hard work and diligence. The 


women from the upper class, Anh and WaiLing, had strong connections with the male 


figureheads of father and grandfather respectively. All the women, except Tahn, reported 


being young women who felt ebullient or competent in life.  


Although there has been a lot of information in this chapter, I trust that a profile of the 


women is beginning to emerge for the reader. The next chapter will trace the upheavals 


which dislocated the women at different stages of their lifecycle, culminating with their 


presence in Melbourne.  


 









